The M. F. H. Room — tenth in a series designed by Muller-Barringer for Wamsutta

The trousseau sheet of America — proud choice of six generations of brides — boasting finer combed yarns and higher thread count for smooth, long-wearing, light-laundering luxury. Since 1846, "The Finest of Cottons."

WAMSUTTA MILLS, New Bedford, Mass., Distributors of Springfield (Virgin Wool) Blankets — Wamsutta-Somerset Towels — "The Three Weavers" (All Wool) Handwoven Throws — TexStyle Curtains and Shower Curtains

Wamsutta
Supercale

SHEETS & PILLOW CASES
Breakfast for two
by

"What a wonderful, wonderful morning!" says the breakfast table that sparkles with crystal. It picks up a hundred small rainbows to start the day right. Any morning will be brighter for Viking's Janice glassware, so beautiful and budget right. And you can find Viking... wherever you usually shop.

Treasured American Glass from New Martinsville, West Virginia
Viking Glass Company
TRADITIONAL BEAUTY...
IN OUR BAKER GALLERY

Baker's beautiful adaptation of an 18th Century Sheraton drum table. Mahogany inlaid with yew, it extends from 46" x 54" to a full eight feet. $248. With it, Baker's reproductions of 19th Century English Regency armchairs in classic black with gold. Each chair $106. See these and other magnificent pieces in our now-famous Baker Gallery on the furniture floor.

FINE FURNITURE IN THE TRADITIONAL MANNER
FOR MUSIC LOVERS OF DISCRIMINATING TASTE

The highest enjoyment of radio and recorded music is yours in this authentic Philco Hepplewhite.

Philco developments like the Electronic Scratch Eliminator, Advanced-FM and the Dynamic Reproducer bring you utmost fidelity of reproduction, freedom from noise and static, concert hall volume distortion. Hear the Philco 1274 at your dealer... it's a thrilling musical experience!

PHILCO

Famous for Quality the World Over
Holiday Dining with Distinction!

The season for entertaining. So give your table a festive air...the luxury setting it deserves... a Quaker Lace Cloth!...hand-made lace, yet so practical and inexpensive you can afford every meal an occasion. Wash and wear wonderfully...take right off. No wonder Quaker Lace Cloths are cherished!

Think of a lovelier Christmas gift?

Quaker Lace Company - Philadelphia 33, Pa.
Office: 330 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N.Y.

Pattern No. 7050
U.S. Des. Pat. No. 144785

Quaker Lace Cloths
Silver keynotes, your holiday hospitality...

eventful pieces from the Woodward & Lothrop Silver Room.

Lazy susan keeps four dishes hot, $552. Candelabra, pair, $180. Fruit bowl, $75.

Five-piece tea service, $275. All sterling silver except lazy susan, which is silver plated.

Prices include 20% tax. Mail orders filled.
It's a thrilling experience to charm your guests with a table arrangement all your own... exquisitely crowned with hand-cut gems like this Fostoria Holly. It's one of many precious patterns in complete stemware settings, so you can be good to yourself in selecting a table wardrobe expansive but not expensive. Or thoughtful of friends who deserve the best. You'll find favorite Fostoria patterns at better stores everywhere.
Dayton's gives the young homemaker

"TODAY'S TRADITIONAL"

Good Traditional that will Grow
As the Home and the Income Grow

Good taste can thrive in a one-room apartment as well as
the mansion with interchangeable "Today's Traditional"
by Morganton. In Dayton's open stock collection, young
couples happily find authentic Eighteenth Century pieces
versatile as Today's Modern . . . easily adaptable
to an apartment or first little home.

Above—A drop-leaf table and a single server might be
the beginning of this lovely full-grown dining room.

Left—End pieces may be used as living room commodes or
bedroom night stands. The center is a server or
a bedroom dresser. Together . . . a sideboard.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY: WRITE FOR INFORMATION AND PRICES

THE NORTHWEST'S GREAT STORE

The Dayton Company

MINNEAPOLIS
A fresh new note in decorative lighting—
Floralamps by Lightolier—designed with your
love of growing plants in mind, and
executed in polished brass or silver plate.
There's a wide variety of styles to dramatize
your desk, occasional tables, sectional
pieces, sofa and chairs. Matching floor
lamps in the group. One of Lightolier's many
decorator-designed groups of trend-setting
fixtures and lamps—at furniture, department,
and electrical stores everywhere. Or through
your architect, decorator, or electrical
dealer at Lightolier Decorator Galleries
11 East 36th Street, New York City
1267 Merchandise Mart, Chicago

decorating booklet in full color—
leading members of the American
Institute of Decorators show you how
to make your home more beautiful
with the right lighting fixtures and lamps.
Send 25c for "New Light, New Charm
for Your Home" Lightolier Dept G6,
Jersey City, New Jersey

LIGHTOLIER
Creators of endurably beautiful lamps and lighting fixtures since the turn of the century
“Everyone will believe me, too, when they see my Gorham Sterling in my favorite pattern. Remember when you and I decided nothing but the best would ever do in our home? You began our ‘sterling silver account’ then, because both of us have a zest for living nicely...for wanting good things like Gorham, the best-known name in sterling. Perhaps we can start with only a few place-settings now...but we’ll enjoy using them every day while we match and add.”

Your own high standards are reflected in the Gorham tradition of exquisite design and workmanship. One hundred and seventeen years of fine silver-making give you enduring beauty that will always do you proud. Gorham Sterling adds a distinction from your first important dinner on.


The modern way to buy sterling is in units of place-settings—each consisting of six pieces. Place-settings about $23.00 (Fed. tax incl.), depending on which of the twelve Gorham patterns you choose.
Of course, INDOORS! Decorators have discovered that wrought iron dining groups add color and freshness to an interior... create the accent which every room needs. Young marrieds find that with Salterini furniture they can buy more beauty and more decorative effectiveness for less money. For instance: The group illustrated above costs approximately $225 but there are others from $100. See Salterini NEVA-RUST® dining and dinette groups for indoor and outdoor use at better stores everywhere or through your decorator.

Look for the NEVA-RUST® trademark and six-year guarantee on each piece.
Ask any furniture man—he’ll tell you how a century of craftsmanship has built up a magnificent reputation for durability, ease of cleaning and color-fastness for rich CA-VEL pile fabrics.

But that’s only part of the story. CA-VEL fabrics are dramatic fashion leaders—in the magnificent range of their glowing colors, and in the smartness of their patterns. The six beauties here are merely a bare sample of the exciting range from which you can choose in CA-VEL pile fabrics.

Look for the CA-VEL identification tag when you look at furniture—it’s your guarantee not only of sturdiness and long wear and the best of dyes, but of smart fashion as well. Look to CA-VEL to give you this enduring beauty in the furniture you buy!

After all there’s nothing like CA-VEL pile fabrics.
This lovely
CARPET
transforms your home!

A magnificent sea of color... stretching luxuriously
from wall to wall... making your room seem larger... casting a
warm glow on every piece of furniture. It's one of Bigelow's newest
Beauvais masterpieces, a superb pure wool broadloom...
with a rich tone-on-tone scroll design that gives it the look
of sculptured carpet. Beautiful!—and practical, too,
because the intricate pattern hides footprints and markings.
In grey, rose or green. 9 and 12 ft. widths. About $8.50 sq. yd.

Exclusively at these fine stores:

Akron, Ohio.............. Pulte's
Boston, Mass.............. Jordan Marsh
Butler, Pa................. Trueman's
Cincinnati, Ohio........... Rohlman's
Cleveland, Ohio........... Mandel Brothers
Columbus, Ohio........... Trueman's
Dallas, Texas............. Neiman-Marcus
De Bilt, Pa................ Trueman's
Erie, Pa..................... Colbeck's
Grand Rapids, Mich....... Herpuchamer's
Greensburg, Pa............ Trueman's
Harrisburg, Pa............ Pulte's
Indiana, Pa.............. Pulte's
Jackson, Mich............. Field's
Kansas City, Mo........... J. C. Penney's of Kansas City
Lake Charles, La.......... Miller's
Lebanon, Pa.............. The Bon Ton
Malden, Mass............. Joblin's
Minneapolis, Minn........ Judd's
Pittsburgh, Pa........... Laubach's
Pittsfield, Mass.......... Joslin's
Pompton, N. J............. Geist's
Stevenson, Mich........... Geist's
Reading, Pa.............. Pulte's
San Antonio.............. J. C. Penney's of Texas
Seattle, Wash............ The Bon Marché
Springfield, Mo........... Heer's
St. Paul, Minn........... The Golden Rule
Stevensville, Mich....... Dry's
Topeka, Kans............. J. C. Penney's
Tampa, Fla................. Meyer's
Washington, Iowa......... Black's
Wilmington, Mass........ Pulte's
Wilkes-Barre, Pa......... Pulte's

Members of the Home Furnishings Institute
Ask the thrifty mother or grandmother who likes nice things for her home and her family. She knows that a Kenwood Blanket is a luxury that lasts, keeping its precious beauty and providing glorious comfort for loved ones year after year. And, because it affords such enjoyment and satisfaction for so many years, its cost is very small indeed.

Why does a Kenwood last so long—look so lovely—cost so little? The secret is in the wool, the weave, the nap. Selected wools with long, strong fibres. A special type of weave that produces a sturdy fabric with a wonderfully soft draping quality. A deep, deep nap that holds countless tiny air cells which keep the warm air in, the cold air out.

Whether for your own home, or for gifts to friends who will bless you endlessly, Kenwood Blankets provide more sleeping comfort, more satisfaction per dollar. They are available in more styles, more colors, more sizes than ever before. For the most for your money in blankets, ask for Kenwoods at your favorite fine store. Kenwood Mills, Albany 1, New York.
The Original Flexible Furniture that made a fashion into a trend, now brought to its ultimate by new pieces with new color, fabric and accessory coordinations created by Saarinen-Swanson — accentuating the firm place that modern creative art has in today's living.

Flexible Home Arrangements by Johnson provide the versatility that places at your command an inexhaustible selection of combinations for exactly fulfilling the functional needs of your home and giving unlimited latitude for imparting an always-fresh atmosphere to your rooms according to varying moods.

The Johnson group of Flexible Home Arrangements is made of selected North Michigan birch, finished in clear lacquer. Exceptionally practical, these distinctive pieces harmonize beautifully with any background, either individually or in combination. Ideally suited to any house or apartment, small or large, pretentious or simple, traditional or modern.

JOHNSON FURNITURE CO. — JOHNSON-HANDLEY-JOHNSON CO. GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
Lustrous Kensington Metal

ACCENTS FOR THE TABLE

How the pussy-willow lustre of Kensington Metalware points up a lovely table! Best of all, it wears well. Proud owners find their Kensington pieces smart and new-looking after years of just ordinary care. No polishing. No stains to remove. To give...to receive...to use—nothing quite equals Kensington. It's really worth inquiring about at your favorite gift, jewelry or department store.

6¼" KINGSTON FLOWER VASE is perfect for medium-stemmed flowers .................. 5.75

5⅝" and 4½" PLAIN SMALL DISHES serve beautifully as candy and nut dishes or ash trays... 2.25 and 1.50

13¼" x 6½" DOVER BREAD TRAY can be used for celery or relishes, too.............. 4.75

Brides love the versatile
10" WHITFIELD DOUBLE SERVING DISH .... 10.75

Kensington INCORPORATED
OF NEW KENSINGTON PENNSYLVANIA

How the pussy-willow lustre of Kensington Metalware points up a lovely table! Best of all, it wears well. Proud owners find their Kensington pieces smart and new-looking after years of just ordinary care. No polishing. No stains to remove. To give...to receive...to use—nothing quite equals Kensington. It's really worth inquiring about at your favorite gift, jewelry or department store.

6¼" KINGSTON FLOWER VASE is perfect for medium-stemmed flowers .................. 5.75

5⅝" and 4½" PLAIN SMALL DISHES serve beautifully as candy and nut dishes or ash trays... 2.25 and 1.50

13¼" x 6½" DOVER BREAD TRAY can be used for celery or relishes, too.............. 4.75

Brides love the versatile
10" WHITFIELD DOUBLE SERVING DISH .... 10.75

Kensington INCORPORATED
OF NEW KENSINGTON PENNSYLVANIA
IT'S LANCASTER FOR DISTINCTIVE HOME FURNISHINGS IN Maine

Carpeting in glowing colors to warm your heart and home

Charm achievable in no other carpet at its price is yours with Mohawk's Shuttlepoint broadloom. Woven with a unique high and low looped pile, it has the hand-crafted look of rare needlepoint. Its rich, textury surface hides footprints and wears wonderfully. Exclusive in Maine with Lancaster in these glowing pastel colors: Oyster White, Dawn Grey, Devon Rose, Celadon Green, and Peach Beige in 9, 12, and 15 ft. widths at $13.95 sq. yd.

Other carpeting from $7.95 to hand-crafted chenille at $21.95 sq. yd.

Please send me, without obligation, complete cost of Mohawk's Shuttlepoint Carpeting for my room or rooms. I enclose a sketch showing floor plan and dimensions.

Name ____________________________
Address ___________________________
City ___________________ State ________

Lancaster Furniture Company
240 Middle Street, Portland 3, Maine

Mail this coupon today for full details.

Lancaster, Maker of Fine Furniture
240 Middle Street, Portland, Maine

Maine's Most Beautiful Store
9 spacious floors devoted to the manufacture and sale of fine furniture, plus a wealth of unusual decorative accessories, and a staff of expert interior decorators... make furnishing your home a pleasure at Lancaster.
Many a smart home in California’s great Central Valley—and here is an area renowned for gracious living—owes its distinction to Jacksons’ decorator staff and to the large selection of both traditional and contemporary furnishings in our new Sacramento store. Where but here could you find home furnishings so authentically in the “California manner”?
A PAIR OF Duncan HURRICANES

... a gift that looks like a million dollars

HURRICANE CANDELABRA with hand-cut and polished imported prisms are breathtaking... but with the lacy First Love etching on the hurricane shade they are irresistible.

These Hurricane Candelabra are made by the makers of "the loveliest glassware in America." Many pieces of Duncan glass are now collector's items and are in antique shows.

If your department store or jewelry or gift shops do not have the Duncan First Love Hurricane Candelabra, they will be glad to order them for you. There is also a full line of stemware and flatware and decorative pieces with the same etching. Write for the First Love folder.

The loveliest glassware in America

THE DUNCAN & MILLER GLASS COMPANY

WASHINGTON, PA.
PEPPERELL Peiress SHEETS

ah, luxury!
for those who can afford
the very best...

But who could resist these Peeress* Sheets— even at $4.75 or more for each?
Buy them for the sheer delight of sleeping on the most luxurious of sheets!
Here's the most expensive of all-combed sheet yarns, woven 24 firm threads finer than ordinary percales... You just can't buy more exquisitely textured American percales!
Pepperell Manufacturing Company,
Boston, Massachusetts.

*8
That's right. You can figure it out for yourself. This is one luxury which is also an economy. In ten years a million Bendix Washers have proved it in a million homes.

The Bendix washes clothes so clean, yet saves so much on hot water, on soap, and on your clothes budget that it's actually more economical than an old-fashioned, hard-work washer ... and costs as much as $90 less than the new, unproved automatics.

The Bendix does the work ... you don't! It presoaks—washes—rinses three times—and dries the clothes. Set the dial at "Wash," put in the soap, and you're through!

Save gallons of hot water; use 1/3 as much soap! Yes, compared to an ordinary washer, the Bendix is lots thriftier with hot water, and—on soap alone—you can save up to $10 a year! And the Bendix sticks to the better-washing principle of fresh clean suds for every load of clothes. Only "Tumble-Action" makes such economy possible.

Save money on your clothes budget—No other method does such a thorough washing job so gently. Just the way you wash your daintiest garments by hand, the Bendix tumbles clothes in and out of rich suds—hundreds of times—to loosen and flush away even deep-down dirt.

Save aching backs ... save tired arms ... save colds—There's no lifting and straining with a Bendix. Just push clothes into the convenient, basket-level porthole. Just tumble them back in the basket when clean. No sloshing around in wet basements. No floors to mop.

Bendix Washers are guaranteed by Good Housekeeping.  
Bendix Home Appliances, Inc., South Bend 24, Indiana. Dealers throughout the United States and in Canada and Mexico.
Enjoy new beauty and fragrance in your flower arrangements with long-lasting Denver Carnations. The large, spicily fragrant blossoms fill your rooms with perfume, and you'll be delighted with the lovely autumn tones, highlighted by Miller's Yellow, shown in the illustration. Remember, when you want the best, ask your florist for...

*Denver Carnations*

COLORADO STATE FLOWER GROWERS ASSOCIATION
Sloanemaster Furniture

Spirited elegance in design joins with enduring modern construction to bring your castle in the air down to earth. Now it's a wonderful reality for your own bedroom...this French Provincial Group with a charm that increases through the years as you come to know and love each graceful piece.

COMPANY OF MASTER CRAFTSMEN, Fifth Avenue at 47th Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Sloanemaster Furniture is available at these fine stores:

For names of other stores write Company of Master Craftsmen
In the soft glow of candlelight or the bright light of everyday meals, Westmorland Sterling Silver has a timeless, glowing beauty that is always "in style"... always right... that grows lovelier the longer you use it.

Westmorland solid silver patterns are rich in tradition... skilled craftsmen set them deep in heavy silver to endure and be cherished for generations. Naturally, they will never be "discontinued" and will always reflect your discriminating taste.

So choose your Westmorland pattern while you are young. Choose it in your home, at your leisure, with the counsel of a specialist in sterling silver... and with the assurance that you are dealing with one of America's foremost makers of fine things for the home. There are several Westmorland Plans to make the acquiring of sterling silver convenient for you. Westmorland Sterling, New Kensington, Pa.
Big rooms, little rooms, country or town... these glorious Kandell chintzes give a vivid new personality to every one of your rooms. Whether your life is casual or formal, whether your taste is traditional or contemporary, there's a tempting variety of patterns to choose from. And the color motifs range from subtle pastels to brilliant tropical effects. All Kandell Chintz is color-fast in that wonderful Everglaze finish that keeps its lovely brand new look! In full 36 inch width for trim slip-covers, graceful draperies. $1.39 a yard.

KANDELL Chintz

Look for the name KANDELL printed on the chintz. Ask for KANDELL chintz in leading stores from coast to coast. For the store in your city write to KANDELL, Inc., 261 5th Ave., N. Y.
Dining Heaven

The magnificent Colleton Collection opens the way to furnish your dining room beautifully on a limited expenditure.

The 24 Colleton Pieces include distinctive junior sizes for the smaller home. Large and small pieces alike embody the famous White qualities... classical design executed with infinite care in exquisitely grained Hondorus Mahogany... White's famous heat and water resistant finish, hand rubbed to heirloom richness... generous drawer space... center drawer guides... rare beveled plate glass... solid brass antique drawer pulls—everything you'll ever want in dining pieces!

Look for the White crest... assurance that in furniture you have bought the finest.

Write for your copy of "The White Album of Fine Furniture"
AS YOU PICTURED IT!

That's your room when you've decorated it yourself, starting with "Jewel Tree," Waverly's new 50" Glosheen* print.

Reflect two of its beautiful colors in your rug tones and walls. Correlating "Harmony Stripe" and plain color Glosheen add the professional touch... and all at such low cost. Guaranteed by the Waverly Bond to keep their beauty through countless washings and cleanings. At your favorite department store or decorator. Waverly Fabrics Division, F. Schumacher & Co., 60 West 40th Street, New York 18, N. Y.

THE WARFIELD* TABLE

BY Brandt

AMERICA'S MOST USEFUL TABLE

Available at fine furniture and department stores everywhere.

When not in use your WARFIELD serves as a beautiful side table, only 26" deep by 42" long.

FOUR for lunch? You snap the leaves up.

SIX is it?
Just add one filler board.

EIGHT for dinner means one more filler board.

And when it's TWELVE at the table, use the five filler boards extending your WARFIELD to 126 inches—10½ feet long—to seat your dozen guests in roomey comfort.

*PROTECTED BY PATENT No. D 103303

BRANDT CABINET WORKS, INC. * HAGERSTOWN, MARYLAND

Send 25c in coin only for interesting, profusely illustrated 24 page booklet, "A Sketchbook of Tables and How to Use Them," jam-packed with useful ideas!
NEW ELECTRIC MARVEL
GETS RID OF ALL GARBAGE!

Step-by-step story of the General Electric Disposall. It shreds food waste; ends garbage mess forever!

1. Not into a garbage can, but down the drain, you scrape all food waste—even rinds and bones. Simple... sanitary... laborsaving... because there's a Disposall right underneath the sink.

2. Food waste now in Disposall, a simple appliance that fits most any sink. Here's what it looks like. It will dispose of all food waste from any one meal for an average family.

3. With waste scraped into Disposall, lock protecting cover in sink drain, with a twist to left. Notice openings in the cover, for clean, flushing water to enter the Disposall as it works.

4. Turning on cold water automatically starts Disposall. Food waste is shredded into tiny particles, flushed into sewer or septic tank. Food waste is shred so finely it cannot clog.

5. Disposall's self-cleaning action keeps it cleaner than ordinary kitchen drains. It's the modern, easy, sanitary way to dispose of all food waste in your home.

6. Users rave about the convenience and health-promoting advantages. "Saves countless footsteps... No more garbage odors... so clean and sanitary."

NOTE: For the perfect laborsaving combination, the Disposall can be teamed up with a General Electric Dishwasher in a complete Electric Sink! General Electric Company, Bridgeport 2, Conn.

DISPOSALL
DISPOSALL MEANS
GOOD-BY TO GARBAGE
AUTOMATICALLY!

"General Electric's Registered Trade-mark for its food-waste Disposall appliance."
HERE'S how you can enjoy the most care-free heating comfort you have ever known — and at the same time save fuel! Just replace your present thermostat with Chronotherm, Honeywell's new electric clock thermostat.

Chronotherm will keep your home at just the right comfort temperature from morning to night. Then, when you retire, it will automatically switch to lower fuel-saving temperature. In the morning, before you arise, it will automatically return to the desired daytime temperature; no need to get up an hour early and push up the thermostat to get the house warm.

And, Chronotherm will make your precious fuel last longer. According to government authorities you will save at least 10 percent of your heating bill — a mighty important consideration with present-day fuel costs.

Chronotherm can quickly and easily be installed on your present, or new, automatic heating plant. It is low in cost and will pay for itself over and over again.
Four Walls

—and more than 400 ways to beautify them! Your home acquires new beauty when you choose refreshing wallpapers from that fine collection.

DESIGNS OF TODAY

Redecorate now! You’ll find more than 400 new, exclusive patterns in this famous line. They assure a maximum of satisfying wall-beauty, with little chance of duplication, for they are carefully restricted to the Thibaut distributors in the East and those of Warner in the Middle West. Obtainable through no other sources!

Only two such distinguished Houses as Thibaut and Warner could have produced such an outstanding collection as DESIGNS OF TODAY. Through more than half a century, our studios have correctly interpreted the newest ideas of skilled artists, designers and decorators, creating beautiful wallpapers which, though exclusive, are inexpensive.

Good Decoration starts with Good Wallpaper. Let your Thibaut or Warner distributor help you make your selection, for when you deal with him, you are dealing with one of the best. See the newest DESIGNS OF TODAY—today!

Send 10c (to cover wrapping and postage) for full-color sample of any paper shown, or 25c for samples of all of them.

A. Malmaison Border  C. Augusta
B. Malmaison        D. Cotswold
              E. Coromandel

Insist on DESIGNS OF TODAY, offered jointly by—

Richard E.
Thibaut
INC., Dept. HG
269 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

THE WARNER
CO., Dept. HG
418 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago 5, Ill.
Today you can plan your windows as you like them . . . in broad, sunny walls, cozy bays, view-framing picture windows, or in space-saving corner arrangements. All these things are possible because of Andersen WINDOWWALLS . . . those complete wood window units that can be combined in a thousand different ways to serve simultaneously as windows and as walls.

So as you plan, have plenty of ideas to draw from . . . write Andersen today for full information.

IDEAS FOR WINDOW BEAUTY IN YOUR NEW HOME

Andersen

Mail This Today
For Free WINDOWWALL Ideas

Andersen Corporation,
Bayport, Minn.

Dept. HG117

Name

Address

City...

State...

Zone...
Dream of a MAKE-UP CHEST come true...

Available in the stores listed, or write us for complete information...

CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles & Pasadena . Bullock's
San Francisco . . . . City of Paris

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington . Woodward & Lathrop, Inc.

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston . . . . Paine's of Boston

NEW YORK
New York . . . . Lord and Taylor

OREGON
Portland . . . Meier & Frank Co., Inc.

UNIQUE and enchanting Make-up Chest, created by Old Colony Furniture Company at the request of Marie Earle. Only 34 inches long, a miracle of compactness, especially designed to hold every beauty aid a woman's heart could desire . . neatly, handily, and safely under lock and key. A combination of mahogany and yew wood with leather fronts and top. Charming and mellow as an antique heirloom, ingeniously functional, and built with watch-like precision by master craftsmen.

old colony Furniture Company

29 CROWN STREET • NASHUA, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Sleep in the soft, soft glow
of Candlelight...

So beautiful, so becoming, the delicate shimmer of Candlelight Yellow in Pequot's exquisite new luxury sheets of fine combed percale. Available in five pastel shades or White, to match your bedroom decor...silken-smooth, and soft as a candle's beam, to match your fondest dreams.

Candlelight Yellow • Dusty Rose • Airway Blue • Green • Peach • and White

PEQUOT FINE COMBED PERCALE
MORE THAN 200 COMBED THREADS TO THE INCH

Pequot Mills, Salem, Mass.
Makers of Pequot Muslins
America's Most Popular Sheets
Bring Summer Indoors for the Winter

it's Wand Willow furniture

Woven sunshine to brighten your sun-room every day in the year. Here is colorful, versatile furniture designed in the debonair manner for the truly young house or apartment.

Ficks Reed Co. CINCINNATI AND NEW YORK

Sold by better dealers everywhere
Home for Thanksgiving—Bucks County, Pa.

Princess Elizabeth

Intermezzo

Overture

Margaret Rose

everywhere...

it's a national tradition National Sterling

National Sterling presents four distinguished patterns in five-piece place-settings and all accessory pieces for complete service. Ask to see National Sterling at fine silverware departments and jewelers.

NATIONAL SILVER COMPANY
a Houseful of Gifts!

ROAST HOLDER — Highly polished chrome with imported stag handle. 11" long 10.00
All chrome with "T" handle 7 long 8.50
All silver plated with "T" handle 10.00

POULTRY SHEARS — Mirror polished stainless steel with serrated blade, notched cutter for bones, and safety clip. 8.50
All chrome model 3.95

CURRIER AND IVES DINNER PLATES — 8 subjects, with names on back, reproduced in natural colors, fired on. Fine white American earthenware with Washington Colonial Border. 10" dia. Set of 8 15.00

3-IN-1 SILVER SERVICE combines Coffee Urn, Sugar and Creamer. Nested together, they form a handsome unit for tray service. Silver plated with woven reed covered handle. Inc. Fed. Tax 15.00

SHOE GROOMER KIT — Birch maple finish with 2" wide foot rest covered with corrugated rubber. Box is 10" x 7" x 10" high, complete with 4 tins Kiwi Polish, 2 Daubers, 2 Polishing Brushes, 2 Cloths 7.50

GIFT HAMPER — Overflowing with 21 mouth-watering delicacies, including Brandied Apricots, Caviar, Crepe Suzettes, Broiled Brook Trout, Plum Pudding Sauce, etc. 34.50
Other hampers from 19.50 to 40.50

ELECTRIC CORN POPPER — Just add cooking oil and corn—and watch it pop and fill the bowl! Requires no shaking, stirring or agitating. Highly polished heavy aluminum with glass top. AC-DC 9.95
Corn for popping, 6 cans 1.00

SILVERPLATED PLATTER and VEGETABLE DISH. Dish is 11 1/2" x 8 1/4". Cover serves as extra dish. Well and tree platter is 15 1/2" x 11 1/2". Dish or platter with gadroon border (illustrated), each 13.50
Dish or platter with plain border, each 11.50
(Prices include Fed. Tax)

NEST OF TABLES — 3 graceful, light but sturdy wood tables with glass tops. Largest 22" high, top 12" x 14 1/2". Lacquered finish in red, green or black with hand painted raised Chinese Gold decoration or Parchment Finish with floral decorations. (Please give 2nd color choice) 29.50

MAIL ORDERS FILLED
Delivery free within 150 miles
For delivery in New York City, add 2 1/4% Sales Tax.

A HOUSE FAMOUS FOR QUALITY FOR OVER 99 YEARS

Hammacher Schlemmer
145 East 57th Street, New York 22, N. Y.

Ask for Gift Catalog "6-3" showing hundreds of fascinating gifts
How to
be an Armchair Santa Claus

This complacent Santa Claus has the right idea.

In a seat curved for comfort...

armed with November House & Garden...

he shops for his entire Christmas list.

An exciting list... because every present on it comes from House & Garden's bright roster.

Take a tip from an expert—

find yourself an armchair and order your Christmas gifts today.
YOUR CHRISTMAS THOUGHT—A GIFT FOR HER HOME!

Daisy bonbon dish .... 1.25

Picture fresh flowers, or one big flower floating in this exquisitely shaped California pottery dish ... or on your table filled with ice cream or salad. 8½" diam.

Pink with turquoise, rose with wine, lavender with pink, chartreuse with brown

Hengeler's ... add 10c postage each

BUFFALO 5, N. Y.

YOUR CHRISTMAS THOUGHT—A GIFT FOR HER HOME!

YOUR CHRISTMAS THOUGHT—A GIFT FOR HER HOME!

The Exquisite Polished Brass Lamp $15.00

This Lovely Solid Brass Lamp Stands 21 inches high. With Antique Red Hand Decorated, Parchment Shade, it will enhance the beauty of any dark or table. Fine for gifts, so why not order more than one?

Check or Money Order: Express Collect. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

BRYCE GIFTS

302 West Chelten Avenue
Georgetown, Philadelphia 44, Pa.

MAKE YOURS A SILVER CHRISTMAS . . .

So proudly you'll serve with these fine pieces of silverplate ... to add to your reputation as a discriminating hostess ... or to give as gifts to those whom you love best.

LEFT, the famed traditional grape design on the handsome tray with handles—for serving turkeys, roasts, etc. 14" x 25", silverplate on copper, $27.50 including tax and sending. THE DUO-SERVER. Always the most practical, wonderful server to get or give. Tray and well in center for meat, with two wells at the side for vegetables. Gadroon edge; made by a famous house. Silver plate on copper, 17" in diameter, $29.50 including tax and sending.

SALT AND PEPPERS, with gold topped one for salt. Well weighted, simplicity of design, $5 for the pair postpaid. BREAD AND BUTTER PLATES shown center. Also wonderful for hors d'oeuvres, candy, coasters. 5" in diameter, $2 each.

ENGLISH TOAST RACK, front right. England once more sends us one of her favorites. Functional—for toast, or for love letters (or bills) on your desk. $7.50 including tax and sending.

CHRISTMAS ANGEL

Decorate your windows, dining table, etc. with hand-crafted Angels. Made of polished aluminum, holding two red candles, they stand 6½" high. Sold in pairs. Attractively boxed in red Christmas boxes. $2.00 pr. postpaid in U. S. No C.O.D.'s.

CLIFTON HOUSE

R. R. # 4
Terre Haute, Indiana

A SPOON RACK

Mahogany or maple finish. 10½" x 19 with metal liner for plants. $10.00.

Cup and saucer hangers for demi-tasse or standard cups. 1.50 each.

CLIFTON HOUSE

R. R. # 4
Terre Haute, Indiana

Music box variety, not just one but over 100 melodies to choose and play on this Thorens automatic disc music box. Of walnut, 10" x 6", $25. Christmas tunes, folk or drinking songs, popular or classical airs, 10 to a box. $7.50. Container holds six packages of discs, $6 ppd. Krebs Town Shop, 45 Broad St., Westerly, R. I.

Jingle bells are on the market again to celebrate the holiday season. These are polished brass, the big fellow 5" x 4", the smallest 4" x 2½". Buy all three, on stout red and white cords, to hang over a door or archway. $4.75 ppp. The large bell alone is $2.75. At Baur-Melvin, 2020 North Broad Street, Philadelphia 21, Pa.

Write for catalogue of other gifts.

No C.O.D.'s please.
La belle martini mixer will liven up the party even before the first drink is poured. The brass bell rings as the drinks are being mixed in the crystal bowl on top. Use it to ring for scattered guests or the New Year. Holds about 17 ounces. $17.50 express collect from Decorative Galleries, Neiman-Marcus, Dallas, Texas.

ASH TRAY
FASHIONED in AGELESS BRONZE
BY A MASTER CRAFTSMAN
A Lifetime gift for your home... unique, rare gifts.
Handsome, heavy Old Fashioned Wash Boiler 8 1/4" x 3 1/2" x 2 1/2". Pure copper—polished and lacquered. Ideal Planter or What-Not piece. Brass brackets. Authentic wood handle. You'll love it.$5.50 prepaid.
Heavy cup brass replicas, useful and charming for Planters, Match Holders, Ash Trays or What-Not. The kettle, 11" high, with authentic wood handle, $5.75. The cauldron, 2 " high, $4.50.
Send Cash, Check or M.O. to: CALIFORNIA, 27 W. Seventh Street, Los Angeles, California

A parking place for opened bottles can save your fine table linen or furniture tops from marring rings. This out-size coaster, of glass rimmed with sterling silver, is decorative and useful. As an ash tray it appeals strongly to men, who hate dinky ones. $6.95, incl. tax. Black Starr & Gorham, 594 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 19.

STERLING SILVER
Brush and Comb Set
An ideal Gift for the new arrival!
MILITARY STYLE for Boy
HANDLE STYLE for Girl
$5.95 Set
Engraving extra 10c per letter.
Fed. Tax & Postage included.
Send Check, Money Order or C.O.D. (No C.O.D. if engraving is desired.)

LION HEAD OVAL
This charming solid brass receptacle is proudly mounted on sturdy lion's paws. Filled with flowers, flowers or paws, it's magnificent. The rare oval shape is a decorator's delight. Winsted, with majestic lion's head handles, it is lacquered to prevent tarnishing. 4 1/2" high, 10" long—$14.50; 14"—$16.50; 18"—$18.50. Shipping charges extra.
Write for Catalogue
George Stern Co.
191 Madison Ave. (Est. 1922) NEW YORK 16
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Heavy cup brass replicas, useful and charming for Planters, Match Holders, Ash Trays or What-Not. The kettle, 11" high, with authentic wood handle, $5.75. The cauldron, 2 " high, $4.50.
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Grand Slam

Don't trump your partner's ace for gaping at these photo playing cards! They can be made up for you "on any black and white picture or sketch. A really unusual gift for the card player.

6 decks [All of same photo] ... $18.00 postpaid
12 decks [All of same photo] ... 25.00 postpaid

Man-Piped

A handsome glass ash tray, solid and symmetrical, measures 8 inches in diameter, and comes engorged with a large 3-letter block monogram. Wonderful for a pipe smoker. Sure to be his favorite gift.

8" Ash Tray .............. $5.50 postpaid
6" Ash Tray .............. 4.00 postpaid

No C.O.D.'s, please.

EUNICE NOVELTIES
Dept. G-177
5th Floor Woman's Exchange Bldg.
New York 22, N. Y.

To Win A Heart
On Christmas Morn

A truly lovely doll for that very special little girl. Gowned in gleaming white satin, the net overdrape lavishly decorated with fancy satin braid. A pearl wreathe of orange blossoms holds her lace-trimmed veil and she carries a matching bouquet with trailing ribbons. She's tall—over 18 inches—with sleeping eyes under long dark lashes, and every costume detail is carefully hand finished. The Queen of any doll collection.

No C.O.D.'s, please.

OUR BLUE HEAVEN SHOP
P.O. Box 184
Buffalo 5, N. Y.

Adjustable Goose Neck Floor Lamp

Puts light where it is needed most

Industrial Uses: Over power machines, precision work. Nie clean work.
Professional Uses: Hospital forattics, operating rooms, dentist's and doctor's offices.
Business: Drawing boards; filling typing; bookkeeping.
In the Home: Sewing; writing; reading in bed.
Gifts

Keeps glare out of eyes

Overall height 60 inches. Adjustable to 73 inches. Chrome socket, extension and neck. 11 feet of rubber cord. Approved by underwriters. Heavily weighted base. White or Bronze. Give preference to adjustable head, 150-watt standard lighting bulb and a standard heating thermostatic bulb inserted.

Money Back Guarantee

Send check or Money Order Today

Harzfeld's

445 E. 86th St., New York 28, N. Y.

Christmas Stockings

We'll put the name of each member of the family on a bright red felt Christmas stocking, to be hung by the chimney with care year after year. They are fringed at the top with green felt; the letters are white felt. Stockings measure 18" long from top to toe.

$1.50 each, postpaid

Write for Catalogue H-117

The SALT & PEPPER SHOP

445 E. 86th St., New York 28, N. Y.
AROUND

From tycoon to freshman men love good leather. The belt and breast-pocket case shown are made of Cordovan leather, tops for both looks and rugged wearing. You can't go wrong with either. Case $12 ppd. plus 20% tax. The belt, 32" to 42" with bronze buckle, $4.75. No tax. Daniel's Den, 141 Newbury St., Boston 16, Mass.

The "snickersnee" for the lord of your house. A fine carving knife is hand ground from solid, extremely high grade steel. Has slotted fork points for easier serving without a fork. A solid steel roasting holding prong goes with it. In a smart walnut box, $20 exp. col. Abercrombie & Fitch, Madison Ave. at 51st, N. Y.

One-a-day (with apologies to the vitamin people). Selecting a pipe for a man is always a tricky business. The "Lord Abbott" set, however, will please the most finicky male. Seven pipes, all different, are earmarked for the seven days of the week. Natural or dark finish. $25 complete, ppd. Abbott Pipes, 205 E. 85 St., N. Y.

TEA

The Gift of Good Taste

This Lamp Leads a Double Life

as a table-lamp (16" high overall) or as a good-looking "pin-up". A twist of the wild works the transformation. Of polished and lacquered brass, with a fluted column, it has a concealed 6" durable plastic reflector and can be had with a shade of scored parchment or of plain parchment embellished with a colorful batik print. $9.50 postpaid.

Sterling Silver Smoking Accessories

New matched trio with delicate leaf motif made by hand in sterling silver. Charming accessories for your own home, or for gifts. Larger ash tray, $8.00. Smaller, $5.00. Match box cover, $4.00. Prices include Federal tax. Mail orders receive prompt attention.

LAMBERT BROTHERS

NEIGHBORLY JEWELERS SINCE 1877 • LEXINGTON AT 60th ST., N. Y. 21, N. Y.
Simplicity and charm give these Hand-of-the modern refinement of the antique with the grace of Lovely trimmings for handkerchiefs, blouses, lingerie, decorative linens, etc.

**PLAN-A-HOME MODEL KIT...makes a 4 to 9 room model of any plan**

Simplicity and charm give these Hand-wrought Candleholders and Snuffer all the refinement of the antique with the grace of Lovely trimmings for handkerchiefs, blouses, lingerie, decorative linens, etc.

**MODEL KIT...makes a 4 to 9 room model of any plan**

**PLAN-A-HOME MODEL KIT...makes a 4 to 9 room model of any plan**

**Polished Brass Holders $2.75 per pair**
**Antiqued Brass Snuffer $1.25 each**
**Polished Brass Snuffer $2.00 each**

"We're $500 ahead..."

"We thought our plan was perfect—until we made a PLAN-A-HOME model of it. That model became a proving grounds for our ideas—saved us at least $500 in 'eleventh hour' construction changes."

Mr. & Mrs. Bessmer

**A scale model is easy to make with a PLAN-A-HOME Model Kit. Lay out your plan with the slotted wood footings, insert wall sections—and there's your model! No tools needed. Plan as you go, change room sizes easily, quickly. Furniture cutouts for every room included in kit.**

Send today for your complete 515-piece kit. 3 day inspection privilege. Postpaid, $4.75 (55 west of Rockies and Canada), PLAN-A-HOME Model Co., Elkhart, Ind.

**THE SHOP IN THE GARDEN**

**PRISCILLA TEXTILE CO., 570—7th Avenue, New York City**

**WEST HARTFORD 7, CONN.**

Christmas ties. Tuck a couple of these in his stocking and he'll tell you you're the one woman in the world who can be trusted to buy a man's tie. They're all wool, hand-woven, and come in warm colors: browns, grays, blues in stripes or plaids, or in solid maroon or blue. $1.50 ea., ppd. Lisa's Gift Shop, New Market, Va.

Fill her up and away she goes. Working the gas pump really winds the car, which can also be wound with a key. Car and filling station are both made of metal, realistically colored. The station 4½" x 9½", the car 5½" long. It has lots of play value and costs only $2.95 plus 25¢ post. Reiss Bros., 54 East 59 St., New York 22.

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**Stag liners. Masculine eyes light up at the sight of stag-handled carving tools. Bring on the roast, the ham or the turkey and watch father slice it with neatness and dispatch. Handles, silver capped; working parts, chrome. Rack to hold the joint or bird, $20; matching fork, $15; ppd. Our Blue Heaven Shop, Box 184, Buffalo 5, N. Y.**

Fill her up and away she goes. Working the gas pump really winds the car, which can also be wound with a key. Car and filling station are both made of metal, realistically colored. The station 4½" x 9½", the car 5½" long. It has lots of play value and costs only $2.95 plus 25¢ post. Reiss Bros., 54 East 59 St., New York 22.

Christmas ties. Tuck a couple of these in his stocking and he'll tell you you're the one woman in the world who can be trusted to buy a man's tie. They're all wool, hand-woven, and come in warm colors: browns, grays, blues in stripes or plaids, or in solid maroon or blue. $1.50 ea., ppd. Lisa's Gift Shop, New Market, Va.
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**A scale model is easy to make with a PLAN-A-HOME Model Kit. Lay out your plan with the slotted wood footings, insert wall sections—and there's your model! No tools needed. Plan as you go, change room sizes easily, quickly. Furniture cutouts for every room included in kit.**

Send today for your complete 515-piece kit. 3 day inspection privilege. Postpaid, $4.75 (55 west of Rockies and Canada), PLAN-A-HOME Model Co., Elkhart, Ind.
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Scene in a dream

now see it in your own bedroom, this miracle
of beauty wrought by the use of fine fabrics
and luxurious bedspreads. You can work this bit
of decorating magic at an easy-going price when you
select Burlington House Fabrics and Bedspreads.

Soft chenille bedspread with matching droops ("Lucky Links"
design) in maize; also rose, blue, natural, green and peach.

1. Cotton and rayon damask bed-
spreads in blue, rose, gold, turquoise, shell and green.
2. Sheer white nylon marquisette gauze curtains.
3. Sheering cotton and
rayon longgline in blue; also
eleven other decorator colors.
These Burlington House Fab-
rics are color-coordinated.

Look for this
telabel at
leading stores

BURLINGTON MILLS  CORPORATION OF NEW YORK
DECORATIVE FABRICS DIVISION  271 CHURCH STREET, NEW YORK 13, N.Y.
women with a sense of style prefer firth

Firth's MANSION HOUSE...a distinctive broadloom carpet of excellent quality...in a classic design of roses and scrolls...shaded to give the effect of carving...in Kirman rose shades, as shown (8214)...or in shades of beige (8215) or aqua (8215).

Rugs FIRTH Carpets  New York: 295 Fifth Avenue
T. H. Robsjohn-Gibbings is the author of the current and widely discussed best-seller, MONA LISA'S MUSTACHE, a witty dissection of the modern art racket. Already famous for his sensational book, GOOD-BYE, MR. CHIPPENDALE, "the most literate designer extant" is now also being recognized as a writer of salutary and forceful wit. For his finely proportioned, clean lined easy chair, the internationally renowned designer of interiors and furniture has chosen a Horst-designed upholstery fabric by Wesley Simpson.

One of a group of unusual decorator fabrics by

Wesley Simpson

215 West 50th St, New York 19, N.Y.
Like Sunshine Sparkling on Your Table

GOLDEN-HUED DIRILYTE FLATWARE

This exquisite table is set with a new kind of flatware—made of Dirilyte, a fine metal alloy that actually has the color and lustre of gold—making possible table settings with a color and drama hitherto undreamed-of.

Dirilyte flatware is made with the finest craftsmanship and harmonizes perfectly with precious china, as you see above. But its sunny gaiety is at home with informal vivid pottery, too—as you'll note in our color booklet of Dirilyte table schemes. Wonderful for your grandest party, Dirilyte can also be used every day, for it's solid, not plated—nothing to wear off! A 26 pc. service for 6, complete in chest, costs $50.

Send 15c for the Dirilyte booklet of color schemes and table-setting information—you'll soon set the most beautiful table your friends have ever seen! And ask for Dirilyte today at your favorite store.

*Prices subject to change without notice.

Dirilyte Co. of America, Inc.
Kokomo, Ind. 1 West 34th St., New York
SIX INDIVIDUAL PLUM PUDDINGS
with Brandied Hard Sauce
Six generous servings—each bedecked with a bright red cherry—each portion wrapped in cellophane. The bottled Hard Sauce completes this traditional dessert.
IDEAL FOR HOLIDAY DINNERS, PARTIES AND GIFTS - ATTRACTIVELY PACKAGED IN A DECORATIVE GOLDEN GIFTC BOX

For birthdays, holidays, anniversaries—wonderful excitement for young and grownup people.

YOU SET YOUR CAKE ON THE PLATTER—AND MUSIC PLAYS AS CAKE TURNS ROUND AND ROUND
Specify your choice of tune
1. Happy Birthday
2. Wedding March
3. Silent Night
4. Jingle Bells

Very finest quality, modern design. Platter easily holds 3 lb. cake.

$2.25 Six individuals with 4 oz. of Brandied Hard Sauce. 
No C.O.D. please. Postage prepaid

BIBRO GIFTS Dept. M1 - 928 Madison Avenue - New York City 21

BIBRO GIFTS • 928 Madison Avenue • New York City 21

NOW for EVERY WORK SHOP!

Easy to Platte CHROME, GOLD, SILVER, NICKEL, COPPER... for Pleasure and Profit

If you have a shop, you need this new electroplater. At the stroke of an electroplater brush, you can plate molded plastics—plaster casts, tools, silverware, etc. with durable cost of sparkling metal... Gold, Silver, Nickel or Copper. Easy method. Equipment complete, ready for use. So make your home workshop complete by getting a Warner Electroplater right away. Send today for FREE SAMPLE of plating and illustrated literature! Mail coupon below!

WARNING ELECTRIC CO., DEPT. P-48
13412 Jarvis Avenue, Chicago 26, Il.

Please send Free Sample and Details.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________

SUGARED & SPICED PECANS 1 lb. $1.25

MAPLE PECAN PRALINES

NOW Stuckey's world famous pecan candies are again available by mail order. A gift for you and yours... made and mailed the same day!

Pecan Pralines 1 lb. $1.50
Assorted Pecan Candies 1 lb. $1.75
Pecan Divinity 12 oz. $1.25
Sugared and Spiced Pecans 1 lb. $1.75
Delivered Postpaid Anywhere in U. S. A.
Add 10c postage in Canada.

Box "C"

SWEETSTOCKS

NON-DILUTING GLASS PITCHER
Fill the square insert with ice cubes or cracked ice...ages will be chilled. But retain full strength... $11.50

All items Postpaid U. S. A. No C. D. 's.

Friends from Coast to Coast

Wend's

EST. 120 YEARS AGO BUFFALO 5, N. Y.
**Hi-Lite Hi-Ball Glasses**

For Brighter Parties

It's the new way to get "lit"—just pick up your glass! A tiny automatic bulb in the base glows through the drink. Put it down—it's out. Clear crystal glass, handsomely engraved and mounted on a chrome-finished coaster base. Bulbs and batteries easily replaced.

$3.95 each
Postage prepaid in U. S. A.

Send for our catalogue #26 of Gift Ideas and Bar Accessories

**Southern Gift Ideas**

**New! A Plexiglas de-icer that removes ice and snow from your windshield without scratching! It's a must for winter! A real stand-by for other months. You'll use this dependable compass for hunting, hiking, camping. Note key chain.**

May we send you our new catalog?

2119 N. Charles St., Balto. 18, Md.

**SHOPPING**

Sky Queen, the DC6. Air-minded boys—and they all are these days—will delight in assembling an exact scale model of the American Airlines Flagship. Step-by-step instructions and completely finished, lightweight wooden parts make it a cinch. 13" wing span; $1. Post.


Heap big fun for small girl! "Prairie Flower" and her brother, "Little Bear," have handmade cloth bodies, embroidered faces, wool hair. Their costumes are impeccable. About 13" high. The pair costs $6 ppd., separately $3.25 each. Gift-wrapped on request. De Baum, P. O. Box 61, Lenox Hill Station, New York 21, N. Y.

"Who's next?" Whether his customers are real or imaginary the youthful storekeeper who has one of these models will be kept extremely busy. The General Store has 45 items of merchandise and costs $2.95 ppd.; the Grocery Store has 24 and costs $1.95 ppd. Both about 10" high. M. C. Flynn, Inc., 43 East 59 Street, N. Y. 22.
To each his own. This cute metal wastebasket, for a child, is blue outside, pink inside. The child's name, address, birth date, his parents' first names and the name of his doctor will be inscribed on the Pennsylvania Dutch birth certificate. Send information and $7.75 to Page & Biddle, 21 Station Road, Haverford, Pa.

Dolnit. Most little girls want to learn to knit and here is a grand way for them to teach themselves. The "Dolnit" outfit contains child-size needles, wool in two colors, a baby to be clothed and simple instructions for making a scarf, sweater and hat. $1.49 postpaid. R. R. Hays & Co., 40 East 23 St., New York 10.

Upholstered for pixies. These tiny pieces of doll-house furniture come in coverings of green, blue or maroon figured cotton tapestry, trimmed with matching moss fringe. A little girl would love them for her doll house scaled 1" to a ft. Set is $7.50. Separately (left to right), $2, $4, $3, 25¢ post. Skylight Studio, Rye, New York.

**FREE CATALOG**

Large catalog crammed with exciting gifts for young and old! Send your name and address today — get this catalog and do your Christmas Shopping the easy and economical way — by mail! No weary trudging from shop to shop. No waiting for change. No pushing or shoving. No lugging bundles. Select your gifts from Mayfair's catalog — save money on your purchases and at the same time be known as "the giver of smart gifts". Order it now — it's ready and waiting to bring New York to you!

THE SWEETEST SANTA CLAUS OF ALL!

Here's Jolly Old Saint Nicholas in papier-mâché — and he is stuffed from head to foot with individually wrapped, assorted flavor, hard candy! What's more he is candy trimmed and tied with a gorgeous red ribbon bow! A life-like "Sweet" Santa to be placed under the tree or on the mantel to bring a real touch of Christmas Spirit. Only $1.50.

GARDEN SHEARS

THAT GO WHERE YOU GO!

Red or natural pigskin case with loop at back. Carry it on your belt! Keeps shears cleaner . . . readily accessible for cutting flowers, pruning and many other garden chores. Initials in gold on case at no extra charge. $7.50 Postpaid Camarier 8- Buckley 1141 Connecticut Avenue Washington 6, D. C.

PERSONALIZED PLAYING CARDS

Plastic coated, gilt-edged playing cards imprinted with two first names or surname. Set contains one red and one blue deck. Bridge or Pinochle. Set $2.50 Interlocking, unbreakable plastic poker chips gold imprinted with two or three initials. 100 chips—$4.00. Postage prepaid, No C.O.D.'s, please. HELENE STEVENS 6411 Hollywood Boulevard—Dept. 6N Hollywood 26, California

GIVE THIS NEW POCKET PERFUME ATOMIZER FOR CHRISTMAS

$3.95 Non-Taxed Mfg. packed at 23¢ per bottle The ideal Christmas gift. A charm necessity that fits into purse or pocket. Feather-light and compact as a lighter, made with the precision of a fine watch. Just a touch of your finger releases a mist of your favorite fragrance. Holds one dram . . . no evaporation . . . leakproof . . . no re-filling for many weeks. Your choice of 5 lovely colors which will NOT fade, chip or crack. Gold, silver, blue, green or red in gorgeous Christmas box. Mail your order today . . . we ship postpaid right away! J. J. Alonch 291 Broadway, Dept. H, New York 7, N. Y.

Pin-up Magic

Beauty blooms indoors! Berkley Wall Brackets dress up any wall, make ideal gifts. Hand-spun, hand-polished laureled 5 solid copper pot for your favorite plant or flowers. Decorative lvy-leaved wrought-iron top, Pompeian Verdigris green antique finish. Overall height 13".

Matching Pair $5.50 Prompt Delivery

The BERKLEY CO. 1418 WALNUT STREET • ROOM 905 • PHILA. 2, PA.
MUSICAL CHRISTMAS TREE

In the spirit of Christmas, you will want one of these lovely fireproof trees that plays a tune, Silent Night. A grand decoration in the yuletide setting. Has musical movement to last for years. May be used on table, floor or mantel. Ideal as a centerpiece for the dining room. Comes in either green or white. Shady base... 33" overall height.

$8.95 postpaid
write for gift catalogue

GWENDOLYN MALONEY
Antiques & Gifts
170 East 51st Street
New York 22, N. Y.

“Ty-To-Ta.” Here’s a honey of an idea dreamed up by a wife to keep her husband’s ties creaseless while traveling. You thread the ties into the slots, slide the whole works into the leather sleeve. Ties emerge with nary a wrinkle. With wooden holder, $7.50, Lucite, give leather color choice. $12. Post. 25c.

Hammacher Schlemmer, 145 E. 57th St., N. Y. 22.

THE GIFT FOR A MAN

He can know tomorrow’s weather today and plan activities accordingly with this handsome, dependable Barometer. It’s the perfect gift also, for any Boy or Girl Scout. This popular Taylor Berkeley model has a hand-rubbed, 5½" mahogany case, chrome trim and simplified forecast dial.

Only $7.50 Postpaid
No C.O.D.’s please

METZ & COMPANY
709 S. 52nd St.
Philadelphia 43, Pa.

A bird by hand. Exquisite miniature wild game birds, by Mrs. Barrett P. Smith, are made of actual feathers and set with bits of their natural habitat against a hand-painted background. In mahogany framed box, 10" x 6½" x 3" deep. Ducks, quail, pheasants, priced $50 up. From Kennedy & Co., 785 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 22.

Prestige piece. Because Steuben glass is in a class by itself, we have wanted to show a piece for a long time. Now that the supply is a little better, we are happy to present this fine example... a handmade candy dish with ram’s head finial—someone would be proud to own. 5½" wide. $25 prepaid from Steuben Glass, 718 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 19.

Children love to get LETTERS especially from The Little Red Train

Children’s Educational Letters Co.
BOX 117 - OLD CHELSEA STA. - N. Y. C. 11

Dear Johnny,

Surname is the...

15 WEEKLY LETTERS-CARDS • 10 EXCITING GIFTS

The Little Red Train tours the countryside and sends 15 weekly mailings about the cities it visits, plus 10 exciting gifts, directly to the child. Ideal for 3 to 9 year olds. SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER — WE DO THE REST.

Include your name, relationship, child’s name and address.

Patie de Foies Gras

Our Pates are made in Strasbourg from pure goose liver and Truffles du Perigord.

Terrine serving 14—$19.00
10—13.25
8—10.75
5—6.50

For shipping add 75¢ each

Sorry No C.O.D.’s

Wrktc lur Cataiusue

maison glass

15 East 47th Street, New York 17, N. Y.
AROUND

Ceramic cherubs recline at ease on grassy-green ceramic boxes that hold trinkets, candy, powder or what you will. Col­ or touches are gold with pink and red luster. No two of the hand-made boxes are alike. Large, 4½" diam., $15 ppd.; small, 2½" x 2", $10. Jean N. West, Misty Hollow Studio, Clyde St., Forest Hills, N. Y.

Art in advertising, from Colonial times through the 1890's, is presented in this fascinating volume. A source of information and entertainment, it contains many illustrations from private and museum collections. Artists, advertising people, and students of American we will want copies. $6.50 ppd. Hobby Book Mart, 120 Greenwich St., N. Y. 6.


Musical Lamb
Order now for Christmas
For your precious lamb to carry to bed. Soft and cuddly, with flower collar. Plays a charming nursery tune. 12" tall. Kids will love it! Prepaid...

$10
Send check or money order. Surry, in C.O.D. %

MALCOLM'S
HOUSE & GARDEN STORE
536 N. Charles St. Baltimore 1, Md.

Sterling Silver
CARVING SET and PIE SERVER
A handsome gift to be cherished always.
Gracefully patterned CARVING KNIFE and FORK $8.95
9½"—Stainless Steel Blade MATCHING PIE SERVER $5.95
Federal tax and postage included Check, Money Order, or C.O.D.

George Stern Co.
181 MADISON AVE. (EST. 1921) NEW YORK 16

Famous
Ready-To-Eat
HICKORY SMOKED TURKEY
Sugar cured in fragrant herbs and spices. Smoked to a rich brown in a blend of mountain hickory and sassafras. Perfect for parties! Gift card included if desired.

$1.50 per pound, express paid.
Sizes 7 to 16 pounds. Check or m.o.
OZARK MOUNTAIN SMOKE HOUSE Route 3 Fayetteville, Ark.

PLUMMER'S FAMOUS CHRISTMAS TREE PATTERN
Gift-laden Christmas Tree and green banding to match. Round Serving Platter, 12 ins., each $7.00; Dinner Plates, 16 in., each $2.00; 7 ins., each $1.50; Baskets and Butter Plates, 5 ins., each $1.20; Tea and Saucers, doz. $20.00; Christmas Tree Hilbals or Milk Glass, doz. $15.00; Holly Old Fashioned and Hilbals, doz. $20.00.

PLUMMER, Ltd.
Dept. G, 734 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Please send me free Gift Catalogue.

Artcrete DeLuxe Bird Feeder
Ko. B-5—16" High x 16" Wide
A real Christmas present for the Birds and You. A handsome and attractive addition to the garden made of weather proof white cast marble. Holds a large supply of bird seed, protected from the weather. When snow covers the ground, we must feed our feathered friends, if we hope to enjoy them and have them with us.

ARTCREEIO PRODUCTS CO.
Est. 1915
HAVERTOWN, PA.
a feast for the eyes—
our exclusive
Georgian-style
EPERGNE
$20 excise tax included

As richly decorative in effect as a precious antique original, this contemporary beauty, of clear glass and silver plate, is worthy of centering the grandest table. To fill with flowers or heap with fruits or use as a small-party punchbowl, it makes a wonderful gift to a bride or an established hostess, a treasure for your own house.

Gifts and Antiques—Fourth Floor

CALIFORNIA DATES
REAL PLUMP, SUGAR SWEET
DATES GOLDEN BROWN FROM
THE CALIFORNIA SUN.
Perfect Christmas Gift!
3 full pounds of delicious mouth-watering morsels in attractive container.
Only $2.95
We pay all shipping charges (Sorry—no C.O.D.s)
Order now from
DAN DEE DELICACIES
Town and Country Market
Booth 707 350 S. Fairfax
Los Angeles, 36, Calif.

WHIG ROSE COVERLETS

LIZA'S GIFT SHOP
Dept. B, New Market, Virginia

ANDIRONS—Reproduction of an old Colonial pattern. Solid brass. 29" high. Pair, $23.75
PIERCED FENDER—Solid brass, polished and lacquered. Height 7 1/2"—returns 12"—$37.50 $32.50 $37.50
BRASS TOOL SET—The stand holds tongs, poker, shovel, rectangular brush. 28" high. $28.00
"SLIDEASE" CURTAIN SCREEN—Solid brass frame and legs. 34" wide, 31" high. $47.50. (Stocked in other sizes, made to your order in any size.)

DETOIT MANTEL and TILE
1431 FARMER ST. Established 1899 DETROIT 26, MICHIGAN

ORDER BY MAIL

hand painted originals!
PLACE MAT & NAPKIN SETS
One touch of the ingenious that adds color and charm to dining. Maize, white, pink or aqua butcher linen with painted floral designs, some adapted from authentic Tole patterns. Washable, colorfast with ravel-proof edges. A unique gift spiced with originality. No C.O.D.'s, please.
4 Place Mats 12" x 18" $6.75 postpaid
4 Napkins 12" x 12"

Charles LaHaye
121 North Fairfax St. Alexandria, Va.

HOUSE & GARDEN

RINGATONE SONG BOOK

SHOPPING

Ring a tune or two on a "Ring-a-Teice," and don't think it will only delight children because perfectly sane, normal adults stand over it for hours, fascinated. Play it by ear or follow simple instructions for nursery rhymes in back. Operates on 10c batteries. $1.50 ppd. Susan Jay Gifts, 302 E. Fordham Rd., N. Y. 58.

Hearts entwined form the motif for a sentimental little jewel box. Wouldn't it be a sweet gift for Mother to find under the tree with Father's card and a little trinket enclosed? In fact its old-fashioned charm would appeal to most women. Silver plated and plush-lined 4" x 3" x 2", it's only $4.50 ppd., incl. tax. Spencer Gifts, Easton, Pennsylvania.

Only make believe it's a real clock that stopped, never to go again, and fill it with growing greens for important wall decoration. The box is solid maple and the dial, weights and pendulum, solid brass. Hands can be set to suit your whim. About 16" overall. $6.95 ppd. The Towers, P.O. Box 1043, Glendale, California.

ORDER BY MAIL

FINEST IN THE WORLD...
CARTON OF FOUR 1/2 JARS
$2.95
Postpaid
(No C. O. D.'s)
New Crop...Choice Berries
from
WILDCLiffe FARM
K. F. D., No. 2 • BOTHELL, WASHINGTON
Charles Thomsen, Prop.
Date bait. Catch his eye quickly with earrings of hand-tied trout flies hacked with silver. What's he taking? A Montreal? Silver Doctor? Cahill? There's a wide variety so you can afford a choice. Order by name or any preferred color. $3.75 including tax and post, from The Vermont Crossroads Store, Waterbury, Vermont.

Old Ironsides. Collector's item for a nautical enthusiast this is replica of the grand old frigate. From keel to topmast every detail is complete, even to the 52 guns on her deck. The happy owner will spend hours discovering new proofs of authenticity and fine workmanship. $65, prepaid from Le Baron Bonney, 111 Merrimac St., Newburyport, Mass.

From South of the border come these colorful miniature Mexican figures. They are of carved wood, hand-painted in brilliant colors. Use them to brighten up a mantel, support place cards, or as playthings for a child. Set of 12, about 2" tall, $3.50 postpaid from Pan-American Shop. 822 Lexington Avenue, New York 22.

TOWN & COUNTRY GIFTS • Dept. GN, 900 Madison Ave., N. Y. 21, N. Y.

OPEN DE DOH, MAMMY!
An unusual gift for a man with a sense of humor. This whimsical and decorative door knocker will appeal especially to the menfolk. Put your guests in a good mood before they cross your threshold. Available in heavy polished brass $8.95; gaily painted iron $7.75; and black iron $6.95. No C.O.D.'s, please. Add 10c west of the Rockies. Folder on request.

Decorative Oil Paintings of Still Life, Flower and Fruit by ELOIßE OLSON. The studio is in residence in a charming house in the country near the city. The paintings are available by mail direct from the studio. Prices range from $15 to $100. Write for information.

Winkler Mill
CRAFTSMEN, INC.
BOX 58, R.F.D. 2, ROCHESTER, MICHIGAN

DECORATIVE OIL PAINTINGS
OF STILL LIFE, FLOWER AND FRUIT

PERFECT GIFT

PLASTIC ICE CUBES

The ice is in the cube—SEALED IN! Keep beverages COLD this amazing way—without dilution! Use "NICE CUBES" in highballs, cocktails, soft-drinks, fruit juices, wine, etc. . . . even BEER! Tasteless, odorless, shatterproof crystal plastic cubes with water permanently sealed in, freeze solid in ice-tray. Drop them in your drink—they'll chill without dilution—for, when the ice melts, the water remains sealed in the cube! More than that—a household necessity! And they LAST INDEFINITELY. Just re-freeze and re-use again and again! Box of 8 $2.95

MONOGRAMMED "NICE-CUBES" Box of 8 (Crystal Clear Only) $3.75

Limit 1 set of monograms per box.

"NICE-CUBES" BOX OP
5648 MELROSE AVE. • DEPT. A
HOLLYWOOD 46, CALIFORNIA
At last... your "Dream" ashtray

HARPER AUT-O-OUT ASH TRAY

Snuffer groove in movable center extinguishes cigarette almost instantly. One push on plunger drops cigarette into deep ash receptacle. "Forgotten" cigarettes are automatically extinguished in safety holder grooves, preventing damage to furniture or possible fire. Polished chrome with matching satin-finish stand $16.75. Without stand, $8.75. Postpaid. Send check or money order. (Plus 2% Sales Tax in Illinois)

Harper-Wyman Company, 8562 Vincennes Avenue, Chicago 20, Illinois

Imported Swedish Copper

Highly polished, heavily tinned inside, this genuine "Skultuna" collector's item is a glamorized "Saucepan." With its sturdy, quaint iron handle, its graceful cover and the applied bottom flange it makes a lovely and different Christmas gift. Shown here as a plant container, it can also be used for buffet serving, barbecues, in Swedish Kitchens or wherever charm and color are desired. 1/2 liter size, $9.50. Shipped prepaid. No C.O.D. (Plant not included.)

Write for free folder on Swedish copper saucepans and copper coffee pots.

H. Valdemar Lidell

Dept. C-2

1234 S. E. Taylor St.

Portland 14, Oregon

Stamp Case

Our famous and exclusive handmade calfskin case for postage stamps is still the favorite present. Specially treated linen leaves, indexed for denominations, keep stamps from sticking and the delectable colors of the leather are hand-dyed. Green, red, blue or natural calfskin. 3/4" x 4 1/2". It's not too early to think of Christmas. $4.35 postpaid.

Initials or name in gold, 50c extra.

Daniel's Den, Dept. G-11

A Shop of Choice Things

141 Newbury St.

Boston 16, Mass.

STAMP CASE

Garden gifts. It's not easy at this time of the year to find gifts for garden lovers, so we are delighted with these outdoor faucets. Made of bronze, they can't be stolen without turning off water and removing whole unit. Many designs, including quail or sea horse. $8.50 ea., ppa. Mack Sales Co., 54 Idora Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

"Infaseat." A young baby in an "Infaseat" is portable, comfortable, safe. Strap him in (his legs and arms are free) prop him at the correct angle on car or train seat, and fasten the tie strings. Use it in the house, in the garden, at the beach. It's doctor-designed. Pink, blue or natural, $6.50 exp. col. Tiny Town, 349 Coral Way, Coral Gables 34, Florida.

"Speak for yourself" was Priscilla's advice and here's a gift that does just that. Your Thanksgiving or Christmas hostess will have a charming pair of candle snuffers headed by likenesses of Priscilla and John Alden. In fine silverplate, they are $2.50 each, including tax and post. From Edith Chap- man, 168 East 33 St., N. Y. 16.

Smart Set

of eight coasters with your initial beautifully embossed on impressively heavy aluminum. With a permanent gleaming finish, a raised rim which prevents glasses sticking, these are far superior to ordinary coasters and look like very expensive pieces. They are perfect as personalized gifts and —

the set of eight is only 1.50

(specify initial)

The Union, Columbus 15, Ohio

Pigeon-hole wall shelf

The design of this hanging shelf provides for tiering niches for your choice possessions. Handmade of yellow brown antiqued Knotty Pine 3 1/2 high x 10 wide x 6 deep.

$32.00

Order early for fall and winter.

Send for booklet showing 27 practical Reproductions by the Lennox Craftsmen.

The Lennox Shop

The shop of quality gifts and Home Decorations

42 West 42nd St., New York City

TOY JEEP

An exact reproduction of a regular Jeep. Any child 2 to 8 years old will be delighted with it.

Sturdy all steel welded construction; pedal propelled. Order early for Christmas as supply is limited due to steel shortage.

Price $29.50 F.O.B. K. C., Mo. Money order or check with order please. Shipped express collect. Weighs approx. 59 lbs.

Irving Mfg. Co.

607 W. 5th St., Kansas City, Mo.

SHOPPING
AROUND

Dream-boat for gravy, mint sauce, mayonnaise or whatever you want. The time-honored Georgian design of both boat and tray always pleases the eye and never grows out of date. Extra heavy silver-plate on copper, the set is $12.75 incl. tax. Post. E. of Miss., 35c; W., 75c Garfield & Co., 1727 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 3, Pa.

Sure-shot gift. Know anyone who owns a hunting lodge? Well, a game room, then? They'll vote you the most sporting Santa in the world when they unwrap a lamp table with gun stock supports. It's perfect for a boy's room, too. Walnut 27½" high. $10 exp. col. The Four Seasons Shop, 138 Union Ave., Memphis, Tenn.

Hearth-y greetings! For the traditional holiday scene is a crackling wood fire. To start it crackling, and to tidy up the crackles, we give you the traditional accessories. (L) Cape Cod lighter, in brass, $7.50. (R) Harvard lighter, also brass, $10. Hearth sweep. $2.75. Exp. col. Detroit Mantle & Tile Co., 1431 Farmer St., Detroit 26, Mich.

SAFETY-SCISSORS pointless...that's what makes them so safe.

Just what has always been needed for trimming baby's delicate finger and toe nails. Snap-on baby scissors has a flat, round end to prevent jabbing those tender fingers. The fine, strong, forged steel blades are gently curved to fit even the tiniest nails. Wonderful for older children too.

Send check or money order. No C.O.D.'s please.

JUNIOR NOTIONS
BOX 5735 - CHICAGO, ILL.
DEPARTMENT H

The Ideal Gift...

HEAVY BOTTOM MONOGRAMMED GLASSES

CUT TO YOUR INDIVIDUAL TASTE

Iced Tea, Highball, Whiskey Sour, Fruit Juice and Old Fashion

M. L. SALES CO.
Box 73 Homewood, Ala.

$3.95 Set of Eight DELIVERED

ENCLOSE CHECK, CASH OR MONEY ORDER

Matching Ash Trays, $1.00 Each Complete Set of 40 Glasses With One Ash Tray, $18.75
A touch of old Dutch.

These ash trays or wall plaques are copied from old Penn Dutch butter molds. Of hand-painted ceramic, pastels or gold on cream, in American Eagle, Pine Cone, Clever and Wheat Sheaf designs. 5½", $2 gift boxed ppd., Jenifer House, New Marlboro Star Route, Great Barrington, Mass.

Make a note of this useful "Deskit Redi-Reminder" set, and remember to order it not only for yourself but for equally absent-minded friends. We suggest it, too, as a booby prize for memory games. Ten pads in the set cover a variety of subjects. $1.25 ppd. Gilcart, 1234 East 47th Street, Chicago 15, Illinois. Don't forget, now!

The moccasin stock-in.

These fine moccasins are handmade in Canada, of choice sable leather that ages to a rich, burnished tan. Lined with shearling (lamb) they're wonderful to slip into after skiing, hunting or just for loafing at home. Men's and women's sizes, $5.50, post. 25¢. Fellman Ltd., 6 E. 46th St., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

Personalized Leather

NOTE BOOK

and Box of Fillers

A gift of daily use and remembrance all your friends will appreciate. Books are beautifully crafted saddle red or brown morocco-grained leather. 2½ x 3½, imprinted in 23K gold with either 3 initials, first name, or first name, middle name and middle initial, made in Canada, of choice saddle leather that ages to a rich, burnished tan. Lined with shearling (lamb) they're wonderful to slip into after skiing, hunting or just for loafing at home. Men's and women's sizes, $5.50, post. 25¢. Fellman Ltd., 6 E. 46th St., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

Postpaid $2.50

Without monogram $2.

WINNIE KIDDER

182 Milk St., Dept. HG, Boston 9, Mass.

Make Newest Beaded Sequin Lapel Pins

At Home For Latest Dress-To-Fashion

Beaded sequins have facets like gems that reflect flashing flashes. They're fashionable for decoration and color for dresses, blouses, suits and coats. And you can be right in style by making your own beaded sequin pins with matching earrings in various sizes, designs and colors. Easy to sew Buttonholes. Complete kit includes easy A.B.C. directions, patterns, capped sequins, Imported beads, safety pin, clasp, etc. To make gorgeous Bluebird designs in rich aquamarine. Only $1.29 complete for fashionable, expensive looking "Bluebird" and ear-rings with matching pins for hat, hat, shoes, etc. "Silver Key To Your Heart" Kit $0.99. All 3 for $4.99. Other exclusive designs available.

SEND NO MONEY

Simply order stating designs wanted. We mail you complete kit and you deposit amount of order plus C.O.D. postage on arrival. (Cash orders sent postpaid.) Satisfaction or money back guaranteed. Many are making these beaded sequin ensembles a profitable hobby by selling them to friends and neighbors at 50% profit. Mail your order today.

HOUSE OF HOBBIES, Dept. 161-P

Box 789, Evanston, Ill.
AROUND

Badger hair, so many men insist, is the sine qua non of a good shaving brush. This one has 100% badger bristles, set in Lucite. Brush and Lucite stand together are $7.75 ppd., which we think is a bargain. Please your nearest and dearest with a set this Christmas.

Howard Pushc, 15 W. 55th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

Muffs for Miss Muffets made of soft, downy white fur. These little-girl muffins will warm the heart as well as the hands of any child. Plain or "dog-faced," they are suspended from a non-frayable, white Nylon cord. Plain muff, $2.50, Scotty muff, $3.95 ppd. Mayfair Gifts, Forest Hills, N. Y.

Lights of the orient, very nice for either side of your sofa. Here is a pair of hand-decorated chinaware lamps mounted on hand-made, gold-plated bases to lend a bit of Eastern charm to any room. Complete with hand-woven shades, 29" tall, they are $49.50 a pair. ppd. from 3829 Olive Street St. Louis 8, Mo.

IRON FOOT SCRAPPERS

PUSH IN EARTH OR SET IN CEMENT

A Christmas Gift for Dog Enthusiasts

Send card or send for free Gift Reminder Catalog

101 Scotty
102 Cocker Spaniel
103 Dachshund

104 Boston Terrier
105 Tabby Cat
106 Wire Terrier
107 Sealyham

These pure-bred s are 10" from head to foot. The extra length prongs make them 16" overall. Weight, nearly 5 lbs., and come in weatherproof Colonial black. You can have immediate delivery, or order them now to arrive for Christmas. $4.00 POSTPAID, TWO FOR $7.00. Money back in full if these perky fellows disappoint you with their manners.

NAME OR HOUSE NUMBER INSCRIBED IN SILVER LETTERS $1.00 EXTRA

BELL GARDEN DESIGNS
3829 Olive Street
St. Louis 8, Mo.

PERSONALIZED LEATHER

for Christmas giving

ADDRESS BOOK... purse-size... Cross gold filled pencil. Geniune Leather: Blue, Maroon, Green, Brown... $5.00
Show in Genuine Morocco: Blue, Red, Brown, Black or Genuine Pigskin $4.00

ADDRESS BOOK AND WALLET COMBINATION pocket for cards, money, identification, etc. Removable Address Book and Cross gold filled pencil. Genuine Morocco: Blue, Red, Green, Brown, in PInseal Black only... $3.00

POCKET SECRETARY... the right size for his inside breast pocket... compartments for money, cards, etc. Removable memo pad... $10.00

PRICES INCLUDE 3 INITIALS. TAX & POSTAGE

All Personalized Leather items have 24 Karat Gold Decoration... fine craftsmanship... and are beautifully boxed for Christmas giving.

The famous CROSS gold filled pencil takes any standard lead and is guaranteed to give you the service you have a right to expect. All Personalized Leather Items have 24 Karat Gold Decoration... and are beautifully boxed for Christmas giving.

101 Seotty 102 Cocker Spaniel 103 Dachshund
104 Boston Terrier 105 Tabby Cat 106 Wire Terrier 107 Sealyham

WIL-NOR PRODUCTS
Dept. Gil
3002 N. Fifth St., Phila. 32, Pa.
HELP! POLICE!
No need to worry now when daughter is out alone after dark. In case of emergency a bribe from the whistle hanging on her chain bracelet will bring help on the run. Also an effective way to summon the bounty hunters who go around the wrist. The chunky all silver whistle is adorned with a monogram. A really different and exciting gift for any Miss or Mrs.

$8.40

FOR THE FASTIDIOUS
The sturdy sterling silver key chain with a beautiful hand-cut oval monogram is a welcome gift for Him or Her. Even if he has other cuff links, he will be delighted with a pair of these personalized ones.

Cuff Links $7.20 pair
Key Chain $4.90 each

SET—$12.00

FEMININE HIGH-LIGHTS
For that fortunate female who "just has everything," why not these different earrings or the impressive-looking disc bracelet? Her blinding monogram cut out by hand in sterling on them, will intrigue her.

Earrings $7.20
Bracelet $6.00
Set Complete $12.00

Prices include Federal tax and insurance.

EUNICE NOVELTIES
Dept. 14-12
5th Floor, Women's Exchange Bldg.
541 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

For All Who Wear Glasses!

EYEGlass CLEANING TISSUES
Specially treated patented tissues clean perfectly, leave no lint, prevent misting! These handy, vest pocket booklets provide clear vision, make wonderful gifts. Give them—and use them!

Handy, vest pocket booklets provide clear vision, make wonderful gifts. Give them—and use them!

1,000 (Year's Supply) Send $1.00
OR the SWANKY-MOST
10 Deluxe, gold monogrammed booklets, gift-wrapped in transparent box and initialed and $2.50

CLEAN-O MIST
BOX 7, ORADELL, N. J.

YELLOw BRONE
for an elegant Christmas
Period reproductions, hand cast from age-old original patterns.

SCONCES (below)
Choice of 3 designs to transform a bare wall into a center of interest. Sold in pairs. Lyre, 11 x 14, with 40 crystals...pr. $35.00
Baroque, mirror center, 10 x 16 Plain glass...pr. $30.00
Bevelled glass...pr. $33.00

GIRANDOLES (above)
Mantle or table decorations, about 16" high. Of richly worked bronze on marble base. Any design, set of 3 to 12 single branches, with 60 crystals, Russian crystal prisms, complete...40.00
2 single branch pieces, with 20 crystals...27.00
2 triple branch pieces, with 40 crystals...53.00

Send check or money order—$1.00
LAUER METAL SHOP
1108 Cathedral St.
Baltimore 1, Md.

The PERFECT GIFTS
The perfect kitchen tool for every home. Fits over Any kitchen knife...Slices shoe strings, carrot sticks, etc., the professional way. Quicker, simpler, safer than old-fashioned methods. Easy to give your home canned fruits and vegetables that "professional" look.

The PERFECT GIFTS
Send today—ORDER ENOUGH FOR YOUR FRIENDS
MILLER MFG. CO.
Dept. 3
1023 N. W. 12th Ave.
Portland 10, Oregon

"I'll be the doctor" and you be the nurse. Children will play together for hours with the "Little Doctor" and "Little Nurse" kits. Each contains equipment for complete make-believe. We predict a series of epidemics in the doll population. Either kit only $1 post-paid from Miles Kimball Co., 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis.

Lights! Camera! With his own camera attached to portable "Powelite Jr." the indoor movie maker is all set to go. And go he must if he wants to capture active children who care not at whit for fixed spotlights. Including 4 RSP2 bulbs and a six-foot rubber cord. $10.98 exp. col. The Camera House, 728 Lexington Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Among your souvenirs, match-book covers bring back memories of the odd or elegant places you have been, people you have met, and many good times. So, if you've been around a bit you'll need a place to keep your colorful folders. This 8 1/2" x 11" looseleaf binder holds about 500. $2.25 ppd. Afc Products, Lexington, Mass.

SLICES:
Potatoes
Celery
Carrots
Cucumbers
Rutabagas
Fruit

The perfect kitchen tool for every home. Fits over any kitchen knife...Slices shoe strings, carrot sticks, etc., the professional way. Quicker, simpler, safer than old-fashioned methods. Easy to give your home canned fruits and vegetables that "professional" look.

Send today—ORDER ENOUGH FOR YOUR FRIENDS
MILLER MFG. CO.
Dept. 3
1023 N. W. 12th Ave.
Portland 10, Oregon

"I'll be the doctor and you be the nurse." Children will play together for hours with the "Little Doctor" and "Little Nurse" kits. Each contains equipment for complete make-believe. We predict a series of epidemics in the doll population. Either kit only $1 post-paid from Miles Kimball Co., 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis.

Lights! Camera! With his own camera attached to portable "Powelite Jr." the indoor movie maker is all set to go. And go he must if he wants to capture active children who care not at whit for fixed spotlights. Including 4 RSP2 bulbs and a six-foot rubber cord. $10.98 exp. col. The Camera House, 728 Lexington Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Among your souvenirs, match-book covers bring back memories of the odd or elegant places you have been, people you have met, and many good times. So, if you've been around a bit you'll need a place to keep your colorful folders. This 8 1/2" x 11" looseleaf binder holds about 500. $2.25 ppd. Afc Products, Lexington, Mass.

SLICES:
Potatoes
Celery
Carrots
Cucumbers
Rutabagas
Fruit

The perfect kitchen tool for every home. Fits over any kitchen knife...Slices shoe strings, carrot sticks, etc., the professional way. Quicker, simpler, safer than old-fashioned methods. Easy to give your home canned fruits and vegetables that "professional" look.

Send today—ORDER ENOUGH FOR YOUR FRIENDS
MILLER MFG. CO.
Dept. 3
1023 N. W. 12th Ave.
Portland 10, Oregon

"I'll be the doctor and you be the nurse." Children will play together for hours with the "Little Doctor" and "Little Nurse" kits. Each contains equipment for complete make-believe. We predict a series of epidemics in the doll population. Either kit only $1 post-paid from Miles Kimball Co., 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis.

Lights! Camera! With his own camera attached to portable "Powelite Jr." the indoor movie maker is all set to go. And go he must if he wants to capture active children who care not at whit for fixed spotlights. Including 4 RSP2 bulbs and a six-foot rubber cord. $10.98 exp. col. The Camera House, 728 Lexington Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Among your souvenirs, match-book covers bring back memories of the odd or elegant places you have been, people you have met, and many good times. So, if you've been around a bit you'll need a place to keep your colorful folders. This 8 1/2" x 11" looseleaf binder holds about 500. $2.25 ppd. Afc Products, Lexington, Mass.
Around

An orchestra's personality, from the tremulous wood-winds to the blustering percussions, is explained in picture, by voice and through music in this delightful record album called Pan the Piper, the Reed that Grew into an Orchestra. The records are unbreakable. $5 post. The Block Shop, 58 Wall St., New Haven 11, Conn.

How're ya gonna keep 'em from riding around, indoor or out, on a fascination, bright red farm tractor? It'll sure make the other boys' eyes pop. The "EMC Tractor Jr." is sturdy, safe, pedals and steer easily. Adjustable seat, 32" wheelbase. $21.45 post. Add $1 W. of Miss. The Toy Barn, 10 E. 46th St., N. Y. 17.

For sale, unfurnished—a handsome, English-type dwelling for superior doll family. Six rooms, incl. tile kitchen, bathroom; carpeted throughout; stairway; transparent windows; of U.S. Gypsum hardboard. Must be seen to be appreciated. 33" x 16" x 21" high. $10 exp. col. J. J. Anthony, 1517 W. North Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
New! Original! The Grand Slam Gift!

B R I D G E  P A R T Y  C A K E  M O L D S

Spade, heart, diamond, club . . . each cake serves 4 . . . set serves 16 . . . easy to bake with Renalde cake molds . . . heavy cast aluminum 3/4" thick, 2" deep, average 6 x 6" across. For yourself, for gifts, order this exclusive Renalde product sold only by mail. Set of 4 molds with recipe . . .

RENALDE . . . 1523 18th St., Denver, Colo.

Pocket an alarm. This clock, no bigger than a regular pocket watch, is useful on week ends, vacations or every day, to remind you of appointments. It has a 7-jewel Swiss movement, radius dial and hands, bell alarm; opens to form an easel. $10.25 tax incl. p.d. Harley's Clock Shops, 425 Altman Bldg., Kansas City 6, Missouri.

Miniature reproductions of old American furniture make eye-catching groups for table, wall rack, book shelves or mantel. These are authentic to the last, hand-carved detail. A collector's joy. L. to R.: folding rocker, $5.45; Mary Belle Lee, $5.95; Sharon Lee, $5.95; Annie Lee, $3.50; all p.p.d. Carl Forslund, Inc., 122 E. Fulton St., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

Pick a "pipkin" or what is better known as a brandy warmer, for a Christmas present. This fanciful little vessel, silver-plated, with a long wood handle, can also be used as a practical, original sauce server or salad-dressing container. $10.50, incl. tax and post. Bertram Shrier Ltd., 1147 Conn Ave., Washington 6, D. C.

Unique Gift Sets from California

Popular Bulbs for Indoor Culture with Beautiful Bowls Beautifully Boxed

CHINESE SACRED LILIES
In Hutschen Bowl of California Pottery. Popular for collection in the Far East and for home in great demand in this country. CONTENTS OF BOX:
1 Chinese Sacred Lily, plug of Germain's preserved bulb, Beautiful new Hutschen Bowl in a matching flocked box, black, gold or purple with embossed floral relief decoration. Hutschen Bowl makes an excellent baking dish or asparagus bowl. Only $1.95 postage prepaid.

DUTCH HYACINTHS
Imported Dutch Hyacinths in a new opalescent glass vase in pale blue, amber or clear glass. CONTENTS OF BOX: Dutch Hyacinth bulbs (white, blue, pink, yellow or crimson), beautiful vase, cultural directions and accessories. Only $1.39 postage prepaid.

Chinese Sacred Lily

In Hutschen Bowl of California Pottery. Popular for collection in the Far East and for home in great demand in this country. CONTENTS OF BOX:
1 Chinese Sacred Lily, plug of Germain's preserved bulb, Beautiful new Hutschen Bowl in a matching flocked box, black, gold or purple with embossed floral relief decoration. Hutschen Bowl makes an excellent baking dish or asparagus bowl. Only $1.95 postage prepaid.

Dutch Hyacinths

Imported Dutch Hyacinths in a new opalescent glass vase in pale blue, amber or clear glass. CONTENTS OF BOX: Dutch Hyacinth bulbs (white, blue, pink, yellow or crimson), beautiful vase, cultural directions and accessories. Only $1.39 postage prepaid.

HAND WROUGHT IRON PLANT STAND
Handsome three-tier plant stand, finished in black. Attractive setting under a window, in front of fire place, or on the porch. 6'1/2" high, 26" wide, 22" deep. Price $15.00 Also available in two-tier, 24" high, 20" wide, 15" deep. Price $10.00 Immediate Delivery Express Collect. No C.O.D.'s wanted.

HOUSE PLANS

263 DESIGNS * IDEAS
Including CALIFORNIA RANCH TYPE
Planning to buy or build a new home? Here are 360 plans and ideas you ought to have. Actual pictures of houses already built. Not just sketches. Each includes with detailed description and floor plans, All types architecture, American, Colonial, Mediterranean, French Normandy, English, Bungalow, Ranch House, and others. Heritage Books, Inc., Kansas City 6, Missouri. Each an architectural gem. Price for front, two to four rooms. 31 designs—fifty-five plans and ideas. Used by contractors, architects, builders and building material dealers. Complete blue print plans and specifications available. Also complete use of 87 plans, ideas for brick fireplace, bathrooms, pool, walk, patio, walls, etc. Actual pictures of houses already built. Only $10.00.

SHOPIING

Garfield & Company
JEWELLERS & SILVERSMITHS
1727 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 3, Pa.

"little joe" Wiesenfield
Dept. B-20, Baltimore 1, Md.

Lovely Gift Bowls Beautifully Boxed

California Cacti and Pottery

With Dainty Wall Bracket and Bowl. Available in 1-dozen round, oval, rectangular or square. Choice of green, turquoise, pink or crimson, or any color combination. CONTENTS OF BOX:
1 large cactus plant, plug of soil and cultural directions. Only $1.95 postpaid.

Golden Sun Narcissus

Home" all-purpose Grand-Rifled Bowl. Of all the bulbs that can be grown indoors, none is more beautiful than the Narcissus Golden Sun. PRICE $1.75. CONTENTS OF BOX:
1 plug of Germain's Bulb Flower "all-for-Pot" Bulb (Green, Turquoise-Crystal) and cultural directions. Excellent baking dish, too. In any large, open space material.

Deck Box 14, New Hyde Park, New York

SHIPPING
AROUND

For an executive type on your list we recommend a desk set in 22 K gold hand-tooled brown leather. He'll bless you for it every working day, $28 ppd., buys it complete, or you can get the pen-calendar combination for $9.50; the screened ash tray for $7.50; the lighter for $11.95. Lucille Distributing Co., 41 Union Sq., N. Y. 3.

Tile-topped. A white tile insert with facsimile signature in gold distinguishes an ornamental cigarette box. It comes in red, blue, green or brown leather, nicely gold-tooled. The box, 6½" x 3½" x 2¼", holds both regular and king-size cigarettes. Send signature to be reproduced. $10.95 ppd. Gift Finds, 8 W. 40 St., N. Y. 18.

Tailored twosome. For the girl who likes a minimum of costume jewelry and likes it good, we are happy to present a flexible snake-chain choker and bracelet to wear with a sweater or dress. In gold or silver finish the necklace is $10, the bracelet $5, ppd. Add 20% tax. Gerlou Fifth Ave., Inc., 501 Fifth Ave., New York 17.

Wanted: Wobbling Candles

"INSTANT-FIT" Candle Grippers will make them sit up straight and steady in even the lowest-fitting candlestick! And a beautifully wrapped (cellophane and raffia) package of 120 grippers in seven lovely colors costs only one dollar!

It's really nobody's fault that candles wobble. A candlemaker is apt to size his candles so they are sure to be larger than the largest "standard" candle. Result: your candles usually wobble—but here's the perfect solution . . .

"INSTANT-FIT" Candle Grippers are engineered to take up the difference between the smallest "standard" candle and the largest "standard" socket. They're die-cut discs of heavy (120 lb.) absorbent paper—and in addition to "wedging" your candles bolt upright, they sop up drippings, help keep candlesticks clean!

Order a package for every "what'll you give her?" lady on your Xmas list—and don't forget yourself. One dollar, postpaid. Thousands of satisfied users. Sanral Products Co., Teyton, N. Carolina.

END GARBAGE CAN NUISANCE!

If you have a garbage can that attracts flies, ants—possibly dogs, cats, rats—or perhaps even maggots (!)—you should learn about SAN-A-LIZER. SAN-A-LIZER is an unbreakable, harmless little cake that fastens inside the lid of your garbage can without tools in five seconds. It keeps the pests away for months—and most important, SAN-A-LIZER completely deodorizes garbage. Send $1.00, plus 25¢ tax, for a year's supply (four cakes). Yes, 85¢ non-injurious to pets and children.

San-A-Lizer Corporation
1310 North Wilton Place
Hollywood 28, California

COLONIAL BELLOWS
OF RARE PERFECTION
Handmade copies of exciting originals. Sides of soft maroon sheepskin. Faceboard and handle of antique black with rich gold stencil, gleaming brass nozzle. A decorative treasure as well as a boon to the fireplace owner. Three sizes, all leaders for your Christmas gift list.

Send postpaid. No C.O.D.'s please. 3¼" x 6" $4.25 16½" x 17½" $5.50 26" x 8½" $9.95

Write for Free General Catalog
THE NEW ENGLAND
GENERAL STORE
3 MAIN STREET
WENHAM, MASS.

SAVE PRESSING BILLS AND TIME FOR MEN, WOMEN!

PRESSMASTER
ELECTRIC GARMENT PRESSER
Ideal for Home, Dorm, Office, Travel!
No ironing board, no damp cloth required!

3.95 Complete
"Pressmaster" does a jiffy job of removing the press, removing wrinkles in ties, trousers, sleeves, lapels, collars, pleats, etc. Easy to handle, it weighs less than 10 ounces, has cool, streamlined Bakelite handle. Operates on AC or DC current, and can't overheat. Just plug in and press—there's no danger of scorch or shine. Order now for yourself or for gifts... mail orders promptly filled. Notions—Street Floor.

BOSTON STORE, Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin

Gifts for Those Who Have Everything

MEMO-LITE. Perfect gift for doctors, nurses, hospital thinkers. Tier light paper pad on pad in white, black, leaflet, standard paper with or without plastic. $3.50 Ppd., $3.00; every leaflet only 50¢. Includes supply of pen-refills $0.75

CHECK WALLET. A unusually brilliant idea. Bill fold and check book holder. All in one. Room for personal checks. Embossed completely, True French Covered, leather in black, or heavy polished cowhide. A novel and thoughtful gift. Tax included. Ppd. $3.50

PERSONALIZED KEY RING. Luminous panel glows in the dark—eliminates groping. Trigger catch locks key in place. Sanitary, stainless steel finish, minimum monogram. Ppd. $2.20

Send for our 1947 Gift Catalog
M. C. FLYNN, Inc.
Established 1911
42-B E. 56th St., New York 22, N.Y.

only Gimbel's has famous TODEHUNTER IRON BRASS

25.00
Express Collect. No C.O.D.'a.
The beautifully modeled head of Reynard, the fox, makes a very distinguished knocker for your door, 6½" x 10" long.
We'll make designs to your special order; but we've a huge stock of fireplace accessories, weathervanes, lanterns, mail boxes on hand. Gimbel's, 5th floor, Box 568, G.P.O. New York, New York

MEMO-UTL Perfect gift for Doctors. Little jotter fits in your pocket. Use a pad when pen is with you. No honing board, office, travel. Send for our 1947 Gift Catalog

MC FLYNN, Inc.
Established 1911
42-B E. 56th St., New York 22, N.Y.
... all the World's in love

—WITH THESE celebrated

LEBKUCHEN

THE IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT

Paula's Lebkuchen are made from an age-old recipe that has thrilled discriminating palates for generations. Now they come to you with all their renowned goodness safely sealed in. Nourishing fruits, nuts, spices, full-flavored chocolate and vanilla frostings—deliciously blended into a pastry treat that has gained international fame.

Attractive cellophane-wrapped tin boxes keep the oh-so-delightful flavor oven fresh for a long, long time. One or several boxes makes a Holiday gift to please young and old. What's more Paula's Lebkuchen will not so-delightful flavor oven fresh for a long, long time. Serve them—send them. They're always in the belt of crumble during shipment.

Attractive cellophane-wrapped tin boxes keep the oh-so-delightful flavor oven fresh for a long, long time. One or several boxes makes a Holiday gift to please young and old. What's more Paula's Lebkuchen will not so-delightful flavor oven fresh for a long, long time. Serve them—send them. They're always in the belt of crumble during shipment.

High Round Tin Box $1.60 ea.
Square Tin Box $1.85 ea.
Large Round Tin Box $2.95 ea.

NO GIFT WRAPPING AND MAILING WORRIES FOR YOU

WE'LL SHIP FOR YOU—ANYWHERE POSTPAID

JUST SEND US THE NAMES AND ADDRESSES—WE'LL SHIP FOR YOU—ANYWHERE—POSTPAID

PAULA'S LEBKUCHEN

1087 St. Nicholas Ave., Dept. B-1
New York 32, N. Y.

Snug, comfortable, flattering, wiggle-proof; fitted with 4 handy pockets.

LA-LO BED JACKET

(Patent Applied For)

SO EASY TO SLIP INTO in bed! No more fumbling and straining to find sleeves. (a) Just put arms into sleeves from front, (b) cross the back-covering wings behind and tie the sash in front. Completely covers from high flattering rolled throat to trim, tailored waist.

FOUR GENEROUS POCKETS built-in across the waist for accessories.

LUXURY LOUNGING! Ideal for reading or cold-curing in bed, invalids, convalescents, chaise-lovers!

WHAT A NEW-IDEA GIFT for new mothers or bed-ridden friends.

CHEEK-BLOOM PINK OR THRILL BLUE available in soft, warm, washable Zephyrow. Two sizes: Small (for 10s to 20s) Large (for 20s to 40s).

THE LA-LO COMPANY

1500-A Polklyte Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo.

Please send at once.
La-Lo Bed Jackets at $13.95 each, postage-paid.

Color: __________ Size: __________

Name __________
Address __________

City & State __________

THE LA-LO COMPANY

Smorgasbord

HOSTESS PLATE


112 Postpaid. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

Write for free folder illustrating our complete and exclusive collection of Norwegian Rosemaling ware.

Ballard Brothers Company

ST. PAUL 2, MINNESOTA

Jewelers and Silversmiths Since 1884

FROM SWEDEN!

Lovely "Silvo" Trays of Lustrous, Natural BIRCH

These beautiful "Silvo" trays find countless uses in every home—especially for terrace, recreation room and all informal entertaining. Single trays or a set of four make perfect gifts. Light, rust-proof, waterproof and unbreakable, they're finished in clear cellulose lacquer to highlight the beautiful grain of selected birch.

#1501—14 X 19 inches, each $5.00
#1502—13 X 17 inches, each 4.00
#1503—12 X 15 inches, each 3.50
#1504—11 X 14 inches, each 3.25

Set of four #1501 trays, 12.00
#1506—13 X 17 inches, each 4.00
#1511—14 X 19 inches, each 5.00

We pay postage. No C.O.D.'s please.

The MAGLAR Co., La Porte, Indiana

EUNICE CURTIS STUDIO

4506 45th N.E., Seattle 5, Washington

Lovely "Silvo" Trays of Lustrous, Natural BIRCH

These beautiful "Silvo" trays find countless uses in every home—especially for terrace, recreation room and all informal entertaining. Single trays or a set of four make perfect gifts. Light, rust-proof, waterproof and unbreakable, they're finished in clear cellulose lacquer to highlight the beautiful grain of selected birch.

#1501—14 X 19 inches, each $5.00
#1502—13 X 17 inches, each 4.00
#1503—12 X 15 inches, each 3.50
#1504—11 X 14 inches, each 3.25

Set of four #1501 trays, 12.00
#1506—13 X 17 inches, each 4.00
#1511—14 X 19 inches, each 5.00

We pay postage. No C.O.D.'s please.

The MAGLAR Co., La Porte, Indiana

Such brass! and right on the front door, too! Here we have something nobody has thought of before... a brass door memo designed to call attention to a caller's note. When you are always out, the visitor writes a message and an ingenious mechanism pops up a "Hello" sign. $3.95, post. 25c, from Lowy's Gifts, 23 W. Main St., Freehold, N. J.

One bell and all's well! A fitting phrase for this nautical candleholder. It is a Cape Cod reproduction made of solid brass. On your hall table as a guest announcer... it will not be passed by unclanged. You might also use it as a dinner bell. 11" tall. $12.85 ea. $24.50 pr. ppd. The Brass Mart, 10 Park Place, N. Y. 7.

Nuteracker Suite, Here's the first worthwhile improvement in nutcracking in centuries. It cracks the shell—not the nut. Gently turn lever; shell is broken and nut comes out whole. In ebony black, green, yellow, or red, combination bowl and sheller is $3.95, shell-er alone, $2. Post, 25c. The Post Mart, 230 E. 78 St., N. Y. 21.

(Continued on page 69)
And, oh, how you'll love them! Because, wonder of wonders, all Saison colors are "Happily Married" to each other. The wonderful pink of the print mates perfectly with the pink of the plain. So, too, with the green. And with ALL the colors.

You simply pick your favorite Saison fabric... and rest assured you can color-match it perfectly to a print, a plain, or stripes. Today, the simple way to decorate is to ask for Saison "Happily Married" Fabric Groups. Furthermore, all Saison Fabrics are vat-dyed for wonderful wear with little care.

Illustrated: "Sunburst", a lovely lily print that comes in 8 lush decorator background colors. And, "Raylor", its "Happily Married" stripe pattern also comes in 8 colors. Plus many, rich, matching plain shades. Elegant and inexpensive... ask for them by name at good stores.

Saison Fabrics • Bloomcraft Pillows and Bedroom Ensembles are made by Charles Bloom, Inc., 15 East 26th Street, New York 10, N.Y.
Needletuft Bedspreads

A real American beauty, this supersize bedspread, with deep white fringe sweeping down to the floor! It's adapted from a Colonial quilt pattern, and is one of many smart, livable designs, suitable for traditional, modern, or French provincial bedrooms. Individually fashioned by American craftsmen, each Needletuft Bedspread is colorfast, preshrunk, washable. It never needs ironing. At the finer stores.

Cabin Crafts, Inc., Dalton, Georgia.
Blushing beauty . . .
welcome warmth

Marsh Rose

AZALEA PINK
MAGNOLIA WHITE
BUTTERCUP YELLOW
HYACINTH BLUE
DELPHINIUM BLUE
WILLOW GREEN
SILVER BIRCH GRAY

Below the dunes . . . in quiet places . . . the Marsh Rose nods against the wind — gracious inspiration for another Springfield-exclusive blanket pastel. Such beauty . . . such richness you deserve — together with the deep-napped softness and luxury of Springfield's pure virgin wools. At better stores everywhere, priced from $12.95 to $45.

THE SPRINGFIELD WOOLEN MILLS COMPANY, SPRINGFIELD, TENNESSEE
Springfield Blankets are sponsored and distributed by Wamsutta Mills
Like it or not...

You Live in a Show Window, too!

Would you be proud to display your living room... just as it is... in a store window? Yet that's the way it is revealed to friends. How can you make your room smarter? Start by pensioning your old rug. Cover your floor with Alexander Smith's Patrician Broadloom, the exciting new sculptured Axminster carpet with the floral design in relief. Choose Patrician for your very special rooms. See it and all the Alexander Smith Floor-Plan Rugs and Broadloom Carpets at your city's better stores. Many at budget prices and in B.H.F. colors. Send for Clara Dudley's free Color Idea Book. Write Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet Company, Department S-76, 285 Fifth Avenue, New York 16, New York.

ALEXANDER SMITH
FLOOR-PLAN RUGS • BROADLOOM CARPETs
One for the book. This little mushroom of a lamp clip right on your book, providing splendid light. It saves your eyes and gives you brighter reading hours. An appropriate gift for odd-hour readers, it is only $1.95 plus 20c postage. Helen Pep Studios, 82-60 116th Street, Kew Gardens 16, N. Y.

Sterling suggestion for any woman on your list. Exquisitely simple in design, this silver bonbon dish fits into a traditional or modern setting. 6” across, it’s right, too, for relishes, nuts, sauces—and lends itself beautifully to flower arrangements. $27.50 ppd., incl. tax. The Gorham Co., 17 Maiden Lane, New York 7.

More stocking stuffers. Here are a couple of inexpensive gifts that mark a discriminating taste. The gold-filled chain is 20” long and costs $5.95; the little gold-filled knife is 3” long, has two stainless steel blades, costs only $3.95. Both include postage and tax.

Charming, Graceful Interiors

Candlbme Lamps enamel every room with shimmering, romantic, dancing candlelight. Crystal sparkles; every surface reflects a shimmered softness that transforms each gathering into a gay, cheerful event.

Initial Success

Make mealtime a fascinating experience for your child. This delightful pottery ware set consists of mug and bowl, plus an exquisitely designed eggcup that’s perfect for dessert.

California BURL

Redwood Burl

Let us send you a Redwood Burl! Beautiful bark outcropping of Giant Redwoods of CAUFORNIA, collected by Indians. Place burl in shallow bowl of water. Watch it begin to sprout! Beautiful deep green fern-like Redwood shoots rise up to two feet. Average life of burl, two years. Redwood Burl radiates warmth, odd rustic touch to any room. Sprouting guaranteed. medium size, $2.00; Giant size, $5.00, postpaid.

Special: Pottery bowl, $1.00 postpaid. Send cash or money order.

Personalize Your Man’s Gift

Specially-made, Initialed tie clip and key chain—a lovely, lasting present that he will treasure.

Tie Clip in gold filled $9.00
Key Chain in gold filled $12.00
Tie Clip in 14K gold $42.50
Key Chain in 14K gold $135.00

Postpaid. Tax incl. 2 wks. delivery.

Personalized after-dinner cup and saucer, decorated with forget-me-not blossom, is a warmly unique way to recall memories. Inscribed with two names, date of wedding, birthday or special occasion. Colors are lemon yellow, aquamarine, blue and rose. Trimmed in gold, handmade. $1.00 postpaid. Wooden display stand, not shown here, $1.75 postpaid. Exclusive with us.

The Story of a special event told on a rare tray of heirloom beauty and quality! Two names on front, donor’s name on back. This all-purpose, 18” oval tray is liquor-proofed, handpainted, lovely enough to hang on wall. Black, ivory, red, green and blue. $4.75 postpaid. Exclusive with us.

If you wish to order, send money order to:

YOU solid mahogany “Pineapple Post” bed... one of our 367 world-famous reproductions acclaimed by collectors and museums for their authenticity and fine craftsmanship.

(All bed is priced $119.50, single or double, f.o.b. Richmond)

Exhibition Rooms in
Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Washington, D. C.

Since 1890
105 E. GRACE ST.
RICHMOND 19, VA

Forget-me-nots Say “Remember!”

Personalized after-dinner cup and saucer, decorated with forget-me-not blossom, is a warmly
unique way to recall memories. Inscribed with
two names, date of wedding, birthday or special
occasion. Colors are lemon yellow, aquamarine,
blue and rose. Trimmed in gold, handmade.
$1.00 postpaid. Wooden display stand, not
shown here, $1.75 postpaid. Exclusive with us.

Anne Carlin

24 East 28th St., Room 3, New York 16, N. Y.
Christmas Tree Lighting Set


$8.00 postpaid, No C.O.D.'s

General Sales Agency
P. O. Box 1682
New Haven, Conn.

Dream Chairs

for Tiny Tots

Only $3.95 delivered

Rockers, a little larger, $5.95

Expressly designed for youngsters 1 to 6 — for their bedroom or playroom. Sturdy hand-made chairs from the "land of fiesta" and "siesta", beautifully decorated by Mexican artisans in six different colors — Red, Black, White, Blue, Green and Orange. Hand-woven seat of strong, long lasting tulle fiber. Height 17 inches. Will outlast any other juvenile possession — will be treasured forever.

Katherine Gray, 220 Washington St., Wilmington, Del.

Putitng on the dog is natural for the canine dandy who receives this collar and harness for Christmas. They're quality cowhide, in white, tan or black, with engraved name plates. Collar (send string showing neck size) $2.50 p.p.d. Harness (indicate body girth at forelegs) $3.50 p.p.d. Curtis Creations, Genesee-Hopper Building, Utica, New York.

Present the cookies you are famous for in a fitting container. This real china cookie jar is hand-painted in lively colors with any name on it you wish. Would make an attractive addition to the kitchen shelf or snack tray. $7.85 postpaid from Grace Lloyd Collins, 220 W. Delaware.

Christmas Tree Lighting Set


$8.00 postpaid, No C.O.D.'s

General Sales Agency
P. O. Box 1682
New Haven, Conn.
AROUND

It's been said time and time again that "little pitchers have big ears," and so they do! The pitcher, itself, is about 3" tall and just look at those ears! In fact, it's practically all ears. Of fine ceramic in assorted colors, a silly something to use as you choose. $1.50 ppd. Artisan Galleries, Fort Dodge, Iowa.

"The Pride of Kashmir." For a once-in-a-lifetime gift nothing could excel this beautiful rug. Master-craftsmen in India weave the background in soft, sandy, Kashmir wool, then embroider the design in lovely, muted colors. From $34.50 for a 3' x 5' rug to $750.00 for a 12' x 18'. Adams & Swett, 100 Kemble St., Boston, Mass.

A duck of a duckling keeps Baby's cereal or vegetables warm while he decides whether to eat them or not. He'd better, though, if he wants to see the pretty pictures at the bottom. The duckling's head comes off and hot water goes inside. In cream-colored china, $4.50 ppd. Town & Country Gifts, 906 Madison Ave., New York 21, N. Y.

THE DRUM BAR

Either folded drum-ways, or opened for serving, this portable bar will be an attractive and effective addition to your den, living room, terrace or game room. Plenty of room for ingredients and accessories inside; and six rubber-tired casters let it roll with the greatest of ease.

HARVEST! ... (#2) Table Lamp...

Blending artistry into any decor, this lovely table lamp combines beauty with functional use. Of design. Inexpensive, it has an oil-filled swivel, 3" rubber tire casters, and an expandable lamp base for added versatility. Has choice of colorful finish: Cameo Bed, American Beauty, Black Green, Chippendale, Cove, Yellow Rose, Height: 22" inches. Diameter 18", opens to 32". Available in Alligator (far right) $49.50; Nautical design in blue and white (above) $45.00; Antique white (not shown) $49.50 (Express). Accessories shown on the bar are extra.

STOCK FACTORY TO YOU!

SHOP IN CALIFORNIA this Christmas

Gifts from $12.00 to $18.00

LIGHT! IN YOUR HOME

LIGHT! ON YOUR PURSE

BABY BUTLER. A personal Cigarette Snuffer that hides tobacco, and which is always "fixed for company." A safe and neat sniffer, insert for bridge in set of floss. Made handles, 3½" wide. Specialty Shop $9.00 net of four gifted or $2.50 each POSTPAID.

BIRDCAGE PLANTER to gladden that vacant wall. Designed with hinged top for easy cleaning. A flattering accent, ideal for pets. Hand- spun in your choice of Copper or Brass. Copper; Crude by 8" High. Complete with brass basket, $18.00 a pair or $10.00 each POSTPAID.

HANDSPUN DIPPERS with the charm of the farm. Blend with spun or country decorating, plain or patterned. A budget-priced item that is wonderfully adaptable for those problem corners. 13½" High in your preference of solid Copper or Brass at only $9.50 a pair POSTPAID.
CRYSTAL CAKE PLATE
Truly graceful and lovely is this circular cake plate of heavy crystal. Complete with a highly polished, chrome-plated removable handle, it will add a gala note to your holiday table. 15" in diameter. You'll want to order several—for yourself and for wonderful Christmas gifts for your friends. $7.20 postpaid

CHROME TIE RACK
This door size chrome tie rack locks and holds 48 ties in place. Each pair of nickel plated prongs turns individually to hold the tie wanted while all the rest remain locked. Makes a splendid gift! For 48 Ties 22½x2½" $8.75 postpaid

ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING SIZES:
- $10.00 postpaid
- $4.50 postpaid

FIELD GLASSES
You'll get more enjoyment from all sporting events with these expertly constructed field glasses. A smart new instant design has made them a favorite everywhere. Optically ground to the highest precision standards, the easily focused lenses are 3½ power, 60 mm. Low price includes field glasses, carrying case and neck strap.

Delicacies for Thanksgiving from HICKS PANTRY SHELF
Hicks Preserves—6 oz. Jar "Gift Box"...$2.75
Trelitch Boned Goose (Chopped) 6 Tins...$2.75
Grage Sterilized furry Times
Dates in Brown 2½ lb. Bag...$2.25
Hicks Hotens (Larger size) 8 lbs. $1.80
(jarred—Bone, Derm, Pec., Fils.)
Orders $10 or over shipped prepaid within 20 mi. of N.Y.C. beyond pay extra.

Write for catalog Dept. G2

MAD AS THEY COME! TIPSEY THE FISHERMAN
swings and balances
on his head,
on his knee,
on one leg,
even on his nose.
Just twist the fishing line and watch him defy gravity and gloom.
This multicolored marvel will amaze and amuse everybody.

Only $1.00 postpaid.
Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

SALLY GRAVE
80 East 11th St., New York 3, N.Y.
4½" diam. $4.39 Each $7.95 per pair Postpaid Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.
Every home can now own and cherish this French-type Plant Receptacle at this new low price.
The heavy gauge non-tarnish solid copper body is given added charm by the gleaming brass gallery and brass ball feet. Expertly handwrought by skilled craftsmen. Will not leak.
The Dunes Craftsmen GIFTS OF DISTINCTIVE CHARM
56 E. 5th St. Hotel Wacatawa Wacatawa, Mich.

AMAZING LINEN BARGAIN
Only 87.95

100% Pure Linen Dinner Set. Fine, durable, ideal for town or country. Made in Belgium. Block designs. Fast colors: Peach, Gold, Dubonnet, Blue. 60" x 80" with 6 matching napkins. Specify Color.

70" x 90" with 8 napkins...$10.95
70" x 106" with 12 napkins...$12.95

MOSLEY'S Opposite Marshall Field's 11 East Washington St., Chicago 2, Illinois

WASHINGTON WOULD FEEL AT HOME
with this AUTHENTIC REPRODUCTION HARDWARE
Here's the finishing touch to the charm of a colonial home or primitive decor. Hand-wrought copies of pre-revolutionary hardware and lighting fixtures.

Send for Illustrated Catalog

SHOPPING

"Service for Four" and a carving set, all in lacquered silver plate, will enable any doll family to set up housekeeping in style. The 16-piece set comes in a tiny replica of mother's household chest, velvet-lined, $4.25. The carving set has "stag" handles. $2.95, postpaid from Bleazby's, 31 E. Adams, Detroit 26, Michigan.

Dictionary of Musical Themes is to music what Bartlett's Quotations is to literature. It contains the music for more than 10,000 themes of the most important compositions of all times. Notation index key quickly identifies unknown airs. Fascinating and simple to use. $5.10 ppd. Haynes Griffin, 373 Madison Ave., New York 17.

Miniature playing cards make excellent bridge or Christmas party prizes, are equally good gifts for travelers, or stocking presents for almost anybody. 2½" x 1½", they're only $1 plus 10c post, for a double deck. Order them in either ship or rose pattern, from Dennison's, 411 Fifth Ave., New York 16, N.Y.
AROUND NOVEMBER, 1947

ADDS BEAUTY AND CONVENIENCE

HOLDAFONE

FOR HOME OR OFFICE!

4272 Gwynno Rd. Memphis, Tenn.

A Welcome Gift for Sportsmen

5 HALF SHOTS

A GIFT FOR SPORTSMEN

For use in case of ACCIDENTS — CHILLS — OVERBOARD SPILLS.

No. 2 GIFT BOX. Six asst. 55¢ oz. Jars Strawberry, Wild Plum, Blackberry, Green-

gage, Prune with Hazelnut, English Gooseberry. Express Prepaid . . . . $2.95

No. 3 MOUNTAIN GIFT BOX. Doz. asst. 55¢ oz. Jars Strawberry, Prune with Hazel-
nuts, Wild Plum, Tangerine Marmalade, Blackberry, English Damson, Greengage,

Nectarine Preserves, Boysenberry, Red Raspberry, English Gooseberry, Seville

Orange Marmalade. Express Prepaid $5.65

WRITE FOR FREE GIFT BOX CATALOG

JANE AMHERST

1103 N.E. 47th Ave. PORTLAND 13, ORE.
**WAKEN TO MUSIC**

The Telechron Switch Alarm will automatically turn on your radio at a pre-selected time to awaken you to music, or to turn on your favorite radio program. It also has a conventional alarm signal which can be used or not, as desired. Simply plug your radio into the receptacle in the case back and set "Switch Alarm" for the time you want to be awakened. It has a mahogany color plastic case, is 4% high, 5" wide, 3" deep. $9.95, tax included.

**TIE HOLDER**

Select:—designed to hold men's ties in the most sensible fashion. Bright, chrome-finished loops and bars mounted on highly polished hardwood finishes, finished in walnut or maple. Each bar hangs separately and at an angle that provides complete visibility of each tie. Each hanging unit accommodates two ties without crowding, and lets the tie hang straight down so that wrinkles automatically fall out.
16 Ties, 19x31/2" $4.95 36 Ties, 19x31/2" $8.25 48 Ties, 19x31/2" $13.15

**SHEARS WITH QUICK CHANGING BLADES**

Sissors storing a dual role! When the task at hand requires shears with pointed blades, for accurate cutting, this pair is sharp. Then when the blunt type is needed you have them too. Just loosen the screw, take out one set of blades, and in the desired area tighten the screw. Two scissors in one, and the scissors are sharpened, the blades are finely ground steel, overall length, 7 inches. Replaces complete with 2 sets of blades. $3.95; extra sets 45c.

**TERANCE NOVELTIES Dept. 6177**
211 East 58th St. New York 22, N. Y.

**ALL SET**

**FOR DRINKING PLEASURE**

At Home—At Clubs—At Fraternities

Drinks remain frosty cool and refreshing when served in these hand-forged Pewter mugs. Uniquely designed with hand-formed handles. Each mug, 3 1/2 high, holds a full bottle of beer or 24 oz. of any riotuous libation. The 8" high pitcher holds almost 3 quarts. Makes a welcome Hostess gift, too.

**Single Mug** $2.95  
**Pitcher $5.50**  
4 or more mugs $2.75 each  
Complete set (4 mugs, pitcher) $16.00  
**All prices include postage, no C.O.D.'s.**

Write for booklet "G"  
**Cooper Crafts**  
54 West 23rd Street  
New York 10, N. Y.

**Georgia Sweet Peach Pickle**

Delicately globs of wonderful flavor, A delight you must try! Orhes, too, of Dull's rare Felicitics of the Old South—rumors from our own orchards and acres, from our own kitchens direct to you. Order now for dinner tomorrow for Thanksgiving, Christmas gifts! Your own trad, or gift card enclosed on request.

**Ats'**

1. $4.45: Includes qt. jar Peach, or gift jar eniloni-cl on requisit. light you must try! Orhes, too, of Dull's rare Felicitics of the Old South—rumors from our own orchards and acres, from our own kitchens direct to you. Order now for dinner tomorrow for Thanksgiving, Christmas gifts! Your own trad, or gift card enclosed on request.

**SHOPPING**

Shopping is a joy all the time, but when it's Christmas shopping it becomes a real pleasure. Practically all the gifts for that special one are presented here. Just look over this list and you will know what you want, and what you will buy. It's a real delight, and you will love the money you save, which makes Christmas shopping doubly enjoyable.

A little light on the subject is always welcome. And when it's provided by a neat tol lamp such as this one, reminiscent of the bedtime candle, it's doubly welcome. Finished to prevent deterioration. 14" high. In maroon, red, black red, or blue. $8.11 each. Wayne's, 35 Palmer Ave., Bronxville, N. Y.

These harbingers of cheer can be used as Christmas cards, to herald eggnog parties or simply for thank-you notes. There is plenty of writing space inside. With your name printed, 25 cards of one style, $4.75; 50, $7.50; 100, $13.50. Brilliant red lettering and "feathered edge" paper. All ppd. from Meredith, Inc., Evanston, Illinois.

A long weekender. Pockets of different shapes and sizes hold shirts, handkerchiefs, pajamas, socks—everything for home or travel, the case is pure wool felt, hand-tailored to order with contrasting monogram and welting in any combination of 22 colors. $29.50 ppd. Elizabeth Lacey, Harel House, Hopedale, Mass.

**SMORGASBORD TRAYS**

Practical, all-purpose trays. For snack or cocktail serving. Delightful bridge prizes and "shower" gifts. Perfect for Xmas gift-giving. Gaily colored in floral, fruit or Mexican decal motifs. Durable plywood construction. Lacquered to resist heat, alcohol and water. Each $1.95 ppd.

Set of 4—$7.50 ppd.
Order by number. Immediate delivery!

1. **Orange—Fruit** — 13½ X 13½  
2. **Dark Green—Mexican** — 13½ X 13½  
3. **Lt. green—Floral** — 13½ X 13½  
4. **Dk. red—Fruit** — 13½ X 13½  
5. **Lt. green—Mexican** — 13½ X 13½  

In harmonizing green trim. Send Check or Money Order.

**UNIQUE!**

**SMOCKING HENSON**

6105 Limekiln Pike  
Philadelphia 41, Pa.

**UNIQUE**

**CONNOLLY-KNIGHT EQUIPMENT CO.**

232 Broadway  
Buffalo 4, N. Y.

**FAMILY CHRISTMAS CANDY BOX PERSONALIZED**

Beautifully made of vitrified china, 6% diameter, 2½ deep. Hand decorated in 22K Gold or Platinum with full names, dates, places on the lid; and the names of the family all around the outside of the box. Design shows names of Christmas Carols on the box; and is suitable for holidays, weddings, or anniversaries. Other decorations are available to suit your own specific need. Delivery about two weeks. Please, No C.O.D.'s. Send ppd., upon receipt of check or money order for $10.00.

**CONNOY-KNIGHT EQUIPMENT CO.**

232 Broadway  
Buffalo 4, N. Y.

**GROG**

**BLEND**

**SMOKING**

**FAMILY CHRISTMAS CANDY BOX PERSONALIZED**

Beautifully made of vitrified china, 6½ diameter, 2½ deep. Hand decorated in 22K Gold or Platinum with full names, dates, places on the lid; and the names of the family all around the outside of the box. Design shows names of Christmas Carols on the box; and is suitable for holidays, weddings, or anniversaries. Other decorations are available to suit your own specific need. Delivery about two weeks. Please, No C.O.D.'s. Send ppd., upon receipt of check or money order for $10.00.

**DOROTHY HENSON**

6105 Limekiln Pike  
Philadelphia 41, Pa.

**UNIQUE**

**CONNOLLY-KNIGHT EQUIPMENT CO.**

232 Broadway  
Buffalo 4, N. Y.
Christmas Carol comes to life in miniatures of the famous Dickens characters. Left to right—Mrs. Cratchit, Bob Cratchit with Tiny Tim, three of the Cratchit children and Scrooge. Hand colored on stone-like composition about 3" tall, they're separately boxed, set of 4. $5.50. Carbene, Inc., 342 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

It says here in old English (we translate) "Here's to me and my wife's husband, not forgetting myself" and (untranslated) "If the dose oun for nowt. Allus do it for this"... and there's more in the same vein, plus a coat of arms. Of colorfully decorated pottery, mugs are $2.25 ea. Set of 4, $8.50. Wamaco Co., 500 Perdue Ave., Richmond 24, Va.

Let's Furnish a House is the name of a new, extremely challenging game that promises many engaging hours. (Four can play and the spin of the dial and roll of dice determines the distribution of wealth.) First one to pay for his house, furnish it and accumulate a $1000 savings account wins. $3. F. A. O. Schwarz, 745 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 22.

**NEW EASY WAY TO CLEAN VENETIAN BLINDS**

without touching hands to water

WASHING venetian blinds no longer is a messy, musty chore. In a jiffy your entire blind is a sparkling clean. No dripping of dirty water down arms or from slat to slat. Stain-o-mat cleans both sides of slat at same time—and between tapes without sliding tapes. WAXING is just as easy.

Sold on MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE


$3.95

POSTPAID

**PIN-UP SEWING RACK**

It's new—and an asset of charm. Holds all your sewing needs within quick, easy reach. Holds 27 spots of thread. Small drawers for buttons, snaps, pins, etc. Large drawer for scissors, tape, needles, other accessories. Hand made, waxed and rubbed to satin smoothness in mellowed knotty pine.

$2.50

POSTPAID

**GOLD PLATED BAR MODEL**

Here's an ideal gift for a special friend. . . . Handle is wrought gold plate. $100.

No C.O.D.'s please!

**GIFT SHOP, LTD.**

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NEW YORK 20, N. Y.

**STAMP YOUR OWN GREETINGS**

Now you can whip as little as a tablespoon of cream. And this new kind of whipper is so easy to use . . . a short up and down stroke from the end. Time is one cup bowl or glass... ideal for mayonnaise, eggs and drinks. Made of stainless steel with plastic handle, it's easy to clean and guaranteed for life. Gross in plastic gift package.

$1.20

**WHIPPED CREAM IN 15 SECONDS**

A charming addition to your home and perfect for that particular person's Christmas gift. Individually made to your order.

In genuine leather—$30.00
(antique brown, suntan, red, and Kelly green)
In suede—$32.50
(navy blue, red, beige, brown, and green)

Tray measures 11" x 11"—Box is 8" x 8". Sent express charges collect. Please specify color when sending your check to:

**MARQUIS**

454 North Rodeo Drive

Beverly Hills, Calif.
The Paper?

It's Asam's "Sophistication"

Distinguished, modern, dramatic, this is a wallpaper out of the ordinary, for a home out of the ordinary. Picture what it will do for your living room, dining alcove, or entrance hall! Sophistication comes in white, ashes of roses, pale green, lemon yellow. Washable and sunfast, of course.

Asam Brothers, Inc.
919 Arch Street
Philadelphia 7
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Washington, D. C.

New Fluorescent Fixture
with CIRCLE LAMP

NOW! Enjoy the beauty and economy of General Electric's new circular fluorescent lamp. Ultra-modern fixture.

GUARANTEED FOR 1 YEAR!
A strikingly beautiful fixture in non-tarnishing aluminum or white enamel finish. Suitable for every room. Model C-32 (Illustrated). $9.75, Model C-358 with etched design glass shade, $12. Specify finish desired. Cash or C.O.D. direct from factory.

DIRECT FROM FACTORY
HANOVER LIGHTING SALES
Box 186, Dept. WG, Haver, Pennsylvania

The Wagging Tail

A Christmas Gift Subscription to The Wagging Tail — a monthly magazine packed full of stories, news and anecdotes about Cocker Spaniels — will make you "second best friend" to he or she who owns or raises Cockers.

$1.00 a Year

The Wagging Tail
Hanson, Mass.

Here's my $1.00. Send Gift Subscription for a year to

NAME ____________________________

ADDRESS: __________________________________________

FROM ____________________________

SHOPPING

A hold-up for current magazines in this newly-designed rack. The scroll and leaf design would look particularly well on a sun porch or in some sheltered patio, or it would bring a touch of summer to a snowbound friend. In Pompeian green or black wrought iron, it's $6.95 p.p.d. The Jossey-lins, Box 147, Dedham, Mass.

1948 model. Papa may have to wait for his shiny new automobile but Junior is in luck. Here is a streamlined beauty that will be the envy of the gang. New, automatic steering gear is sensitive to slightest pressure of guiding hand. 13" long, in dark green, yellow or red plastic. $6.95 p.p.d. Toys of Character, Palatine, Ill.

Made in England, this ornate tea chest has a design taken from an old china pattern. Made of tin, 5" x 4½" x 3½" deep, with a hinged lid, it come with 24 tea bags inside. Use it later for loose tea, cookies, candy or sewing. $2.25 p.p.d. The Salt and Pepper Shop, 445 E. 86th St., New York 28, New York.

READ IN BED?

Enjoy it in solid comfort with the Propette! It hangs on your bed and provides restful back support at a mere flick of your finger. No strain—no bother with extra pillows! When not in use, Propette easily folds flat against headboard out of way. Fits all beds. Quality built, tempered Masonite, beautifully finished. Adjustable height and slope. Cannot mar bed. The perfect gift for "bed-readers" and convalescents. Colors, peach or blue. If headboard is higher than 22" above mattress, state approx. height. $1.95 ppd. MORGAN PRODUCTS COMPANY, Dept. H

1250 Lakeland Ave., Cleveland 7, Ohio

INDIVIDUAL SALT AND PEPPERS

of highly polished Dural Metal, machined screw in bottom for easy filling. An asset to the finest table setting. No tarnish, no corrosion. Six, or two Jumbo size, in an attractive box. $3.00 postpaid

ADD 25% tax in California

PASADENA SPECIALTY CO.
675 Miramar Place
Pasadena 5, Calif.
AROUND

Martinis for six. Pour them from this smart pitcher into six of the prettiest little glasses you've ever seen. They are made of clear, heavy Swedish type glass and with the set goes a trim glass stirrer and best wishes for the success of the party.

$5 the set, exp. col. from Ellison's, 410 Delaware Ave., Wilmington, Delaware.

Look at the records made for the nursery set and play on phonographs. The albums contain three double-sided, unbreakable, 6½ records, decorated with colored pictures. Tunes are six favorite carols, nursery rhymes, games, or fairy tales. $1 each pdd. Miles Kimball Co., 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis.

The perfect mixer, in any company, this Chrom-Ever electric mixer does double duty with two interchangeable mixing blades. Has a no-spill, full- quart capacity and is very easy to clean. Sturdy glass with polished aluminum head, ideal for whipping cream or light batters and mixing drinks. $7.95 pdd. Norman's, Bristol, Pa.

Gourmet Condiment Basket

Ideal for a gift. Attractive, handmade basket. Postpaid 610.00

Send check or money order and ask for free catalog full of ideas for finer eating.

RARE ANTIQUE ORIENTAL RUGS

In Perfect Condition. At Moderate Prices

Also 400 Semi-Antique and New Oriental in old designs

For sale by America's foremost authority and expert. Write for descriptive list and colored pictures—then if you wish, I will ship selection and offer purchase at your inspection.

Prices on many are no higher than new rugs.

My Antique Rugs are not the worn out variety—but with most of their nap intact and will generally outwear most new rugs because they have better wool quality, better dyes and better workmanship.

200 Antiques $90 to $200.

100 Antiques $200 and up.

Will send three if you wish to buy one.

EXPRESS PREPAID NO OBLIGATION TO BUY

Chas. W. Jacobsen

401 S. Salina St.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Beautiful Bowls FROM ROMANTIC OAXACA

A WHOLE BAKER'S DOZEN OF THEM (13) PACKED IN A STOUT LITTLE HAMPER FOR $4.95 PREPAID

FOR FRUIT, CEREALS, SERVING, ETC.

Generous in size (62 in.), highly glazed and gaily decorated in yellows, grays and purples, these imported bowls from our good neighbor Mexico beautify any table. A clever Christmas Gift that looks as if it cost half again as much. The versatile basket to hand means of split bamboo, just right for spices, specialties, etc.

The WINTER HOUSE CATALOG OF INCREDIBLE GIFTS.
FIRE MAGIC FROM CALIFORNIA

For The Holiday Hearth

Specially treated Pinon Cones, to add long lasting, multi-colored flames to the warmth of an open fire, make a cheery gift for everyone to enjoy. Perky red bow decorates this beautiful Chinese hand woven bamboo basket in which are packed about 50 cones. There will be many additional uses for this attractive basket which measures approx. 10" x 10". You'll want some of these cones for your own fireplace, too, and several for your gift list.

$3.00 prepaid
Send check or Money Order, no C.O.D.'s please
WEATHERCOCK HOUSE
40 W. Green St., Pasadena 2, Calif.

FOR HER EARRINGS

A charming satin-covered box for 6 pairs of earrings—or, with racks removed, that little Miss may use it for her treasures. Size 3 3/4" x 3 1/2" x 2". Available in pink, peach, rose and blue.

$1.75 postpaid.
Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.
Kurt Products Company
5 Myrtle Street
White Plains, N. Y.

The Jamaica Silversmith

To Devilish for Words...

Can you imagine old man Satan as a "sterling" character? We could—and we did—but only for milady's fancy. The famous Strozzi Devil is reproduced in hand-wrought sterling as a pin, earrings and bracelet by The Jamaica Silversmith. Unusual and very attractive, they sell for only $12.75 the set. Singly, the pin is $3.95, earrings $2.75, bracelet $7.50. Choker is available, too—$15.50 extra. Tax is included in all prices quoted. Illustration less than half actual size.

$12.75 postpaid, no C.O.D.'s.
Write for descriptive booklet of complete line of sterling silver jewelry.
THE JAMAICA SILVERSMITH
79-30 164th St.
Jamaica, L.I., N. Y.

Eclectically Heated

Express Prepaid
Authentic Colonial No C.O.D., please design in rich walnut, with red or blue velvet upholstery...

FOOT WARMER!

$34.50

COSMETIC POWDER SCOOP
Fine sterling silver powder scoop...ideal for filling your compact without losing powder. Eliminates pouring directly from box. A little gift to remember. Size, 2 1/2" x 1/2" wide.

$3.85 postpaid, tax included
WAYNE'S
35 Palmer Ave., Bronxville, N. Y.

For logs or linen. Solve storage problems with a stunning embossed brass chest imported from England. Wood-lined, it's 19 1/2" x 13 1/2" high, with sloping lid. Ideal for manuscripts, magazines, sewing or other things that should be handy but out of sight. $39 exp. col. Art Colony Industries, 69 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 3.

NEST OF 3 TABLES, $29.50
Have three lovely, useful tables, in the space of one. Largest table is 24" high, top 14" x 19", with edge banding of light mahogany. All are solid mahogany and mahogany veneers. By express, transportation charges collect, no C.O.D., price $29.50.
AROUND

Colored glasses do much to enliven the morning glass of milk or a friendly evening highball. Particularly attractive ones are hand-blown in Guatemala. 5½" tall, they come in four colors—green, aqua, honey, amethyst. A set of six is $3.30 exp. col. Extra ones are 55¢ each. Fred Leighton, Inc., 15 East 8th St., New York 3.

The kettle on the hob, modern style, is a pyrex tea bottle which sits right on the open flame and makes four full cups. Use it without the tea bag for water or other beverages. The multi-colored, plastic trim makes it a gay table companion. $2.95 ppd. Bodine's of Baltimore, 2119 N. Charles St., Baltimore 18, Maryland.

Lighten car troubles and avoid accidents with a "Ready Ray." It plugs into any car cigarette lighter socket and has a long cord to reach all around the car. A big help for changing tires or looking at the motor at night. It casts a bright light, and stands on its own base. $3.95 ppd. Terrace Novelties, 211 E. 58th St., New York 211.

A PIPE MAN'S PIPE RACK
Hangs on Wall . . . Convenient . . . Saves precious desk or table space
1. Holds 14 (count 'em) pipes!
3. Larger drawer for accessories.
In hand-crafted knotty pine, waxed, hand-rubbed. Size: 13" x 18"
(Prices not included)
$12.50
Express Collect. Check or Money Order
No C.O.D.'s

GOODBYE Monotonous Meals!
This book . . . a "must" for every kitchen . . . contains more than 100 especially tempting and tried recipes. It started as Mrs. Mark's own personal file. New published in book form by popular demand. Ideal for gifts!
Order by mail today.
Only $1 postpaid (no stamps).
"Favorite American Recipes"
P. O. Box 5163, Richmond 20, Virginia
**NEVER BEFORE SUCH GIFT VALUES**

- **#100—COLONIAL BRASS DOORKNOCKER.** 6 1/2" long. Gracefully engraved with your initial in Old English lettering, $4.20.
- **#101—BEDROOM KNOCKER.** Solid Brass, 3 1/2" long. Your given name engraved in Block lettering. $3.95.
- **#102—BRASS NAME PLATE.** 3 1/2" x 2 1/2". Name engraved in Block lettering. $2.95.
- **#103—JESTER NUT CRACKER.** Made of Solid Brass. Cracks any nut, 6 1/2" long. $2.95 pair.
- **#104—IDENTICAL PAIR.** Nutcracker, $1.45 each. Tail, $1.45 pair.
- **#105—HAND WOVEN COPPER ASH TRAY.** 10" x 3" deep. $7.25.
- **#106—HAND-HAMMERED COPPER SERVING TRAY.** 12" x 18" wide. All unusual, liuy iil $4.95.
- **#107—HAND-WOVEN COPPER CIGAR BOX.** Lined, to keep your cigar, $11.00.
- **#108—JESTER NUT CRACKER.** Made of Solid Brass. Cracks any nut, 6 1/2" long. $2.95 pair.
- **#109—BRASS TOASTING FORK.** Imported from England, 18" long, smart and so useful. $2.25.
- **#110—CRUSADER LETTER OPENER.** Imported from Belgium, 10" long. $3.75.

**ALL ITEMS SENT PREPAID.**

**ROLAND CROCKERY CO.,**
Housewares Dept.
115 No. Adams, Green Bay, Wis.

**C’MON GIRLS**
Show that man what you can really do with good tools

This fine set of heavy gauge wear-ever aluminum cooking ware incudes one each 2 qt., 3 qt. and 4 qt. covered steam seal cookers and one chicken fryer—dutch oven, all of latest design. This fine set of heavy gauge wear-ever includes one 2 qt., 3 qt. and 4 qt. covered steam seal cookers and one chicken fryer—dutch oven, all of latest design. $2.95 each.

**SHOPPING**

**Sign here!** Get the unsuspecting recipient of this pigskin wallet to sign his or her name, then send the signature with your check for $18.00 to Selden Cooper, 8019 Forsythe Blvd., Clayton 5, Mo. Back will come the wallet duly signed in gold on dappled or natural pigskin. Tax and post included. Allow three weeks for delivery.

**KNOCKER KNOCK-OUTS.** Whichever of these unusual door knockers you choose you will, to coin a phrase, be satisfied. An artist designed them; a craftsman executed them in bronze, lacquered to stay bright. We couldn’t choose between them, so we show you both. $9.75 each, pd. from Lauer Metal Shop, 1108 Cathedral St., Baltimore, 1, Maryland.

A treasure in itself, this bronze-finished, hand-antiqued treasure chest is manufactured in Denmark. It is wood-lined, and the inside cover tells the legend of the origin of the Danish flag in both English and Danish. 7 3/4" long, 3 1/2" wide, $35.95 prepaid from Edmond B. Harris, 366 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

**NEW ORLEANS FOOD SHIPPED Direct to You!**

**NEW ORLEANS DELICACY CO., INC.**

Includes:

- **3 Bouillabaisse**
- **3 Creole Corned Beef**
- **3 Oyster Soup**
- **3 Tuna Salad**
- **3 Ham Salad**

*Order now for Christmas Gifts* $3.95 prepaid

**DETOX METAL PRODUCTS, INC.**

**It Does 3 Things!**
Shreds...Grates...Slices!

**NEW! FOLDING EASY CHAIR TABLE**

Outdoor and indoor temperature...at a glance

- The COMFY TABLE folds instantly from a compact carrying case to a sturdy, beautiful natural mahogany finish table with 18" x 28" top. Adjustable leg folds inside. Use for writing, reading, reading, placing little bits, etc. Makes dainty table in the corner, or where you relax in your favorite arm chair. The gift of a gift for Mother or Dad—fine for little bits, etc. Price $14.75, sent postpaid anywhere in U.S.A., Money Back Guarantee. Order early to assure delivery before Christmas. Send your check or Money Order to Detroit Metal Products, Inc., Dept. 17-2323 Observatory Rd., Cincinnati 8, 0.

The Tri-Grater! Shreds—grates—slices! Fine for shredding vegetables, cheese, bread, crackers, nut-meats, etc. Makes dainty sliced dishes—nabag, carrots, cumbereums, o denos, etc. Equipped with "Food pusher". No danger of cutting fingers. Seamless—easy to clean, Circular on request.

Order Now for Christmas Gifts $3.95 prepaid

**FAMOUS READY-TO-SERVE SPECIALTIES**

**SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY SELECTION**

Includes:

- **3 Creole Gibso**
- **3 Crawfish Bisque**
- **3 Turtle Soup**
- **3 Oyster Soup**

**SPECIAL GOURMET'S SELECTION**

Includes:

- **3 Creole Gibso**
- **3 Bisque of Shrimp**
- **3 Crawfish Bisque**
- **3 Souffle**

*Selections above are shipped to you in Continental U.S. prepaid in cartons containing 12 boxes on. tins.

**NEW ORLEANS DELICACY CO., INC.**

Dept. M

840 Union St. New Orleans 12, U.S.A.
Fascinating drink mixer. Tap the plunger for a spring-controlled mixing action. Chromium strainer and lid combined with a Swedish crystal pitcher completes this handsome cocktail accessory. 1-pt. size, $12.50, 3-pt., $15.50, express collect from Hoffritz Cutlery, 331 Madison Avenue, New York 17, New York.

Sunshine plant shelf doubles the capacity of your window garden, lifts plants into the sun or displays choice miniatures. Adjustable, fits any window, 24°-40° wide. Simple to install, it slips into side plates provided... doesn't interfere with window or curtains. Ivory enameled metal. $2.95 postpaid from Breck's, 396 Breck Bldg., Boston 9, Mass.

Tomorrow's heirloom. A real collector's item, this Colonial knitting bowl is an unusual Christmas or wedding present. Useful for knitting, sewing, and very decorative filled with fruit. Entirely hand-made of solid maple, it stands 21" high; bowl, 15". $22.50 exp. col. from H. A. Milton, 10 Liberty Street, New York 17, New York.


Increase Your Popularity

Entertain your friends and let them watch you make good cocktails Handily. Stir 'em or mix 'em with this set. All first quality items and set includes eight cocktail glasses, a 32 oz. shaker with strainer top, a bowl for ice and stainless metal jigger, mixing spoon, olive fork and ice tongs. Set without glasses $5.00. Ship collect from Hoffritz Cutlery, 331 Madison Avenue, New York 17, New York.

GAY PLACE-LITE No C. O. D., candles. 81. Refill box of 12 candles, $1. Errors, crystal candlesticks, multi-colored (d light reflected in mirror at each place! colors charm your candles of many S1.50 postpaid. No C. O. D.'s.

THE ARTISAN GALLERIES FORT DODGE • IOWA

Old Virginia COBBLER'S BENCH
Authentically Reproduced... from a bench found in the famed Shenandoah Valley of Virginia. Your friends will be charmed by this unique server or cocktail table with its attractive, comfortable seat of genuine leather. Sturdily constructed of bouncy pine with luminous light or dark finish. 36" long, 17" wide, 12" high. $22.50—express collect.

CROMWELL'S BENCH
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Gifts
Industrial Uses
Photography
Athletic Fields
Estates • Farms
Tennis • Churches
Libraries
Parking Areas
Lawn Parties
Driveways
Protection
Playgrounds
Schools • Gardens
Sheds • Yards
Docks • Parks
Beaches
Soft Ball
Foot Ball
Golf Dr. Ranges
Construction
Work

WAR
SURPLUS
ONLY
$15
BRAND NEW
THIS PRICE
BETWEEN FORMER
LAMP SELLING.
ONLY
FRACTION
OF WHAT IT
COST
GOVERNMENT

GIANT FLOOD LIGHT
AS MADE FOR U. S. NAVY
PROTECT YOUR HOME AGAINST
BURLGARS AND PROWLERS
ILLUMINATES LARGE AREA, EASILY
INSTALLABLE, NEVER OUTLIVES Libyan
DURA-PLAST LIGHT RESISTANT METAL
HEAVY DUTY. FIRM IN BASE.
SHELLED PECANS
Delicious
SHELLED PECANS

The Answer to:
"What to Give?"

For the woman who desires something that is distinctive, yet sure
to be acceptable, these shellied pecans are most appropriate.
Golden brown and delicious, they are carefully selected from the
finest nuts grown.

Packed in 2-5 lb. packages.

Shipped Prepaid in Continental U.S.

STERNEBERG PECAN CO.
Dept. H
Jackson, Mississippi
Box 193

CHRISTMAS CARD TREE
The simplest and most effective way
to display your Christmas cards. Made of
shiny red and green heavy gauge deco­
rator's board. Usable year after year.
24 inches high, holds over 100 cards.

$1.95 postpaid

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

SUPREME GIANT (Navy Surplus-Brand New) 15" in
diameter; includes 156 watt standard bulb, W. E.
ONLY $15

JUMBO: 31" Long, red or blue. Bulb is selected to allow use
without problem, adjustable for fan or heat. Selling:
MASTER 115" Light, red or blue. Both is selected to allow
safety and convenience.

CARNAGEY'S, 29 CENTRAL AVE., DEPT. MC-9, TARRYTOWN, N. Y.

Butter Toasters

Duo-duty is what this culinary implement performs. A sandwich
maker, toaster and waffle iron, it produces crispy, bronzed sand­
wiches or enticing golden-brown waffles. Will fry ham
and eggs and grill bacon. Removable cup catches drippings.
$9.00 exp. col. Spencer Studios, 710 Chestnut St., Phil. 6, Pa.

New-comer to the bar and
high contender for the right to
occupy the Christmas stocking
toe, is "SeaI-Spout," a self-
sealing pourer. Substitute it for
the original cork or cap of an
opened bottle. It pours, it pre­
vents evaporation, it locks to eliminate
leaks. Aluminum and stainless
steel. $2. p. d. 1157 Clinton
Ave., Irvine, N. J.

(Continued on page 89)

Regalia
Fine clear crystal, heavy brass tum­
els for all occasions. Decorated with
crystal and gold banding, "... a
wonderful effect. Something different
than ever offered. One initial only.
Prices listed in sets of 8
14 oz. $4.90
12 oz. 4.65
10 oz. 4.45
5 oz. 4.00
20 oz. Zombie 5.65
16 oz. Old Fashion 5.25
71/2 oz. Old Fashion 4.55
1/2 oz. Whisky 4.00

REGALIA

MAIL
Check or Money
Order. No COD's
Brass Artscrafts, Inc.
2255 Fairlawn Ave.
Baltimore 13, Md.

500 LOGS
$1.50 Postpaid

For a Sale for Fun in a Cold Winter Evening! Watch
the color as it dances and crackles and turns
to green, blue, purple, violet, pink and orange.
It's an enchanting pastime and will delight all—
especially children who are amazed by its
magic. One log 12" long with 2" diameter,
burns up to 3 hours in full dancing color. ORDER
YOURS TODAY.
Send Your Name For Our Next Big Catalog
of Toys and Gifts Which Can be Mailed Direct

Rainbow
3 LOGS
$1.50 Postpaid

HOURS A DAY FUN FOR A COLD WINTER EVENING! WATCH THE
COLOR AS IT DANCES AND CRACKLES AND TURNS TO GREEN, BLUE,
PURPLE, VIOLET, PINK AND ORANGE. IT'S AN ENCHANTING
PASTIME AND WILL DELIGHT ALL—EVEN CHILDREN WHO ARE
AMAZED BY ITS MAGIC. ONE LOG 12" LONG WITH 2" DIAMETER,
BURNS UP TO 3 HOURS IN FULL DANCING COLOR. ORDER YOURS TODAY.
SEND YOUR NAME FOR OUR NEXT BIG CATALOG OF TOYS AND GIFTS WHICH CAN BE MAILED DIRECT FROM
SANTA CLAUS, SANTA CLAUS, AND MOTHER CLAUS.
Select Forst's gifts this season for those you favor most. Choose among deliciously different Forst's delicacies—varying in price from $1.15 to $44.50—send off your list and enjoy the pre-holiday season, knowing that your gift shopping is solved with incomparable good taste!

Forst's Catskill Mountain Smoked Turkey
Perfect for Holiday Entertaining. Ideal as a Gift—Ready to Serve!

First, a luscious, taste-teasing, palatable-pleasing whole Forst's Catskill Mountain Smoked Turkey. Holiday festivities are incomplete without one of these choice, young, full-breasted birds, cured in rare herbs and spices, and then smoke-cooked in air-conditioned smokehouses to golden-brown perfection over fragrant applewood embers. Whole Forst's Smoked Turkeys range from 8 to 18 lbs., net smoked weight. Price $1.50 per pound. All ready to slice and serve.

Three Tempting Assortments of Smoked Turkey Delicacies
Vacuum-Packed to be Enjoyed Any Time—ALL the Time!

- Sliced Smoked Turkey—Generous slices of tender, juicy white meat, rich full-flavored dark meat. Nothing added but flavorful turkey broth.
- Handi-Cut Smoked Turkey—Both white and dark meat, cubed to make perfect à la king and creamed dishes, salads, sandwiches, etc.
- Smoked Turkey Pate—A zesty spread for canapes, hors d'oeuvres, sandwiches, etc. All are ready to eat—and keep without refrigeration until opened.

CHOOSE FROM 3 POPULAR ASSORTMENTS:

- New Amsterdam Selection—12—1/2-lb. cans—4 ea. of Pate, Handi-Cut, Sliced. Only $16.00
- Hendrik Hudson Selection—6—1 1/2-lb. cans—2 ea. of Pate, Handi-Cut, Sliced. Only $8.50
- Peter Stuyvesant Selection—3—1 1/2-lb. cans—1 ea. of Pate, Handi-Cut, Sliced. Only $4.75

The Gift of Gifts—A Taste Thrill for Every Season
Finally, there is that rarest, most unusual gift-membership in Forst's exclusive "Delicacy of the Season" Club, details of which are given in the panel below. You just select the Forst's gifts desired, make up your list—and mail it to us with your check! We do the rest! All orders festively packed and shipped delivery charges prepaid anywhere in continental U. S. or Canada. Supplies limited! Order NOW!

FORST'S "Delicacy of the Season" Club
A GIFT THAT SAYS "MERRY CHRISTMAS" ALL YEAR ROUND

CHRISTMAS
A Membership in the "Delicacy of the Season" Club will delight friends and influence customers all year long. At Christmas, members receive on 8 to 10 lb. golden-brown Forst's Smoked Turkey. At Easter, a tender, tempting 10 to 12 lb. Catskill Mountain Smoked Ham, supped-over and smoked Southern style, ready to eat. In July, the Hendrick Hudson Assortment of picnic snack-bits—vacuum-packed in half-pound cans—Sliced Catskill Mountain Smoked Turkey, zesty

Autumn or only $44.50—delivery prepaid on all gifts, anywhere in continental U. S. or Canada. In addition to the engraved Membership Certificate, a personalized gifting card accompanies each gift.

The FORST'S CATSKILL MOUNTAIN SMOKEHOUSE
Route 151, Kingston, N. Y.

No Mistletoe needed!

when you give this gleaming

WEST BEND

GIFTWARE

Or maybe you'd settle for a heartfelt "Thank You!" instead of a Christmas kiss.

Either way, it's yours when you give these popular West Bend beauties. They're bright as the ornaments on the tree — lovely without being costly, practical without being plain,...

See your West Bend dealer now, while his stocks are complete. And when you're in his store, choose a gift or two for yourself.

WEST BEND

Aluminum Co.

Dept. 58B, West Bend, Wisconsin

For 36 years, makers of fine utensils and giftware

Six-piece Beverage Set — in spun aluminum. Shiny finish, fully finished. Four 12-ounce tumblers, a 2-quart pitcher with walnut lid and a 12¾-inch tray with cork inset. Complete set

Penguin Hot-and-Cold Server — insulated with rock wool, like your refrigerator. Keeps ice cubes 6 to 8 hours. Holds the temperature of hot foods, too.

Trig Singing Tea Kettle — in solid copper, plated with chromium. You press the handy trigger to open the spout cap for filling. Water boils quickly and a gentle whistle tells you when the plastic handle is always cool. Holds ½ quarts.

Flavo-Seal, the de Luxe Waterless Cookware — in triple-thick polished aluminum. For delicious, healthful meals. Adds a note of beauty to any kitchen. Four-piece set — 2 pint sauce pans, 3 quart Dutch oven, large skillet. All four utensils, complete.

Bowl-Master Mixing Bowl — in brilliant stainless steel. It's non-breakable, built for years of service. Fits standard electric food mixers and is a handy utility bowl. Before mixing, you can heat ingredients right in the Bowl-Master. Holds ½ quarts and is 9½ inches wide.


Serv-it Platter — attractive design in thick aluminum. Broil your steaks or chops, or bake hams, right on the Serv-it. Or roast your fowl, meats, etc. Then snap on the heat-resistant handles and carry it to the table. Platter is 18½ by 13 inches. With matching heat pad for table service.

West Bend Serving Humidor — in bright spun aluminum. Keeps sandwiches, cake, and similar foods fresh for hours. You arrange food in advance on the tray and place the cover over it. Porous stone humidifier in the cover does the trick.

West Bend Serving Oven — in spun aluminum with all-aluminum insert. Like it to heat and serve rolls — keep them hot right at the table. It's handy for keeping waffles and pancakes hot, for crisp crackers and popcorn.


Absorbent Placemats, to complete your table setting.
Deft Touch of Tomorrow...

Syracuse China weaves a thread of vitality and freshness in the rich tapestry of poised and confident living.

ONONDAGA POTTERY COMPANY
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Syracuse China
FOR A GREATER MEASURE of cooking pleasure, first choice is the new Universal Speedliner—the automatic Electric Range that combines new beauty, new features for greater cooking convenience. It's feature perfect from the Superheat Surface Units with Multi-I-Heat Control to the sensational new automatic Thermo-Chef and large Tru-Bake Oven with automatic temperature control. See the new Speedliner today!
SHOPPING AROUND

What this country needs is easier dishwashing. The amazing “Handi-mite” uses no electricity, fits any faucet. It washes with detergent or soap, then, at the flick of a thumb, rinses with clear water. It has Nylon bristles for china; fine brass for pots and pans. $9.75 plus 25c postage. Greene & Co., 850 Broad St., Newark 2, N. J.

Lobster dinner for four, right out of the cans, but your guests would never know it unless they caught you wielding a can opener. Includes clam chowder, lobster, Newburg sauce, Indian pudding and hard sauce . . . delicious and quickly prepared. $4 prepaid from The Pascos, The Shop in the Garden, 8 North Main St., West Hartford 7, Connecticut.

A flowing style was once the mark of good penmanship. Now it’s an aid to good grooming. This novel “pen” holds nail polish and dispenses it neatly, whether for a touch-up job or an entirely new coat. It won’t leak into her pocketbook and won’t strain yours. $3.75, monogram 50c extra. Julian Hess, 6 Grand St., White Plains, N. Y.

HERE’S TO

SMOOTH
PROFESSIONAL
SERVINGS!

WONDERFUL NEW DISHER

Just pour the automatic spring release on this Berry-A-Demp Disher and out come neat, uniform servings of ice-cream, mashed potato, vegetables or salads! Precision-designed wiper eliminates waste. Handy recipe card in process-hardened, Bakingglass, non-stick metal—the same after that’s saved in multiple stainless steel pans, is unbreakable, unmarred. Brightly finished, rust-proof, unbreakable! Postpaid. $2.85, extra-large $4.00.

EDMUND B. HARRIS

“Gifts of Character”

366 MADISON AVE., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

CANDLE TORCHES

“...and to all a good night”

And now again we offer Candle Torches as our yearly contribution to the Holiday Spirit. Made of clear Lucite, standing 6½ high, these candle torches have proved their popularity year after year at Christmas. You have told us candle torches are wonderful for party favors, carol singing, and extra special gifts for sorority initiations. Use standard bulb and battery, easily replaced when necessary. Price $2.50 each, postpaid. For orders over one box attoch list. For orders over one box attach list. MONOGRAMMED PLASTIC COATED PLAYING CARDS

2 PACKS
$2.95
POSTPAID

For yourself
... for gifts

Genuine Durstone plastic coated playing cards. May be cleaned with a damp cloth. Choice of two color combinations: Royal Blue and Wine, Terra Cotta and Peacock. Any three letter monogram in gold. Orders filled within 48 hours of receipt. For orders over one box attach list.

CONCANNON STATIONERY CO., Marlboro, Mass.

MONOGRAMMED
PLAYING CARDS

MONOGRAMMED PLASTIC COATED PLAYING CARDS

“NEW” COLONIAL TEA KETTLE

Antique only in style, this sturdy, lasting Tea Kettle holds 2 quarts. Made of extra-thick Buckeye brass, it’s fireproof, leak-proof, plastic handle, and easy-fill spout. Guaranteed handsome and practical, it’s ideal for hard water areas only $5.00 postpaid

Drip Coffee Maker

From famous Bredemeyer Bar, top, comes this Drip Coffee Maker with the extra arthritis-proof, fat-proof, and extra special gifts for sorority initiations. Use standard bulb and battery, easily replaced when necessary. Price $2.50 each, postpaid.

EDMUND B. HARRIS

“Gifts of Character”

366 MADISON AVE., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

WONDERFUL GIFTS THEY’LL APPRECIATE

5-PURPOSE BAR-AIDE

It’s the amateur home-bartender’s delight! Made of richly chrome-plated, solid brass . . . a combination Ice Hammer, Bottita Opener, Stirrer, Corkscrew, t and 2 oz. Jigger. An ideal Xmas Gift! $1.48 Postpaid

No C.O.D.’s please.
10c additional West of Mississippi.

OH-SO-GAY
HAND PAINTED CANISTER SET

Use them for Flower, Sugar, Coffee, Tea. Enamelled trinkets in red with white covers. Decorated with Hand-Painted Peasant figures or bright Strawberry Patterns. Soap Flakes Box, with spout, to match. Fits standard soap flake box. $1.79 Postpaid

Wastebasket to match. $1.79 Postpaid

L. GOLDMAN, Dept. G-1, 451 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.

AND NOW A CANDY CLUB...

Sweet gift idea. Luscious butter creams and old fashioned chocolates, candy-kitchen fresh. Full pound boxes delivered once-a-month, securely and attractively packaged. Graceful gift cards enclosed. Memberships at $5 for each four month period, $15 for full year membership. Postpaid.

MARQUETAND’S CANDY CLUB

3631 Germantown Avenue, Phila. 40, Pa.
Wonderful... New Steak Knife Sets!

Actually makes fine steaks taste better than ever.

- Swedish hi carbon steel
- Double hollow ground
- Stainless blades... and ivory plastic handles

Set of 6 Steak Knives is $6.95

Order now for holiday gifts.

Simmons Slicing Knife Company
223 West Erie Street
Chicago 10, Ill.

Scale Ship Models
A real model of the famous clipper "Flying Cloud" painstakingly built from authentic plans and completely finished to the finest details of construction and correctness of rigging. Museum quality for those who desire the finest. Model is 37 inches long, and mounted on mahogany base.

$200. Express Prepaid
No C.O.D.'s, please.
 Satisfaction or money refunded.
Send for circular describing this and other models.

Henry G. Steinmeyer, Jr.
74 Arthur Kill Road
Staten Island 6, N.Y.

Personalized Place Mats
Use these paper mats to serve more interesting meals.
1. Colonial border and name imprinted in red, royal, or brown, on white ground.
2. All white or all yellow with beautiful monogram in gold, red, green, light or dark blue.
3. Wedgewood border and imprint in powder blue on white background.

100 place mats, $1.00 each; 50 place mats and 50calloped-edge napkins with matching monogram or name imprint—at $2.25 postpaid. No C.O.D.'s.

The Cynthia Line
Gifts with Personality
458 S. Broad St.
Elizabeth
New Jersey

Rugged Sea Chest
... to hold linens, sewing, toys, valuable papers... or what have you?

Truly well-built in Clipper Ship style of beautifully grained poplar in natural finish. Top smaller than bottom, with slanting sides and knotted rope handles. Cast brass hasp secures top. (27" x 17" x 13"). Rugged enough to round Cape Horn many times; practical enough to make a fine hideaway for your precious possessions.

$19.50 Express Collect
No C.O.D.'s.

Clipper Ship Sailors
371 Second Street—Laurel, Md.

Service de luxe. Pass the cigarettes in this specially designed server—a miniature silent butler. Nothing could be more efficient, nothing better looking. A fine gift for man or woman. Silver-plated on copper with an attractive wood handle, $11.95 ppd., incl. tax. Rendezvous Gift Shop, 327 Bangs Ave., Asbury Park, New Jersey.

Service for two. Their vintage elegance makes them the perfect accompaniment to any dinner table. Each porcelain unit is solid cast and hand painted. Each jar is made from old moulds. Very attractive and useful.

Powder boxes $1.00 pair—Puff Jar $1.50

Phillip Sands Graham,:architect,,says: "The only signs I recommend for homes..."

Signs and weather vane catalog on request.

MCNUTT & THEW STUDIOS, INC.
Box HGN
Westport, Conn.

South Park Live Here
The PARKERS
411 Fifth Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

Old Fashion Beauty
Powder Puff Jar and two pomade boxes. For Milady's dressing table. Milk glass and made from old moulds. Available separately.

Powder boxes $1.00 pair—Puff Jar $1.50

$2.50 the set.

The SELLINGERS
Distinctive Home Markers
Designed by Garret Thew, these beautiful cast aluminum signs have 2" letters that brightly reflect light at night. One-line sign (above) $5.00 plus 50c for each letter. Two-line sign (below) $7.50 plus 75c for each letter, or $6.75 for top line only. Count "the" as three letters. Add 25c for postage and handling. Enough to make a fine hideaway for your precious possessions.

$19.50 Express Collect
No C.O.D.'s.

Clipper Ship Sailors
371 Second Street—Laurel, Md.

Louis Paul Jonas, nationally known animal sculptor, has made only a limited number of castings of this engaging fawn, so send him your order promptly. The model is cast in almost unbreakable plastic, hand-painted in oils and mounted on a walnut-finish wood base. 5" x 5". $30, post, 25c. Louis Paul Jonas, Lake Mahopac, N. Y.

Sir John and Old Aunt are tobies of character. Besides having a full pint capacity for beer or ale, they are distinguished pieces for desk, mantel or window sill, filled with ivy or pencils. On the bar, useful to hold muddlers or stirrers. Of tobacco-brown pottery, $2.50 ea., $4.75 pr., $17.50 set of 8 ppd. Kathleen Weller, Box 386, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania.
AROUND

A portable driving range is a perfect gift for any golfer, expert or beginner. Handmade and infinitely useful as little serving dishes, for nuts, candy, ash trays. Always a good solution to the what-shall-I-give-them? problem. $3.75 each. $7 a pair, prepaid from Manzoni Art Metal Co., 669 Boylston St., Boston 16, Mass.

Early stencilware designs decorate a modern mirror. The quaint, lacquered wood frame makes a striking foil for the simple rectangle of plate glass mirror. Hanging model, black, or easel model, oyster white; with design in three shades of gold; overall size 11x1/2" x 20". $10 pdd. Bench & Brush, 195 S. Main St., Cohasset, Mass.

Use Tip-Ons for Identification. Attractive and useful in many ways; printed with your name and address on high grade gummed paper. They are neatly packed in three handy dispenser boxes of 100 each. 50 white or assorted pastels for $1.00. "Click Your Thumb—Out They Come." No C. O. D.'s please.

Mail Orders Filled Postpaid $1.00
The Paul Revere Shop
1782 Massachusetts Avenue
Dept. HG, Lexington 73, Mass.

STERLING KEY CHAIN
Hand wrought of HEAVY Sterling Silver. Authentic 15th Century Gothic Initials, sturdy made and in good taste. 18.50 Tax and Postage included No C.O.D.'s Please.
JAN PROFANT
Silversmith
Hand Craft Sterling
Gift Items
1229 ELM AVE. GLENDALE, CALIF.

OREGON VINE MAPLE SMOKED TURKEY
Renan Ranch smoked turkey is a ready-to-serve delicacy that makes an ideal holiday gift. Selected at tender maturity from the choicest western Broad-Breasted-Bronze, these farm fresh turkeys are delicately smoked over the fragrant embers of newly cut Oregon Vine Maple. Holiday parties enriched with Renan Ranch smoked turkey will be long remembered. $1.50 per pound, express paid. Weights range from 8 to 20 pounds—just smoked. Order now to insure delivery for date you specify.

SANTA CLAUS COMES EVERY MONTH
(except JUNE, JULY, AUGUST)
when you give a subscription to the...

CANDY OF THE MONTH CLUB
Each Box a Treat of Treats, America's Finest, Selected From Hundreds By World-Famous Hostess, Elsa Maxwell.

Month after month, remind fortunate friends of your Christmas thoughtfulness by sending Candy-of-the-Month Club subscriptions. Putnam's famous Chocolates, Opera Creams, Cincinnati Butter-scoth-coated Coconut Balls from McNally-Dayle, Cleveland; Weida's Chocolate Butter Crunches; Patterson; Jacobs Pecan Pralines, New Orleans; Meta's Caramels Continentals from Chicago — and other treats, equally delicious. Every box approximately one pound; comes fresh from the confectioner's.

Handmade—Personalized
Gifts of heirloom permanence for weddings or anniversaries. Figures in formal, western, or Tyrolean dress. Delicately shaded in Colorado Blue or rich Earth Brown. Your names hand lettered.

Information needed: Husband's name; wife's maiden name; dates and places of courtship, marriage, and honeymoon; design and color desired. Birth plates also made to order. Gift certificates furnished for late orders.

Ten-inch size $15.00 postpaid Nine-inch size $10.00 postpaid
PORCELLA POTTER'S WHEEL
500 So. Santa Fe Drive Denver, Colo.

PENTHOUSE GIFT SHOP
83-06 Talbot St., Kew Gardens (5, N.Y.

PERSONAL PUFFS $3.00
POSTPAID
Here's a splendid gift for "HER" that's truly personal. It's a set of 12 Powder Puffs, made of fluffly baby lambskin; each puff personalized with monogram or FIRST NAME, in gold. Packed in clear, after-use plastic box. Send check or money order.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.

RENAK RANCH
On South End Road, Santa Y, Box 61-0, Oregon City, Orv.

PENTHOUSE GIFT SHOP
83-06 Talbot St., Kew Gardens 14, N. Y.
**Exciting News!** The famous Cottage-Ware line, imported from England, is back again with all its old-world charm. Still rare but rather even in the better stores, a fortunate purchase results in savings as much as 25% off. Start your set now.

Speir's Jewelry
Trenton, Missouri

**DOGS**
To Keep On The Lawn
Sturdy, useful thoroughbreds—that invite your guests to clean their shoes! Life-size, 3 pound weight, they're 13 gauge sheet steel with weatherproof black finish. Prongs fit firmly in lawn or (optional) are bent at right angles with screw holes for fastening to porch floors. Order by number, add "A" for optional design. Ideal for gifts.

$3 each, postpaid. 2 for $5
No C.O.D.'s

D. A. Rogers
5341 Clinton Ave. S., Minneapolis 7, Minn.

**Unusual Gifts!** Six inch white china osh troys personalized with name and design, painted kiln-fired in block. Plain silver encircles the design and border. Choice of five colorful designs: horse-head (pictured), ballet dancer, chessmen, sailboats, or rose. Information needed: name to be painted and design desired.

Price $5.00 each. 6 for $25.00. Postpaid

Porcella Potter's Wheel
500 S. Santa Fe Drive • Denver 9, Colorado

**Right as a trivet for the coffee pot or hot plates, as a plant stand or a wall plaque, and entirely right as a gift, is either of these. They're handmade, of brass, 8½" long, Leaf trivet, $5; fleur-de-lis, $5.50; ppd. Add 10c W. of the Rockies. Winkler Mill Craftsmen. Box 58, RFD 2, Rochester, Mich.**

**St. Francis**, beloved preacher to the birds, stands ready to bless your bird bath, feeding station, or to occupy a niche in the garden wall. The soft gray of the lead, of which he is made, blends with snow or summer green and is unaffected by weather. 19¼" tall, $65 exp. col. Erkins Studios, 40 W. 40th St., New York 18, N. Y.

White polka dots decorate bright red plant pots, enamelled over aluminum, and give a lift to house plants. Or, if you prefer, order them with white ivy trim on green pots or with green ivy on chartreuse. Small size 3½" with 3¼" top. $1.75, 4½" x 5" and 6½" x 6", $2 ea. exp. col. Designed for Living, 113 E. 57th, N. Y. 22.

**Old-Fashioned HOMEMADE POPCORN BALLS**
A delicious blend of selected choice meats—tastefully seasoned. Lusciously smoked—over smoldering fragrant, genuine hickory logs. A real country treat. Needs no refrigeration. One large package to contain 50-60 poppers in U. S. A.

**FARM HOME Summer SAUSAGE**
A delicious blend of selected choice meats—tastefully seasoned. Lusciously smoked—over small smoldering fragrant, genuine hickory logs. A real country treat. Needs no refrigeration. One large package to contain 50-60 poppers in U. S. A.

**WHITSON GIFT BASKET**
2 cans Chili Con Carne, 2 cans Mexican Style Beans, 2 cans Texas Tamale, 2 cans Chili Con Carne with Beans, 1 can Chili Seasoning. Meat products inspected and passed by U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.

Woven Mexican Basket as pictured above...
Express prepaid anywhere in U. S. A.

**SHOPPING**

**Order By Mail And Save**
All prices postpaid
A. Toast Rack 3.00
B. Hot Water Jug 6.00
C. Trivet 6.00
D. Cookie Jar 7.00
E. Egg Cups & Tray 3.50
F. Sugar & Creamer 4.75
G. Condiment Set 3.50
H. Iron Jar 2.00
K. Ground Butter Dish 3.50

**Special:** Complete set of all $26.00.

The discriminating gift
delicious California FIGS

3 lbs. packed $1.98

Tender, luscious Jumbo-size California Fig. Grown in historic Calif. Figs, hand picked, packed in the box, your gift card enclosed. Every box guaranteed.

**WINE AND TRAVELER**
Ranchito de los Padres

**TREAT FROM TEXAS**
Here's a new and exciting solution to your Christmas Gift Problem.

**WHITSON GIFT BASKET**
3 cans Chili Con Carne, 2 cans Mexican Style Beans, 2 cans Texas Tamale, 2 cans Chili Con Carne with Beans, 1 can Chili Seasoning. Meat products inspected and passed by U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.

Woven Mexican Basket as pictured above...
Express prepaid anywhere in U. S. A.
AROUND

NOVEMBER, 1947

Three-piece ensemble. Who would think you could get a three-piece set as handsome as this for only $10 flat? The design is in excellent taste, the rose-gold finish lovely. Cigarette case, automatic lighter and spill-proof compact all are luxuriously gift-boxed and prepaid. From Hampshire Gifts, 1107 Broadway, New York 10.

Going steady. Toast and jam go together like Jack and Jill so this toast rack and jam jar set is the implement to keep them that way. The rack is chrome finished, holding four pieces of toast and two suspended glass jars. $11.50, postpaid from Nommel Novelties, Cornwall Bridge, Connecticut.

First class travelers. Two neat little sterling silver jiggers, about two inches high in a leather case, stow in the glove compartment of a car or pocket of a suitcase. Heart-warming additions to any trip, and an excellent present for the traveling man. $13.50 each, tax included. Henry Kohn & Sons, 890 Main St., Hartford, Conn.

SELECTED OREGON ENGLISH HOLLY SPRAYS

IN CHRISTMAS GIFT BOX

EACH COLORFUL BOX contains 3 full pounds of Oregon's finest glossy-green, redberryed, English Holly Sprays. Ideal for holiday decorating. The appropriate Christmas Gift. Boxes mailed direct if you wish. Please order early.

$4.35 EACH

Express Prepaid in U. S. A.

ENGLISH HOLLY PACKERS

P. O. Box 425, Portland 7, Oregon

WHICH HORSE WINS?

Place Your Bets... Play the Record

DO YOU WIN... OR DO YOU LOSE?

PLAY the races at home... on your phonograph, with this magically grooved recording. Exciting! Mysterious! Always a surprise finish. Hear the crowds roar, the announcer calling your Bets... Play the Record

Which Horse Wins?

MATCHING CHARM—For your own little girl, or as gifts, you will find nothing lovelier. These matching "Fancy Pans" sets are of finest percale (they launder beautifully), carefully cut and detailed for comfort and grace. Lavishly ruffled with embroidered edging, and touched with tiny pink bows. Enhance her sweetness—order today in sizes 2, 4, and 6.

Send check or money order to Frances Hall Perrins

Old Timbers Orchards, Wessford, Mass., Est. 1845

FOR HER—New England Stoneware Pot and Preserve

A New England Stoneware Pot of Strawberry Preserve from a receipt of long ago.

FRANCES HALL PERRINS

A rare treat! Home-made Strawberries Preserve like Grandma’s— in blue and white New England Stoneware pot hand-made and hand decorated.

(Artistic Old Original Presentation)

Early American Strawberry design by Frances Hall Perrins

A New England Stoneware Pot of Strawberry Preserve from a receipt of long ago.

$4.00

$3.30

$3.25

$3.00

$5.50

$7.70

$1.50

PPD

Field Building • Chicago 3

Mark Nelson

KITCHEN DUE

In Famous Bakers Aluminum

Smokedless BROILERETTE

Steaks in a jelly with this easily cleaned Broilerette that does double duty as a open roaster, strainer, steamer, or biscuit maker! 12 inches in diameter, the Broilerette holds two steaks, six to eight patties and washes like a dish.

$12.00

$7.70

$5.50

$3.25

$3.00

$5.50

$7.70

$1.50

PPD

Proctor & Lower Row of.

Triple-Thick GRIDDLE TOASTER

Toaster of triple-thick, long lasting, aluminum ideal for griddle cakes, French toast, hamburgers, toasted sandwiches, etc.

$4.95

$4.00

Satisfaction Guaranteed. No COD's please.

The ALLYN Company

1936 E. 24th St, Brooklyn 29, N. Y.
**AT LAST**

A Scalloped Wood Valance
For Windows

**M's “Ural Valance”**

- Focus custom-built charm
- Custom-built quality

"Right" for charming and practical window decoration in rooms of any style, for any room in the house.


Measure width of window from outside of window frame, or wider if desired. Give size in whole inches (no fractions) for each valance ordered.

Price: 10c per running inch at front. Ends and hangers are supplied. State preference: clear pine for painting; knotty pine (or natural finish.

**Check or money order. Postpaid anywhere in U. S. (Sorry, no C.O.D.'s)**

---

**SHOPPING**

New arrivals in the field of Christmas gifts are booties and mittens tailored specifically for new arrivals on your list. They are lovingly hand-knitted of the softest wool imaginable, in pink, blue or white. Booties and mittens, $1.75 pair, socks, $2 prepaid from Handknits by Andrea, G. P. O. Box 373, Brooklyn 1, New York.

Sporting proposition. The game birds hand-painted on this birch plywood tray, with solid birch frame, are worthy of any hunter's bag. Choice of quail, mallard duck or pheasant on a natural finish; alcohol-proof for post-mortems of the day's sport. 17 1/2" x 12", $9.50 prepaid. Charles W. Chase, Roaring Brook, Hadlyme, Connecticut.

A pink piglet that plays a tune will delight any child. With wind-up on side—it's about 7", and covered with a soft, downy plush little hands cannot resist. It will be a boon Companion in the crib or playpen. $5.95 with 30c postage from G. Schirmer, 3 E. 43rd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

**NOT VULNERABLE**

This gets our bid for the Grand Slam of the bridge table covers. It's made of sturdy sailcloth in navy, green or dubonnet. Wonderful for a Xmas gift for any member of the family. Give second color choice.

$5.95 prepaid

**FOR THE MAN WHO HAS EVERYTHING**

An Ideal Gift

You'll be a real pal to the man in your life when he unwraps this handsome, high lustre aluminum 6 holder pipe rack on a walnut stained base. Keeps its high lustre forever (no polishing). Cup holders set pipes neat and secure.

Whitehall-Kaye Co.

Order now for prompt delivery.

**LOVELY ALL-PURPOSE**

Genuine Leather BENCH
FROM FACTORY TO YOU

Kidney shaped occasional bench, hand made through, of wrought iron and the finest top grain leather, is 17" x 38" x 13" high. In antique red, chartreuse or antiqued saddle leather with studded trim.

Now only $59.50 exp. prepaid.

HEARTSIDE MANUFACTURERS
Park Ave. of Michigan, Swope Parkers, Pa.
AROUND

NOVEMBER, 1947

Why worry about the housing shortage?

You can own this sturdy 2-floor, 4-room house, with attached porch, front doorstep, large tree and picket fence. Realistically designed and printed in 4 colors. Doll house assembled is 27½" long, 14½" high, 12½" wide. Adults will enjoy playing interior decorating, too.

House (alone) $1.25
Plastic furniture, 29 pieces $2.25
The complete set $3.50

Postage prepaid—No C.O.D.'s.

Hampshire Gifts
1107 Broadway, New York 10, N. Y.

Chromium Bar Tender

Here's a unique combination of chromium jigger, cork and liquor dispenser all-in-one. No spillage—no waste—you fill the bottle once and it automatically pours exactly one ounce and stops. Quickly and easily you have drinks for all your guests. An ideal Christmas gift for your favorite host or hostess.
$2.15 postpaid.

Letter Weigher and Ruler

COMBINATION Letter Weigher and Ruler

8 Handy Instruments in One—Letter Weigher—Ruler—Magnifying Glass—French Curve—Compass—Protractor—Level—Mitre. The Xmas gift that's different.
Send Check or Money Order. $2.00. We will not ship C.O.D.

Chester A. Hanson
831 Chapel St., New Haven 10, Conn.

PARVA

That Continental Touch

Three individual heavy cast brass ash trays or candy dishes which will lend an air of distinction to your home. Each embossed with the beautifully modeled crest of one of three world-famous European Hotels: Hotel Bristol (Vienna), illustrated, Hotel Villa Della (Lake Como), ten fully enameled, monogrammed, $4.25 each, or $12.00 for set of three.

Hotel Villa Della, Lake Como

Prepaid: No C.O.D.'s, please.

Add $1.00 a tray postage west of the Rockies.

Winkler Mill
Craftsmen, Inc.
Box 316, R. F. D. 2
Rochester, Michigan

Personalized Glasses

Whenever you and your friends get together for a drink, these handsome monogrammed glasses will be admired. Just the thing to enhance the enjoyment of Christmas spirits. Complete with matching strainers, these attractive glasses are in good taste for all your entertaining. Block or diamond shape monogram. Serve your holiday "cheers" in style.
A distinctive and appealing gift!

2 oz. Whiskey $4.75 doz.
7 oz. Old Fashioned 8.50 
12 oz. Highball 8.50 
4 oz. Cocktail 10.00

Including monogram (specify style), strainers and postage.

PARVA

STEAK KNIVES...hand-forged by Murphy of Oregon

There could be no greater compliment to a holiday table than distinctive Murphy steak knives! Hand-forged from high speed tungsten steel, these perfectly balanced blades will keep their razor-sharp edge for generations of holiday dinners. Each knife is hand-ground, hand-forged, hand-polished, hand-honed. Beautiful simplicity marks the design. Handsomely packaged in Western style hardwood case makes an impressive Christmas or wedding present. Order direct. Send gift list.

4 BLADE STEAK KNIFE SET $16.00
PARCEL POST PREPAID

Three effective Tools for Leisure combine with your easy chair for real comfort. (1) 12" Top Tiltie Table fits you perfectly in chair or bed. Height adjusts, sturdy for portable typewriter, genuine solid walnut top 15 x 26, $17.50, add $1 Denver west. (2) Tiny Tray Table with always ready ash receiver, genuine walnut 18 x 12 and 16" high, graceful and strong, $15, add $5 Denver west. (3) Boot Jack Stand really suits your feet by taking all weight off ankle, genuine walnut or mahogany, quality and beautiful, folds flat, $14, add $1 Denver west. Get you these three Tools for Leisure and you will always know the gift for the gifted giver.

Write
Pat White
711 No. 4th St., Louisville, Ky.

PERSONALIZED GLASSES

Fountains of Light

The importance of your room will be emphasized and its beauty greatly enhanced by these glamorous electrified fountain lamps. Each lamp has 27 sparkling crystal prisms spreading out over a gold plated base. Just the thing for the credenza, mantel, console table, etc. Complete with bulbs.

Height overall 4½" $13.95 the pair, postpaid.

Marcos Sales
2554 Decatur Ave. Bronx, N. Y.

Parva

For the Home Bar

Send
Check or Money Order $2.00 Wc will not ship C.O.D.
Give Me—My Boots and Saddle
(A PERFECT GIFT, INDEED!)

Do you long for life on a Western Ranch—Riding the Range—Branding Cattle—the smell of Java brewing over a cowboy's campfire?

Our He-Man size Authentic Ranch Brand cup will set you dreaming over your morning coffee till you can "hit the trail again".

Heavy Weight China 10 oz. cup and saucer $2.75 each
Heavy Weight Dinner Plate 10\(\frac{1}{4}\)" diameter $2.75 each
Background Color: Buckskin, Design and Brands in Saddle Brown.

SPECIAL OFFER: Starter Set—4 Cups and Saucers, 4 Plates $19.95, Freight Collect. (Add 2\(\frac{1}{2}\)% Sales Tax in California.) Ranch Brand Dinnerware also available in platters, bowls, salt and peppers, etc.

Basket with key to 25 Famous Ranch Brands included with all orders. Order from

Santa Anita Corral
Box 756
Arcadia, California

LACE NOTES

Frosty lace on soft pastel backgrounds. Here are decorated notes in excellent taste. Fine white vellum for smooth writing. 5 designs, 5 of each. 25 notes, 25 envelopes in a lacy box. $2.00 postpaid

Send Check or Money Order—Note C. O. D.

MYRON JOHNSON
Designer
411 Glen Ave.
Scotia 2, N. Y.

Wanted

BROKEN JEWELRY

All kinds. Highest cash prices for jewelry, rings, spectacles, gold teeth, diamonds, broken and usable watches, sterling, etc. Prompt remittances. Satisfaction guaranteed.

WRITE FOR FREE SHIPPING CONTAINER

LOWE'S Dept. HG
Holland Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

FORTUNE TELLING COCKTAIL NAPKINS

Set of Eight 4.75
Postage Paid

Add excitement to your parties. Each cocktail napkin tells a different fortune. A legend to interpret them is included for the hostess. Hand-blocked on fine washable cotton with hand-drawn edges. 6¼"x9¼".

Virginia Harder
P. O. Box 7021 • Dallas 9, Texas
AROUND

Your name in linen. Woven right into these fine handkerchiefs made in Switzerland is practically any name you can think of. Pure white and beautifully made, a half dozen makes a lovely present, or enclose one with your Christmas greeting card. $1.25 ea., 4 for $4.50, 6 for $7, ppd. Anita Gardner, 105 E. 57th St., N. Y. 22.

John Keats would write another ode if he could see this classic beauty. What's more, he would celebrate both the inside and outside, for this is a vacuum bucket in the grand manner. 9½ x 6", it keeps food hot or cold. In satiny silverplate, $35. Sterling, $120 ppd., incl. tax. Alfred H. Glasser, 421 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17.

Like daughter like doll. Now a little girl can really play Mother with this daughter-doll set. Both jumpers are of closely woven, durable corduroy in shell pink and soft sky blue. The blue-eyed, dimpled doll is completely clothed. $8.95 inc. postage, from Green Gable Gifts, 394 Lenox Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

THE PERFECT GIFT FOR EVERY CHILD ON YOUR CHRISTMAS LIST

ONLY $1 PER VOLUME

- Here is a gift that is educational, enjoyable and practical. Three different volumes: "Mary Had A Little Lamb"; "The Pink Whale and The Blue Whale"; "The Ternise and The Here". Each volume is a box lithographed in four colors to look exactly like a book. Each contains the characters of the Story perfectly molded in pure castile soap and the story appears on the inside cover with scenic decorations.

Order Story Book Soap now in any one of the three volumes or better yet, order the complete library of three for only $2.50 postpaid for each youngster on your list. Single volumes are $1.00 each plus 15c to cover cost of postage and packing.

SOCIETY SOAP CO.
1775 Broadway, Dept. HG, New York 19, N. Y.

STORY BOOK SOAP

ALL ABOARD!

Clear the track for the Heavenly Express—wood pull train for all Casey, Jr. Designed by Anne Farrell. Nontoxic finish blue and white engine, white tender, pink and blue caboose. Natural finish wheels that turn. Caucasian cover lifts off so small objects can be carried. All edges smoothly rounded. Train 21½" long; 23½" pull cord with wood whistle. Attractive wood gift box. $5.95 plus 35c postage. No COD's.

Send for Our Gift Catalog BLEAZBY'S

31 East Adams Detroit 26, Mich.

HOOLED RUGS

"Nancy's Flower Bed"—Design (38" x 52") shown above, stamped in outline on good quality burlap, tent you post-paid for only $5.00 with the following items included: sheet of instructions for hooking rugs and dyeing your own materials; chart for coloring and shading flowers, leaves, and scrolls; metal rug hooks; bundle of wool cloth (enough to make 2 or 3 flowers and leaves). Assortments sent to rug clubs or groups of hookers. Frames not necessary.

OTHER RUG DESIGNS

Period, Colonial, and Modern Sizes from 2 x 3 ft. to 9 x 12 ft. Send 30c for leaflet.

REBECCA S. ANDREWS
Walnut Ridge — Arkansas

COMICE PEARS

AS LOW AS
$2.95 a box

Luscious, large Comice Pears, creamy in texture, rich in juicy flavor, make unusual and appreciated gifts for family, friends and business associates. These world-famous pears are grown in our own orchards, carefully selected —individually wrapped. Delivered PREPAID in colorful gift boxes to all U.S. Express points. Perfect arrival guaranteed. Gift cards enclosed. Send gift list and we do the rest.

DELIVERED PRICES (Order by Number)
No. 1: 2 lb. box . . . . $1.90
No. 2: 3 lb. box . . . . 2.95
No. 3: 4 lb. box (bundled for small orders) . . . . 3.95
No. 4: 5 lb. basket . . . . 5.00
No. 5: Assorted Fruit Basket (4 lb. mixed) . . . . 11.50
For Fruit Club Prices see Catalog.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

PLUMLEIGH ORCHARDS
411 Fir St., Medford, Oregon

Rush Free Color Catalog No. Name

AMERICAN GARMENTS

Hooked Rug Kit

McNeil Hooking Supplies

LEATHER-TOPPED DE LUXE SEWING BASKET

Made of English wicker and completely fitted. Choice of colours. 10-inch size, $35; 14-inch size, $40.

Write for the new MARK CROSS CATALOGUE of useful articles in fine leather.

MARK CROSS FIFTH AVENUE at 55th NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK

SALAD PICK-UP TONGS

Served at the table in style. Wooden handles, designed specifically for ease of use. Available at most stores.

GWENDOLYN MALONEY
170 East 51st Street New York 22, N. Y.

Comical, Full Color PRINTS for HOME DEcoration and GIFT GIVING!

Ready for Framing

SET OF

6 Humming Birds 10" x 12" . . . . $3.95
6 Hand-Colored Camellias 9" x 12" . . . 4.95
6 Old English Scenes 9" x 11" . . . . 2.50
6 Exquisite Florals 10" x 12" . . . . 3.95
6 19th Century Fashions 10" x 12" . . . 3.95
6 Hand-Colored Camellias 9" x 12" . . . 4.95
6 Art Masterpieces 10" x 13" . . . . 2.95
Mail Orders—Dept. HG-11
CRESTE-ANDOVER CO.
205 East 53rd Street New York 28, N. Y.

GREAT NEW YEAR GIFTS

For Home Decoration

LEATHER-TOPPED DE LUXE SEWING BASKET

$5.95 plus 35c postage in colorful gift box. Absolutely stylish, completely clothed. By the internationally renowned designer. Write for free catalogue.

LADIES' SALES DRESS

Hand-made in classic beauty. What's more, he would celebrate both the inside and outside, for this is a vacuum bucket in the grand manner. 9½ x 6", it keeps food hot or cold. In satiny silverplate, $35. Sterling, $120 ppd., incl. tax. Alfred H. Glasser, 421 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17.

MARK CROSS CATALOGUE

Send 20c for the new MARK CROSS CATALOGUE of useful articles in fine leather.

LEATHER-TOPPED DE LUXE SEWING BASKET

$5.95 plus 35c postage in colorful gift box. Absolutely stylish, completely clothed. By the internationally renowned designer. Write for free catalogue.

LADIES' SALES DRESS

Hand-made in classic beauty. What's more, he would celebrate both the inside and outside, for this is a vacuum bucket in the grand manner. 9½ x 6", it keeps food hot or cold. In satiny silverplate, $35. Sterling, $120 ppd., incl. tax. Alfred H. Glasser, 421 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17.

MARK CROSS CATALOGUE

Send 20c for the new MARK CROSS CATALOGUE of useful articles in fine leather.

LEATHER-TOPPED DE LUXE SEWING BASKET

$5.95 plus 35c postage in colorful gift box. Absolutely stylish, completely clothed. By the internationally renowned designer. Write for free catalogue.

LADIES' SALES DRESS

Hand-made in classic beauty. What's more, he would celebrate both the inside and outside, for this is a vacuum bucket in the grand manner. 9½ x 6", it keeps food hot or cold. In satiny silverplate, $35. Sterling, $120 ppd., incl. tax. Alfred H. Glasser, 421 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17.

MARK CROSS CATALOGUE

Send 20c for the new MARK CROSS CATALOGUE of useful articles in fine leather.

LEATHER-TOPPED DE LUXE SEWING BASKET

$5.95 plus 35c postage in colorful gift box. Absolutely stylish, completely clothed. By the internationally renowned designer. Write for free catalogue.

LADIES' SALES DRESS

Hand-made in classic beauty. What's more, he would celebrate both the inside and outside, for this is a vacuum bucket in the grand manner. 9½ x 6", it keeps food hot or cold. In satiny silverplate, $35. Sterling, $120 ppd., incl. tax. Alfred H. Glasser, 421 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17.

MARK CROSS CATALOGUE

Send 20c for the new MARK CROSS CATALOGUE of useful articles in fine leather.

LEATHER-TOPPED DE LUXE SEWING BASKET

$5.95 plus 35c postage in colorful gift box. Absolutely stylish, completely clothed. By the internationally renowned designer. Write for free catalogue.

LADIES' SALES DRESS

Hand-made in classic beauty. What's more, he would celebrate both the inside and outside, for this is a vacuum bucket in the grand manner. 9½ x 6", it keeps food hot or cold. In satiny silverplate, $35. Sterling, $120 ppd., incl. tax. Alfred H. Glasser, 421 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17.

MARK CROSS CATALOGUE

Send 20c for the new MARK CROSS CATALOGUE of useful articles in fine leather.

LEATHER-TOPPED DE LUXE SEWING BASKET

$5.95 plus 35c postage in colorful gift box. Absolutely stylish, completely clothed. By the internationally renowned designer. Write for free catalogue.

LADIES' SALES DRESS

Hand-made in classic beauty. What's more, he would celebrate both the inside and outside, for this is a vacuum bucket in the grand manner. 9½ x 6", it keeps food hot or cold. In satiny silverplate, $35. Sterling, $120 ppd., incl. tax. Alfred H. Glasser, 421 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17.

MARK CROSS CATALOGUE

Send 20c for the new MARK CROSS CATALOGUE of useful articles in fine leather.

LEATHER-TOPPED DE LUXE SEWING BASKET

$5.95 plus 35c postage in colorful gift box. Absolutely stylish, completely clothed. By the internationally renowned designer. Write for free catalogue.

LADIES' SALES DRESS

Hand-made in classic beauty. What's more, he would celebrate both the inside and outside, for this is a vacuum bucket in the grand manner. 9½ x 6", it keeps food hot or cold. In satiny silverplate, $35. Sterling, $120 ppd., incl. tax. Alfred H. Glasser, 421 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17.

MARK CROSS CATALOGUE

Send 20c for the new MARK CROSS CATALOGUE of useful articles in fine leather.

LEATHER-TOPPED DE LUXE SEWING BASKET

$5.95 plus 35c postage in colorful gift box. Absolutely stylish, completely clothed. By the internationally renowned designer. Write for free catalogue.

LADIES' SALES DRESS

Hand-made in classic beauty. What's more, he would celebrate both the inside and outside, for this is a vacuum bucket in the grand manner. 9½ x 6", it keeps food hot or cold. In satiny silverplate, $35. Sterling, $120 ppd., incl. tax. Alfred H. Glasser, 421 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17.
THE DESK KIT
So handy! Personalized desk accessories for writing quick notes, sending packages, labeling your name and address on books, envelopes, photos, or making quick letterheads! Each DESK KIT contains 50 Mailing Labels, 50 envelopes, photos, or making quick letterheads.

MONOGRAMMED PARTY SET
It's much more fun entertaining if you have your own party accessories! MONOGRAMMED PARTY SET: You get 50 Coasters, 50 Napkins, and 50 Match Books—all imprinted with any name or monogram you wish—beautifully boxed to keep or give away for only $2.95.

Choice of colors: White or Canary Yellow. Beautifully Monogrammed.

PERSONALIZED ITEMS SINGLY
Mailing Labels 50 for $1.95
Personal Post Cards 50 for 1.25
Personal Labels 300 for 1.00
Please write name and address plainly.

All items packed in Gift Boxes and Postpaid—Please order early for Christmas Delivery.

GIFT CRAFT SHOP
1234 E. 47th St., Chicago 15, Ill.

MUSICAL TOPSY TURVY DOLL
One side, Little Red Riding Hood—and on the other, the Wicked Wolf dressed in grandmother's clothing. A music box, concealed inside this enchanting doll, playfully will let every child know that "Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf?" to the delight of every youngster. 12" high, beautifully dressed. One side, Little Red Riding Hood—and on the other, the Wicked Wolf dressed in grandmother's clothing. A music box, concealed inside this enchanting doll, merrily plays "Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf?" to the delight of every youngster. 12" high, beautifully dressed.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DECORATION
Four Months' Practical Training Course
Start Feb. 2nd—Send for Catalog 1R

Period and Modern styles, color schemes, draperies, all fundamentals. Faculty of New York decorators, personal instruction, Cultural or Vocational Courses. Longer courses in interior architecture.

Home Study Course starts at once • Send for Catalog 1C

Same training for those who cannot come to New York. Practical, simple, useful, and intensely interesting.

STUDY INTERIOR DECORATION

UNDERSTANDING INTERIOR DECORATION

Penn Art Institute, 11 Liberty St., Madison, Conn. 11 Madison Ave., New York 22, N.Y.

FREE GIFT CATALOG

Beverly, Massachusetts.

NOW!

“Ride 'em cowboy” weather vane bucks the breeze with western nonchalance. Set him up atop a country stable or a suburban roof and he'll work equally hard to make his own weather-wise. In black-finished aluminum, 30" wide by 40" high, $22 express collect. From the Hagerstrom Metalcraft Studio, Wheeling, Illinois.

Memorable reproduction of the head of Roosevelt by Jo Davidson, renowned American sculptor, is here beautifully done in bronze-colored metal for an office bookshelf or home mantel. The over-all height is 10". Price $14.50 plus $1 express charge. Associated American Artists, 711 Fifth Ave., New York 22, N.Y.

PICK OF THE DEEP SOUTH

THE IVY SWING

Add a gay note to your sun porch, guest room, kitchen window. The Ivy Swing hangs on the wall, or stands on a table. Ideal hostess gifts or prizes. Metal base green or white; pot red or white. Name choice. Leaf base 7 1/2 x 4 1/2"; pot 3 1/2" deep. Only $2 a pair, postpaid. No C.O.D.

HARNESS

Dress Him Up for CHRISTMAS

TAPERED LEATHER HARNESS

THE DEEP SOUTH

Pure Cane Syrup

FROM THE DEEP SOUTH

Grant's Syrup

Authentic南部原味露

HERBERT S. MILLS

SHOE JEWELRY

THE DESK KIT

So handy! Personalized desk accessories for writing quick notes, sending packages, labeling your name and address on books, envelopes, photos, or making quick letterheads! Each DESK KIT contains 50 Mailing Labels, 50 Personal Post Cards, and 300 Personal Labels—all imprinted with name and address. In Gift Box, only $2.95.

PERSONALIZED ITEMS SINGLY
Mailing Labels 50 for $1.95
Personal Post Cards 50 for 1.25
Personal Labels 300 for 1.00
Please write name and address plainly.

All items packed in Gift Boxes and Postpaid—Please order early for Christmas Delivery.

GIFT CRAFT SHOP
1234 E. 47th St., Chicago 15, Ill.

MUSICAL TOPSY TURVY DOLL
One side, Little Red Riding Hood—and on the other, the Wicked Wolf dressed in grandmother's clothing. A music box, concealed inside this enchanting doll, playfully will let every child know that "Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf?" to the delight of every youngster. 12" high, beautifully dressed.
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AROUND COOK'S NUT CRACKER AND SHELLER ...

Maybe you can, but here's a glass that lets you can't empty its contents—two full quarts. According to Rathskeller rules, it's supposed to be done in one fell swoop, but even if you lose your bet, you will still enjoy a good long drink. $5.95 each prepaid from The Bar Mart, 62 West 45th Street, New York 19.

Name bands. Each would-be Larry Adler can have his very own mouth organ identified with his name painted on the plastic case. In yellow, blue or white, they come with complete instructions and several tunes to play. $1.25 each, postpaid from Evelyn Reed, 538 Madison Ave., New York 22, N.Y.

A cozy fireside is made more so with a graceful little bench beside it. Of strong, hand-wrought iron, black, white or Pompeian green. Seat is covered with fine quality simulated leather in antiqued hues of red, green or brown. A charming asset to hall, terrace or lawn. $19.50 exp. col. Wrought Iron Interiors, 520 Bergen St., Brooklyn 17, N.Y.

Elegant Personalized UMBRELLA

Rich and colorful in 16 rib, heavy water repellent rayon acetate, and handsome lucite handle with your name or initials permanently ENGRAVED in gold or white letters FREE. Either style line, in black, wine, blue and assorted plaid. From Crown Craft Products 216 Fifth Ave., N.Y. Only $6.95

Beautiful 3-Piece Smoke Set GENUINE LEATHER

Cigarette container, sleetlight cover; Ashtray with removable glass, and Match Holder. Martele, Brown, Red or Blue. Personalized in gold or white letters FREE. Only $4.95 We pay postage. Send check or money order. Motion color & 1st names or initials. MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY CROWN CRAFT PRODUCTS 345 FIFTH AVE. Dept. 1111 NEW YORK 1, N.Y.


Albert George

679 Fifth Avenue, Dept. 44, N.Y. 22, N.Y.

COOK'S NUT CRACKER AND SHELLER...

The old way

No more rough fingers—no more broken fingernails—the whole must come out easily and quickly—strongly constructed, stainless steel. Cook's nut cracker and sheller makes an ideal Christmas Gift.

On sale at all better stores or send postage prepaid. Sorry—No C.O.D.'s

We can supply you with Pecans, Homemade Pralines, and Fruit Cakes. Write for prices and details.

COOK SALES
Dept. D
P.O. Box 5166 Station B New Orleans, La.

DIAMONDS and Jewelry to JULIUS GOODMAN & SON

Our firm has a background of more than 75 years of fair dealing and integrity. Direct users, and authorities on silver and jewelry, we are in position to offer more attractive prices than most dealers for individual pieces or entire collections. We pay express charges.

From our own stocks, we offer for sale more than 400 patterns of rare and unusual flat silver, as well as many distinctive matched pieces. Correspondence invited.

JULIUS GOODMAN & SON
77 Madison Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee
Julius Goodman
Joseph Goodman
References: The First National Bank, Memphis
Jewelers' Board of Trade

SURPLUS SILVER, DIAMONDS and Jewelry

JULIUS GOODMAN & SON

BLANKET COVER

99

STRAWBERRY PRESERVES

The delicious natural flavor of the freshly picked Louisiana strawberry captured and retained. 

Carton of 6 One-Pound Jars $4.85* Case of 12 One-Pound Jars $8.95* SORRY NO C.O.D.'s *Price Includes Express Prepaid

Fraise de la Louisiane STRAWBERRY PRESERVES

CAROLINE DELLACH, INC.

432-44K Saint Peter Street
New Orleans 14, Louisiana
FLOWER GODDESS
All the serene beauty of an ancient Chinese original is caught in this magnificent lamp—a replica in cinnabar-red or jade-green "Quarzite", with beautifully designed hand-made rose-beige shade. The base of the lamp is 24 kt gold plate with exquisite etched design. Height 30". Unparalleled at our price —$90 each, or $95 pr.

If desired as a gift, it will be our pleasure to ship directly to recipient if you enclose gift card. Kindly include $1.50 with your M.O. or check to cover shipping charges, otherwise same will be sent delivery charges collect. No C.O.D.s.

RENEW STUDIO INC.
P.O. Box 368
FORTY HILLS, N. Y.

This is one of many fine cottage signs, which can be made up using almost any paper. It's a lively little flag for every yard...A small and simple flag for every yard! Our catalog contains many more suggestions in residence signs, lanterns, weather stations...For full details on these and many other ideas for your new metal sign...write to:

METAL SILHOUETTE STUDIO
Box 1059 Dept. G.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

-BUTTON BUTTON-
We've Got the Buttons
Sun Valley or Fifth Ave?
The soft gleam of handwrought sterling silver buttons will enrich your best dress or your child's coat—or both!
Sets of 4, 1/2" square $3.50
Specialty design: A, B, or C
Matching Lapel Pin $3.00
15/2" Square
Matching Bracelet $8.00
Attractively Gift Boxed
Postage and federal tax included in price.

THE ISLANDERS
Handwrought Silver
Alburg, Spring, Vermont
J. A. Kinger
Sorry, no C.O.D.

This is one of many fine cottage signs, which can be made up using almost any design.

PIN...25 for 25 letters each...
board...3.50
Our catalog contains many more suggestions in residence signs, lanterns, weather stations...For full details on these and many other ideas for your new metal sign...write to:

METAL SILHOUETTE STUDIO
Box 1059 Dept. G.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

hand crocheted afghan
for your favorite baby
Downy soft, toasty warm afghan—as practical as it is pretty. Made to order, with choice shell-stitch finely worked in 100% wool, with choice of
American Walnut $2.50 each
Red Mahogany $2.55 each
Brown Mahogany $2.50 each
For 2 decks of Guild playing cards add $1.25 per dozen, now catch on wovany others. —

Godtrey's
171 S. 2nd Street, Milwaukee 4, Wis.

BAG by JACQUES
Women's large leather handbags, wristlets, and small purses, in a variety of colors, from $12.50 to $175.00 each.

"LOOK, MUMMY, A LETTER FOR ME FROM SUSIE CUCUMBER!"
The original children's letter service
Yes, letters for your favorite young folks, addressed personally to them. Not one letter, but 28 letters, from that delightful letter-writing dog, Susie Cucumber. Some tell good stories, and give exciting, paint-bright children lots. And Susie has also written a 60-page book of colorful stories for children.
No hair Christmas—Red letter, white letter, the children's 2 to 5 years, plus a 60-page story book. All for $5.00
Christmas special—Susie Cucumber Red Letter, 16 weeks, 8 picture books, orpeni, All for $3.00
Send name and address of children you want to please, and name of dress. First letter, book arrives just before Christmas.

SUSIE CUCUMBER
Box 2118, Route 1
Alexandria, Va.

"A bright idea" to accompany the Sunday morning waffles or the post-skiing pancakes is a specially designed syrup pitcher and tray. Note the drip-proof spout, the roomy handle, the form-fitting tray. In heavy silver-plate it's $8.50 ppd. plus 20% tax. Order it from Scugnizzo-Vandervort-Barney, 9th & Olive, St. Louis 1, Missouri.

Polish up your putting.
Place this portable putting trap on the rug or lawn and put the ball toward it. A correctly aimed ball will be trapped between the two discs, the upper of which is flexible. A little red metal flag sits perky on the top. $2 ea. or 3 for $5, ppd. from G. Berghman Co., 54 S. 19th Ave., Marywood, Ill.

Credentials and essentials
can fit easily into this all-in-one wallet combination which includes full-size bill compartment, change purse, pockets for cards, refillable memo pad, removable identification and license compartment, and gold-filled pencil. In red, green, blue, brown Morocco or pigskin, $10 incl. monogram, tax and post. Ufatt's, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

SHELF-TRAY
LUSTROUS PLASTIC TO...
GLAMORIZE YOUR BATHROOM
You'll enjoy the durable beauty and practical value of this plastic shelf tray. A shelf it is, but also a storage box and a soak for your modern bath in one. As a harmonizing companion piece, order the smart Pierglass tissue box —$5.50 prepaid.
Money Refunded if Not Satisfied —Sorry —No C.O.D.'s.

SL PRODUCTS POST OFFICE BOX 197
TENAFLY, N. J.
Custom Fabricating & Model Work a Specialty

SHIPPING
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Comely comb set trimmed and encased in sterling silver. Night or day, it makes a beautiful accessory to evening purse or handbag. Have it perfectly simple for $7.20 or engraved with facsimile signature for $1.50 extra. Ppd., with tax included, Mermod-Jaccard-King, 9th & Locust St., St. Louis 1, Missouri.

A pearl bib. Part of the new look this season is multi-strand necklaces... and since there is nothing quite so flattering as pearls, try them magnificently multiplied by eight! Of fine simulated pearls, this necklace is only $8.95 plus 20% tax, postpaid from Richters, 585 Fifth Ave., New York 17.

"Horoscope Birthday Book." Keep track of birthdays and get the low-down on the characters of your friends and family according to their horoscopes. Entertaining as well as a good memory jogger. Bound in gold-tooled leather in brown, green or red (indicate second choice), $3.25 ppd., 50c ex. Page & Biddle, 21 Station Rd., Haverford, Pa.

A little wonder this portable ironing board. Just slip it on any doorknob (rubber bumpers keep it from scratching) and get rid of those wrinkles! And what a treasure when you travel for it folds right into your suitcase. Complete with pad and cover. Travel size, 8 x 22, $3 Apartment size, 8 x 32, $3.25 Sent Postpaid

J. J. ANTHONY 1517 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 5, Wis.

COLORFUL CHRISTMAS GLASSWARE—THE UNUSUAL GIFT
Christmas cheer takes all kinds of forms, one of the most popular being liquid. That is where Alex Anderson's hand-painted Yuletide glasses come in. Their bright colors and clever designs create a festive mood... help make your parties a big success. Order a dozen for yourself... some for friends.

Christmas Trees glasses... $4.50 dozen
Snowman glasses... 5.00 dozen
Holly glasses... 3.00 dozen
Mistletoe glasses... 3.00 dozen

Express Collect

All glasses are 12 oz. size. Orders are accepted for no less than one-half dozen. ALEX ANDERSON & SON 912 Nicollet Ave. Minneapolis 2, Minn.

SEND SMOKE UP THE CHIMNEY
Rest your cigarette in this smart-looking Log Cabin Smoking Ash Tray... smoke comes out the chimney. Novel, attractive, practical. Removable roof hides ashes. Large capacity, Statuaries bronze high-light finish on heavy white metal, cast in interesting detail. Also use as incense burner. Comes in gift box. Exclusive—sold direct by designer. '295 POSTPAID No C.O.D.'s.

WOLMART, INC. Dept. A 5 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

FOR YOUR GARDEN OR TERRACE

PERSONALIZED SILVER GIFTS
Distinctive gifts in hand wrought sterling silver with carved raised letter monograms.

Bookmark... $3.60
Key Chain... 3.60
Letter Opener... 6.00

Prices include postage & tax

THE ELMcrofters MONTROSE, N. Y.

BAMBOO WALL PLANTERS
Bamboo enchantment is captured intact with its beauty of form in these wall planters from the tropics. Natural bamboo, plastic glass lined, approximate height 20 inches. Perfect for flanking windows, doorways and that difficult wall space or corner. Inside or out—A Natural for your yacht. $4.50 each ppd.

BAMBOO PRODUCTS
Box 32 Boynton Beach, Florida
MARY HAD A LITTLE LAMB
—AND A TEDDY BEAR, TOO!

MUSICAL GIFTS— a child's delight for Christmas day, for birthday, for any day.

Lovable stuffed doll in pretty white organdy dress plays tuneful nursery rhymes. Knobby white lamb appropriately plays “Mary Had A Little Lamb.” Satiny brown Mohair Teddy Bear brings nursery rhyme melodies out of his cute red and white felt drum. All contain genuine Swiss Theremus musical mechanisms. Order the complete set for your favorite tot.

DOLL, $10.75—LAMB 17.50—F BEAR 38.90
ALL ORDERS POSTPAID

WRITE FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG OF MANY DELIGHTFUL GIFTS AND NOVELTIES

Susan Jay Gifts, inc.
302 East Forndham Road, Dept. B-14
New York 58, N. Y.

TELEPHONE SHELF
This very practical little bracket, sturdily built, holds your directory, telephone and note pad... attaches securely to the wall. Have one for every phone in the house.

Size 12" x 9". Finished in maple or mahogany.

$4.95 Postpaid

CHARLES W. CHASE
5 Roaring Brook, Hadlyme, Conn.

COMICE PEARS
AND OTHER BARE FRUIT

Pinnacle's colorful Fruit Chest, brimming with creamy textured Comice Pears, big yellow and red Apples, Walnuts, and other "surprise delicacies," makes an impressive gift for family, friends and business associates. Guaranteed delivery, PREPAID to all U. S. Express points.

Gift cards enclosed. Prices on other Pinnacle Packs below. Send gift list—we'll do the rest.

DELIVERED PRICES (Order by Number)
No. 3 Dead Rose (1 Doz. 1 lb. packs) $2.95
No. 4 Dead Rose (1 Doz. 1 lb. packs) 3.75
No. 5 Ass. Fruit Chest (1 lb. packs) 5.75
No. 5 Ass. Fruit Basket (1 lb. packs) 7.95
For Fruit Club Prices see Catalog.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

PINNACLE PACKAGES
410 E. Fordham Rd., Dept. B-14
New York 58, N. Y.

WHEELBARROW SALAD SET
This quaint, gay, hand-painted Salad Set makes a delightful centerpiece in your home. The miniature wheelbarrow holds a bowl complete with serving shovel and rake. The deep 9'/2" diameter bowl is big enough for lots of salads, fruit, cookies, or other goodies. All four pieces are made of solid hardwood, carefully rubbed to a smooth finish. The hand-painting is done in six cheerful colors. Useful as well as attractive!

Complete Set only $4.25 postpaid
Send check or Money Order; no C.O.D.'s

Jonathan Lodge
Newport 9 New Hampshire

MAGIC LIQUID LIGHT
Luminous Experiments, Games & Tricks
An entirely new Chemical Game to thrill, amuse and educate. Repeats the original beauty of educational fun. Informatve, thick 40 page booklet supports 100 experiments, tricks & games. Harmless, non-explosive, non-inflammable, the set contains 18 vials of chemicals, brush, 5 test tubes, 2 bottles with dropper to hold solution, pipe cleaners, measuring spoon, special blotters, etc. Makes 12 quarts of Brilliant Liquid Light

IT'S NEW—IT'S FUN
A fascinating game in which a clerk may rise to fame and fortune by using good SENSE at each throw of dice. A fast 20 minutes full of thrills and excitement. Send $2.00 for de luxe edition in five colors. Screen Patch Company, 1620 Callowhill St., Philadelphia 30, Pa.

LOCKET KEY. A silver key has a locket top to hold two pictures of your loved ones. Send 2 or 3 initials to be engraved and the key from which the blank unit should be cut. $10; in 14 K gold, $30, tax included. Postage 25c. From Lambert Brothers, 60th Street and Lexington Avenue, New York.

The Early American Federal eagle was a noble bird. He models for a noble pair of wall sconces, elegant enough for a formal, simple enough for an informal, setting. They are solid cast brass, the backs 9'/2" high. With imported crystals, $14.90 pr., ppd. Without crystals, $12.50. Art Colony Industries, 69 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 3.

Take your medicine and measure it accurately with either of these travel spoons. The folding spoon with tablespoon on one end, teaspoon on the other in sterling $18.50, gold $173. The other measures a tablespoon horizontally, a teaspoon vertically, sterling $11.50, gold $120. Both in leather cases. tax incl. ppd. Cartier, Fifth Ave. at 52nd St., N.Y. 22.

DOLLARS AND SENSE

Pennsylvania Dutch Chairs
FOR CHILDREN

These charming little chairs, handmade and hand-decorated, are a gift not only for today but for years to come! Each likely will become a family heirloom. Besides being decorative and gay with authentic Old Pennsylvania Dutch design, they are extremely durable and practical. Order them in green, bright red, black and brown.

$9.95 delivered in U. S. and Canada.

OLD DUTCH CRAFTS

139 East King Street
LANCASTER PENNSYLVANIA
AROUND

Seasonal greetings. Table talk grows out of a combination salt and pepper ball which splits in half for double duty. Bottom half is salt cellar complete with spoon; top is for pepper. It’s silver plate, lacquered for lasting loveliness. $5.25 ppd. The Post Mart, 230 E. 78th Street, N. Y. 21.

Dresden flowers on a delicate 13-pc. breakfast set impart an air of elegance to your lazy breakfast in bed. Feather light in weight, the china is molded into a swirl of ribbing, daintily laced with gold. Luxurious looking and pleasantly priced at $19.50; service for 2, $23.50 ppd. Richard M. Gould Co., 14250 Aetna St., Van Nuys, Cal.

In the briny deep shrimps, oysters and clams have their own place . . . but out of the sea they couldn’t find a better background than this stunning serving dish, filled with ice and centered with cocktail sauce. Also excellent for caviar, it’s a beautiful accessory to any party. $12 ppd. Malcolm’s, 526 N. Charles St., Baltimore 1, Maryland.

YOUR NAME ON YOUR DOOR

Newport Craftsmen have created this lovely all-brass name plate to bring new beauty to your door. Made of heavy 1/4" brass with bevelled edges and highly polished. It measures 4" x 1/2" (screws included).

Please print clearly the name as you desire it to be on the plate, along with your name and address. Sorry, no C.O.D.’s.

THERE NEWPORT SHOPPE
13 Dartmouth St., Newport, R. I.

STERLING FOR SMART SERVING

- You will love this clean-cut spoon
- Blends with any table service
- Beautifully designed, well made, and very smart for sauces, gravy, mayonnaise or jellies
- Heavy square handle—5½" long
- Heavy round bowl—15½" diameter

STERLING SILVER HANDMADE
$5.00 Tax included No C.O.D.’s Please

MODERN SILVER
P. O. Box 112, Kew Gardens, N. Y.

GLASS SHOWER DOORS

Beauty . . . Comfort . . . Economy
For Homes Old and New
Add new beauty, new comfort to your bathroom—install a Glass Shower Door or Tub Enclosure. Saves cleaning time and materials.

- Glass Shower Doors or Tub Enclosures cost no more than the combined original cost, upkeep, and replacement of shower curtains.
- MEDICINE CABINETS of the highest quality and beauty unsurpassed. Sizes and styles to fit any pocketbook.

SOUTHERN
SHOWER DOOR & CABINET CO.
Dept. HGN, Beulah Bldg., Houston, Tex.

GLASS

SHOWER DOORS

Beaut... Comfort... Economy
For Homes Old and New
Add new beauty, new comfort to your bathroom—install a Glass Shower Door or Tub Enclosure. Saves cleaning time and materials.

- Glass Shower Doors or Tub Enclosures cost no more than the combined original cost, upkeep, and replacement of shower curtains.
- MEDICINE CABINETS of the highest quality and beauty unsurpassed. Sizes and styles to fit any pocketbook.

You haven’t tasted JELLIES & PRESERVES as good as this . . .
Stratford Farms Jellies and Preserves—of the same rich goodness that made you climb the pantry shelves. They’re one-half pure fruit and one-half sugar . . . with nothing else added. We suggest you order an assortment of six varieties . . . then select your favorite.

Full pound jars of: 6 jars
Pineapple Preserve.
Strawberry Preserve.
Raspberry Preserve.
Quince Jelly. Apple Jelly.
Cherry Preserve. E. of the Miss.

Post paid in
$9.75
CROWN GIFT SHOP
630 E. Broadway
Alton, Illinois

WINDSOR SCUTTLE

A new and different receptacle for house plants . . . in solid brass. You will want several for Christmas giving and one for yourself. Measures 9" high x 7½" long. Sent postpaid in U. S. A.

UTILITY SHELF LIGHT

This new fluorescent shelf light has a multitude of practical uses—in the kitchen, for a telephone table, as a wall curio shelf or wall bracket, in the nursery, and numerous others. Sturdy all-metal construction with mirrored back. Beautiful, durable, two-tone or one-color baked finish. Two-tones: white with green, blue or bronze. Solid colors: white, ivory, green, blue, bronze, 19¾" long and 5½" high, with a 17" x 3" mirror.

Post Paid $12.95. No C.O.D.’s
With fluorescent 15-watt tube
Send for complete catalogue
HORTON-STRATFIELD CO.
P.O. Box 165
Fairfield, Conn.

PROTECT YOUR CLOTHES
with a lovely Everfast permanent glazed chintz apron. Each has two handy pockets. All colors and a variety of patterns available. Apron measures 22" x 33".

$3.50 each, postpaid
Chintz Shop
Moorlyn Terrace
Ocean City, N. J.
Sav-a-drape is a transparent covering to protect your curtains and hangings against rain, snow, and dirt when your windows are open. It takes just a minute to attach and saves many times its price in cleaning. Tucks neatly behind curtain when not in use. $2.95 pr., tax incl., ppd. Elizabeth C. Potts, 142 E. 53rd, N. Y. 22.

Scent as a gift. A special house perfume diffused from porous wall container, keeps rooms fresh and fragrant. A charming gift for friends or each room in your house, in 18 scents such as pine, chypre or spice. Gift-boxed. $1.10 for performer and 2 oz. bottle, 4 oz. $1.60, 8 oz. $2.50 or 6 for the price of 5. Fragrante Co., 114 Lexington Ave., N. Y. 16.

A gem of a gift for any music lover is a diamond phonograph needle. Selected and polished by experts. Designed to produce a tone as brilliant as the jewel itself, it will outlast regular needles 50 times. Endorsed by professional disc jockeys. $10 postpaid from Dynamic, 1926 Broadway, New York 23.
SHOPPING AROUND

Christmas without Santa Claus is unheard of. Here he is in miniature holding up a little Christmas tree that can be replaced with plant, cigarettes, matches, or toothpicks for hors d'oeuvres. Of wood, hand-painted Christmas colors, he measures 3½" x 3½", $1.85 ea. or $3.50 pr. ppd. Goldfarb's, Park Ave. at 54th, N. Y.

Versatile. A house marker that can be stuck into the lawn or attached to the house, gate or fence simply can't fail, can it? Provided you have a house to mark, that is. In dark-finished metal with white, reflector-studded letters. $1.95 ppd. plus 35c for each letter. Abbey Decorative Products Company, Pleasant Valley, New York.

Grandfather’s watch fob inspired this unusual compact, destined, we feel sure, for many a granddaughter’s Christmas stocking. It’s jeweler’s “gold” with an embossed design and the bright red ribbon fob provides added distinction. $3 plus 10c post, and no tax. Miles & Miles, 366 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

BASES FOR VASES

Dull Black

Protect Your Tables
Enhance Your Flower Arrangements

$3.35 the set of three postpaid

Georgia Curtis, Fairfield, Connecticut

BOWL SET OF SELECT GOLDEN IRISH

No. 822X — 11" diameter. 2 ¼" high. With 3 small bowls. You’ll find a hundred practical uses for this handsome bowl, either as a candy dish or for cookies, crackers, biscuits, etc. Bright natural finish. $4.95, postpaid.

No. 821 — 6" diameter. 1 ½" high. For candy, nuts, or individual salads. Flat base prevents tipping. Each $1.00 postpaid. Send check or money-order or C.O.D.

B & H NOVELTY COMPANY
695 Burton St., S.W., Grand Rapids, Mich.

B&H NOVELTY COMPANY
695 Burton St., S.W., Grand Rapids, Mich.

FREE—4 Color IDEA BOOK

Look! 1000 TOYS IN COLOR!

NEW WONDER TOY from HOLLYWOOD

FUN! FAST! FASCINATING!

Children love RIG-A-JIG... it's entirely different! Whole new world of EXCITING FUN. Like magic, builds Planes, Cars, Trucks, Doll Furniture, Animals, Buildings, etc.—any object imaginable in amazing true-to-life miniature. 7 geometric shapes, plus connecting tubes. 7 BRIGHT COLORS. Pieces fit together closely, firmly, quickly. Take em apart in an instant. All parts non-toxic, indestructible fiber-plastic. Put together thousand times without wear. CHILD AUTHORITY praise RIG-A-JIG—an educational marvel. Develops creative ability, coordination. An ideal present. PARENTS! Get RIG-A-JIG today!

RIG-A-JIG, INC., Dept. G.
32 W. Washington St., Chicago 2, III.
1922 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif.

FORREST ADDITION
FLOWERY BRANCH, GA.

Clipper Ship

BOW SET OF SELECT GOLDEN IRISH

No. 822X — 11" diameter. 2 ¼" high. With 3 small bowls. You’ll find a hundred practical uses for this handsome bowl, either as a candy dish or for cookies, crackers, biscuits, etc. Bright natural finish. $4.95, postpaid.

No. 821 — 6" diameter. 1 ½" high. For candy, nuts, or individual salads. Flat base prevents tipping. Each $1.00 postpaid. Send check or money-order or C.O.D.

B & H NOVELTY COMPANY
695 Burton St., S.W., Grand Rapids, Mich.

FREE—4 Color IDEA BOOK

Look! 1000 TOYS IN COLOR!

NEW WONDER TOY from HOLLYWOOD

FUN! FAST! FASCINATING!

Children love RIG-A-JIG... it’s entirely different! Whole new world of EXCITING FUN. Like magic, builds Planes, Cars, Trucks, Doll Furniture, Animals, Buildings, etc.—any object imaginable in amazing true-to-life miniature. 7 geometric shapes, plus connecting tubes. 7 BRIGHT COLORS. Pieces fit together closely, firmly, quickly. Take em apart in an instant. All parts non-toxic, indestructible fiber-plastic. Put together thousand times without wear. CHILD AUTHORITY praise RIG-A-JIG—an educational marvel. Develops creative ability, coordination. An ideal gift. PARENTS! Get RIG-A-JIG today!

RIG-A-JIG, INC., Dept. G.
32 W. Washington St., Chicago 2, III.
1922 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif.

FREE—4 Color IDEA BOOK

Give PLEASURE for months

Here’s a perfect gift—different, practical. Give Silverline Plates for informal entertaining—no dishes to wash afterwards. Hammered metal plates (8 inch) last for years. Guy paper refills are tossed away after using. The smart way to serve sandwiches, salads, cold cuts, pastries, ice cream and cake. Additional refills available.

Box of 4 Holders and 100 refills $4.95
3 boxes $13.95 del. No c.o.d’s please.

COLLINS CRAFTSMEN, INC.
Dept. G.
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Decorate for Christmas This Easy Way

**Kirk's Evergreens**

It looks like Christmas...it smells like Christmas...it IS Christmas with Kirk's "Home Decorator" Gift Box of evergreens. This intriguing supply of aromatic boughs, sprays, cones and berries will bring out the decorator in any home-maker. Send several boxes as gifts and use a box yourself!

Box 24 in. x 16 in. x 3 1/2 in. contains approx. 6 lbs. of deodorizing materials including: 16 pieces of fragrant greens (various pines, redwood, Oregon spruce and huckleberry); 20 sprays of holly with bright red berries, green leaves, berries coated with candeliers, ribbons and miniature instruction booklet.

**KIRK'S DE LUXE EVERGREEN GIFT BOX**

**KIRK'S ENGLISH HOLLY GIFT BOX**
75 to 100 sprays (1 lb.) English holly with bright red berries and glossy green leaves. Mailed prepaid in U. S., $3.50.

**KIRK'S EVERGREENS**
Box 426Change, Tacoma, Wash.
America's largest shipper of Christmas Trees and Florists' Greens

**TO SHOPPING**

To transport a toddler in both senses of the word, give him a "Buddy L Kid's Car" He paid.

Self-propelled, he'll travel safely for miles around the furniture or between (we hope) the flower beds. It's a snappy red and silver paint job with ball-bearing, rubber-tired wheels. $3.95 p.d. Hamilton Gifts, 8500 Third Ave., Brooklyn 9, N. Y.

Construction ahead! The young engineer will spend many industrious hours with this new construction set, complete with electric motor. Of aluminum, rivets and rubber rings are used instead of old fashioned nuts, and many models, such as planes, cranes, ships and bridges can be made. $9.95 p.d. from Weed's, Main 1409 Pine Street, Philadelphia 33, Pennsylvania.

**Minikins on the mantel**, these little animals are wonderful conversation pieces. Made of clear, unbreakable plastic, they will cavort delightfully over anything, lending a pixie-like quality to whatever they happen to grace. Only $1 for a box of twelve, p.d. WillNor Products, 3002 N. 5th St., Philadelphia 33, Pennsylvania.

**THE IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT**

**Novel-Useful-Desirable**

T-Top is a light rigid top which fits over your card table, just doubling its size. It seats 7 persons comfortably—6 in diameter, 14" in circumference—2 1/2 for luncheons and card games. T-Top held in place on your table by cleats on underside. Can be locked away in a closet or corner. Send for your T-Top now. Weight 1 lb. Shipment made promptly by express. Specify Color Wanted. Dark Green, Rich Red, Dark Brown—$4.95. Unpainted $1.75. All prices at Salem, Mass. No C.O.D.'s please.

**"DURASIGN"**

Lighted house numbers—distinctive, attractive gift. Durable aluminum frame; plastic raised-letter face (as many as 5 numbers). Over-all dimensions 9" x 3 1/2" x 1/2". Easily connected with house wiring or electric wall bracket. $15.95, prepaid. Specify Color Wanted. Order early.

**NON-TARNISH HEAVILY SILVERPLATED CANDLESTICKS**

OLD ENGLISH DESIGN—
11" High. "In Regal Splendor" (Shown Left) $22.95

GADROON DESIGN—
11" High (Shown Right) $15.95

Exceptional value for these fine reproductions of real Old English silver! check, money order, or C. O. D. Payable on shipment.

**DURABLE PLASTICS, Inc.**
315 No. 36th, Seattle 3, Wash.
"Choo-Choo Town." Tiny trains run on Liliputian tracks, complete with switches; eager young fingers arrange and rearrange the church and other buildings. "Choo-Choo Town" is a little world, peopled by a child's imagination. The well made, painted set is $2.95, plus 25c post. Moira's, 33 Highbrook Ave., Pelham 65, N. Y.

No more spilling on baby's nice clean dress with this bib clip doing its duty. With chain around the neck and ducks clipped to either edge of bib or napkin, the baby will not be able to lose or misplace the protector. Of sterling silver, the price is only $4.80, including tax. Postpaid from Leonore Doskow, Montrose, New York.

The newest Dy-Dee Doll arrives diaper-clad but surrounded by a complete wardrobe and occupying her own suitcase—a very sensible way for a doll to travel. She's up to all her well-known tricks which make her an unquestioned favorite with little girls. $27.50 from F. A. O. Schwarz, 745 Fifth Ave., New York 22.

HAND-PAINTED MINIATURE PITCHERS
In many attractive and unusual shapes, 2 1/2" high. Painted in beautiful rose floral designs with pastel backgrounds. Handles and trimmings in gold. Kiln fired. $1.35 ea. postpaid. Write for list of other hand-painted miniatures and china jewelry.
WEB CHINA STUDIO
P.O. Box No. 1195 Atlantic City, N. J.

XMAS GIFT FOR THE LADIES!
Hand made ceramic cigarette cup and ash tray in gunmetal black exquisitely enhanced by a pink rose. She'll adore it!
Price: $4.50 the set . . . extra trays $1.75.
Postpaid Gift wrapped
Send for free gift catalog
Mariel Duncan
321 Ninth Ave., Hidden Heights, N. J.

FOR SINGING IN THE BATH
Children's Very Own Towels & Washcloths
Impregnated with favorite Nursery Rhymes in absolutely colorfast pastel shades on sturdy, terry cloth. Complete 22" x 22", fine quality white towels & washcloths made by the famous Pacific Mills. No more pleading to bathe, they'll beg to use them—their pride will teach them to keep them up neatly too. Here's a truly practical & much prized gift—neatly wrapped in cellophane, 2 different towels & 2 different washcloths in each set.

$3.95 per set plus 25 cents for mailing. No C.O.D.'s.
Send for our circular of Choice Gift Suggestions.
SOUTHERN TASTIES CO.
D.EPT. 15—P.O. BOX 7302
NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA

YOUR NAME PLEASE?
Solve your Xmas gift problems by mail . . . handpainted, personalized, or beautifully decorated for your home or office. $3.95.

Price: $4.50 the set . . . extra trays $1.75.
Postpaid Gift wrapped
Send for free gift catalog
Georgetown House
P.O. Box 3673 Washington 7, D. C.

CAST IRON FURNITURE
Grape design, graceful and strong. Painted in long-lasting White.
Settee 32" in. wide, 38" in. high (back), 70 pounds.
Chairs 18" in. wide, 20" in. high (back), 45 pounds.
Large Solid Table
Top 28" in. diameter, 22%" in. high, 80 pounds.
All weights approximate
J. F. DAY & CO. Dept. 25
1901 Fourth Ave. S., Birmingham 3, Ala.

SOUTHERN TASTIES...
CARTON OF 3 16 oz. JARS PREPAID
Delicious Pure Strawberries; fresh from a Louisiana Paradise, home of America's Best Strawberries. Made by the recipes of an old Southern family, stored in the finest ingredients. Delightfully sweetened; a real treat. Minute care is exercised to retain the natural flavor of the famous Louisiana strawberries. Three 16 oz. jars are packed in an unusually attractive carton—makes an ideal gift. Send us your Xmas gift list and check—we will do the rest.

SOUTHERN TASTIES CO.
P.O. BOX 3673 NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA

"Egg and Dart" WALL POCKET
Original Design
In repousse, bold relief, flack in twisted rope motif. Beautifully adaptable for hanging or book ends. In gleaming copper or glowing brass to add that interesting, warm touch. Winter white. 7 1/2 inches high; 10 1/2 inches wide; 4 inches deep.
Price $9.50 ea. - $18.00 pr.
Postpaid Check or Money Orders. No C.O.D. Please
HOUSE OF BORDEN
P.O. Box 369 MONROVIA, CALIF.
A Tonic for Marred Furniture

REVIVA

by Jackson of London

NO NEED to worry if you have rings from alcohol, heat or water on your table—nail polish, perfume or liniment on your dresser—Ink or paint on your desk—mar's on hardwood floors. Just apply REVIVA and surface spots vanish like magic. Revives original color and grain of wood. For all varnished, shellacked, lacquered and waxed surfaces, dark or light.

Half Pint $1.00 • Pint $1.50 • Quart $2.50

A Triple Action Tonic for Marred Furniture

REMOVES stubborn surface spots
CLEANS dirt and grime
POLISHES to high, dry lustre and covers minor scratches

Use "Parina" Jackson of London

English Type Wax (Paste)

A decorator's polish to remove and retain the patine of precious pieces. For all wood and leather. Special BLOND non-light woods, $1.75 per 1 1/2 lbs. Size, 1 1/2 lbs. per size. 

MRS. MARK JACKSON'S STUDIO 6
5 West 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.

JIFFY PLAYHOUSE

HOUSE AVAILABLE
For Immediate Occupancy!

By your happy child who will be delighted with this colorful cottage that is painted on durable cloth and slips over standard card table. $3.00 pp.

YOUNG BOOKS INC.
Unusual Toys and Adult Gifts
746 Madison Ave.
New York 21, N. Y.

Old Vermont Yarn Winder

An ideal gift for knitters, the rotating yarn winder makes winding balls from skeins a pleasure. In the old Vermont tradition modernized to fold absolutely flat. Weight only 3 ounces. (11/2" x 7/8" x 23/4"). Adjustable for different length skeins. Natural Vermont White Pine, matlows with age. A practical and unusual gift.

$1.95
Postpaid in U. S.

MILLRACE WOODWORK SHOP
COVENTRY, VERMONT

SHOPPING

A column wide to simplify newspaper or telephone book reading, the "Longview" magnifier is the gift for those who declare that printers are using smaller type than they used to! The lens, of finest optical glass, magnifies 2 1/2 times; folds into plastic case. $6.50 ppd. Edroy Products Co., 484 Lexington Ave., New York 17.

"Our American Heritage." Dedicated to better understanding and appreciation of citizenship in the U. S. A. This handsome volume has fine reproductions of documents such as the Constitution, Declaration of Independence, Gettysburg Address, etc. Cowhide with name in gold, $39.75 ppd., Camiller & Buckley, 1141 thompson Ave., Washington, D. C.

Bank and bookkeep assisted by these talented Mexican pottery horses. Sturdy, decorative steeds, they are excellent book ends, with slots in their saddles for coins. 9" x 7 1/2" tall, in terra cotta and cream, the price for a pair is $6.50, $2.95 each. Post. 25c. From Del Gado, 31 West 8th St., New York 11.

Bank and bookkeep assisted by these talented Mexican pottery horses. Sturdy, decorative steeds, they are excellent book ends, with slots in their saddles for coins. 9" x 7 1/2" tall, in terra cotta and cream, the price for a pair is $6.50, $2.95 each. Post. 25c. From Del Gado, 31 West 8th St., New York 11.

CHAIR-STEP

A delightful child's chair in attractive wing back style instantly becomes a rugged non-tipping pair of steps to help the youngster reach the wash basin, his clothes and toys or hop into bed.

Send for FREE Circular and Gift Guide

RAYMOND NEUMANN CO.
275 E. 42nd St., Dept. A1-New York 17, N. Y.

Newest, Neatest Way
To Dry Stockings!

No more crowded towel racks or dripping hosiers on the shower rod. Keeps the bathroom neat and orderly. Smooth slots in shell hold stockings securely by the toe. No metal to rust or stain, no rough edges to snag or tear. Made of smooth clear plastic; no clothes pins to get lost.

MADISON HOUSE, INC.
17 Liberty St.
Madison, Conn.
AROUND

“Lady Nelson Tricolor” is a cigarette holder with a difference. The long, slender tube is heavily gold-plated, has three detachable tips, red, black or tortoise shell... to suit your costume of the day. It comes with soft leather case, gift-boxed, $5, from Bergdorf Goodman, 754 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 19.

Let it rain or snow, you can still enjoy all the lively action of an outdoor game inside where it’s nice and warm. “Shufflette” is similar to shuffleboard but in a compact size for your living room, recreation room or basement. Any number can play. $3 ppd. Santa Glaus Land, Santa Glaus, Indiana.

Carpet-bagger. Here’s an ideal gift for a sportsman or traveler, for golfer, skater or skier. The large zipper bag, of brown canvas reinforced with leather, folds into the matching fireplace packing. 25" long. $13.80; 25" long. $16.20; incl. tax. Add 25c for post. The Country Store, One Monument St., Concord, Mass.

CHRISTMAS PLATE

This festive 10½ inch Christmas plate designed by Walter R. Duff in colorful holly and berry design is an ideal gift for your most treasured friends. Made in England of fine English china, the reverse side carries a traditional yuletide verse. $3.25 each. Service of 8 for $25. F. O. B. Chicago.

Order at once—quantities limited!

MAUDE B. MAY CO.
2038 E. 71st Street, Dept. K, CHICAGO 49, ILL

ATTRACTIONE PLACE-CARD HOLDERS...

For Well-Planned Dinner Parties

To simplify your hosting...these attractive, hand made place-card holders of clear lacque are invaluable. Four charming motifs: Daffodils, Sweet Peas, Roses, Trout Fins.

$10 for 8 (1 design or 2 designs of 4 each) $8 for 4 (1 design only)

Parcel Post not included

AFLA WARM, 9 West 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.

ORIGINAL PLANTER CREATIONS

Quaint and colorful, these tarnish-proofed originals are hand-made in California by a master metal craftsman.

Left: Polished copper kettle 2 1/2" deep on 5" swinging fireplace crane. $8.50

Right: Two polished copper buckets 3 1/2" deep—w/brass or copper bracket and polished 5" hardwood pulley. $13.50

Postpaid—No C. 0. D.'s, please.

ROY FERRIER
5727 Venice Blvd. Los Angeles 35, Calif.

HERE'S A CLEVER LITTLE NUMBER!

“Frigid-Digits” A FROZEN ASSET TO EVERY DRINK

Added CHILL plus IDENTIFICATION

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8! Know whose drink is whose! Just freeze these gaily-colored, water-filled numerals in your ice-tray. Then FLOAT one in each glass. They'll COOLLY remind everyone your drink is EXCLUSIVELY YOURS. Shatterproof crystal plastic, with water forever sealed in. TASTELESS — ODORLESS. LAST INDEFINITELY.

When entertaining more than 8, use different colored sets. Your choice of this existing assortment: Tangerine, Cherry Red, Hawaiian Blue, Mint Green, Lime, Maxiclip Rose, Lemon Yellow, Georgia Peach, Concord Grape, Burgundy, Apple Green, Hollywood Orchid.

GIFT BOX OF 8 NUMERALS 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 $2.25
ADD 10C FOR DELIVERY

Christmas Plate

This festive 10½ inch Christmas plate designed by Walter R. Duff in colorful holly and berry design is an ideal gift for your most treasured friends. Made in England of fine English china, the reverse side carries a traditional yuletide verse. $3.25 each. Service of 8 for $25. F. O. B. Chicago.

Order at once—quantities limited!

MAUDE B. MAY CO.
2038 E. 71st Street, Dept. K, CHICAGO 49, ILL

A picture map of

NOAH'S ARK

Children and grown-ups alike love the unique drawings of Noah’s family, and the delightful themes for each pair of animals—Elephants, Raccoons, Porcupines, Giraffes, Lions and many others printed in 8 harmonious colors. Size 24 x 19.

NOAH’S ARK
Map $2.00
In Colorful Mailing Tube... Each $1.00
Laminated Wall Maps... Each $4.00

COMPLETE CATALOG OF DECORATIVE MAPS
Send for 32-page illustrated catalog of colorful Hagstrom maps, Historical, Humorous, Filigree, Prints and Children’s maps for your home or office. Please enclose 50c for mailing and handling costs.

HAGSTROM'S
DEPT. 16, 39 VESTY STREET
NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
**Modern materials go into the making of this fine Hughes brush set called the “Glamour Groomer.” The comb and handles of the hair, nail and face brushes are of Lucite and the bristles of nylon.**

Packed in a lovely transparent Acetate gift box, the set is $5.50, from John Wanamaker, Broadway at 9th Street, New York 3, N. Y.

**Screen taste.** Large brass initials for the fire screen, wood box or anything that needs initialing come with screws and nuts for easy application. They measure 5½ x 4" wide and add a casual personal touch to familiar surroundings. $3.95 each postpaid from Daniel Low and Company, Salem, Mass.

**Cotton babies** from the deep South have no hard or scratchy surfaces, so can be cuddled safely by the youngest child. They’re completely washable, too. Handmade, and stuffed with cotton right off the plantation, they’re $2.75 each. Post. 25c. White, pink or blue. Mrs. A. Miller Gibson, Miller Plantation, Okolona, Miss.

**DeLuxe Holly Gift**

You’ve never seen such choice English holly! Every bright, berry-jeweled spray individually selected from only the finest trees on Puget Sound. Big, yard-long, smart gift package includes: Dozens of dainty berried sprays for corners, bottom-nestles, dinner favors, gift packages — PLUS a wealth of bone graceful berried sprays for center piece, enthrall hall, mantel and other decoration. Clever gift card included. Please place your order early as quantity is limited. This (approx. 10 lbs.) deluxe box, heaping full, $16, express prepaid anywhere in U.S.

**Hollyhoven HOLLY**

George Weber of Hollyhoven Dept. B, P. O. Box 147, Seattle 7, Wash.

---

**Pennsylvania Dutch Recipe Frakturs**

Decorative as well as practical, this portfolio of gaily colored recipe sheets combines authentic Pennsylvania Dutch artistry with renowned recipes of the Pennsylvania Dutch country. Eight sheets of recipes for such famous dishes as “shoo-fly pie,” schnitz and knepp, apple strudel, scrapple, etc. An authentic and distinctive gift from the heart of the Pennsylvania Dutch country. Send $5.00, check or money order. Postage Prepaid.

Adelle H. Hershey

---

**Santa Claus Candy Bowl**

of ivory china, 6" diameter, hand painted and fired for permanence. Any inscription you wish. Paint the Santa design (as shown) or Holly and Candle decoration. Or you may have horse, dog, bird, fish or duck. Order by Nov. 20th. Sent postpaid upon receipt of check (no C.O.D.’s).

**$5.50**

Send for catalog

Grace Lloyd-Collins
Dept. G • Wilmington 43, Delaware
A wonderful set for decorating cakes or molding fancy cookies. Plunger-type tips. All in heavy non-tarnishing metal. Good enough to do any mixing job. Mixes in any bowl or pan. Use it to mix, mash, whip, beat, stir. Generous 6-foot rubber cord (underwriters approved) allows you to carry it to the mixture most anywhere in the kitchen. Washes clean in a jiffy. Spin it dry. Ventilated plastic case. Stainless steel beater and shaft. Guaranteed by Gilbert.

By mail $1. postpaid.

EGG LAYING HEN

Turn the crank and she not only cackles loudly, but she also lays wooden eggs. Yes, she does, actually. If you'd rather, she'll lay ordinary jelly beans, too! The all-metal hen is 5½" long, 4½" tall, lithographed in bright colors, and comes complete with five colored wooden eggs to be laid machine-gun style. The most amusing toy we've ever encountered. Nicely boxed and a wonderful value.

Only 59¢ by mail postpaid.

SCROLL BUD VASE

Two slim vial vases of clear glass hold in a swirl of gleaming lucite—a blossom in the other. Lucite base, 3½" x 5". Color choice of crystal, Mexican topaz or Burma ruby color. Attractively gift boxed.

By mail $1. postpaid.

BRIDGE SCORING PENCIL

This Ely Culbertson Bridge Pencil has a dial that automatically, accurately, painlessly and instantly computes the score of any bridge hand. You'll thank Mr. Culbertson for taking the mathematical headaches out of your Bridge. Besides, it's an excellent and handsome mechanical pencil with propulsive action. Gift boxed, because of course it's the perfect gift for the Bridge Fined.

By mail $1. postpaid.

Personlized Baby Bib

Baby's first name is painted in inch-high script letters of bright red, smack across the front of this snowy-white vinylite-plastic bib that washes with the flick of a damp cloth. Permanent plastic personalizing won't come off. 16" square with round-the-neck tie and big crumb-catcher pocket at the bottom. A wonderful shower or Christmas gift for the wee ones on your list.

Personalized $1. by mail postpaid.


ALFRED ORLIK, INC.

A formal setting. Place your place cards in gleaming blocks of fine crystal, made in Czechoslovakia. They are un-pretentious, simple holders, display the cards clearly and effectively before each place. They are $7.50 a dozen prepaid from Robert Keith, 13th & Baltimore Streets, Kansas City 6, Mo.

ALFRED ORLIK, INC.

Orlik angels, exquisitely made of white porcelain with serenely curved wings of antique gold leaf, add a bright, ingenious note to a curio cabinet or end table at Christmas or any other time. They measure 3½" tall and are $15 a pair plus 20c postage. From Alfred Orlik, Inc., 680 Fifth Ave., New York 19, New York.

ALFRED ORLIK, INC.

A wonderful set for decorating cakes or Christmas gift for recent additions to your list. Choice of delicate pink or sky blue.

Set of Six $1. by mail postpaid.

Tidy-Tot Hangers

A wonderful set of six plastic hangers designed especially for little folks' clothes. Less than 10" long with very handy loops and cut-outs for ribbons and shoulder straps. Perfect shower and Christmas gift for recent additions to your list. Choice of delicate pink or sky blue.

Set of Six $1. by mail postpaid.

EGG LAYING HEN

Turn the crank and she not only cackles loudly, but she also lays wooden eggs. Yes, she does, actually. If you'd rather, she'll lay ordinary jelly beans, too! The all-metal hen is 5½" long, 4½" tall, lithographed in bright colors, and comes complete with five colored wooden eggs to be laid machine-gun style. The most amusing toy we've ever encountered. Nicely boxed and a wonderful value.

Only 59¢ by mail postpaid.

BRIDGE SCORING PENCIL

This Ely Culbertson Bridge Pencil has a dial that automatically, accurately, painlessly and instantly computes the score of any bridge hand. You'll thank Mr. Culbertson for taking the mathematical headaches out of your Bridge. Besides, it's an excellent and handsome mechanical pencil with propulsive action. Gift boxed, because of course it's the perfect gift for the Bridge Fined.

By mail $1. postpaid.
Here's Health and Good Cheer!  
SELECT QUALITY ... TREE-RIPEPED  

FLORIDA ORANGES  
GRAPEFRUIT and TANGERINES  

Deliciously fresh, fully tree-ripened fruit, direct from our famous Lake County groves. And most important, it's Hadlock choice quality fruit—not found in grocery stores and fruit stands. All the fresh, juice-laden sweetness assured by fast express direct to you!

EXPRESS PREPAID  
QUALITY SELECTS (as shown) $6.00  
Generously packed 55 lb. Bushel  
Half Bushel—$3.25  
DE LUXE GIFT PACK choice fruit, 4 assorted pound marmalades, pound fruit cake, pound fancy pecans—full 60 lb. Bushel  
$11.50  
Half Bushel—$5.50  
DE LUXE SPECIAL GIFT PACK, choice fruit, 6 assorted marmalades, 3 pounds fancy pecans, pound fruit cake—full 85 lb. Bushel  
$16.00  
Half Bushel—$8.00

Write for free, color-illustrated folders.

HADLOCK FRUIT CO.  
BOX 67  
Mount Dora, Fla.

Seats 8 people! Folding  
BRIDGE TABLE TOP, $5.95  
Fits over a bridge table; perfect for lunches, dinner or card games. Folds up when not in use, stores compactly in closet or corner. 46" long, 18" wide. 28" long. Finished in white.

This unusual table top comes with special thumbtacks supplied. Individually boxed. Easily wrapped for gifts.

Saves Precious Cupboard Space  
DOR-FILE MFG. CO.

SAVE PRECIOUS CUPBOARD SPACE  
DOR-FILE MFG. CO.

Saves precious cupboard space. Rack is 12", wrapped for gifts.

Shipped at no extra cost.

DOR-FILE MFG. CO.  
Dept. 6, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

In-spur-ation went into the making of this unusual container of copper or brass, topped with a real spur. Use it for holding cigarettes, as a good deep ash tray, for cigars or pipe, or put plants in two of them to use for hook ends. A wonderful conversation piece, it is $4 ppd. from "little joe" Wiesenfeld, 112 W. North Ave., Baltimore 1, Maryland.

Orchidaceous. A glamour package based on Jensen's marvelous "Fire Orchid" perfume, topped off with a very real looking plastic orchid that makes a perfect corsage. Contains dusting powder, talc, 2 oz. of sachet spray, 1 dram bath oil, ½ dram perfume. $15; add 20% tax. From George Jensen, 667 Fifth Ave., New York 22.

Nothing has been added to place mats. Those shown here consist of a clear plastic cover with interchangeable inserts in 4 different colors of any choice you wish, to go with different table settings. There are two styles of monograms. $10.50 plus 35c post. for a set of 4. Carole Stupell, 507 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

DESIGNED BY A MASTER CRAFTSMAN... HAND WROUGHT THROUGHOUT... THIS BEAUTIFUL PLANT AND FLOWER STAND will serve you all through the year... will add grace and charm to your living room, porch or terrace.

Designed by an artist... built by a master craftsman... hand wrought throughout... this beautiful Plant and Flower Stand will serve you all through the year... will add grace and charm to your living room, porch or terrace. 25" High. 15" Deep. Tray is 8" wide, 28" long. Finished in white. Suitable with 3 trays. 36" high. $19.50.

Order by mail, express collect.

Send check or money order to WROUGHT IRON INTERIORS 520 Bergen St., Brooklyn 17, N. Y.

AMERICA'S FAVORITE DESK... MADE IN AMERICA... 200 YEARS OLD.

PLANT & FLOWER STAND

Ethel Marvin
For him and for her big and bold square initials to make the lady's silk scarf behave, and the gentleman's tie and cuffs look trim. Made to order, gold plated on sterling tieclip is $6.50, cuff links $5.95, scarf pin $5.95. Tax and post included. Order now for Christmas from Elbrooke, 115 Nassau Street, New York 7, New York.

Look for the label on the entertaining “Brand Name” bracelet. Colored plastic models of 16 nationally known products, dangle from a silvery finished chain. For all their tiny size, they are remarkably accurate reproductions, just the thing for a young girl's trinket box. $2.45 post. tax incl. Speir's Jewelry, Trenton, Missouri.

The whole family fits one inside another like Chinese puzzle boxes. The "7-in-1" doll is plastic, unbreakable, and each part is a different color. The faintly Churchillian father is 5' 4" tall, with his wife and brood graded accordingly. $1.98 plus 25¢ postage. Gwendolyn Maloney, 170 East 51st Street, New York 22, New York.

Windshield DE-ICER
An absolute necessity for every glove compartment. Solid plastic de-icer permanently engraved with any desired two or three initials. The chiseled-beveled scraper blade flicks ice and sleet from the windshield with the greatest of ease. Fully 3¼" long, ½" thick with 2½" blade. Beaded chain serves as a car-key chain. A wonderful gift for those who must drive in winter's worst.

BOUNDS IN HAMPER
Savage, primitive colors hand-painted by the native artisans of Oaxaca—to give you a set of 13 Bowls of excelling beauty to use as cereal bowls, fruit dishes, for compotes, or as decorative accessories. The light background is shot through with a striking color blend of blues, greens, browns and a riot of other colors. The set of 12 comes to you in a re-use hamper hand woven of native reeds.

Complete Set $5.95 by mail postpaid.

ApPLe BAKERS
Food looks so inviting when it's cooked and served in these eye-appealing dishes of gleaming glass. Try them as individual casserole for baking apples, beans, custards, spaghetti, puddings and other delightful treats. Then serve individual portions right from the oven. You keep the food warmest, tastiest—and save washing extra dishes. Each Apple Baker is a generous 4" x 4¼" x 1½" deep. Of heavy clear Glass-Bake glass that perfectly resists oven heat and breakage, too.

Set of Six $1. postpaid.

Siphon JIGGER
Save your time and save your liquor. Siphon Jigger pours exactly 4 ounces into one glass after another, automatically. It even pauses between shots to permit you to shift between glasses. Well made of stainless steel and colored plastic. Fits any liquor bottle. Assures uniformly perfect drinks. It's like an extra right arm for the harried host. You'd better order one for each bottle—rye, bourbon, Scotch, et al.

By mail $1.99 postpaid.

Twin Egg Poacher
Fill the poacher with water, place an egg in each poaching cup, set the cover in place and you're certain of the most delicious and most healthful eggs ever cooked in steam instead of water. Beautifully made of polished aluminum with two removable egg cups, each with a trim handle.

By mail $1.19 postpaid.

FISHERMAN'S GADGET
Takes all the fish stories out of fishing. The gift for any male you know. The fisherman's Do-It is an all-staked, pocket-size gadget that weights and measures any fish accurately, instantly, and simultaneously. Folding tip hooks hold fish securely, registers weight up to 8 pounds. At the same time, the steel slip-out rule measures up to 25". Case is only 2¼" x 1¼". As handy for the pocket as it is for the tackle box.

By Mail postpaid and Only $2. By Mail Postpaid.

Super Sharpener
A twist of the wrist and your favorite knife is safely honed to a razor-edge. No more hacking at ham or poultry because of dull cutting tools. No more expensive knives ruined by improper sharpening. Guide slots hold your knife at just the right angle. Corundum hone assures professional results. Self-lubricating bronze bearing for long, trouble-free operation. Handsome plated finish.

By Mail $1.50 postpaid.

BowlS in HamPER
Savage, primitive colors hand-painted by the native artisans of Oaxaca—to give you a set of 13 Bowls of excelling beauty to use as cereal bowls, fruit dishes, for compotes, or as decorative accessories. The light background is shot through with a striking color blend of blues, greens, browns and a riot of other colors. The set of 13 comes to you in a re-use hamper hand woven of native reeds.

Complete Set $5.95 by mail postpaid.

Extra Story Films
Extra Story Films are the perfect entertainment: unroll them into the walls, ceiling or flour, just like a movie projector. Easy to load with film, 4" long. Durable metal. Focusing lens at muzzle. Each gun complete with two replaceable flashlight batteries and 4 Story-Films—Robinson Crusoe, Three Bears, Tom Sawyer, President.

by mail MAGIC PICTURE GUN $2.95 postpaid
Click the trigger and the Auto-Magic Gun projects pictures on the walls, ceiling or flour, just like a movie projector. Easy to load with film, 4" long. Durable metal. Focusing lens at muzzle. Each gun complete with two replaceable flashlight batteries and 4 Story-Films—Robinson Crusoe, Three Bears, Tom Sawyer, President.

Extra Story Films
Extra Story Films are the perfect entertainment: unroll them into the walls, ceiling or flour, just like a movie projector. Easy to load with film, 4" long. Durable metal. Focusing lens at muzzle. Each gun complete with two replaceable flashlight batteries and 4 Story-Films—Robinson Crusoe, Three Bears, Tom Sawyer, President.

by mail MAGIC PICTURE GUN $2.95 postpaid
Click the trigger and the Auto-Magic Gun projects pictures on the walls, ceiling or flour, just like a movie projector. Easy to load with film, 4" long. Durable metal. Focusing lens at muzzle. Each gun complete with two replaceable flashlight batteries and 4 Story-Films—Robinson Crusoe, Three Bears, Tom Sawyer, President.

Savage, primitive colors hand-painted by the native artisans of Oaxaca—to give you a set of 13 Bowls of excelling beauty to use as cereal bowls, fruit dishes, for compotes, or as decorative accessories. The light background is shot through with a striking color blend of blues, greens, browns and a riot of other colors. The set of 13 comes to you in a re-use hamper hand woven of native reeds.

Complete Set $5.95 by mail postpaid.

ApPLe BAKERS
Food looks so inviting when it's cooked and served in these eye-appealing dishes of gleaming glass. Try them as individual casserole for baking apples, beans, custards, spaghetti, puddings and other delightful treats. Then serve individual portions right from the oven. You keep the food warmest, tastiest—and save washing extra dishes. Each Apple Baker is a generous 4" x 4¼" x 1½" deep. Of heavy clear Glass-Bake glass that perfectly resists oven heat and breakage, too.

Set of Six $1. postpaid.

Siphon JIGGER
Save your time and save your liquor. Siphon Jigger pours exactly 4 ounces into one glass after another, automatically. It even pauses between shots to permit you to shift between glasses. Well made of stainless steel and colored plastic. Fits any liquor bottle. Assures uniformly perfect drinks. It's like an extra right arm for the harried host. You'd better order one for each bottle—rye, bourbon, Scotch, et al.

By mail $1.99 postpaid.

Twin Egg Poacher
Fill the poacher with water, place an egg in each poaching cup, set the cover in place and you're certain of the most delicious and most healthful eggs ever cooked in steam instead of water. Beautifully made of polished aluminum with two removable egg cups, each with a trim handle.

By mail $1.19 postpaid.

FISHERMAN'S GADGET
Takes all the fish stories out of fishing. The gift for any male you know. The fisherman's Do-It is an all-staked, pocket-size gadget that weights and measures any fish accurately, instantly, and simultaneously. Folding tip hooks hold fish securely, registers weight up to 8 pounds. At the same time, the steel slip-out rule measures up to 25". Case is only 2¼" x 1¼". As handy for the pocket as it is for the tackle box.

By Mail postpaid and Only $2. By Mail Postpaid.

Super Sharpener
A twist of the wrist and your favorite knife is safely honed to a razor-edge. No more hacking at ham or poultry because of dull cutting tools. No more expensive knives ruined by improper sharpening. Guide slots hold your knife at just the right angle. Corundum hone assures professional results. Self-lubricating bronze bearing for long, trouble-free operation. Handsome plated finish.

By Mail $1.50 postpaid.
FRENCH-DESIGN GLASSWARE
For sherry, for cocktails, and for cordials. From an American-manufactured stemware series of a modern French design... patterned after Lalique. Comes in amber color only.
$8.00 per set of 8. Express collect.
342 Boylston St.
CARBONE
Boston 10, Mass.

TOAST GLASSES
These exquisite little celebration toast glasses add the perfect touch to every happy occasion. Set them in cakes, pastries, appetizers, or any table decoration to lend a piquant and buoyant air to your celebration. Each toast glass holds 1/3 ounce of any beverage. An ideal gift or possession.
$5 for the dozen. Prepaid. Write to:
MAUDE B. MAY CO.
2038 E. 11th Street Dept. K CHICAGO 49, Ill.

DECORATE FOR CHRISTMAS
An aromatic assortment of long needled Norway Pine, White Pine and Cones, with a few boughs of Balsam and Cedar, direct from the snow laden forests of Northern Minnesota. Assortment includes materials for several arrangements. Shipped to arrive just before Christmas. Will remain fresh for weeks.
BOX COMPLETE $3.95 Prepaid
Send check or money order to
NORTHERN PINES
Buhl, Minnesota

KEEP STAMPS HANDY in this attractive, colonial style paperweight of highly polished brass with green felt pad. ALWAYS HAS A STAMP WHEN YOU WANT ONE! Clever, saucer-shaped top, which lifts off, holds clips, pins, etc. A strikingly handsome addition to the desk of any man or woman. A PERPETUAL GIFT—Practical—Permanent. Takes U.S. Post Office roll of 1¢, 2¢, 3¢ stamps. Send check or money order now. $3.95 POSTPAID. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Immediate shipment. It's not too early to think of Christmas.
NORTHMORE'S HOME PRODUCTS
Box 756Y Highland Park, Illinois

With or without a caddy, this ingenious cart for your golf bag is a treat on any golf course. Knee action wheels assure easy going; it stands at a convenient height for choosing clubs, folds compactly when not in use. Standard model, $29.50; deluxe, $34.50 postpaid from J. L. Hudson Company, Detroit, Michigan.

A cap with a capital see! A new, popular-styled, adjustable cap with a Polaroid sun filter built right in. It cuts the glare, can be raised or lowered at will and gives complete freedom, even to wearers of corrective glasses. For everyone playing, working or traveling under the sun. Red, tan, white or navy. $3.25 ppd. The Sail Loft, Chatham, Mass.

Wild duck book ends fly north or south this season, according to your order. Wherever they come to roost they will be very welcome. For library or study, professional or business office. Heavy metal with bronze-finish base, $22.95 exp. col. James McCutcheon, 49th and Fifth Ave., New York 17, New York.

Don't hunt for STAMPS!
HOUSE & GARDEN

SHOPPING

Blue Ridge 24-Piece Sets
Colorful, decorative chairs in hand-painted flower patterns that will brighten any table. Set includes 4 dinner plates, 4 bread plates, 4 soup bowls, 4 dessert dishes, 4 cups and 4 saucers.

No. 3721 SET Red and green
No. 3703 SET Red and green
No. 3740 SET Red, yellow and blue

Hand-Painted Underglaze

AUTHENTIC REPLICA
In California we found this silent butler copied from an antique bed warmer. Choose beautifully detailed copper or brass with an extra-long, black wooden handle. Wonderful for your home or as a holiday gift. $5.25.

Mail orders filled... postage prepaid.

DALLAS, TEXAS
AROUND

When the chips are down they’ll win admiration from all players if they’re these unbreakable Catalin plastic ones. Standard sized, each is imprinted with name or monogram in gold. For a 3-letter monogram, underline surname initial. 100 to the box—and a gift of a lifetime, $6 p.p. The Franwal Co., Red Bank, N. J.

Inaudible tic-toc. The purpose of an alarm clock is to waken—not keep awake—so get a “Klockto” to silence the ticking without muting the alarm. Of quilted chintz and plexiglas, colors are blue, rose, lavender, tan or navy, $6 postpaid. Special orders for other fabrics. Terry Rexford, 677 Lexington Ave., N. Y. 22.

Fine feathers. A lost art, the fabulous feather-craft of the Incas has been revived in these exquisite flowers. Imported from Brazil, they are hand-fashioned from brilliant tropical plumage by the native Tupinamba women. An exotic accessory to wear in your hair or on your shoulder. Camellia, pink or white, $6 Plummer Ltd., 734 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 19.

Abbey Day & Night Markers made of Solid Carved California Redwood Attractive—Durable Weather Resistant Shipped complete with 24" ground stake and screws—ready to install. Complete marker with up to five 2" reflector letters or numerals... $3.35 Complete marker with up to five 3" reflector letters or numerals...$4.30 Extra 2" letters... 45 each Extra 3" letters... 65 each No charge for punctuation marks. Satisfaction Guaranteed. ABBEY DECORATIVE PRODUCTS CO. Pleasant Valley 26, New York

HAND MONOGRAMMED GLASSWARE Rich in beauty and utility, our plans of exquisite simplicity and superb finish makes a truly delightful gift. Cigarette box $1.25 Ashtray 1.50 Low cocktails 1.00, double-door cocktails 1.35, 12 oz. Cocktail mixer 150 with 1-1/4 " skimmer charge extra NO C.O.D.'s PLEASE Catalog mailed upon request.

GIFTS OF DISTINCTION

507 Fifth Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

HAPPY HOSTESS CREATIONS, Dept. G-104
110 West 26th St.
New York 1, N. Y.

NEW! HANDSOME AND INTERESTING GIFT IDEAS!

Combination HIGHBALL GLASS COASTER-ASHTRAY SET OF 4....$3 complete, postpaid

Ages Up—provides compact parking space for cigarette and high-ball...and brings its own (removable) glass right along with it. Of sturdy, polished black bakelite, the coaster is deep and drip-proof...the ash tray convenient and copious. The heavy based fine quality glass is individually identified with the ace of spades, hearts, diamonds or clubs.

Hand-carved flowers in PLEXIGLASS JEWELRY Intriguing crystal clear plexiglass pin and earring sets. Hand-carved flowers reflected again and again thru the glorious prisms of plexiglass. Come in eight rich colors to blend with every ensemble...red, yellow, orchid, coral, gold, blue, leaf green or old rose. Pin 2 1/2" long. Safety clasps and wire loops are integral part of jewelry, Attractively boxed for gifts. $4.75 per set...pin or earring set...$2.50 each, postpaid and tax included. No C. O. D.'s. Send check or money order to GEORGE FOX 457 W. Brinkhurst Street Germantown, Philadelphia 44, Pa.

Direct from the Fabulous Mojave Desert Tree Ripened Deglet Noor Dates

Extra large, choice medjool fruit...so popular during the Holiday Season. Solve your gift problems this easy way—Send to the name of your friends/relatives/associations etc. We will enclose a gift tag listing your name as sender. Order several packs of "the gift in good taste" today.

5/5 Pieces $2.95 Check or postal order makes no difference. No C.O.D.'s please. Shipped pre-oided parcel post.

Write...DESSERT FIESTA—BOX D—THERMAL, CALIF.
CUTS ANY THICKNESS!

Smorgasbord Knife Easily Adjustable

Ideal for extra thin, smooth slicing of ham, bacon, meat-loaf, cheese, bread or cake.
- Swedish hi carbon steel
- Double Hollow Ground Blade
- 40 RESHARPENING-Stays super sharp for years

A PERFECT GIFT
in colorful gift box, only $2.00

SIMMONS
Slicing Knife Co.
223 West Erie Street
Chicago 10, Ill.

Greatest knife buy of a lifetime...cuts work, stretches costly foods, and makes them look better. Easy to use...Easy to clean.

LEARN Interior Decoration AT HOME

NOW is the time to prepare yourself for an important and lucrative career. There is a great demand for trained decorators because under new laws, only those who have had the proper training and experience may design and build new homes. This is not theory, but solidly established fact. Thousands of dollars are spent in fittings and fixtures for new homes; there is therefore a wide open and lucrative field for trained decorators.

MISTLETOE for Christmas Giving

Traditionally a part of the gaiety and laughter that fills the Christmas season, attractive sprays of Mistletoe are ideal gifts for friends and for your own home decorating. A generous box of fresh, fully leaved sprigs, garnished with berries, will speak your "Merry Christmas" to friends and associates. Enclose address and gift orders shipped to arrive about December 20th.

MISTLETOE HILL FARM
BOX 922 MEDFORD, OREGON

SMITHERY

J. Barton Benson

DECORATIVE WROUGHT IRON FLOWER POT HOLDERS BEAUTIFULLY DESIGNED AND MADE APPROPRIATE FOR ANY ROOM. ADJUSTABLE TO FIT ANY SIZE POT ORDER ON SCRAPER $2.50 DOUBLE POT HOLDER $5.75 SINGLE POT HOLDER $3.50 DELIVERED ANYWHERE PARCEL POST PREPAID

GOLDEN APPLES

...as irresistible as that golden apple of Hesperides for which Aphrodite gave Helen to Paris. Done in that non-tarnishing Omnilon gold. The smaller one, for cigarettes, with matching ash tray, $8.95; larger one for bon-bons, $9.95. All pieces have removable liners. Another apple, still larger, vacuum lined for 3 trays of ice, $8.25. Express Collect—No C.O.D.'s.

RENDEZVOUS GIFT SHOP
Gift Counsellors
Asbury Park, N. J.

SHOPPING

Out of order for party-line gossip but entirely in order for planting, a standard sized old-fashioned wall telephone—of glazed ceramic—is a conversation piece in its way. It's $7 postpaid (you provide the greenery) from Malcolm's, 526 North Charles Street, Baltimore, 1, Maryland.

Fur ever—kiddink, in brown, white or black—is used to cover an unusual but highly effective cigarette case and wallet. As you might expect, no two are alike, so they are really one-of-a-kind gifts for an extra special person on your list. $7.95 each, p.p.d. and incl. tax. Harold J. Rubin, 52 E. 56 St., N. Y.

To market with the greatest of ease—dispense with a bulky handbag, one more thing to carry, and just take this shopping bag. It has a large zipped pocket in back to hold your money, shopping list, cigarette cases, glasses, etc. Of waterproof satiny raincoat material in black or navy, $3.99. May Sherwin, 545 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

FOR MEN ONLY

HOLDS 48 TIES

TIES CAN'T FALL OFF! New Non-slip Tie Grip saves ties from floor. 48 prongs turn individually to release tie selected. Door size, length 22½".

Send this Ad with Check or Money Order.

KOVAX Products, 230 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y. Dept. D

Direct to you!

Baufort Society
BOX 1808 C/ CHARLOTTE, N. C.

18th Century Style
AROUND

Expandable. Instead of the ordinary, intractable hat box, try this when traveling. When not in use it folds up flat as a flounder. Extended, it's 14" x 14" x 7" deep, with a lock to protect your latest model. Leatherette, in blue, wine, black or brown. $30 exp. col., Alice H. Marks, 9 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Queen Anne lends her name to a graciously designed coffee table around which guests gather after dinner. It is solid mahogany, of course, fashioned and finished by craftsmen whose life work it is to recapture the best of days gone by. 20" X 33" X 18" high. $49.50 from Biggs Antique Co., 105 E. Grace St., Richmond 19, Va.

"Needles and pins!" When a girl receives a neat sewing box her trouble ends, at least in finding implements for running repairs. The wooden box is 6" diam., hand-painted and decorated with the nursery jingle. The dashing young couple on top are carved wood. 8½" tall. $25, with music box. $.30. Henri Bendel, 10 W. 57th St., N. Y.

THE GARDEN CALENDAR, 1948

Helen Van Pett Wilson has chosen sixty beautiful new garden photographs and appropriate quotations to illustrate this charming week-by-week engagement calendar which runs from January 1948 to February 1949. With its leaf-green, open-faced box and rose-strewn cover in color it's the handsomest gift calendar you can find. Order your copies today!

Only $1 postpaid
M. BARROWS & COMPANY, Inc., Dept HG 11
114 East 32nd Street, New York 16

Sterling Silver Candlesticks

Genuine Reproductions of REGAL GEORGIAN DESIGN

Outstanding values—as gifts or at handsome compliments to your own home—three genuine 10 inch high weighted Sterling Silver Candlesticks are now available at this new low price which includes Federal Tax and postage!

Satisfaction Guaranteed—No C.O.D.'s, Please
The ALLYN Company
1936 E. 24th St., Brooklyn 29, N. Y.

"LITTLE ANTIQUES OF THE FUTURE"

If you like antiques, you will appreciate these exact copies made on a Lilliputian scale. The doll's bed and dresser are entirely made and refinished by hand of natural maple and pine—beautifully crafted by Maine artisans. Put them into the service of your little girl's favorite doll, or use them as decorative pieces—either way they'll be greatly admired and appreciated.

Bed $18.
Dresser $15.
Express Collect. No C.O.D.'s.

THE CROSSROADS SHOP
R.F.D. No. 2 Ellsworth, Maine

Elegant Old English CARVING FORK

In time for turkey days! This deftly balanced, beautifully designed carving master. Silver-chrome plated easy-to-grasp handle, delicately gadrooned. Sturdy stainless steel easy-to-care-for tines. Chrome plated — $6.00 postpaid. Silver plated — $7.50 postpaid. No tax.

St. James Galleries
Room 25, 420 Boylston St., Boston 16, Mass.

CIVIL WAR MILITARY RELIC

Ideal Gift for Sportsman or Collector

Very limited number in existence

Genuine, ½" thick, black leather CIVIL WAR, Federal Cavalry, CARBINE-SOCKET converted into an Original & Attractive MATCH HOLDER, all cleaned & polished. Label giving historical data is glued to base. Over-all dimensions with matches, approx. 3½" dia. x 3½" high. Holder & Matches packed & shipped express prepaid anywhere U.S.A. Price: $4.50

(H. M. ARMFIELD, Importer
746 S. Lake Ave. Pasadena 5, Calif.

HEARTH BROOM: 20", heavy quality. Solid brass — $6.25 postpaid

The Brass Mart

COAL HOP
Hand wrought, solid brass. Movable handle. Very capacious: 10" x 13" x 8" high $22.50 express extra

IVY BOWL
Walnutgrip bowl 8" x 4½" deep, overall 12" $5.25 express extra

10 Park Place, New York 7, N. Y.
Here it is... A Gateleg table with its extension leaf folding away beneath the table when not in use. No leaf to store or lose. Table, of solid hardwood, 36"x20" with leaves down; leaves up, 36"x48"; with extension leaf, 36"x60". Height, 32". Gump top, in walnut or mahogany finish, $28.64. Veneered top, in walnut, mahogany or blond finish, $33.64. Matching Windsor chair, in walnut or mahogany finish, 35" high. Seat, 15¼"x14½". Chair, $3.89. Both F. O. B., Louisville, Ky.

Send 10c for catalogue.

SONS' Mfg. Co., 1436 S. 22nd St., Louisville, Ky.

AMAZING MINIATURE GEAR SHIFT CAR

A UNIQUE XMAS GIFT

HORN CONTAINER

THE MUSICAL DOUBLE DOLL

THE PERFECT GIFT FOR MEN

Handy Gadgets

Hand painted Mother-Daughter APRONS

Pecky satin bows trim crisp white organdy to make two darling aprons, hand painted in soft pastel floral decorations. May be purchased separately.

For daughters... $3.50
For Mother... $4.95

Christy

Seagull in flight is the motif of this lamp. The design is pure poetry and a joy to the eye, perfectly fitted to the purpose it serves. Each piece is signed and numbered by designer Garret Thew. Of sandcast aluminum with handmade shade. 27" over-all. Lamp $25, shade $8, ppd. from Garret Thew Studios, Westport, Conn.

Visibility unlimited. A streamlined container for cigaretttes, of two heavy pieces of Lucite with the bottom one hollowed out, holds more than a pack. It's modern—striking—on office desk as well as a home coffee table. 9¼" x 4" and less than 1" deep. Give initials to be engraved. $5.45 ppd. Pathway, 29 Junel Pl., N. Y. 32.

Quilted taffeta makes a luxurious bridge table cover. Order it in any combination of: rose dust, turquoise, cedar wood, warm white, chartreuse, red yellow, pastel green, Empire green, pearl gray, dubonnet, frost rose and frost blue. Large 3-letter monogram matches the welt, occupies center or corner of cover. $14.75 ppd. Harel House, Hopedale, Mass.

RARE BASKETRY ART

WITH EMPHASIS ON UTILITY

The basket weavers of this mountain community come up with this unique gift combination of a ty-purb and versatile basket, burling with selected pine cones, chemically treated to flash in brilliant reds, yellows, greens and blues in the fireplace fire. Basket is woven of pure, smooth white Ash lashings, beautifully finished; 10 inches diameter, suited to many decorative household or shopping uses. Mailed anywhere, postpaid, for $3.85. Satisfaction guaranteed. No C.O.D.'s.

Handy Gadgets

Dept. D, Box 1355 South Bend 24, Indiana
Tallyho! Here's welcome for the front door of horse lovers, in the form of a brass door knocker, combining a spirited horsehead and a big spur. Young horsemen and horsewomen will love it, too, for their bedroom doors. It's $4.25, postpaid. Avalon Gift House, Box 935, Front Royal, Virginia.

"Old New York" engagement calendar contains 30 unusual photographs, including old-time fire engine, homes of Dutch patroons and merchant princes as well as the rare flying stairway of the Bartow Mansion Museum, which will benefit from the proceeds of the sale. $1.25 ppd. Bartow Mansion Museum, 29 E. 4th St., New York 3, N. Y.

Home automat. Simplify serving at buffet or cocktail parties with the "Mammoth Lazy Susan." Put a big salad or mold in the middle, surround it with cold cuts, cheese or whatever and let the guests twirl their own. 20" diam., in hammered aluminum, $7.95 ppd. Our Blue Heaven Shop, P.O. Box 184, Buffalo 5, N. Y.

Somethings different! A miniature copy of an antique coal scuttle, with hinged cover in front and a shovel that fits on back. Hand made in burnished copper, brass trimmings... tarnish proof. Ideal as a silent butler or container for cigarettes, etc. A useful and attractive gift. Size... 3" high x 3 1/2" wide x 4 1/2" deep. $5.50 each postpaid. YE OLDE METAL SHOPPE, Hanover, Mass.

SOMETHING DIFFERENT! A miniature copy of an antique coal scuttle, with hinged cover in front and a shovel that fits on back. Hand made in burnished copper, brass trimmings... tarnish proof. Ideal as a silent butler or container for cigarettes, etc. A useful and attractive gift. Size... 3" high x 3 1/2" wide x 4 1/2" deep. $5.50 each postpaid. YE OLDE METAL SHOPPE, Hanover, Mass.

SAW BUCK TABLE A reproduction of one of the earliest designs, still in use today. Native pine pegged, dowelled and glued throughout. Hand finished... rubbed to achieve pure grain lustre. Top finished with pine cross-grained ends 1 1/4" or 2 1/4" thick. Legs curved at bottom. 29" high, 32" wide. 4 ft., 5 ft., or 6 ft. lengths $55.00, $65.00, or $75.00 each. F.O.B. Andover. Write for catalog or prices made to order. CRAFTWOOD PRODUCTS, Osgood St., Andover, Mass.

Acclaimed by Pipe Smokers

HARPER
DOUBLE BARREL PIPE

Overcomes major objection found in other pipes. No throat-irritating tars or distasteful liquids can ever reach smoker's mouth—no matter how pipe is tilted. All condensed juices are trapped in lower reservoir chamber. Imported briar bowl slips off to drain condensate. Easy to clean. Feather light! Only $10.00 postpaid. Send check or money order.

(Harp-Wyman Company, 8562 Vincennes Avenue, Chicago 20, Illinois)

LOVELY COPPER TABLE ACCESSORIES These floaters are desirable for floating flowers or making fruit or gourd arrangements. Candleholders match floaters. All pieces are lacquered and baked for a lasting finish. Made of pure copper and unconditionally guaranteed. 10" floaters $4.70 5" candleholders $6.50 ppd. SET $8.70 12" floaters $6.00 6" candleholders $5.50 ppd. SET $11.00 14" floaters $9.00 6" candleholders $5.50 ppd. SET $14.00 Made and offered by the Manzoni Art Metal Company, 669 Boylston Street, Boston 16, Mass.

KEEP CHILDREN QUIETLY AMUSED with PLASTIC COLORING BOOKS The ONLY Coloring Books that can be colored over and over again. Children color, wipe off with a dry cloth or tissue, and re-color the pictures. A practical and educational gift. Recommended by leading educators and enjoyed by children everywhere. A lasting, enjoyable gift. 4 colored pencils included with each book. Order by title wanted; #1—Animals, #2—Airplanes, #3—Circus, #4—Trucks, #5—Little Ladies, $2.15 each, or all 5 for $10, postpaid. Order direct; ship prepaid. We'll gladly enclose your gift card. We'll gladly enclose your gift card. CALIFORNIA TREASURE CHEST, 8522-J Chase Ave., Los Angeles 45, Cal.
THE PORTRAIT FILE CASE

This neat and lovely coaster-ash container for air transport. Special Delivery on arrival at destination. If located in a city without Air Service, Glads go to nearest air center, thence via fast Express or business associates. Gift card enclosed if desired. Glads arrive as rather tight buds, guaranteed perfect. Every spike personally selected. Packed in special container for air transport. Woody stem prevents crushing. Flowers reach you garden-fresh. Specific color sent if possible, but right reserved to substitute to give you finest quality flowers.

SEASON—NOVEMBER THROUGH APRIL

1—One dozen $4.85
2—Two dozen (sent one destination) $8.35
3—GLAD OF THE MONTH—one dozen of different variety each month Dec. through Apr. (4 shipments) $33.00
4—One doz. any 4 months specified $19.00
5—One doz. any 2 months specified $14.25

PREPAID AIR EXPRESS to states East of Mississippi River; Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Louisiana.

Florence S. Nagel
FLORIDA FLOWER SERVICE
P. O. Box 970
Fort Myers, Florida

Copper Creations
for the Smoker

Beautifully made boxes of rich walnut with individually hand-tooled copper plates with one Old English or 3 block initials on any item. Postpaid.

Henry W. Longfellow Studio
Weston 93, Mass.
Illustrated catalogue.

A shining example of utility and beauty combined in a new design of the Guernsey jug. This pleasant winter gift serves hot milk, coffee or tea. It is silver-plated and has a bound handle to protect the hands. Pint size, $10.25; 1½ pt., $13.50 plus 20% tax. Post. 50c. Carole Stupell, Ltd., 507 Madison Avenue, New York 22.

Christmas tree novelty. The "thirsty bird"—the little fellow that never stops drinking—has a new perch and can be easily hooked onto a branch. Get a few to keep each other company and live up the tree. In canary yellow, red, robin or blue bird. $1.50 each. Set of six, $7.95 ppd. from Sally Graye, 80 East 11 St., N. Y. 3.

THE CONGA MIXER

Shake up the makings for good drinks, with all the rhythm of the dance. You receive 64 one-ounce cordial or cocktail glasses, 24 of each of the most popular flavors. Made of two individually hand-painted planters with glass tops to keep them fresh. $5.95 postpaid

New GIFTS PREFERRED booklet now ready! Mail all orders to:
NORMAN'S
416 Mill Street
BRISTOL, PA.

Candy server 6" square—$1.95; 3 for $5.00, 13½" x 3½"—$2.95

Everlasting beauty in exquisitely designed hand-hammered solid aluminum...adding dignity and distinctive charm to your home...offering the proud satisfaction that comes only with your selection of genuine Royalty Ware...

Limited quantity—order now—check or money order—post paid. Gift booklet upon request.

ROYALTY WARE DIV. LITHOCRAFT CO., Dept. 79
204 St. Marks Square, Phila., Pa.

A perfect gift! % leather, $7.15.

Christmas tree ornaments, hand-painted, individually designed for the man or woman who "has everything" and contains the supplies needed to maintain your leather-bound books in good condition cleaning and mending materials, paper knife, leather preservative, a set of Leather Vita (the perfect leather preserving)...9 items in all...with a handbook that covers the entire subject of book care. A perfect gift! % leather, $7.15.

SEND FOR IT TODAY!

CAROL PUBLISHING CO., 44 Wellington Rd., Ardmore, Pa.

ORDER TODAY
GLADS THE FRESH WAY

S 10.00

CIGAR HUMIDOR

SI7.50

THE CARE AND FEEDING OF BOOKS...

For the man or woman who "has everything", a rich, leather-bound case, looks like a box and contains the supplies needed to maintain your leather-bound books in good condition. Cleaning and mending materials, paper knife, leather preservative, a can of Leather Vita (the perfect leather preservative)...9 items in all...with a handbook that covers the entire subject of book care. A perfect gift! % leather, $7.15.

SEND FOR IT TODAY!

CAROL PUBLISHING CO., 44 Wellington Rd., Ardmore, Pa.

THE CONGA MIXER

Uniquely designed hand-hammered solid aluminum...adding dignity and distinctive charm to your home...offering the proud satisfaction that comes only with your selection of genuine Royalty Ware...

Limited quantity—order now—check or money order—post paid. Gift booklet upon request.
AROUND

AUTHENTIC REPRODUCTION.

Copied in solid brass from an English antique, this inkwell is a handsome desk accessory for home or office. In these days of ball points it’s chock-full of nostalgic appeal. It can be had for $7.50 postpaid from Homecraft Products, 71-55 Austin St., Forest Hills, New York.

Anybody who is anybody agrees that a large measure of success in life can hinge on a good vocabulary. A sound beginning for a child is the Rainbow Dictionary which defines 2,300 words pictorially as well as by proper use in sentences. By Wendell W. Wright, Dean of Education at Indiana U., $3, post. 15c, Hearns, Fifth Ave. at 14th St., N. Y. 11.

“Lite-a-phone.” First aid for doctors and all who are subject to night calls, or for anyone whose phone is in a dark alcove, is a “Lite-a-phone.” Turn the switch and both dial and memo pad are indirectly illuminated. To attach, slip phone (any kind) in back section and plug in. $6.95, post. 35c. Hamacher Schlemmer, 145 E. 57th St., New York 22, N. Y.

EXPECTANT PARENTS
WELCOME THIS BOOK

Poppin’ A Button is a 48-page book humorously illustrating the joys and suspense of coming parenthood. Chuckles guaranteed without offense to anyone. A winning shower gift. Mail a copy to your “Expecting” friends and relatives or humorously illustrating the joys and suspense of coining parenthood. Chuckles guaranteed without offense to anyone. A winning shower gift. Mail a copy to your “Expecting” friends and relatives or

ORDER FOR CHRISTMAS

3 books packed in individual gift boxes. $3.00 Postpaid.
6 gift-boxed copies $5.00

JUNIOR STORY CLUB

For children 4-8, here’s the popular Christmas, Birthday or Any-time gift. Each week the postman brings that lucky boy or girl a new fascinating story (all are wholesome, easy to read), clearly illustrated. Also there’ll be a special letter full of games, riddles and surprising bromides now, we’ll send, a membership card; also a loose leaf binder for all the stories. First story and letter with gift card will arrive before Christmas!

26 weeks $3.00
52 weeks $6.00

CHILDERN’S
JUMBO STATIONERY

A letter to grandma! Teach Junior to write his own letters, improve writing, learn new words—with his own Jumbo Stationery. Box includes 50 sheets printed with his first name or nickname in large, red jumbo type, and 25 plain envelopes. Rushed to you gaily gift boxed, postpaid, by mail order...

$1

TO PLEASE ANY CHILD

Or even a grown-up, give this personalized envelope and tumbler. Tumbler is lovely hand painted designs in pink, blue or red. Matching brush has white bristles. Child’s own name painted on tumbler. Tell us the color you prefer—pink, blue, red—and the name.

$1.25

COMPLETE

TO Grandma

But Why not?

Gift Card

J. H. SMITH CO., INC.
Dept. G
Greenfield, Mass.

REMOVES LINT & DUST
...like Magic!

Electro-Static Cleaner (brush without bristles)—pulverizes miracles on suits, coats, hats, furniture and car upholstery. Cleans fabrics thoroughly and quickly. Picks up dust, animal hairs, and lint by magnetic attraction. Will not scatter dust. No current or cord required. Made of beautiful plastic. Lifetime guarantee. Gift boxed. Send prepaid for only $1.75.

$1

LA PALLETTE. Dept. H5
109 Fifth Ave., New York 18, N. Y.
LIFESIZE KIDDY PONY

THRILL OF A LIFETIME FOR THE YOUNGSTERS

Lifelike and lifesize. Let your youngsters thrill with the joy of a romping gallop on this realistic pony. It's big—stands 36 inches high to top of head—26 1/2 inches to top of the saddle. Complete with reins and aluminum stirrups.

The strong plastic body is covered with genuine lambskin or in fuzzy black vinyl. Very durable. Tubular steel legs. Rocker proof rubber tipped treads. Comes complete with oil leather saddle. Comes complete with instructions. Postpaid.

FOR KIDDIES FROM 2 TO 12

$22.00

Glider or rocker styles. Slight choice when ordering.

NO. 440 S With real lamb skin covering. Each $22.00 skin covering. Each $42.00

$22.00

Mail Orders Filled Promptly—Safe Delivery Guaranteed

CARLETON HOUSE
3312 N. LINCOLN AVE.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

BEAUTY MASSAGE at Home

D. L. BROMWELL

SURPRISE FOR KITTY...A

FAMOUS MOUSIE HOUSE—For lots of fun, order a MOUSIE HOUSE with animated mouse for the active cat. 

$2.50*

FELIX'S KITTY KALL TRAINING KIT—Train your cat to come when you want him—say better control.

$2.50*

To grow your own catnip—seed 10c.

Glider or rocker styles. Slight choice when ordering.

NO. 440 S With real lamb skin covering. Each $22.00 skin covering. Each $42.00

Mail Orders Filled Promptly—Safe Delivery Guaranteed

CARLETON HOUSE
3312 N. LINCOLN AVE.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The art of ancient Egypt and China combined with modern technique brings you gleaming, hand-hewn jewelry ornaments or gracefully hand-crafted copper forms. Delicate web-like patterns as fine as the real Cloisonne. Splendid gifts as ashtrays, coasters, candy dishes, cord trays. Permanent color combinations. Will not stain or fade. Send check or money order. Immediate delivery.

FOR THE YOUNGSTERS

$3.85. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s

MUSICAL NURSERY LAMPS

From this petite little lamp comes a sweet bedtime tune that will entice to perfection. His or Her Nibs to Dreamland. 12" overall in waxed birch, maple or white pine. The lamp contains a Swiss music box which plays nursery lullaby songs. In Scotty or ABC design. Makes a wonderful gift for the wee set. $8.95 each, express charges collect.

STANLEY JAY STUDIO
49 Deepdale Drive, Great Neck, N. Y.

BEAUTY MASSAGE at Home

D. L. BROMWELL

LOOK for the ladle, a large one for soup, medium for gravy or little one for salad dressing. Handmade of sterling silver, singly or as a set they are distinctive presents for weddings, anniversaries, birthdays. 10" long, $20; 6" $7.50; 4" $5. Tax incl. and prepaid from Wayne Silver, 1924 McGraw Avenue, New York 62, N. Y.

Water bar. There are times, after a hectic office conference or a 2 a.m. nightmare, when nothing but a cold drink of water will do. At such moments (and others) reach for the “Water Bar.” Pint-size jug, in russet, ivory, green or gray, $15. Quart size $20 exp. col. Scully & Scully, Inc., 506 Park Ave., N. Y. 22.

NEW SILVER FOR OLD

SILVER PLATING—BUFFING—LAQUERING—REPAIRS

Bromwell master craftsmen restore dents and disfigurements, repair leaks and restore the original finish to perfection. Write or ship samples collect for estimates. Bromwell addresses on headquarters, D. L. Bromwell Co., 263-271 Dusen St., Brooklyn, New York.
AROUND

What? No fingerprints? No, not on Kensington aluminum ware. So you can pass the tray of canapés or switch the vase around without marring the surface. Practical as it is beautiful, it doesn’t tarnish and is a cinch to clean. Tray 12”, vase 7”, $5.75 ea. plus 25¢ post. Krebs Town Shop, 45 Broad St., Westerly, R. I.

Good values. Proof that a table lighter need not be in the luxury bracket in order to look well and work efficiently, comes from The Silver Gallery, at Signal Mountain, Tennessee. Plain or repoussé, the two shown here are silver-plated, comfortably designed to fit the hand, and they light every time. $3.95 each, including tax and post.

The eye-opener Breakfast Set lives up to its name. Note the modern lines—the generous cup with its out-size handle, the indented grips on sugar and creamer. Lightweight semi-porcelain in yellow, chartreuse, light blue, pink or red, $14.50

PITCHERS

Handmade in Copper or Brass

"As Aristocratic as Newport itself" The workmanship of our craftsmen is the most unusual in the country. Grace your home with these beauties, creations and enjoy the touch of richness which will be added.

| A. 7 1/2" high | 36 oz. contents | $13.00 |
| B. 8 1/4" high | 52 oz. contents | 15.00 |
| C. 9 1/2" high | 40 oz. contents | 19.00 |
| D. 10 1/4" high | 20 oz. contents | 14.00 |

Postpaid. Send check or money order to THE HOUSE OF ARISTOCRACY 42 Spring Street Newport, R. I.

RAILROAD TRAY

You’ll find a hundred and one uses for this charming tray. Use it for candy, relish, salads, hors d’œuvres, etc. It’s imported from England and made of fine earthenware. The colorful scene shows an old locomotive and four cars chugging along. When not in use, it’s decorative enough for your curio cabinet or wall bracket. 8 1/2" x 7 1/2". $2.20 postpaid.

BIRTHFLOWERS

A delightful and unusual gift. Original paintings of the flower for each month of the year by Judy who won the Still Life First Prize award at current New York Art Exhibit. Each done in beautiful bright colors on a black background and mounted on a dull green mat ready for framing. A pair will brighten up any room. Just send us the month and we’ll do the rest. The flowers in calendar order are: Carnation, Violet, Jonquil (for March, illustrated), Sweet Pea, Lilly of the Valley, Rose, Larkspur, Gladiolus, Aster, Calendula, Chrysanthemum, Narcissus, 9" x 11 1/2" overall size. $2.25 postpaid.

EXPANSION FOLDER

A place for everything. No more frantic searching for those elusive receipts, bills and slips. Put them all in this attractive, sturdy expansion folder... all with imported prints showing quaint foreign street scenes. In handy black, blue or green, indexed by alphabet, by day and by month. $3.75 postpaid.

NO C.O.D.’s please.

Catalogue free to customers or send 15c and we will allow it against any order.

SUSAN RANNEY Dept. G-117, 507 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

NOW You can have Luggage—Umbrella—Purse Tags

IN COLORS—22K Gold Imprinted

These LOCUTIS tags come in RED, BLUE, BROWN, BLACK, GREEN as well as transparent.

LUGGAGE TAGS $1.00 each. With protective sleeve. With first choice design. New York Times illustrated. Made in the U. S. A. 

UMBRELLA TAGS $1.00.

Metal leaf clips to sticks. Also an Alligator clip, $1.00 postpaid. Perfect for that all year round protection. Made in England.

POSTAL TAGS $0.75 postpaid.

DISTINCTIVE MATCH CO. 180 Milk St., Dept. HG, Boston 9, Mass.

Your TELEPHONE SECRETARY

No more will you have to say "Wait until I get a pencil and paper." Tel-Sec holds pad and pencil right at phone in a handy pull-out drawer. Remains rigid when writing—slides in out of the way when not in use. Enamelled finish matches phone perfectly. Installed in seconds. Simply place phone on Tel-Sec, push down and it snaps into place. Won’t scratch or mar delicate surfaces. Refills with ordinary pad and pencil. 50,000 satisfied users.

Complete Satisfaction or Money Back

LANKO INDUSTRIES SALES DIVISION

BEVERAGE COOLING PITCHERS

with freezer tubes

Now you can cool your drinks without diluting them! The Ice cube holder is suspended from the chrome cover and may be removed easily for washing or suspended from the chrome cover and may be removed easily for washing or when not needed. Attractive as well as practical, these pitchers are ideal for coffee or the like, your favorite fruit juice, and tea. Make wonderful Christmas gifts.

The Ideal Gift

Price: $2.50 Postpaid

Hand Wrought STERLING

By STUART HTE

"Southern Craftsmen and Their Work" of U. S. A.

Pony Piece $4.50

Pony Earrings $4.25

Pony Ring $3.50 postpaid

Pony Link Bracelet $1.50 postpaid

PHONE IN 205 Federal

Footed Coffee Set—Send in C.O.D. Orders.

Send for illustrated folder of all other sterling Hand wrought Jewelry

AVA LON GIFT HOUSE

TINY TOT'S

MARTHA WASHINGTON CHAIR

Constructed in the same fashion as the finest custom-made chair. Hair filled with spring seat. Mahogany finished with a hand-rubbed patina. Upholstered in a beige ground, multi-colored fabric. Or you may send 1 1/2 yards of your own material.

Size: 28" high, 14" wide, and 18" deep. Price: $37.50

No C.O.D.'s please. Express Collect.

S. W. KREDE CO.

64 Stanhope Street, Boston 16, Mass.

DISTINCTIVE MATCH CO.

2072-B Toft Detroit 8, Michigan

Sorry, No C.O.D. Orders.

TINY TOT'S 180 Milk St., Dept. HG, Boston 9, Mass.
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2 MOST EXCITING GIFTS OF THE YEAR


ELY CULBERTSON'S OWN BRIDGE SCORING PENCIL. Every bridge player, man or woman, will want one of these magic aids. A twist of the dial shows any score and almost instantly. And the score has to be right, because this pencil says so . . . with Ely Culbertson authority. A super mechanical pencil value in beautiful gift box—only $1.00. Initials 25c extra.

The bride and her mother can save themselves a lot of potential headaches with this book. It covers everything, from engagement announcement to the rice-strewed departure of the happy couple. Here are rules for the simplest to the most formal weddings. $4 prepaid from Barry David, P.O. Box 7604, Philadelphia 43, Pa.

A solid sender of hors d'oeuvres or cheeses and crackers is a triple-compartment dish—a pleasure to pass at a party. It's heavily silver-plated on copper, 14 1/4" x 6 1/4", and an extremely good value for just $9.50, including tax and postage. From Edith Chapman, 168 East 33rd Street, New York 16.

436 East 86th Street, New York 28, N. Y.

Handmade by Hilary

For Your Flowers

Lavishly, indeed, is this petite handmade flower vase of softly colored blown glass. The intricate copper holder is lacquered so it will not tarnish—will look bright and new always. It makes a charming addition to that decorative wrought metal collection or fine table display. Choice Christmas gift for the flower lover. In Emerald, Sapphire, Ruby, Topaz or Crystal.

$1.85 each, postpaid. No C.O.D.'s, please.

Mail Order Department

Mail Order Today Gifts Dept. H - 9

Fleetwing 53 East 10th St., N. Y. 3, N. Y.

Available Again!

OUTING KIT

$11.95 COMPLETE

Just the thing for picnics and auto trips. Attractive case made of simulated leather, zipper top. Contains 2 quart size Thermos bottles, each with 4 cups and large sandwich box. Size 12" x 14".

Handmade by Hilary

For Your Flowers

Lavishly, indeed, is this petite handmade flower vase of softly colored blown glass. The intricate copper holder is lacquered so it will not tarnish—will look bright and new always. It makes a charming addition to that decorative wrought metal collection or fine table display. Choice Christmas gift for the flower lover. In Emerald, Sapphire, Ruby, Topaz or Crystal.

$1.85 each, postpaid. No C.O.D.'s, please.

Mail Order Department

Mail Order Today Gifts Dept. H - 9

Fleetwing 53 East 10th St., N. Y. 3, N. Y.
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Mechanical menagerie. Funny little caricatures of animals are even funnier when they’re all wound up and wiggle around foolishly. Of colored metal, they are only about .3” tall, and the price is $1.40 for a set of 3, prepaid, from Young Books, 746 Madison Avenue, New York 21.


A comforting thought and warmest wishes go with this new G. E. footwarmer. Soft and lightweight to slip in between top sheet and first blanket so foot of bed will be an even 105°. It comes in pastel shades of rose, blue and green. $7.95 express collect from Lewis & Conger, 42nd Street at 5th Avenue, New York 19.

Light as a feather! Bright as a star! Multi-colored jewels set in a regal crown form this sparkling pin—styled and copied from expensive gold plated costume jewelry! Crown Jewel Pin No. 80 $2.34

To Give or Own with Pride
Sterling Silver Cigarette Urrn and Ash Tray
Smart, gleaming pair to grace your coffee table; add distinction to any setting. Decorated with delicate Nouveau borders. Illustrated half-size. Shipped postpaid.
3½” Sterling Silver Urn, $4.75
3½” Sterling Silver Ash Tray, $1.90
Sat. 5½” Ash Tray, $6.65
Pedestal Far Incluclcd—Per delivery in 10 days.
Only two of the many exquisite gift articles shown in Brodnax’ catalogue. Write for free copy today.
Geo. T. Brodnax Jewelry Co.
Dept. 15
Memphis, Tenn.

MINIATURE PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH CUPBOARD

Solid cherry, entirely handmade, doors open to show shelf space beneath. 9½” high $7.50
Accessories—crystal decanter, 1” high, ring neck removable stopper... $4.00
Sarkel, crystal, 1½” high, each... $3.00
Gone-Through-The-Wind Lamp, rose and white milk glass, 1½” high... $3.00
Parcel Post Prepaid—No C.O.D.’s, please.
Send 10c for illustrated catalogue showing other fine handmade pieces, all scaled one inch to the foot, as well as our complete line of doll house accessories.
CRANFORD MINIATURES
Lagrangenville, N. Y.

So-o-o Handy!

Purse Scribblers
(With Name or Monogram)

Do you write notes to yourself to help you remember appointments, phone numbers, shopping lists, dates? Many busy women find this habit indispensable in remembering such details. Try it. And to keep your jottings organized and in one place, carry handy monogrammed Notette pads in your purse.

They’re irresistible—the hand-made originals by Furlong. Unexcelled in quality of materials and workmanship. You’ll love their lifelike stance and adorable expressions. Stuffed with fresh mohair. Eighteen kinds, prices from $4.75 to $12.00.

H. C. Prange Co.
Sheboygan, WIS.

MINNAPOLIS, MINN.
FOR HER "TREASURES"
"Doll House Chest" has hinged top. Really useful and cute. Little girls will love doll's clothes in it or play "house" with it. Big girls treasure it for their "treasures." Handmade of pine. 9" x 7" x 9" high. Choice of green roof, orange roof, blue shutters or red roof, blue shutters. $7.50 express collect.

FOR THAT "SPECIAL" GIFT
Hand-made authentic replica colonial wall box beautifully handpainted with quaint colorful Pennsylvania Dutch图案 in artist's oil colors. Hinged lid. Truly a work of art, decorative and useful as mail-box or handy for cleansing tissues, notes and cigarettes, etc.
Approximately 11 inches long and 31/2 inches deep. Pure white or Holland blue basic color. Colors, strap-hinged lid. Truly a work of art.

GREETING CARD
FOR THE LADY WITH A "GREEN THUMB!
"Flower Cottage" hangs on wall or stands on shelf. Decorated and useful for planters, ideas. Choice green, blue, Chinese red shutters. 8" by 12". $3.50 postpaid. (Plant not included.)

TERRY'S CHEF-AN-ETTE
And What a Gift They Make
The only recipe file that keeps your recipes in order without an index. Order yours today.
A five-volume recipe file, each volume hinged to a steel frame. Black design on a white background. Overall dimensions 51/2" x 81/2", 81/2" high.

GLEAMING SOLID BRASS
Cape Cod Fire Lighter
With Torch...only 995
Handsome Colonial Candlesticks
9 inches high...995
7 1/2 inches high...695
Each item express collect
Send Check or Money Order
ETHEL MESSER
Gifts of Distinction
State College, Pa.

FOR HER "TREASURES"
"Doll House Chest" has hinged top. Really useful and cute. Little girls will love doll's clothes in it or play "house" with it. Big girls treasure it for their "treasures." Handmade of pine. 9" x 7" x 9" high. Choice of green roof, orange roof, blue shutters or red roof, blue shutters. $7.50 express collect.

CRANBURY WOODCRAFT SHOP
The ideal Christmas, shower and wedding gift.
A five-volume recipe file, each volume hinged to a steel frame. Black design on a white background. Overall dimensions 51/2" x 81/2", 81/2" high.

CRANBURY, NEW JERSEY

GREAT VALUE
NO MORE CREASES IN YOUR SKIRTS
...when you use this newly designed Prac-T-Rack. Holds six skirts at a time, yet one can be removed without disturbing the others. Another useful feature—the rack hangs flat against door or wall conserving precious closet space. Smoothly finished in yellow, pink, green, turbinig the others. Another useful feature—the rack hangs flat against door or wall conserving precious closet space. Smoothly finished in yellow, pink, green, or blue pastels.

An Ideal and Different Gift
Each, $3.95
Postpaid
PRAC-T-RACK, STILLWATER 31, NEW JERSEY

ROYAL COPPER SHOP
Greystone Road • Old Bridge, N. J.

BE SAFE WHILE DRIVING AND SMOKING!
Eliminate the hazardous lighting-up procedure with an Automatic cigarette lighter. Holds 20 cigarettes. Pull the drawer and 1 cigarette at a time comes out lighted. No matches or blinding flare. Easily installed. Smart in appearance. Foolproof. Gleaming chrome. $4.95 postpaid

For the discriminating owner—COPPER WROUGHT BY HAND
Beauty and warmth of copper, fashioned entirely by hand methods by one person of sixteen years' experience. No concession made to modem machine production—each piece of Royal Copper is the unique, signed by the artist. $5.00 Leaf Tray (approx. 7" x 4" x 1")...$2.00 Tray Garden (approx. 5" diameter x 1" deep). Postpaid. No C.O.D.'s.

TERRY'S ORIGIN-ETTES
3 Napoleon St., Dept. 21, Valparaiso, Ind.

TERRY'S CHEF-AN-ETTE
And What a Gift They Make
The only recipe file that keeps your recipes in order without an index. Order yours today.
A five-volume recipe file, each volume hinged to a steel frame. Black design on a white background. Overall dimensions 51/2" x 81/2", 81/2" high.

TERRY'S ORIGIN-ETTES
3 Napoleon St., Dept. 21, Valparaiso, Ind.

The expedient ingredient to make every salad a ballad, every meat a treat, every roast a toast to the host...is found in this unique Book of Herbs. Herbs and seasonings of all kinds are contained between its covers, also a culinary chart to tell the how, when and with what. $3. The Herb Farm Shop, 347 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 16.

KITCHEN TAILORED.
No longer is the kitchen the forgotten room. A fastidious housekeeper will be tickled to death to get one of these sets of six pure linen dish towels, bordered with the same cotton that makes the roony, washable protectant mitt. $12.95 each set, ppd. Exclusive with Bournefield, 660 Fifth Avenue, New York 19.
AROUND

A silver touch on hat, purse or dress is often just the right touch. A little violin, for instance, resting neatly in the fold of a beret, or a dragon fly, just ready to take off from your shoulder. Both are of sterling silver. Violin is 2 1/2", dragon fly 1 1/2". $1.20 each p.p.d. incl. Mayeda Gift Shop Ltd., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y. 19.

Degas prints. For a lady's sitting or bedroom, or for a light-hearted living room wall, a pair of silk-screen Degas prints is a good choice. Here are two from a series of six. 8" x 10" over-all. Frames are white, blue-white, pink or what you will. $9.50 a pair, postpaid. Lexington Ave. 960 Lexington Ave., New York 21, N. Y.

He'll get a kick out of a cigarette lighter shaped like a boot. Although made of metal it looks exactly like leather. It's man-size, too, 8" high, so it won't get lost in the shuffle of papers on his desk. $12 postpaid. The matching cigarette holder is $7.50, also postpaid. Seidenbach's, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

Sewing Machine

"JUNIOR MISS"

with combination wardrobe and carrying case

It sews, looks and sounds just like mother's big machine. A pleasing trick full of young feminine fan—containing hand-operated sewing machine (3 inches long), thread, needle, fasteners, 3 patterns for doll clothes, dress hangers, lock and keys and travel poster. Trunk shadily constructed and attractively colored. A very NICE gift for anyone.

Price $11.95. Add 50c for mailing and in- 
Illustrated Brochure Sent Upon Request. Lists extraordinary and unusual toys carefully selected from the country's finest.

MUSICAL CHRISTMAS TREE—This artificial pine Christmas tree rotates slowly to a beloved Christmas Carol. Give's clear, bell-like tone. Height: 17". $10.00

MUSICAL SQUIRREL—"Sandy" the Squirrel is a cuddly delight to children from 9 to 90. Plays delightful melody, 9" tall. $9.50

MUSICAL PERFUME ATOMIZER for Missy's boudoir. Plays lilting air when lifted. Base of hand-spin, sateen-finish metal—gold, blue, green, or pink. 7" tall, 3" diam. $10.00. Matching Musical Powder Box —$10.00 The pair: $17.95

ROGER H. DAVID, INC.
Dept. 9, 636 Rossman Bldg., St. Paul 1, Minn.

WORLD FAMOUS HAMS

Cooked—Ready to Serve

Smithfield hams prepared to please the most discriminating gourmand. Smoked, cured over a year, boiled then baked with spices and sauterne wine, in the true early settler tradition. Arrives at your home ready to serve. A perfect treat as a gift. Wrapped in cellophone paper with holly designs. Gift card enclosed if desired. The hams $13.95 each. Send check with order.

EPICURE HAM CO., Dept. HG
Route 1, Box 405-A, Portsmouth, Va.

CHEER-UP SERVICE

MUSICAL CHRISTMAS TREE—This artificial pine Christmas tree rotates slowly to a beloved Christmas Carol. Give's clear, bell-like tone. Height: 17". $10.00

MUSICAL SQUIRREL—"Sandy" the Squirrel is a cuddly delight to children from 9 to 90. Plays delightful melody, 9" tall. $9.50

MUSICAL PERFUME ATOMIZER for Missy's boudoir. Plays lilting air when lifted. Base of hand-spin, sateen-finish metal—gold, blue, green, or pink. 7" tall, 3" diam. $10.00. Matching Musical Powder Box —$10.00 The pair: $17.95

New Delicacies for GIFTS

Two delightfully different taste sensations: Fruited Macaroons and our famous Honeyed Fruit Cake — both flavored with rum and brandy. Packed in hermetically sealed tin; keep fresh for ever. Send postpaid anywhere in the world. Gift wrapped with cord enclosed. Order several now for yourself and friends. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send check or M. O. No C.O.D.'s, please. 2 lbs. of Fruit Cake or Macaroons $2.90.

Old English Bakeries
5 BOYSTON ST. CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
From Denmark—simply beautiful demitasse spoons in the Ingrid pattern, cased like jewels in velvet-lined box, are treasures dear to the heart of every hostess. Made of sterling silver, the set of six is $27 including tax and postage. From Harzfeld's, Petticoat Lane, Kansas City 6, Missouri.

"Now I lay me" down to sleep on my very own pillow! We think this is particularly nice for a little girl, though Big Sister may want one too. The 16" x 14" pillow wears one white case, with any name all over it in pink or blue, and carries a spare. $4.95 ppd. Young Sports, Chester Springs, Chester Co., Pennsylvania.

Gifts from China—3 Great Teas
Pembroke BLACK OOLONG—one of the finest examples of this popular type. 1/4 lb. box: 60c
Pembroke RED ROSEA—first brought to England in 1666. Priced by Defoe, Pope, Sheridan, Byron, Thackeray. This superior tea is a prize today. 1/4 lb. box: 85c
Pembroke GREEN SPRING TEA WITH JASMINE—peerless aroma, mild flavor. 1/4 lb. box: $1.10
GIFT-WRAPPED SET OF THREE TEAS: $2.25
ALL POSTPAID
Pembroke Herb Gardens
NEW HAMPSHIRE

“Scoop of the Month”
Old World Color
New World Simplicity
Shining Beauty in warm copper, or cool brass. Use for your Pholidodron, or as brass foil tall candles on the table for wall decoration. 13 in. tall. Brass: $12.50. Copper: $14.50.

HOUSE OF BORDEN
P.O. Box 369, Monrovia, Calif.
**AROUND NOVEMBER, 1947**

**HOWLAND'S STUDIO. Concord, Mass.**

HOUSE OF BRONZE COASTERS
A personalized, life-time gift of heavy bronze base. Use, too, as individual Decorative Old English polished initial on ash tray. A personalized, life-time gift of heavy bronze base. Use, too, as individual

Send check or money order. Specify initial. With same initial. Postpaid anywhere in U.S.A.

These smart silver plated salt and pepper shakers are beautifully made and resist corrosion. A graceful addition to any table, The Posies come to you in lovely Christmas gift boxes. They are 4 1/2" long and 2 1/4" wide. Satisfaction guaranteed. Only $3.00 pr. postpaid. Send us your Christmas list, and we will mail direct to recipient to arrive at Christmas.

**HANSEL AND GRETEL COOKIE CUTTERS**
Thrust your youngsters with a cookie story of Hansel and Gretel. This new, wondrously detailed cookie cutter set includes Hansel, Gretel, the Old Witch, Gingerbread House, and a tree. Unbreakable heavy red plastic—no sharp edges. Easy recipes and story of Hansel and Gretel on inside of cover. Grand for gifts?

Postpaid $1.25 No C.O.D.'s

Write for free gift catalog

**AFCO PRODUCTS CO.**
29 Depot Sq., Lexington 73, Mass.

**FOUR CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR $5.50**

-**HANSEL AND GRETEL COOKIES CUTTERS**
-**BRONZE COASTERS with polished initial in relief.**
-**THE POSIES**
-**THE CHRISTMAS GIFT FOR THE MAN WHO "HAS EVERYTHING"**

- Give him a 1948 Dartnell Personal Record Book—the aristocrat of appointment, memo and personal desk books. He will use it every day on his desk at home, at the office or on trips. For 22 years the choice of top business executives, professional men, high army and navy officers.

- In luxurious imported Black Shearling binding with gift edging. Size 5 by 8 inches. 200 pages for appointments and personal memos. 200 pages of useful data. A place to keep track of anniversaries, golf scores, investments, income tax deductions, etc. Lists best hotels in leading cities, railroad and air fares, road distances, etc.

- Price includes gift box. For 30 cents extra we will imprint his name in gold.

- **THE DARTNELL CORPORATION**
4664 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40, Illinois

-**BE LAZY WITH A LAZY SUSAN**
and beautify your dining table, too. With "Pass the salt, please", a simple touch and around it goes. Made with glass top and African Mahogany base, this LAZY SUSAN is beautifully executed with a modern touch. Simple, easy to clean, and of strong construction—a truly thoughtful gift, 17" diameter. $10 postpaid. No C.O.D.'s

- **HUNGER'S SALT MILL SET** (left)—Charming "Old World" grinder of genuine black walnut or mahogany. With 4 oz. bag of hickory smoked salt for memorable roasts and barbecues. Also 4 oz. bag of regular crystals. $1.45 set gift-boxed.

- **MORTAR AND PESTLE SET** (right)—For pounding herbs as master chefs do. Hand-turned Brazilian honeywood, with 3/4 oz. of sweet basil. $2.45 set gift-boxed.

- Both Sets—$3.50

-**JUICY PRAWNS**
3 1/2" long. $3.95 set. Post Paid.

-**STRAWBERRY PRESERVES**
Carton of 12 1-lb. Jars Postpaid $2.95

-**FAMOUS NEW ORLEANS PECAN PRALINES**
Made from treasured old Creole recipe. Pure sugar, sweet dairy cream, lavishly filled with choice pecans.

One pound $1.50 Postpaid

Gift Card Enclosed with all Orders

**LOUISIANA DELICACIES CO., INC.**
3520 Frenchmen St., New Orleans 19, La.
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29 Depot Sq., Lexington 73, Mass.

-**HANSEL AND GRETEL COOKIES CUTTERS**
Thrust your youngsters with a cookie story of Hansel and Gretel. This new, wondrously detailed cookie cutter set includes Hansel, Gretel, the Old Witch, Gingerbread House, and a tree. Unbreakable heavy red plastic—no sharp edges. Easy recipes and story of Hansel and Gretel on inside of cover. Grand for gifts?

Postpaid $1.25 No C.O.D.'s

Write for free gift catalog
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29 Depot Sq., Lexington 73, Mass.

-**FOUR CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR $5.50**

-**HANSEL AND GRETEL COOKIES CUTTERS**
-**BRONZE COASTERS with polished initial in relief.**
-**THE POSIES**
-**THE CHRISTMAS GIFT FOR THE MAN WHO "HAS EVERYTHING"**

- Give him a 1948 Dartnell Personal Record Book—the aristocrat of appointment, memo and personal desk books. He will use it every day on his desk at home, at the office or on trips. For 22 years the choice of top business executives, professional men, high army and navy officers.

- In luxurious imported Black Shearling binding with gift edging. Size 5 by 8 inches. 200 pages for appointments and personal memos. 200 pages of useful data. A place to keep track of anniversaries, golf scores, investments, income tax deductions, etc. Lists best hotels in leading cities, railroad and air fares, road distances, etc.

- Price includes gift box. For 30 cents extra we will imprint his name in gold.

- **THE DARTNELL CORPORATION**
4664 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40, Illinois

-**BE LAZY WITH A LAZY SUSAN**
and beautify your dining table, too. With "Pass the salt, please", a simple touch and around it goes. Made with glass top and African Mahogany base, this LAZY SUSAN is beautifully executed with a modern touch. Simple, easy to clean, and of strong construction—a truly thoughtful gift, 17" diameter. $10 postpaid. No C.O.D.'s

- **HUNGER'S SALT MILL SET** (left)—Charming "Old World" grinder of genuine black walnut or mahogany. With 4 oz. bag of hickory smoked salt for memorable roasts and barbecues. Also 4 oz. bag of regular crystals. $1.45 set gift-boxed.

- **MORTAR AND PESTLE SET** (right)—For pounding herbs as master chefs do. Hand-turned Brazilian honeywood, with 3/4 oz. of sweet basil. $2.45 set gift-boxed.

- Both Sets—$3.50

-**JUICY PRAWNS**
3 1/2" long. $3.95 set. Post Paid.

-**STRAWBERRY PRESERVES**
Carton of 12 1-lb. Jars Postpaid $2.95

-**FAMOUS NEW ORLEANS PECAN PRALINES**
Made from treasured old Creole recipe. Pure sugar, sweet dairy cream, lavishly filled with choice pecans.

One pound $1.50 Postpaid

Gift Card Enclosed with all Orders

**LOUISIANA DELICACIES CO., INC.**
3520 Frenchmen St., New Orleans 19, La.
COLORFUL CHAIRSIDE CIGARETTE TABLE
A New and Original Gift

Here is an attractive, carefully-crafted table which blends beautifully with either Modern or Traditional.

Four custom lacquered colors for the base and genuine leather tops in six colors (hand tooled in gold) offer an infinite variety of color combinations of your own choice.

YOU select the base color and genuine leather top color which best fits YOUR color scheme.

**LACQUER BASE COLORS**

**GENUINE LEATHER TOP COLORS**
Olive or Dark Green. Geranium or Dark Red. White. Wedgwood Blue and Parchment.

Dimensions, Top 13" x 13". Height 22".

Weight cartoned 14 lbs.

**Price $19.50**
Express Collect
Sorry, no COD's

THE CENTURY COMPANY
500 Fifth Avenue
New York 18, New York

---

HANDBY SILVER-PLATE BOWL
For many uses—a mayonnaise dish, candy dish, jelly dish or finger bowl among others. This bowl has a 25 year silver-plate and is suitable for numerous occasions. Approx. 4" in diameter and 1" deep.

$4.80 includes tax and postage

8019 Forsythe Blvd., Clayton 5, Mo.
George Vanderbilt Hotel. Asheville, N.C.

---

SHOPPING

Let's play stove with this unusual little ash tray, a miniature, old-fashioned pot-bellied stove. Remove the tiny lid to deposit ashes or to plant a diminutive bit of greenery for an interesting incongruous effect. It's only 7" high and sells for $2.25 postpaid from AFO Products Co., Lexington, Mass.

---

With the fringe on the top. An attractive something for your windows—natural-colored muslin curtains, with hand-tied, peacock-tail fringe down the center and on the valance, can add a swishy elegance to a difficult window. With 5" fringe, $11 pr., 3" fringe, $8.05 express collect.

Lara Copenhaver, Rosemont, Marion, Virginia.

---

For Christmas overseas. Friends anywhere in Europe will receive this gift box of holiday delicacies in time for Christmas if you send in your order promptly. We don't have to tell you what it will mean to them to unpack fruit cake, tea, plum pudding with hard sauce, turkey, foie gras and nuts. S9.85 ppr., insured. Dover Food Shop, 683 Lexington Ave., N.Y.

---

CHIPPERDIALE
Authentically styled, this beautiful mirror reproduces the graceful lines originated by the great English cabinetmaker. Will make a much treasured addition to your home or a gift of lasting charm.

Eagle decoration and narrow band of molding next to glass in antique gold. Mirror is finest plate glass. Either solid Mahogany, Maple or Walnut.

18½" x 24" $12.50
21" x 34" $18.00

Safe delivery guaranteed
Other styles from $6.25. Send for folder.

THE REPRO-TIQUE SHOP
RICHFIELD SPRINGS NEW YORK

BAG O' TRICKS
For your every move! A rayon, slipper satin bag, fitted with four wonderful items.
A handsome metal and enamel compact—metal backed comb—metal lipsticke case—matching metal perfume case (with a tight vial inside). Comes in Black or Red.

$3.75 incl. tax and postage
No C.O.D.'s

MARY PUFFER
Box 34K Wellfleet, Mass.
AROUND NOVEMBER, 1947

LEBKYCHEN (original Nuernbert ityle)—Hade from a Aunt Nancy's RUM and BRANDY Fruit Cake "Pastry Sticks"—Made of the nmesl natural IngredlenU. round Mul. I roclangulur tlnx and 2 ll>, 1 lb. Only Uie choicest ingredients are used. Crammed full of chiKiolale Crisp and crunchy; tilled with delicious taity fruiu, almonds and other natural IngredlenU. VIU- Y. ROLL BISCUIT CO., Oept. 2HG, 827 B'way, N. Y. Truly "moulii-walerlng." Packed in round tin containers. cellophane wrapping. $1.65: 3 tins (4.80. Six delcclahle crakes in an allrautlve Un cuiuainor: fancy min-rlch. Enemy-bulldinK. Nourishing. famoui European recipe 400 years old. Full of delicious Order NOW. We Poy The Postage In U.S.A.

When the snow blows 'round your windows and the cold wind whistles down the chimney you can be cozy warm under this electronic blanket. A new, improved model, thermostatically controlled, can be laundered, comes in rose, pink, cedar, blue or green. $44.50 plus tax, Hale's Bedding, 605 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Land Ho! and you know what land it is, too . . . because you have a marine compass that is precision-made and dependable. Has a direct-reading dial that swings freely on a sapphire pivot, sensitive to the slightest turns of the boat. On brass, shock-proof mounting bracket. $2.75, ppd. Santa Claus Land, Santa Claus, Ind.

The egg and whoever receives this personalized egg cup will never grow tired of each other. Decorations are hand-painted on clear glass. Order the "Lora" egg cup with first names or nicknames for 75c each plus 25c postage. For 4 egg cups, the post, is 30c. From "La Palette" Gifts, 509 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
Monogram in Needlework

A smart personal touch for this welcome hostess gift—and for your own guest room. And so easy to work! Complete with yarn, monogram stamped on canvas. $9.75. Rack in ivory, mahogany, or walnut finish.

MONOGRAMMED Cigarette Box

Hands in king size. Heavy weight cover. CORR-LINED in choice of: black, blue, yellow, green, red, brown, or white with tan hand-made genuine Morocco leather. $16, $9 and $7 resp. prepaid.

Hand-painted designs $6.25 each postpaid.

HAND PAINTED STYLES ALSO AVAILABLE.

Send for Elizabeth Lacey's Catalog of distinctive personalized gifts.

Elizabeth Lacey

Dept. HG 1147

Hopedale, Mass.

SNACK OR BREAKFAST SETS

Delight your hostess friend by giving this snack set of Christmas. Ideal for snack or breakfast time. Mats and aprons figured in color combinations of raspberry and gray, daffodil blue and yellow or apple green and yellow. Aprons figured to match luncheon mats. Napkins come in solid colors. Mats 11" x 15 1/4". Napkins 12" x 12".

Complete set of 4 mats, 4 napkins and 1 apron. $5.50 per set.

Mats in solid colors in above color combinations $3.50 per set.

Other luncheon sets in attractive designs. Prices and colors on request.

Postage prepaid anywhere in U.S.A.

HELENA KAYE

3538 "A" Street S.E. Washington 19, D. C.

It's Holly Time in Oregon

... and every day Mother Nature is adding a bit more color to the reddening holly berries on the Brownell Farms... to bring to perfection the berried sprays and wreaths for your Christmas. Order the size packages you want now. Also write for illustrated catalog in full color.

Brownell Farms, Rux 7b-A, Milwaukie, Ore.

Berried Holly Springs... $2.50 to $15

Holly Wreaths with Sprays... $3 to $15

Living Holly Tree (green or yard)... $5

Brownell Holly

Write for free illustrated catalog.

Brownell Farms, Rux 7b-A, Milwaukie, Ore.

Have A NEW Kind of Thanksgiving with these Wonderful OLD TIME TREATS! TENNESSEE COUNTRY HAMS, baked the old-fashioned way, and SOUTHERN SPICE ROUND, cured the way our forefathers cured it! Take your choice between pungently delicious, hickory-smoked ham and the hearty richness of tender-cured beef with a sugar-and-spice flavor. Either one is wonderful for parties, buffets, dinners, or "snacks". Both are old-time Tennessee Taste Treats that can be shipped to you anywhere in the U.S. Hams weigh from 14-22 lbs., cooked $1.50 per lb., uncooked 99c lb. Spice Rounds weigh from 7-30 lbs., cooked $1.50 lb., uncooked 76c lb. (Prices subject to market changes.) Order them today for yourself and for your friends.

ALEX WARNER & SON, 36HG City Market, Nashville, Tennessee

Gold for the well-dressed gentleman. This handsome buckle is of solid, 18K gold in heavy ribbed design, elegantly simple. A beautiful addition to any man's best belt. $75 including tax and postage. Also available, tie clip, cuff links, cigarette lighter to match. Cartier, Fifth Avenue at 52nd St., New York 22, New York.

Time flies. It may be a long time to the opening of the trout season but the hours will pass quickly for the fisherman who measures them on this clock. Actual trout flies are inserted in Lucite face; hands are made of bamboo-rod tips, 7 1/2" x 8 1/2" high, with ebony base. $35 exp. col. Crossroads of Sport, 15 E. 54th St., N. Y. 22.

Patent plate, a new process produces an iridescent enamel-like effect on fine hand-made metal bowls. In opal, gold, red, blue or green, 9" size is $24; 7 1/2", $14; 6 1/4", $9.

In polished brass or copper, $16, $9 and $7 resp. Prepaid from The House of Aristocracy, 42 Spring St., Newport, R. I.

PERFUME SPRAY

Smart at Xmas and Every Gift Occasion. Perfoamette-Cheery featherweight (1 oz.) pure anisomer-spray that resembles cigarette lighter. Holds 10 drops; leakproof. Shiny chrome finish of everlasting beauty in silver, blue, green, or gold colors. $5.00

Also 24 karat gold-plated or chromium-plated, $12.00 (including tax)

Also genuine Morocco leather-covered in black, brown, blue, red, green. $5.00

All come with funnel and handsome case.

Other models $2.95 and $3.95.

Write for free illustrated catalog.

No C.O.D.'s. We pay postage.

Perfume- $0.95 per initial.

Send check or money order to Dept. HG-2

The Shopper Co., 307 5th Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
AROUND

Life with father. Even if he no longer wears a handlebar mustache, he'll be pretty pleased with a shaving mug made especially for him with his name and birthdate. Blue or black with gold trim, $5.75 ppd. Add 25¢ west of Miss. Eunice Novelties, 541 Madison Avenue, New York 22.

Double in glass. Crystal plates have endless uses, for salads, desserts, cake—and they go with any kind of table setting or china pattern. These are 8" in diam., monogrammed (please underline surname initial) and wondrously inexpensive, $3.60 for 8 exp. col. D. H. Holmes Co., P.O. Box 160, New Orleans 3, La.

That's Susie Cucumber sitting on the handle. This year Susie has thought up a gift for the children to give to Daddy—a real horse brush to remove the dog hair from his dark trousers. He'll say it's the finest clothes brush he ever had. Just $1 ppd. (100 pennies from the piggy bank). Susie Cucumber, Box 211, Route 1, Alexandria, Va.

FAITHFUL HOUND DOGS

This handsome pair of hounds will take very seriously the job of guarding your hearth. Made from a very old pattern, these unusual andirons are available in brass or cast iron. They are 14½" high with a 14½" shank and weigh 18 lbs. Brass dogs $39.50 a pair Cast iron dogs $18.75 a pair

Express Collect Nashville
Tennessee Chromium Plating Co.
206 Louise Avenue
Nashville, Tenn.

GREENLEAF RUBBER COASTERS!

The veins in these greenleaf rubber coasters trap the excess moisture in the same way as those in real leaves. Exact replicas of the delicate Galax leaf, these coasters give a charming touch for the well-appointed dinner table. For practical, gay, festive use with water and wine glasses or as a vase base, they will not slide, or mar the finest furniture. Three or more staggered give effective protection for warm dishes. Attractively gift boxed in sets of eight—generous in size—½" x 6". No C.O.D.'s. One set—$2.95 Postpaid

LEATHER LIGHTER & BASKET SETS

This fine set seems to us the perfect Christmas gift. Combining utility with beauty, it is at home in the most informal den or traditional drawing room. Border design is stamped in 24-Karat Gold, and the basket easily holds a pack of cigarettes. Aided—no small "and"—this, the lighter works without fail. Comes in Maroon, Chestnut, Navy Blue, Dark Bronze and Red. Please state second color choice. Basket 2½" high by 3" wide. Lighter 4" High. Sets $5.50 the set—postpaid

By Mail

CARD TABLE PLAYHOUSE

Your own card table becomes the framework for this wonderful playhouse—made of durable heavy cotton fabric, realistically colored. On and off in a jiffy and folds up for storing. It will keep your youngsters busy—indoors or out—for hours on end. Finest quality craftsmanship. A grand gift.

Complete 2.98 Postpaid

Write for Big Catalog... Free

Miles Kimball
100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis.
The Gift Unusual

Just in time for Christmas giving—and for your own collection of exquisite Florentine flatware. Heirloom beauty wrought in wonderfully intricate patterns. Imported from Italy for your smart entertaining, or for your thoughtful Yuletide ringing. All items postpaid—no C.O.D.'s. Send check or money order to Keith Kraft

Eight Dozen
Dessert Spoons $3.95 $5.95
Seafood Forks 4.75 7.00
Demi-Tasse Spoons 3.50 5.00
Ice Tea Spoons 6.00 9.00
Salad Servers, the set 4.50
Tea Strainer and Stand, complete 5.50
Cake Server 3.50
Sandwich Server 3.50

Dept. G

ORDER EASILY for CHRISTMAS!

Are you annoyed by milling crowds . . . discouraged by limited stocks of goods? Why worry? The SHOPPING AROUND Section this Christmas is the BIGGEST EVER. Here you can find gifts for everyone on your list. And best of all—YOU CAN SHOP WITHOUT EVEN LEAVING HOME!

But please remember, so you and the prospective recipient won't be disappointed come December 25th . . .

ORDER EARLY for CHRISTMAS!

E E L L I S O N ' S

Wilmington 11

DELAWARE

SHOPPING

Ruby and crystal urns of Colonial designs, made from the old molds and hardly distinguishable from the originals, will fit in nicely with collections of old glass and add warmth, color and beauty wherever they are used. And used they will be, to hold candy, flowers, etc. 12½" tall, $6.50 ea. Altman's, Fifth Ave. at 34th St., New York 1, N. Y.

"Famous" is a name to conjure with in the blanket field. Made of 100% virgin wool, by Kenwood, it's luxury personified. It's warm yet light and comes in regulation size, suitable for either double or twin beds. Colors include rose, blue, green or peach. $11.50 plus 45¢ postage. Landown, 516 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

A flight of ceramic ducks makes a popular and attractive wall decoration. We liked these because they are nicely done and because they look equally well with or without the plants. Imported from Czechoslovakia in 4 sizes: 9" long, $5; 7½", $4; 6½", $3; 6", $1.50, exp. col. Mayhew Shop, 603 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.


ti 5138 Connecticut Ave., Washington 6, D. C.

[ADVERTISMENT FOR SHOPPING AROUND SECTIONS]

EMP ANTIQUE ORIENTAL RUGS

Such delights as Ghiordes, Kulah, Ladik, Selma, Feraghan and practically all other desired weaves.

Collectors and other aspiring buyers will find here a treasure chest of rare rugs so often sought and almost never found.

Write for descriptive lists.

THOMAS F. DAVIS, 86-H, Skaneateles, N. Y.

Successor to Major L. R. Loxton, Collector of fine rugs since 1900.
AROUND

NOVEMBER, 1947

MODERN MONOGRAMS . . . PURSE AND POCKET EDITION!

Money and keys won't go astray if
they're mooched with these modern monograms! Designed for pocket or
purse, the bill clip and the key chain
are beautifully handwrought by
Leonore Doksow from gleaming
sterling silver. Smart Christmas gift
companion pieces!

Money Clip $6.00 Key Chain $6.00
Postpaid Including Tax
Please specify initials when ordering
LEONORE DOKSW SILVERSMAITH
Box HGN San Bruno, California

GIVE SOMETHING DIFFERENT

This Christmas!

Direct from the semi-tropical Delta of the rich Rio Grande, come these Christmas gift assortments of Citrus Fruit which contain the NEW taste-shattering
RED BLUSH seedless grapefruit
Something new! These luscious, beautiful, dark VIVID REDS are not to be confused with the famil-

ary "Pinks," With the "Reds" are included sweet,
Juicy Navel Oranges and our special mild Tangerines
in the marvelous hand-woven Mexican Riosbas-

kets illustrated. Other fruit packages include billy-
decorated containers, white crate or bushel baskets.

From the Fabulous Rio Grande Valley
where nature has deposited a deep layer of fertile alluvial soil, unsurpassed for the growth of finest tree-ripened Citrus Fruits.

A Gift Appreciated by Everyone
The contents of these gift baskets are enjoyed throughout the Christmas season—the baskets make it a gift that will be appreciated through the years.

FREE! Illustrated Gift List containing full-
color illustrations and prices of 18 Citrus Fruit Gift Assorts
Comes from.

Business Concerns: RED BLUSH distinctly answers your quest for "something different" in holiday remembrances to customers. You send the list—we do the rest.

REFERENCE: Dunn & Brownstreet, Inc.

Mail for FREE Gift List! COMES FROM
PITTEN & DAVIS
HARLINGEN, TEXAS
I RUSH ME YOUR FREE 1947 GIFT LIST

A Colonial lady waits for entre to some one's china cab-
inet, which she will grace with all the elegance of Dolly Mad-
sion herself. She's exquisitely
handmade of Lenox china,
authentically dressed even to
her flower-spangled under skirt.
She stands 7½" tall, $45 exp.
col. Ovington's, Gift Shop, 437
Fifth Ave., New York 16.

Shapeshed in silver. One of the
handsome desk accessories we have ever seen is this letter
 opener and magnifying glass of
sterling, the two pieces fit-
ting into a sterling sheath. An
outstanding gift for office or
home, $52.80 ppd. incl. tax.
Black Starr & Gorham, 594
Fifth Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Stag at eve. Cocktail time
turns the tired bread winner into a
gorgeous host—that is if
he has the right tools for his
cheer-dispensing. And what
could be more right than a ster-
ling-trimmed, imported stag?

Stirring spoon, $13.50, auto-
natic cork screw, $21.50, beer
can opener, $9.75. All incl. tax.,
exp. col. Ovington's. Gift Shop, 437
Fifth Avenue. New York 16.

FIREPLACE RAINBOWS

Flames of fantasy in beautiful rainbow
colors, are created, as if by magic, by
simply sprinkling a small amount of
color crystals on the open fire. This
pound box of modern magic with its
colorful peasant style, hand-blocked
label makes a charming gift.

$1.00 each postpaid
THE BIRCH TREE
Box 155
San Bruno, California

HEAVY BRASS
CIGARETTE LIGHTER
Burns Kerosene!

More than a mere ornament, these
Alice Minor lamps are authentic in
style, exquisite in workmanship, and
they light your cigarettes! The heavi-

ous brass base (19 oz.) has a
polished brass base (19 oz.) has a
milk-white shade and glass chimney.
7 inches tall; burns kerosene.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED
$7.95
NO COD's
THE VOGUE
San Antonio 5, Texas

A Gift Respected by Everyone

The contents of these gift baskets are enjoyed throughout the Christmas season—the baskets make it a gift that will be appreciated through the years.

FREE! Illustrated Gift List containing full-
color illustrations and prices of 18 Citrus Fruit Gift Assorts
Comes from.

Business Concerns: RED BLUSH distinctly answers your quest for "something different" in holiday remembrances to customers. You send the list—we do the rest.

REFERENCE: Dunn & Brownstreet, Inc.

Mail for FREE Gift List! COMES FROM
PITTEN & DAVIS
HARLINGEN, TEXAS
I RUSH ME YOUR FREE 1947 GIFT LIST

Who else but Reizenstein, America's oldest family-owned chins and crystal store could bring you such an outstanding value as these quartz-like crystal 12 oz. High-

balls. Monogrammed in an extra special way. Usually such items

cost $6.00, not such a lovely $2.95 which price tags these personal
highballs. OBTAINABLE NOWHERE ELSE IN AMERICA.

C. REIZEINTS SONS
505 Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

For those who love the glistening crystal...

12 of Them for
$2.95

Please send... Check for...
Addr. __________
City __________

Personalize Your
Highball Service with

Gleaming Crystal

NAME...

ADDRESS...

CITY...

Telephone...
TRAY BAR—mahogany finish—leatherette sides and back, red or ivory .................................................. $25.00
Silver Plated Thermos—half gallon ........................................ 36.00
Glass Cocktail Shaker ......................................................... 6.00
Chummy You, Me and Our Set .............................................. 7.50
Brandy Inhaler, doz ................................................................. 18.00
Zombie Glass, doz ................................................................. 10.00
Hi-Ball Glass, doz ................................................................. 7.50
Old Fashion Glass, doz ............................................................. 5.50
Shipped prepaid in 48 states—Sorry, No C.O.D.’s

Mail Orders Promptly Filled
1223 Connecticut Avenue Washington, D.C.

THE LUXURY TOASTMAKER—
AS MODERN AS TOMORROW
"YOU HAVE NEVER EATEN TOAST"!!! Un­
less you own a Toast-O-Lator, designed to give
you new toast-pleasure . . . both in making
and in eating. Merely insert the bread slices,
automatically toast keeps moving to assure
even browning on both sides . . . delivers it
browned to suit your individual preference on­
to awaiting plate. Toaster is made of beautiful
drome, base of rich plastic that never gets
hot. Guaranteed by Good Housekeeping. AC
current only. Limited quantity. $21.95.
NO C.O.D.'s. Shipping EXP. COLLECT

TALK OF THE TABLE...
Round the table go the cigarettes. Round
the table and, hospitably following, go the
silver-plated Ronson lighters. Press, It's lit,
Release, it's out. As your guests pass each
graceful table lighter on . . . watch them
smile in satisfaction at this thought—here truly
is the gift of gifts, to present or to receive.
A. Crown Model ........................................... $12.00 each, incl. tax
B. Queen Anne Model ........................................... $12.00 each, incl. tax
Add 25c to cover mailing and insurance
NO C.O.D.'s please

AT YOUR SERVICE ONCE AGAIN—FIRST
EXCLUSIVE OFFERING IN FIVE YEARS
You will want to fill in, to your existing ser­
vice of International’s Holmes & Edwards ster­
ling inlaid flatware, these important pieces.
BUTTER SPREADERS .............................................. $8.67 set of 8,
OYSTER FORKS ...................................................... $13.00 per dozen.
ICED-TEA SPOONS ...................................................... $13.00 per dozen.
Available in the three current patterns: A—"Youth", B—"Lovely Lady", C—"Danish
Princess." Limited Quantity, State pattern
when ordering.
NO C.O.D.’s. Postage Postpaid
BERKELEY OF LONDON (MAIL ORDER DIV.)
2272 Broadway, New York 24, N. Y.

New Aids to Better Serving

Old English Carve Fork
Holds Roast Firmly
Concave shield protects hand.
Stainless steel tines. Overall
7". In transparent gift
box. Chrome $5.
Silver plated;
gadroon design
$7.50. 15c de­
delivery charge.
[25c W. of Mis­
sissippi R.] No
C.O.D.’s.

Make Thin Bread
with SLICE-A-SLICE
Quick, easy. Insert thick baker's
slice, close and saw lightly.
Saves time, labor, mak­
ing canapes, party
sandwiches, Melba toast.
Complete with
Karve King knife
$2.85. 15c de­
delivery charge.
[25c W. of Missis­
sippi R.] No C.O.D.’s.

A REAL "COMIC BOOK" Here's a gift that will say "Merry Xmas" 12
times a year—a gift any child will love you for.
Give that youngster a membership in the
COMIC CLUB and watch his eyes light up each
month as the postman brings one of the 12 ex­
citingly different comics ... comics selected
for their wholesome reading. Best of all, these
comics-of-the-month come specially punched to
fit the sturdy blue leatherette binder (gold let­
ters on it, too) that arrives in time for Xmas
with the first comic. Membership and gift card
attached to binder. If gift, designate donor.
$2.00 per year postpaid
(add 10c west of Rockies).
COMIC CLUB
Box 108
Naperville, Illinois

Music for Christmas. A
candle Christmas tree, com­
bined with a music box that
plays "Silent Night" will bring
a bit of true Christmas spirit
to any party table. Pine scented,
it comes in green or white and
stands 10" high. $3.50, post­
paid from Ajello, 1846 Park
Avenue, New York City 35.

Please gentlemen, please
ladies. Any way you twist that
idea the result is that every­
body is pleased when men are
all spruced up with Gourielli’s
Tang shave and hair lotion and
cologne. The three bottles on
a white Lucite tray, $7.50 plus
20% tax from the House of
Gourielli, 16 East 55th Street,
New York 22.
AROUND

Our selection for the nursery stakes: a horse with fire in his eye, a proud arch to his neck, yet safe for even the youngest rider. Seat and rockers are red; Pennsylvania Dutch designs on white enamel; 31” long; 23” high; easily assembled. $5.95 exp. col. Mastercraft Products, 60 South St., Boston 11, Massachusetts.

Seeing is believing. For out-of-town friends and relatives, a Christmas greeting with a picture of your child, family, house or puppy dog will be almost as good as a visit. Send your favorite negative and a 3¢ stamp for sample. Negative will be returned. Cards with envelopes are $1 for 25. Yulecards, Box 310, Quincy 69, Massachusetts.

So Little but So Useful

... offer your cigarettes in our charming miniature cigarette butler. Silver plated.

$12.00 including federal tax and postage prepaid.

Decorative Galleries

NEIMAN-MARCUS

Dallas

Your Own State Charm!

Charm of any one of the 48 States, Postpaid anywhere in U.S.

Complete with Sterling Silver charm bracelet or key loop

Charm only in 14 carat gold - $18.00

When Ordering specify size A or B

Your own, your native state! Lustrous sterling silver fashioned into a replica of your state map. An unique addition to your charm bracelet or the start of a new one! Illustrations are actual size.

Prices Include Federal Tax

ADLER'S

New Orleans' Fine Jewelers

722 Canal Street • New Orleans 16

Order these better-tasting

STRAWBERRY PRESERVES

in time for Holiday Giving

Um-um—on biscuits, waffles or crunchy toast there’s no spread to equal the natural fresh fruit flavor of Fraises Creole. Made from luscious, fresh-picked, whole Louisiana strawberries and pure Louisiana cane sugar... skillfully blended to retain their smooth texture... do not go to sugar. Order yours by mail.

No. 1 (Illustrated)

Box of 6—1-lb. jars, wrapped in Xmas cellophane, red satin bow...

delivered - $5.00

No. 2—Case of 24 jars...

grand for family use or to give individually... delivered - $18.33

Send gift order with name and address and time you wish delivered. Enclose check or money order. (And don’t forget to order some for yourself!)
LEWIS & CONGER'S Christmas Book of Original Gifts...

- Do your early Christmas shopping from a comfortable armchair—with this 36-page catalog, packed with pictures and descriptions of the unusual kind of gift you always hope to find. But please send immediately for your free copy... early shoppers always have "best choice."

- **ONE READS, OTHER SLEEPS** with the famous Spot-Ray Lamp that focuses glareless light on the reader's book but spares the sleeper. Clamps on headboard, will not mar. Durable hammered bronze or ivory finish; with bulb, 5.75.

- **VALET RACK**—Sees a man calmly through the morning rush by holding all his clothes in readiness—suit, underwear, shirt, socks and shoes. Helps keep the room neater, too. Mahogany finish, 11.95.

**LEWIS & CONGER**
Ave. of Americas at 45th St.
New York 19, N. Y.

Please send me FREE
☐ 36 page Catalog of Christmas gifts
☐ Valet Racks @ 11.95
☐ Spot-Ray Lamps @ 5.75

Name ...........................................
Address ..........................................
City & State ..........................
☐ Check enci.  ☐ Ch'ge my acct.

**Coffee is Served...**

- Sterling Silver coffee pot, ebony handle ........... $145*
- Demi tasse cups of imported china, dozen ........... $27
- "Northern Lights" coffee spoons, dozen ........... $19.55*
- Decanter of fine Swedish crystal .................... $17.50
- Liqueur glasses,"Petal" pattern, dozen ........... $36

*Prices include Federal Tax

Please write for our new Christmas Gift Catalogue

GEORG JENSEN INC.
Fifth Avenue at 53rd Street • New York 22
AROUND

Gracious receivers. No more peering around for an ash tray if the after-dinner coffee cup (or any other) is equipped with a "Demitasse." Hostesses need them; prospective guests might well supply them. $3.50 plus 20% tax prepaid from C. D. Peacock, State and Monroe Streets, Chicago 3, Illinois.

Traditional candelabra still form part of the festive scene. This really fine pair (only one shown) are reproductions of antique Sheffield originals. Heavily silver-plated over copper, they stand 10½" tall and are extraordinarily low-priced at $50 plus 20% tax. Exp. col. from Seiden Antique Shop, 71 Allen Street, N. Y. 2.

ORDER BY MAIL

Delicious!

A GIFT BOX
OF FIVE FAMOUS-DISTINCTIVE
NEW ORLEANS CANDIES

Elmer's
Originals

These delicious, original candies are sweeping the nation! Their delightful taste will thrill you and your friends. Ideal Xmas gifts. Just send us your Christmas list! Huge souvenir box with beautiful New Orleans scenes contains:

- 1 lb. HEAVENLY HASH
- 2 cartons of GOLD BRICKS
- Carton of MINT BULBETS
- Carton of PECAN PRALINES
- Carton of COFFEE CANDIES

$3.95

Postpaid Anywhere in the U.S.

ELMER CANDY COMPANY-Dept. G-Box 860-New Orleans 2, La.

Gifts

They'll Enjoy For Years to Come... from one of New York's most popular stores

- ELECTRIC BLANKET, made by G. E., warms an icy bed in 5 minutes; then automatically adjusts to temperature changes to keep the sleeper cosily warm. Light weight, entirely safe, even washable. Blue, rose, green; satin-bound. AC. Twin size, 39.95; Double, 42.00; Double with dual controls, 52.50.

- SHARP PAIR—With this Carving Knife-Poultry Shears Set, even a tyro will do a good job on many a bird. Case Carver with 8" concave-ground blade and Pakka handle, and chromed Shears, both fit into wood block. 9.85.

- TELLS TEMPERATURE INDOORS AND OUT—This useful double thermometer reports the outdoor temperature by means of its transmission cord, hung outside the window. The second thermometer shows the indoor temperature. Black, 9½ x 2¼, 6.00.

LEWIS & CONGER
Ann. of Americas at 45th St., New York 17, N. Y.

Please send me □ General Electric Blanket @ 39.95 □ 42.00 □ 52.50
□ Case Carver & Poultry Shears Set @ 9.85
□ Indoor-Outdoor Thermometer @ 6.00

Name
Address
City & State
□ Charge my acct. □ Check enc.
There's Timeless Pleasure in Cartier Sterling Silver Gifts

A very handsome English cigarette box, finely engine turned cover, length 6 ¼" — width 4" — height 2 ½", $125. Baby brush and comb, $11.50 a set. Pair of military brushes and comb, $13.00 a set. The large selection of sterling silver includes flatware, hollow-ware, and bar accessories. Look ahead to Christmas, and check your wedding gift list. No charge for engraving 3 initials in block letters. Prices include Federal Tax.

Mail orders and inquiries given prompt attention.

Fifth Avenue and 52 Street, New York 22, N. Y. • PLaza 3-0111

“Menu-Marketing Book,” a boon to housewives or the careerist. Each page has a detachable section for a marketing list. Menu-planning part is punched for loose leaf binding. In leather cover, green, blue, ivory, brown or red: $5 ppd. Refills 50c. Mark Cross, 707 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 22.

The “Cheddell.” Those people in Wisconsin know how to make American cheese at its best by aging it slowly until it has the perfect tang and texture. This package holds 4 lbs. net, gift-wrapped for dispatch to your larder or to a discriminating friend. $3.95 ppd. W. of Rockies. $4.20. H. C. Prange Co., Sheboygan, Wisconsin.

“Octagon” Luncheon Set

For holiday festivities ahead... Léron designs an octagonal luncheon set with a highly Important air. In pastel-toned, heavy Irish linen with bright-white cording and a handsome, modern monogram. Ideal for Christmas giving.

Luncheon Set (17-pc. service for 8) unmonogrammed $38.50

Tea Set (45" square cloth, 6 napkins) unmonogrammed $29.50

Larger sizes on request.

Exclusive Léron-designed monograms each $1.30

For mail orders write Dept. H

PLaza 3-6700

745 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Paris • Chicago • Palm Beach
Around

For the littlest ones, a sure-fire gift this Christmas is a copy of Belinda Pink-Ears' Book of Surprises. It's a cute story, illustrated with pictures and with miniature toys scattered throughout the book. Special stationery invites reader to write to Belinda. $2. Post. 15c. Tiny-Tot Gifts, 1834-F W. 11th Place, Los Angeles, Cal.

Dispense with dispatch.
Instead of dipping your fingers into a jar of cream and scooping out a lot more than you need and getting rather messy in the bargain, just press this plastic container and a roll of cream appears—just like toothpaste. With spatula to fill, $1.00 ppd. from Beauty Dispenser, 6807 Hamilton Ave., Pittsburgh 8, Pa.

For Affairs of State

For your entertaining in the grand manner, The Linz Collectors recommend this imposing Old English Silver Punch Bowl of great beauty, size and weight. Intricately hand chased and gilt lined, $1750.00 including tax.

the rustic charm of a

Clever WHITEHALL House Markers bid your guests enter with all the charm of a good host.

All-metal, weatherproofed in black. Swedish iron finish highlights ornaments. Large or small sizes from $5.50. Lettering 20c extra per character or numeral.

WHITEHALL Weather Vanes lend distinction to lodge, estate or suburban home. All-metal, equipped with Swivel Base. Large or small sizes from $13.50.

At leading department, hardware, sporting goods stores. If dealer is unable to supply, send dealer’s name and write for illustrated literature.

Smartly Beautiful—Smartly Useful!

Brilliant New Handi-Tray Server
This trim new mahogany server is amazingly useful. A unique removable hostess tray that permits beverage service anywhere in the house. Pacific Silver Cloth lined tray keeps silverware tarnish-free. Its roomy storage space will house table linens. Made of mahogany and hardwoods fashioned by master craftsmen. .......... $109.50, F.O.B. Washington

MAIL ORDERS. AVAILABLE FOR PROMPT SHIPMENT

4244 Connecticut Avenue, Washington 8, D. C.
Christmas Shopping for Toys
The Easy Way

Before You Know It... It's Christmas!

This is just about the time of year when our deserving offspring suddenly become mysteriously and exceptionally "good." And of course they know that Christmas time is coming closer and closer all the time!

Why Not Shop The Easy Way?

Make our Toy Catalog your toy store, and shop easily and pleasantly from your favorite easy chair. There'll be no hectic last minute lists and dashes, or wondering if there's someone you've forgotten—nor will you have to brave the crowds, the noise, the confusion! Instead—you'll enjoy our big and colorful 80-page Toy Catalog, filled with gifts that children love—all carefully selected by the oldest and finest toy store in the country.

Send for Your Toy Catalog Today!

F. A. O. Schwarz • 745 Fifth Avenue • New York 22

Gentlemen:
Please send our copy of your new 1947 Toy Catalog.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY... STATE

For 85 Years... Good Toys for Good Girls and Boys

Light on Thrift. A combination piggy bank and lamp hits the jackpot as a gift for a child. A china horse or bull is also available, in white or cream, pink or blue. Send name and birth date and your own name as giver, and allow 14 days for delivery. $5 ppd. West of Miss., add 75c. Henson Handcraft, 6105 Limekiln Pike, Philadelphia 41, Pennsylvania.

Be a Show-off. This new and unusual cup, saucer and spoon holder is a good way to display your best china and silver... or store it if you lack closets. Holds 6 cups and saucers, 8 spoons. Of hardwood in either maple or mahogany finish. $10 postpaid. C. & T. Associates, 3514 San Pedro Street, Los Angeles 11, California.

Lovely!

In every piece at Colby's you will recognize that enduring loveliness which provides the perfect accompaniment for gracious living.

Just a Note

For your copy of our illustrated brochure. There is no charge.

John & Colby & Son

120 North Wabash Chicago, Illinois
626 Davis Street Evanston, Illinois

A Complete Furnishing and Decorating Service
The Original! . . . recognized instantly as America's finest native delicacy . . . the Epicure's Smoked Turkey from the Little Country Smokehouse on 200-year-old Pinesbridge Farm. Preferred for its delicate country goodness, full of tender-eating juiciness and rare flavor — because this is the genuine Old Turkey-Smoker's golden-brown masterpiece . . . the REAL THING!

It has many imitators, of course. But connoisseurs know a Pinesbridge Smoked Turkey is the only bird guaranteed cured in the ORIGINAL blend of garden herbs and rare spices, then applewood-smoked the ORIGINAL, century-old hand-tended way to the exact turn of deliciousness, ready to eat.

For Christmas our choicest birds will be smoked to order. We suggest early reservations.

No other is the Genuine ORIGINAL

PINESBRIDGE FARM
Original SMOKED TURKEY

WHOLE BIRDS, ALL READY TO EAT
(7 to 16 lbs. Net Smoked Weight—$1.80 a lb.)

OLD TURKEY-SMOKER'S CARVER
Fine stainless steel hollow-ground real staghorn handled Turkey-Sized Carving Knife with the Old Turkey-Smoker's compliments.

OUR GIFT WITH EACH BIRD

EPICURE PANTRY ASSORTMENT "A" — $18.50
Handsome Gift box contains 4 each of ¼-pound tins of Slices and Ready-Cut Smoked Turkey, and 6 oz. tins of Pâté — 12 large tins in all.

ASSORTMENT "B" — $9.50
Box of 2 each of ¼-pound tins Slices and Ready-Cut, and 6 oz. tins Pâté — 6 large tins in all.

PANTRYETTE — $4.95
Box of 1 each of ¼-pound tins Slices and Ready-Cut, and 6 oz. tin Pâté — 1 large tin in all.

NEW LOW PRICES FOR CHRISTMAS GIVING

Our Turkey-Smoker Just Won't Be Hurried! He Insists On Sticking To His Old-Fashioned Hand Methods

It limits the output, but seeing the result, we don't quarrel with him. We expect these birds will be spoken for early and again, as in previous years, it will have to be first come, first served. So if you want to make sure of wonderful gifts of the Old Turkey Smoker's own golden-brown masterpiece for your friends this Christmas, now's the time to put in your order. Guaranteed to please or money back instantly.

PINESBRIDGE FARM, R. F. D. 2, OSSINING, N. Y.
50/e Producer of the Original Smoked Turkey

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY:
"Your Smoked Turkey is out of this world! Please enter our order for 24 Christmas Turkeys." — J. H. Founders Ass'n.

"Thank-you letters for our Smoked Turkey gifts are still coming in; everyone was delighted with our Christmas selection." Globe Poster Co.—Typical of thousands in our files.

CHRISTMAS GIFT SHOPPING IN YOUR EASY CHAIR
Send us the favorite names on your Christmas personal and business lists for unique gifts of America's finest native delicacy — Pinesbridge Farm Original Smoked Turkey. No gift gives more real pleasure.

WE PRE-PAY EXPRESSAGE ON ALL SHIPMENTS IN U.S.A. AND CANADA
As your years dwindle down—as everybody's must—you'll need more than affection and companionship. You'll need a place to live and food to eat. Which means you—not the family next door, but you—will need money.

There's only one way for most of us to get money—that's to save. And for most of us, too, the best way to save money is through U. S. Savings Bonds.

Because U. S. Savings Bonds are the most widely and easily available investment to every citizen. Every bank sells them. Every post office sells them.

AND—most important—you can buy them regularly and automatically...which helps overcome human inertia and reluctance to save.

To do so, you just sign up for the Payroll Savings Plan where you work, or for the Bond-A-Month Plan at the bank where you have a checking account. Then they really pile up.

Of course, there are other reasons for buying U. S. Savings Bonds.

They're SAFE. Backed by the credit of the United States, that's all.

They're PROFITABLE. You get 4 dollars out for 3 put in, after 10 years.

They're LIQUID. Like water. You can get your cash out of them at any time...in a few minutes...without penalty.

Remember those words "melt away." They say better than a volume of statistics that you have less time than you think, to save.

Save the easy, automatic way—with U.S. Savings Bonds

Contributed by this magazine in co-operation with the Magazine Publishers of America as a public service.
New Beauty
for your room
in the new
Hungerford open
stock group

Through many years you'll
treasure and enjoy Hungerford
creations in solid mahogany. In
their traditional Colonial design,
in craftsmanship, in wood, they
offer perfection to win and hold
a lifetime of admiration. See
them at leading department and
furniture stores from coast to
cost. You'll appreciate every
one of these exquisite open stock
bedroom pieces by Hungerford.

Solid Mahogany by
Hungerford, Memphis
MILDEW • DAMPNESS • ODOR

CAN'T STAND SELF-VENTILATION!

Your linens need protection from these soiled clothes gremlins. That's why Pearl-Wick Hampers are made Self-Ventilating! Pearl-Wick's sturdy, woven fibre has hundreds of tiny, open vents that let air through. That means far less chance for rotting dampness, mildew and annoying odor. See the difference when you empty a Pearl-Wick Hamper!

Choose your new Pearl-Wick Hamper now. You'll get the best-made, best-styled, most famous hamper in the world... with the added protection of Pearl-Wick Self-Ventilation!

Moderately priced, in decorator-approved styles and colors. Many sizes—wherever better house furnishings and furniture are sold. Shown: Handsome "pearl" front panel, chrome-edged, with "pearl" top to match. Fully self-ventilating.

PEARL-WICK
SELF-VENTILATING hampers

SHORT CUTS

Cookie-cutter set retells the perennially beloved Grimm’s fairy tale of Hansel and Gretel. Fun to make and good to eat are cookies that star the principals: the two waifs, the trees to make the forest, the bad witch and her gingerbread house. These unbreakable plastic cutters show details as well as outline the figures; each figure is 3 1/2” high. Boxed with story and recipes, $1.17 the set at Macy’s, N. Y. 1.

Modern pads for handling hot dishes, are new for kitchens. Gripmitts, stream-lined in shape and fashioned of Dow Corning's amazing cushion-like "silastic," are unaffected by heat, steam, grease or stain. They shape easily to the hand; they cling to glass and metal, wet or dry, hot or cold, and do not scorch. Chalk-white background with bright color-fast design, a pair gift-packed, $1.95. Marshall Field, Chicago.

Post-meal cleanups are the most onerous of kitchen chores. Handling waste and garbage receptacles is an old-time method rapidly being replaced with simply-operated electric disposing units. New is Eureka's Dispos-O-Matic which grinds waste to a pulp and flushes it down the sink drain. All ready and easy to mount beneath any standard sink and connect to drain opening, $119. J. L. Hudson. Detroit 26.

Gaily ensambled covers for bowls and appliances, come newly styled of soft, silky vinyl plastic. Patterned with a marquisette background and overlaid with bright polka dots in red, blue or maize, this Protex “Dotty” group includes a 3-pc. bowl set, 69c; 10-pc. set, $1. Table cover, 54” x 54”, $2.89. Appliance covers, 69c, $1. Shell edging, 2 1/2” wide, 39c per yd. Apron, $1.69. All from Bloomingdale’s, New York 22.

Handy, portable mixer is this quart-sized bowl with electric motor head housed in chrome. The Spee-Dee Mixer makes light and quick work of heavy muscle drudgery: of beating cream, whipping egg whites, churning butter or mixing drinks. When finished, just lift the motor head out, run water over the Heater blades and air dry. Cover the bowl with glass top to refrigerate. $9.95 at W. & J. Sloane, New York 17.

SEVEN SHADES YOUR TOAST CAN BE WITH "K-M.'S POP-UP TOASTER! IT'S SILENT...FAST! TRY IT AND SEE!
YOU'LL SAY THAT I'M NO BOASTER.

Pop-Up Toaster

For toast as you like it! Two perfect slices at a time, in your choice of 7 shades. Automatic. Silent — no irritating ticking noise. Fast — no wait for preheating. Removable crumb tray. Good looking, and mighty good toasting! None could be finer. Get yours today!

- "K-M." Speed Iron — Really neat! Air-insulated MagiKool top can't burn fingers. Sensational new MagiKurve fits neckbands, armholes, ruffles, does tricky ironing jobs faster! Swivel cord. And 3 heats for every fabric!

- "K-M." Heating Pad — Warmth, when you want it! Your choice of 100 heats, with easy-to-find Visual Multi-Heat control that glows in the dark. Patented asbestos lining, lovely removable cover with inner lining that's both moisture-repellent and washable!

KNAPP-MONARCH CO. St. Louis 16, Missouri
Pressure cooking of meats and whole fowl is a matter of minutes with the new 6-qt. Presto Meatmaster. Cans 5 pt. jars. Front grip for lifting; safety devices, $14.95. Woodward & Lothrop.

New electric casserole by G.E. will do a neat job of cooking one-dish meals, braising meat or poultry. Automatic temperature control, 100° to 550°. Aluminum cover, red trim, $12.95. Hudson's.

Bottle sealer par excellence is this sculptured sea horse, chrome plated. A turn of the stem adjusts the rubber rings to fit any size bottle from soda pop to champagne, $120. W. & J. Shanes.

Memory of strong, black café in continental bistros becomes actuality with imported Espresso metal coffee pots. Heat-resistant handles; 2, 4, 6 cups; $4.25, $5.25, $6.25. The Post Mart.

Poultry set enables the host to do right by the bird. 8″ hollow ground vanadium steel knife with Pakkawood handle; serrated blade shears. Walnut storage block, $9.85. Lewis & Conner.

Handsome cutlery rack of hardwood stores 4 razor-sharp Flint meat slicers, 2 kitchen knives on wall or in drawer conveniently; for hand and blade protection. Set, $14.95. Titehe Goettinger.

Fine herbs are welcomed by any gourmet worth his salt. The House of Herb's new, attractive package called Even Dozen harbors the most useful seasonings, $4.20 the box. B. Altman & Co.

Small but handy additions to a well-planned kitchen are these tiny copper pans. Round, 3½″, for melting butter, $3. Square, 4½″, neat for fried sandwich eggs, $4. Hammacher Schlemmer.
Radio-clock for small quarters; takes up no more room than a kitchen clock: 4 tubes plus selenium rectifier; Haydon movement. White or ivory, 8 3/4" x 7 1/2" x 3 3/4", $39.95. Jewel Radio Corp.

Bantam electric range by Universal has front door opening, plugs into any appliance outlet. Large oven, 2 interchangeable units for surface cooking, fast broiling, $84.95. W. & J. Sloane.

Square waffle baker will please a fastidious hostess. Knapp-Monarch's, with color control knob and light to signal when to pour in batter and when ready, cooks 4 sections, $19.95 at Rich's.

Handsome oak carving tray with well-and-tree pattern, has four sharp chrome-plated spikes to hold roast firmly in place. Smart chromium handles, ball legs, 13" x 21", $25. Lewis & Conger.

A steam iron is a heaven-sent gift for the home laundress. Silex Duolectric, a temperature-controlled 2-in-1 iron, can be used dry or wet by flicking a switch, $21.95. From Bloomingdale's.

Oval table broiler by Farber will turn out a bevy of delicious dishes right at the table. Two heats, high 1,000, low 200 watts. Well-and-tree platter can be used separately, $24.50. Bullock's.


Mixing bowls pretty enough to grace the dinner table are a find. These Danish imports are hand-painted in white on a dark blue background. Four pieces in the $9 set. Wm. H. Block Co.

Please mention House & Garden when ordering gifts.
Pieces from the open-stock Olde-Salem Group

Designed by Koster

Story-book Setting

It's like turning the pages of a romantic New England story book to walk into an Olde-Salem furnished room. For every one of these magnificent solid mahogany masterpieces reflects the quaint, nostalgic charm of gracious Salem in the eighteenth century. Yet every piece is also designed to meet today's needs. Interiors are dust-protected, drawers operate smoothly and all surfaces are easy to dust, easy to keep lastingly beautiful.

Plan to own a room like this by buying one piece now... adding others later. Leading department and furniture stores are showing open-stock Olde-Salem. Look for the "by Drexel" seal.

Write today for new booklets showing Drexel Furniture in attractive room settings: "18th Century Traditional", 26 pages; 10c."Precedent", 27 pages in full color of Drexel's new modern furniture; 25c. Address 572 Huffman Road, Drexel, N. C.
In this issue...

Tabas Hofmann is both a gardener and a distinguished painter of flowers who has illustrated numerous books, had her work exhibited by such institutions as the Bronx and Brooklyn Botanical Gardens. She contributes frequently to House & Garden, painted the daisies on p. 183.

Herbert Bayer specializes in projecting ideas, whether as exhibits staged for the Museum of Modern Art, advertisements or paintings. Now in Aspen, Colorado (page 187), he is busy re-styling the old ghost mining town and practising the expert skiing learned in his native Austria.

Morton D. May is a St. Louis department store executive with a genius for photography (he is one of America’s leading amateurs), an insatiable passion for travel (he has been as far as Inner Mongolia). With his wife as helper, he took the color shots of Guatemala (pp. 199, 200).

Mary Grosvenor Ellsworth comes of a family of “eaters.” On trips her mother scheduled visits to restaurants along with museums. She wrote Mack Dependa on Dinner (Knopf), is helping Crosby Guige to re-edit André Simons’s cookbook. Turn to her party article, page 192.

Philip Johnson’s personal war against un-straightforward architecture is seen in his own houses, his early introduction of Mies van der Rohe to this country. Consultant on architecture at the Museum of Modern Art, he is responsible for its Mies show (page 190) and its catalogue.

Contents for November, 1947

on the cover: The kaleidoscope of Christmas caught by the lens of Fred Baker. Here are the bright colors of tree trimmings, the sparkle of tinsel, the brilliance of crisp papers, introducing 22 pages of hand-picked Christmas gifts which appear here.
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On the next 22 pages—
an alphabet of
Christmas presents

a is for antiques
b is for beauty
c is for children
d is for dining
e is for elegance
f is for furniture
g is for gourmet
h is for hobbies
i is for ink
j is for jewelry
k is for kitchen
l is for linen
m is for men
n is for “night before”
o is for outdoors
p is for peace
q is for quiet
r is for radio
s is for sound
t is for travel
u is for usefulness
v is for variety
w is for women
x is for xmas touch
y is for yuletide cheer
z is for zero hour shopping

HOME
FOR
CHRISTMAS

FOR CHILDREN . . . Christmas is a letter to Santa Claus . . . being very, very good for days ahead . . . watching for the postman . . . smuggled packages and family secrets . . . wondering if Dancer and Prancer and Blitzen are real reindeer or just imaginary . . . trying hard to sleep the night before . . . opening presents . . . kisses from large, strange aunts and uncles . . . being carried upstairs to bed, the best gift under one arm.

FOR YOU . . . Christmas is your house at its very best, fragrant with pine boughs and spicy baking . . . china, crystal and silver polished, eggnog cups counted, nutmeg standing by.

FOR EVERYONE . . . Christmas is a silent night, a holy night . . . stars guiding kings and shepherds . . . choirs of herald angels . . . a time to remember the blessedness of giving . . . a time to share your happiness with others . . . a time to turn home with peace in your heart toward all mankind.

Due to conditions beyond our control, we cannot promise that the gifts will be available when this issue appears, or that prices may not have changed. Prices west of the Mississippi are generally higher. For a directory of stores turn to page 254.

Opposite:

Christmas morning

Sheets and pillow cases, Wamsutta Supercale, “Radiant” blankets, Springfield
is for beauty

Top: Terra cotta Mexican bull by Henry Rox. Kleemann Galleries, $75; delicate Chinese figure with base (not shown), Peggy Green, $35; terra cotta figure called Ritual, by Henry Rox, Kleemann Galleries, $100; English transfer paintings, with antique maple frames, Alfred Orlik Inc., $695 for a set of six.

C is for children
Cowboys and Indians, 13 pieces, made in England. $4.40 at Young Books.

Steam engine designed like power plants. AC, DC. $10. The Emporium.

Exciting mammoth circus outfit all under the big top. $35. F. A. O. Schwarz.

Saddled, stirruped, ready to ride, is this donkey. $11.98. Jordan Marsh.

Town and Country convertible; plastic car. $6.95 ea. Carson Pirie Scott & Co.

Moving van and furniture for long distance hauling. $10. F. A. O. Schwarz.

Swiss music box flaunts gay brass band, plays 2 tunes, $45. Young Books.

Rocking horse, $8.95; starred wagon, $3.95; pink, blue. Lord & Taylor.

Washing machine for dolly's clothes works just like mother's. $5. Gimbel's.

Modern Super-market, 23" x 17" x 15", all equipped. $6.90. At Gimbel Brothers.

Cement mixer, an exact replica by Jaeger, costs $10.98 at G. Fox & Co.

Teddy bear of mohair with felt music box drum, 10" high, $9. Flynn, Inc.

Lefty, freckle-faced pennant winner. Yank or Dodger. $5. Frederick Loener.

Bathtinette, fashioned just like baby's, $8.50. Dy-dee doll, $17.95. Hudson's.

Wood play tool box, fun to take apart, put together, $2.95. The Play Center.

Pudgy, blue-eared elephant plush has butted eyes, $1.65 at Altman. Spotted leopard, gentle as午后, tame enough to ride. $3. B. Altman.

Set of eight giant blocks, planks in lollipop colors, from Bullock's-Wilshire. Sewing machine to run the seams of doll dresses, $7.50. F. A. O. Schwarz.

Small gnome in gay colors stockinette, eyes firmly sewed, $2.95. Henri Bendel. Jumbo dominoes, 20 of which packed in wooden box, $5. The Block Shop.

Felt donkey, 28" tall, stands or sits. $8.50. Main's House & Garden Store. Pink and blue Heavenly Tess with whistle on a cord, $6.50. Young Books.


Felt donkey, 28" tall, stands or sits. $8.50. Main's House & Garden Store. Pink and blue Heavenly Tess with whistle on a cord, $6.50. Young Books.


Bathtinette, fashioned just like baby's, $8.50. Dy-dee doll, $17.95. Hudson's.

Wood play tool box, fun to take apart, put together, $2.95. The Play Center.

Levi, freckle-faced pennant winner. Yank or Dodger. $5. Frederick Loener.

Dixie showboat that ply the Mississippi, $3.50. McCutcheon. Circus wagon from Big Top circus, shown above, $5. F. A. O. Schwarz. Build the DeWitt Clinton, passenger train in New York, $1. Bloomingdale's. Lorry train operates by work mechanism, with sounds, $8.95 from I. Magnin.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Gorham silver candelabra, $550* a pair, Black, Starr &amp; Gorham.</td>
<td>$550*</td>
<td>Black, Starr &amp; Gorham.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sterling silver salt and pepper shaker, $29.50* a pair, Plummer, Ltd.</td>
<td>$29.50*</td>
<td>Plummer, Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Crystal vase with a motif of the Seasons by Verlys, $12, Barker Bros.</td>
<td>$12</td>
<td>Barker Bros.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Silver coffee service, $115*, Black, Starr &amp; Gorham.</td>
<td>$115*</td>
<td>Black, Starr &amp; Gorham.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Syracuse China gold-rimmed Bracclet teacup and saucer by Onondaga Pottery Co., $4.35 each, B. Altman.</td>
<td>$4.35</td>
<td>B. Altman.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Fostoria's Formality pattern wine glasses, $1.39 each, Bloomingdale's.</td>
<td>$1.39</td>
<td>Bloomingdale's.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Chelsea Rose soup plates by Royal Doulton are $45 a dozen, Davison Paxson Co.</td>
<td>$45</td>
<td>Davison Paxson Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Floral place cards, $6 a dozen, Black, Starr &amp; Gorham.</td>
<td>$6</td>
<td>Black, Starr &amp; Gorham.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Spode Lowestoft teapot, Fitzhugh pattern, $17, Mermod-Jaccard-King.</td>
<td>$17</td>
<td>Mermod-Jaccard-King.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Regent Park dinner plates by Theodore Haviland &amp; Co., $30 a dozen, Halle Bros.</td>
<td>$30</td>
<td>Halle Bros.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>In Towle's Old Master design, gravy ladle and meat fork, $10* each, Lambert Brothers, Inc.</td>
<td>$10*</td>
<td>Lambert Brothers, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Reed and Barton's plated silver bacon dish, $12.50, The Higbee Co.</td>
<td>$12.50</td>
<td>The Higbee Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Wedgwood &quot;Charnwood&quot; after-dinner coffee cups, $44 a dozen.</td>
<td>$44</td>
<td>Wedgwood.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Silver sandwich server in the &quot;Ripple&quot; pattern, $31.50*, &quot;Shell&quot; cheese plane, $18* by Hans Hansen of Denmark, Danish Silversmith Guild, Ltd., from Neiman-Marcus.</td>
<td>$31.50*, $18*</td>
<td>Neiman-Marcus.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Syracuse China teacup and saucer in the Governor Clinton pattern. 2. Lobmeyer’s hand-blown crystal decanter, $15, Patrician cordial glass, $45 a dozen. A. J. Van Dugteren and Sons, Inc. 3. Community’s Ascot design 5-piece tea and coffee service, plated (tea, coffee, sugar, cream and waste), $150, tray, $90, both plus 20% tax at Macy’s. 4. Sterling silver covered vegetable dish, $150*, The Gorham Co. 5. Chocolate cups and saucers with apple green rims and gold traced handles, $8.50 each, Davis Collamore. 6. Cambridge Glass sherry glasses in the Laurel Wreath pattern, $17.50 a dozen, Stern Brothers. 7. Sugar spoon in the Romantique design, $4, is by Alvin Corp., silversmiths. 8. Ceramic covered dish with strawberries and leaves on the cover, $10, Henri Bendel. 9. Fluted pottery plate, $6.50, Krause-Wallot, at Gump’s. 10. After-dinner coffee spoons, American Victorian pattern, by Lunt Silversmiths, $22.50 a dozen at Cartier, Inc. 11. Duncan & Miller Magnolia design glass plate, $10, at Wright, Tyndale & Van Roden, Inc. 12. Chippendale pattern sterling silver sandwich tray, $45, by Frank Smith, from J. E. Caldwell. 13. Pottery serving dish, $8, America House. 14. Community’s Morning Star plated 38-piece service for 6 (top), $51, Wanamaker.

More gifts on page 229.
is for elegance

f is for furniture


CHINESE MODERN. Oak commode, $650, mahogany chair, $70, Charak. Tumble-wool rug in peony beige, $36 a square yard, Libertyville Textiles.

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. Mahogany desk, $265, black lacquer armchair, $95, Baker. Young Victorian rug, about $9.50 a square yard, Firth Carpet.

FRENCH PROVINCIAL. Antique commode, $800, contemporary chair, $135, Jacques Bodart. Gulistan Grenadier rug, 9' x 12', $110, Karagheusian.

For further details and stores, see page 263.
g is for gourmet

Cooked ham, ready to serve, about $17.95, Old Denmark.

Poona cheese, $2 for 1 pound 4 ounces, Bellows and Co.

Crepes Suzette, 18 cakes to the jar, $2.25, Charles & Co.

Stuffed oranges in grenadine, left, 50c pt., H. Hicks & Son.

Smoked turkey, $1.50 a lb., Vendome Table Delicacies.

Rajah spicy curry, left, 50c a jar, Tel Burn of New York.

Imported Swedish matjes herring in wine, $5.90 a tin, Old Denmark.

Boiled whole Iceland brook trout, 8 oz., 99c, William Poll.

Pâté de Foie Gras and truffles, $4.95, 4 oz., Allerton Fruit Shop.

Caviar from William Poll is $12 for a jar, $24 a pound.

Stilton cheese in port wine, $1.55, 12 oz., Vendome Table Delicacies.
1. For model train aficionados: an American Flyer locomotive, part of a set, $39.95, Wanamaker's.
2. For collectors: butterflies are 50 cents and up, each, Butterfly Store; hand-tooled, loose-leaf album, 11" x 13", $16.95; 12" x 14", $21.50, C. P. Leathercraft; collectors' caliber stamps, 10 cents and up and Magnifocuser glasses, $8.50, Edson J. Fifield; silver-topped jar for paste on a silver tray, $68.50, including tax, Carlier, Inc.
3. For model makers: airplane kit, $1; tugboat kits, $3.50 and $10.50; gas engine with coil and condenser, $19.50, Polk's Model Craft Hobbies; fly making set, $17.50, Abercrombie & Fitch.
4. For game and sports addicts: metal chess set, $25, poker chip box, $17.50, chips, $3.50, E. S. Lowe Co.; archery set, $12, Stoeger Arms Corp.
5. For scientists: microscope, $62.50, Meyrowitz; celestial globe, $10.50, Rand McNally.
6. For artists and craftsmen: ABC photograph laboratory set, $8, DeJur Dual Professional light meter, $34.50, Camera House; 20" Inkle loom, $7.50, Universal Handicrafts Service Inc.; painters' disposable palettes, 9" x 12" size, $1 each, 12" x 16" size, $1.50 each, from Arthur Brown & Bros., Inc.
is for ink


is for jewelry

Gold whistle, wonderful for calling a taxi, $90 including tax, Carrier, Inc. Rolex wrist watch for a man is $202.50 including tax, from Tourneau Watches. Man's gold Dunhill lighter, $192, lady's, $180, including tax, I. Magnin.
1. Oval copper skillets, permanently lined with stainless steel, $20, $25, $29 from Hammacher Schlemmer. 2. Imported straw covered cruet set, green glass oil and vinegar bottles, $2, Tatman’s. 3. Liquidizer by Knapp-Monarch to make beverages and purées quickly, $34.50, Rich’s. 4. Copper-trimmed salt mill, $7.50; matching pepper mill (not shown), $8.95, The Post Mart. 5. Copper fish mold holds a 36-ounce aspic, $5.75, The Post Mart. 6. Pottery petite marmite, 4 quarts, cradled in solid copper and brass, alcohol burner, $23.95, Bazar Français. 7. French corkscrew pulls stoppers whole; olivewood, $5.25; boxwood, $2.75, Bazar Français. 8. KitchenAid mixer, juicer, $45.90, W. & J. Sloane. 9. Carving set: 11" and 8" knives, fork, Pakkawood handles, maple block, $17.50, Lewis & Conger. 10. Steak knife, one of 8 with hollow-ground steel blades, ivory plastic handles, $20 the set, Rich’s.

Woven linen towels, Monogrammed, $9.75 ea. Mosse. Daisy place mat set. Nine pieces are $12.98; 17 are $22.50, Maison Henri. Ellison and Spring California "Modern" tablecloth, 52" x 70", $8.50, Kerr’s, Inc.

More kitchen gifts on page 152
# m is for men

## AS A HOST
He loves mixing drinks, abetted by a more-than-professional array of equipment. His small bar is a world of his own, where, aproned for the part, he can rival the world's best bartenders.

## AS A TYCOON
Seen across a shining expanse of desk, he is at his most masterful, buttressed by phones and a large globe. At no other time is mise-en-scène so important as here where he directs the destinies of big business.

## THE RAW MATERIAL
David Wayne, leprechaun of Finian's Rainbow is the man as naturel.

## AS A HUNTSMAN
Debonair blazer of trails, silent stalker of game, resourceful and intrepid. His sports gear is authentic and he gets as much fun showing it off at home as braving nature with it. Observe him in a dinghy to which is lashed a bar.

## AS LORD AND MASTER
By his hearth, he is all charm and pleasant wit. In negligee moments, he smokes a pipe, in the best tradition of British authors, sips port after dinner and cultivates a tender, romantic manner. He is at his best at home.

For further information turn to page 264
invent a giddy mobile to swing gaily in the front hall each time the door is opened. Make it of tree ornaments.

Outline your front door with Christmas greens; hang a gigantic wreath in the center, with a big bow.

Cascade red ribbons from a tall candelabrum to cachepots full of crimson flowers.

Run swagged garlands of holly through handsome brass rings alongside living room windows.

Festoon your tree with a maze of pink and green ribbons, in the Austrian manner, with perky bows.

Hang a silhouette tree of boxwood greens above...
is for peace
is for quiet

On this page:

1. An enormous sponge, $13.50, Frazer & Co. 2. Detecto scale, $5.95, B. Altman. 3. Callaway Mills gray “Royal Fern” bath set, about $5, Bullock’s. 4. Cross Country soap is $2.25, at Mark Cross. 5. A pair of bottles for perfume is $6, W. & J. Sloane. There are tissue boxes and bath accessories to match. 6. A wonderful chair, covered in rose satin, has a mirror to give you an all-round view, $69.50, Hammacher Schlemmer. 7. An airy-looking magazine rack is made of Lucite, $23.50, Hammacher Schlemmer. 8. Pink satin eye shade, Eleanor Beard, $3.75. 9. A sculptured bottle is one of a set of three which cost $30 at Carlin Comforts, Saks Fifth Avenue. 10. This Lucite tray is a fine catch-all for small paraphernalia. Unfitted, it is $17.50 from Bergdorf Goodman.

Opposite:
Massive brass lock, $60, Charles J. McCarthy; two white, shaggy bath mats, soft and absorbent, $10.75 each from Mosse; Delman booties of golden mesh, $19.95, Bergdorf Goodman; thick glass table top with glass base, $185, H. H. Turchin Co.; Wedgwood leaf dish, with 10 plates $90, W. Jay Saylor Co.; Du Comte pears, $2.95 for 10-14, Stagecoach Orchards; glass water pitcher, about $7, from the Corner Craft Shop; Juniper Geranium Bath Salts, $6.50, and Blu Grass toilet water, $12, plus tax, Elizabeth Arden; Germaine Monte spongy shower glove, $2, Bergdorf Goodman; blown glass ash tray, about $12.50, House of Italian Handicrafts.

More gifts on page 26.
1. FM "Pilotuner" attaches to any AC or AC-DC radio, Pilot Radio Corporation, $29.95. 2. RCA Victor model 630TS television set, $375 plus excise tax and $55 for installation and a year's maintenance and service. 3. Emerson model 506 table radio phonograph, equipped with a record changer, $99.95. 4. Bonot "Rubaiyat" permanent needle, $5, "guaranteed forever." 5. Magnavox "Chairsdc" radio phonograph with record changer, $245. 6. RCA Victor recordings of classical music, $1.05 each. 7. General Electric model 260 self-charging portable radio, $139.50 with batteries. 8. Jennie Tourel singing Rossini arias, Columbia album MM-691, $4.60. Some prices higher west of the Rockies.

Prices include federal tax except where noted. More radios on page 253.

*Plus tax
U is for usefulness
V is for variety

1. A bronze bell for a country house, $25, Florentine Craftsmen, Inc.
2. Bicycle exercising machine, $87.50, Abercrombie & Fitch.
3. Electric and effortless, an ice-cream freezer, $24.95, Lewis & Conger.
5. For drying lettuce as the French do, wire basket, $3.65 prepaid, Bazar Français.
6. A shoe grooming kit, $7.50, M. J. Knoud.
7. The chrome Ice-O-Mat crushes ice, fine or coarse, $7.95, Woodward & Lothrop.
8. Sperti sun lamp in leather, $47.50, automatic timer $7.95, Hammacher Schlemmer.
10. For men, eleven-ounce cologne, in hamper, $18, plus tax, Bronzini, Ltd.
W is for women

1. Suede cigarette-pack case, holder with covered tips and case, $13.50 for the set, Saks Fifth Avenue.
2. Rubinstein fitted case, $35, plus tax, Helena Rubinstein, Inc.
4. Gold perfume funnel and powder scoop, $38 incl. tax, Trubert & Hoeffer.
5. Unbreakable gold-colored bottle is one of a set of 3, can be marked as you will, $7.50 single, $21 set, Bergdorf Goodman.
7. White bird cage, $16.50, at Chanticleer.
8. Satin linen band, $2.95, Sherle Wagner.
10. Tiny cigarette box, $4.50, and lighter, in gold luster, $2.50, Alice H. Marks.
11. Crown Staffordshire breakfast set, $43.50, tray, $4.50, Davis Collamore.

More gifts on page 232
**X** is for xmas touch

Gaily decorated Christmas ball, Max Eckardt & Sons, 2 for 25c.

Shimmering cornucopia with trimmings, at Henri Bendel, $1 and $1.55.

Handmade Czechoslovakian tree ornament, at New Design Inc., 55c.

Wrapping paper, 25c package of 2 sheets and gift wrappings, below, all from Dennison's.

Little Christmas tree made of silver stars, at Henri Bendel, $7.95.

Pleated foil rope trimmed box, 51.
Sparkling tinsel and fat grapes, $1.25.

Miniature grapes, gold leaves, $1.25.
Mistletoe with gay satin ribbon, 51.

Felt stocking with colorful embellishment, at America House, 510.

Giant red-and-white candle, 25" high, by Emkay, at Gilmore Brothers, 35.
Y is for yuletide cheer

Baker's remarkable table, left, folds to next-to-nothing, above, expands to serve a party, right, reduces to a butler's tray, is $139 at W. & J. Sloane. Above: Antique French iron candelabra, $175 pair, W. Jay Saylor; Old Sheffield wine cooler, $25; champagne glasses, $40 a dozen; Lowestoft basket, $150; smaller Lowestoft basket, $175 for a pair; Lowestoft tureen, part of set costing $975; Booths' Blue Peony 10" plates, cups and saucers, each $21 a dozen; antique serving fork, $35, spoon, $35; salt and pepper shakers, $29.50; silver sandwich plate, $39, and 4-piece Sheffield-plate coffee service (including teapot not shown), $750, all from Plummer, Ltd. Piper Heidsieck champagne, 1937, about $8.67. Frontier pattern lunch forks, $1.50, teaspoons, $3.60 each; napkins by Marghab, $39 a dozen; cake knife, $8.50, all from Georg Jensen. Fruit cake, $3.60, Old Denmark. Right: Silver tray, $48.5. Georg Jensen. Decanters, $35 to $35.50. Vacuum pump, $35, "Holly" highball glasses, $13.50 doz., and cocktails, $19.50 doz., silver jigger-opener, $18. Plummer, Ltd. Haig & Haig pinch bottle Scotch, about $7.33, Fine Arts whiskey, about $4.62, and a bottle of Canada Dry Sparkling Water. All prices include tax.

Z is for zero hour shopping -- see December House & Garden
A CHINESE SUMMERHOUSE of white brick and timber is flanked by massed hybrid rhododendrons.

**Baroque garden**

Chinese overtones in a Connecticut garden

The town garden of Mrs. Spencer Goodwin in Hartford, Connecticut, though limited in area, is richly interesting because of its various distinguished elements. Two are shown here—the small Baroque garden, opposite, and the Chinese tea house, above. From the former, steps lead to a large garden, rich in color, where the tea house is located.

All too rarely do we see evidences of the Baroque in gardens today, so this is worthy of comment. The facing beds are edged with broad matching curves made of white painted brick, using 3" width for face, and the bricks extending 4" above the broad grass path. Behind these the planting is purposely low in scale—not over 18" high—and of gray foliage perennials and small bulbs. White, green and gray are the colors here. Turf offers a gentle approach to the larger and more colorful garden. Agnes Selkirk Clark was the landscape architect.

Equally is it rare that we find vestiges in modern gardens of a form of design which was universally popular in the Eighteenth Century—Chinoiserie. In walls, fences and garden structures, the Chinese taste found its expression, elaborately designed and vividly colored. The lush taste of Eighteenth-Century Chinoiserie might prove a crude anachronism today, but reminiscences of it are found in the pointed pagoda roof of this summerhouse. White brick walls give privacy. Supporting posts are squared and stained. On each side are massed hybrid rhododendrons. Delano and Aldrich were the architects.
A debt of thanks
for the fruits of the spirit and the fruits of the earth

BY RICHARDSON WRIGHT

Just about a hundred years ago a woman editor began badgering the President to declare Thanksgiving a national holiday. She begged President Polk to name a date for nation-wide remembrance of our blessings—each state at the time celebrated whatever date it chose. In vivid words she pictured the whole nation halting its work to render thanks. Failing with Polk, she hammered away, in turn, at Presidents Taylor, Fillmore, Pierce, Buchanan, without avail. Then, in the darkest days of the war between the States, she threw down her challenge to President Lincoln.

In the September 1863 issue of Godey's Lady's Book, which she edited, she suggested the last Thursday in November. The following year President Lincoln proclaimed the date she had named. At the moment—casualty lists mounting and peace far off—there did not seem much to be thankful for, but Sarah Josepha Hale could be thankful that her eighteen years of perseverance had borne fruit.

That is one of the anomalies of being thankful. It is our darkest hours which most acutely reveal how bright some days have been. We can never be truly thankful unless, having faced the fact of our insufficiency, defects and obstinacy, we realize that, in spite of these, blessings have come to us. Blessings are not imparted as a sort of automatic improvement, but always as a call and a challenge to active response and to harder and higher service. They open the door to a new environment where the capacity for new vision and new desires is to be found. They also reveal ultimate ends: we halt to realize whence blessings come and whither they lead.

To a world bewildered by social frictions and economic and international distrust, an awareness of blessings received and thankfulness for them presents that new environment. We have to learn how to live in it, which may not always be so easy to do. We have to learn that any planning apart from our ultimate ends is a futile and dangerous procedure. People who fail to count their blessings and be thankful for them, find new vision rather blinding and a whole set of fresh desires hard to accept. Yet, paradoxical as it may seem, none of us can become truly human until we recognize that it is more blessed to give than to receive. That we all have a chance to attain this height of our human capacities is a most profound cause for being thankful.

However skilled with machines we may become, however deeply science may penetrate the hidden mysteries of the world’s resources, Thanksgiving still remains a festival of the land. The health of a nation, the health of the world, depends on the health of the land. When we take increase from it and fail to give increase back, we are pursuing a dangerous course and neglecting ultimate ends. We are receiving without giving. Our vision is very short indeed. A farmer plowing under a cover crop to enrich his land today in Nebraska may save the life of a child starving in some far off corner of the world, where cover crops have been neglected.

Hundreds of years ago Hosea wrote of that interrelation of ultimate ends: “And it shall come to pass in that day, I will hear, saith the Lord, I will hear the heavens (Continued on page 224)
If my library burned tonight

by Aldous Huxley

EDITOR’S NOTE: Because books are a part of everybody’s life, House & Garden asked Aldous Huxley to answer a hypothetical question: What would you do if your library burned tonight? A profound thinker as well as dynamic novelist, he takes this occasion to reappraise, from his California desert retreat, his choice of the world’s literary classics.

If my library burned down . . . fortunately for me, it never has. But I have moved house sufficiently often and I have had enough book-borrowing friends to be able to form a pretty good idea of the nature of the catastrophe. To enter the shell of a well-loved room and to find it empty, except for a thick carpet of ashes that were once one’s favorite literature—the very thought of it is depressing. But happily books are replaceable—at any rate the kind of books that fill the shelves of my library. For I lack the collector’s spirit and have never been interested in first editions and rare antiquities. It is only about the contents of a book that I care, not its shape, its date or the number of its flyleaves. Fire, friends and changes of residence can never rob me of anything that cannot, like Job’s children, camels and she-asses, be restored in fullest measure.

In principle I would like to possess all the poetry worth reading in all the languages I have a nodding acquaintance with. But as an emergency measure, in the first few weeks after our hypothetical fire, I shall buy myself only the most indispensable aids to mental health and security.

There will be Shakespeare—because, like the giraffe, there ain’t no such animal. He is an impossibility and yet, marvelously, he exists; too good to be true, but a fact of history and experience.

There will be Chaucer—because, of all the great poets, I feel towards him the warmest personal affection, because, if I dared to wish for genius, I would ask for the grace to write Troilus and The Canterbury Tales—presumptuous request, but not so utterly inordinate as would be the wish to write like Shakespeare.

There will be Homer—because he is of the family of Chaucer, but on a grander scale; an absolutely truthful poet, who accepted life as it actually is, accepted it as nearly in its entirety as it is possible for anyone to do, who is not a mystic as well as a realist.

There will be Dante—because (though, as a human being, he seems to me second only to Milton himself in unpleasantsness) he was, like Shakespeare, one of those enormous impossibilities that are yet verifiable facts; because he knew the secret, never fully mastered by any other writer, of producing the highest poetical effects by means of a rock-like, skeletal simplicity of language.

There will be Donne—because of his fascinating combination of modern sensibilities with medieval learning. There will be Marvell—because his small gift was perfect. There will be Wordsworth—because he is one of the forces of nature, and this in spite of the fact that he could write worse than anybody and that, after Milton and Dante, he was probably the least sympathetic of the great poets. There will be Baudelaire—because he was the last and the most eloquent of the Fathers of the Church. There will be Rimbaud— (Continued on page 243)
Make books a part
of your daily life

Books can be a part of your house, part of your profession or part of your private life. As the warming, humanizing element in a room, they are rivaled only by an open fireplace. As pure decoration, they are invaluable. The rubbed bindings of old books have a charm of their own. On the other hand, many people keep the dust jackets on their books for their bright color notes in a modern room. Depending on your needs, you may want to give your books any one of a dozen different backgrounds. Here we show you a sheaf of ideas for new and for old libraries. The owners of these rooms range from an architect whose reference works frame his drawing board to a bibliophile who owns valuable original manuscripts. In two of these libraries, books are used architecturally, to break up space. In a third, an antique break-front was adapted to hold rare volumes. Another shows bookshelves alternating with cupboards in a checkerboard. In all these libraries, you will note the association of books with the personal possessions which give a room its inner life, its outer charm.

For library accessories see page 236

Breakfront holds a designer’s library
Harvey Smith, who designs prints and wallpapers, protects his portfolios in an extra-deep, glass-doored English breakfront.

An artist’s books frame his own painting
Peter Piening’s bookcases rest on cabinets which hold his canvases and colors. Snipe decoys and one of his own semi-abstract paintings are personal touches.

Work corner of an architect
Thomas Harlan Ellett, who uses his library as an office, can reach for a book while at his drafting board.

A designer’s reference shelf
Herbert Bayer’s bookcase, in his Aspen Colorado studio, is used as a partition making two rooms out of one. The painting is Bayer’s own; the mobile by Calder.
Books punctuate a storage wall
In the John Baird Quigley’s San Francisco penthouse, the library doubles as a dining room. Cabinets hold their dining table, phonograph, radio. Wall is of Oriental Plexwood.

Bookcases used as pilasters
In Mr. and Mrs. Jacques Makowsky’s Long Island house (see our July issue) books play an architectural role. Between the piers, you can see the living room below, the sea beyond.

Indirectly lighted office-library
In decorating Mr. Siegfried F. Hartman’s home office, designer Paul Bry related books to a Chinese porcelain collection. Lights are behind a band of sand-blasted firwood.

Book cabinet holds china and prints
The fine bindings of the William H. Osborn’s books are protected in this French Provincial cabinet whose top shelf displays decorative porcelain. On the grille doors hang prints.

Library in the grand manner
Mr. Wilmarth S. Lewis, noted collector of Horace Walpole letters, studies them in the Georgian library of his Farmington, Connecticut, house. Portraits above the walnut paneling are 18th Century.
Mies van der Rohe

A photographic profile by Damora of one of the greatest living architects, who recently designed a retrospective exhibition of his work for New York's Museum of Modern Art.
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, the German-born American architect, is an amply proportioned man of Buddhistic composure, behind which lies a warm personality and an unconceited belief in his own creations. “Architecture is the will of an epoch translated into space,” he wrote in the early 'twenties. Since then he has been “translating” in projects of such clear beauty and uncompromising purity that critics rank him with Frank Lloyd Wright, Le Corbusier and Walter Gropius. We present above four characteristic creations: the plan for a country house (left) designed in 1923; two of his chairs, the Barcelona (lower right) and the Brno (center) in which elegance and utility are wedded with impeccable craftsmanship; and his most recent house (above), planned for Dr. Edith Farnsworth in Fox River, Illinois. (Continued on page 245)
Holiday parties without a maid

BY MARY GROSVENOR ELLSWORTH

An enduring part of the holiday spirit is, and always will be, the gift of hospitality—the door thrown open, the candles lighted for family and friends. Your holiday hospitality needn't rely on a staff of servants. It can depend, as it has really always depended, on the hostess herself. You can give your holiday parties, large or small, easily and well with no assistance but your own two hands. It's a knack that is not difficult to acquire, and it certainly pays off in grateful guests. They love the informality, the feeling that you did it all for them. Everyone relaxes, talk is easy and good, tensions disappear and the individuals fuse into that cohesive whole that insures a good party.

There are two techniques for achieving this summum bonum. You can cook with your guests around you or you can cook in advance. Which you choose depends quite simply on whether or not you like to cook with people around you. Some do. I have seen them with no apparent effort serve cocktails, carry on several conversations and concoct the most heavenly food, never harried, never inattentive, pleasantly relaxed. Not me! I come unstrung...and there I am, entranced with all the lovely people, dreamily putting chopped onions in the fruit compote and forgetting to start the potatoes. For me, all major cooking has to be completed well in advance of the event.

The technique which suits you determines the menus you plan. The sociable cook can manage all the short-order specials, the steaks, the mixed grills, all the fast cookers. The solitary cook shines behind a casserole. So—first find out which kind of a cook you like best to be, then build your (Continued on page 240)

Whether your Thanksgiving turkey is cooked in a rambling country kitchen or a compact one in town, your Thanksgiving table should be bright and friendly. Set it with Booth's Peony china and sparkling crystal goblets by Cambridge Glass Co., both from Plummer, Ltd. The traditional pattern of Grand Colonial sterling by R. Wallace & Sons is handsome on a country table or on a table cloth dyed red for Thanksgiving in town. Linen damask napkins by Gribbon, Mosse.
COUNTRY THANKSGIVING: RED MATS ON MAPLE; HARVEST VEGETABLES, FRUITS AND WHEAT; naïve, cast-iron candlesticks.

TOWN THANKSGIVING: CRYSTAL EPERGNE WITH A PYRAMID OF PINEAPPLES AND FLOWERS ON RED DAMASK; ELABORATE ORMOLU CANDLESTICKS.
Romantic decoration, modern color

Against pale persimmon walls, Kindel mahogany furniture is graceful. The “Parquet” rug and “Richmond Rose” Needlepoint bedspread are by Cabin Crafts, Inc. The lamp, Paul Hanson. All other accessories from Ruby Ross Wood, Inc. Abstract painting, Composition with Red, by Gertrude Green, is from the Bertha Schaefer Gallery. Mirror, Pittsburgh Plate glass. Furniture is at Paine’s of Boston; Lammert’s, St. Louis; Suniland, Houston. For further details and complete store list see page 265.
A good night's sleep...

depends as much on sympathetic decoration as on planned comfort

THE HARMONY OF MATCHED MATERIALS
The guest room in Mrs. John Krumhaar Peet's New York apartment is also a sitting room. Gothic fret chintz, heavily quilted, is used on headboards, beds and for curtains. Decorated by Earnshaw, Inc.

THE COMFORT OF EVERYTHING AT HAND
Within reach of Mrs. Frances L. White's bed, covered with Fortuny silk, are bookshelves and a desk, cherished pictures and sculpture. Colors are subdued in this room decorated by Elsie McNeill, Inc.

THE INGENUITY OF SPACE WELL USED
To gain a sense of space in the small bedroom of their four-room apartment, Mr. and Mrs. Nino Lo Savio placed their upholstered bed in a mirror niche. Decorated by Jansen of New York and Paris.

THE CHARM OF PRETTY ACCENTS
Garlanded with green-leaved, pink and white flowers, antique French beds in Mr. and Mrs. Philip Isles' apartment have eyelet-embroidered spreads laced with pink. Edzard painting; George Stacey, decorator.
To be technical, a room is not heated to keep you warm. Rather, it is heated so that you may be cooled at the proper rate. The human being is warm blooded. People are essentially what the physicists call "heat engines." Like an automobile or airplane engine they must be cooled in order to "run" efficiently.

At rest, the average human must lose enough heat every hour to raise the temperature of a pint of water about 50 degrees Fahrenheit. When walking or dancing the amount of heat lost must be almost twice as much. In the winter, you will be healthy and comfortable in an environment of 68° to 72° F. This room temperature allows the body to dissipate its heat at the proper rate. We respond to lower temperatures by shivering, and to higher temperatures by perspiring freely.

A simple explanation of ways to keep warm in winter

Principle of steam heating
Right, diagram indicates what happens when steam is used as a heating medium. Water is turned into steam in the boiler and is piped to the radiators where it gives off its heat and is condensed back into water again. Then this runs back to the boiler. In an actual steam heating system there would be thermostats, other controls, air vents, and accessories.

Convection currents of air
Above the candle heats the air under one of the chimneys and the upward escape of this warmed air draws the smoke from a cigarette through the other chimney. The movement of air that is created can be seen through the glass front of the box. The principle illustrated in the experiment is the basis of gravity-type warm air heating.
A heating system that creates a comfortable temperature, and is at the same time economically feasible, may be chosen from many available types. Geographic location is important because of the availability and cost of fuel, balanced against the demands imposed by the weather. Long winters in the North require entirely different provisions than do the occasional chilly days experienced in the South. A system that is ideal for one extreme may be entirely impracticable for the other.

Fuels may be oil, hard or soft coal (fed by shovel or stokers), gas, electricity, or wood. A new development in heating systems is the complete elimination of any fuel whatever. One way of doing this is to take heat from the outside air (if it is above 45 degrees) by an ingenious reversal of the principle used in refrigeration. Another consists of pipes buried in the ground to take the heat from the earth, which, a few feet down from the surface is always at about 45 degrees, winter and summer.

The medium for conducting heat from the unit in which the fuel is burned to the rooms of the house may be steam, hot water, or warm air. Each of these has its own virtues, as heating engineers will tell you.

A warm-air system responds very quickly to changes in the weather when the furnace is called upon by the room thermostat to supply heat. The air is brought to the rooms through wall grilles, which are quite different in modern design from old-fashioned floor registers.

In the steam and hot water systems, heat is delivered to rooms through radiators or coils buried in the floor, walls or ceiling. (Continued on page 267)

To overcome radiant cooling

Anyone standing near a cold window for a few seconds will feel the effect of radiant cooling. Body heat escapes to cold surfaces as indicated in the lower illustration. Sometimes we are not conscious of why we are cold, for the thermometer that registers the air temperature of a room may be at 68 degrees or higher. But a wall, window, floor, or ceiling that is appreciably colder than the air of the room will produce this cooling effect. Properly insulated walls, the use of storm windows, or sealed double glazing will help to raise the temperature of these surfaces. Radiators under windows create an upward current of warm air that acts as a curtain over the glass to prevent chill.
GUATEMALAN JOURNEY

A LITTLE COUNTRY OF STRIKING CONTRASTS: BANANA PLANTATIONS AND MAYAN RUINS, PAGAN RITES AND CHRISTIAN CEREMONIES, PRIMITIVE VILLAGES AND A MODERN CAPITAL

BY ERNA FERGUSSON

It is difficult to imagine a country of more concentrated, exquisite and various beauty than Guatemala. Every thought of it brings up visions of loveliness—loveliness of seashore and sedgy rivers entering bays where small black boys dive like seals; of heavy tropical foliage and brilliant strange flowers; of magnificent mountain peaks reflected in upland lakes; and of Spanish colonial plazas where wide-basined fountains splash lazily and every cobbled street seems to lead to a purply-blue volcano. As a vacation spot, it seems to have everything; for in Guatemala the visitor leaves at once the world of his private worries, stepping over into a primitive and colonial setting preserved in ancient beauty for our modern delight.

This presupposes, of course, that the visitor will be content to look without probing. Of late, Guatemala has begun to shake herself free of years of dictatorial government; the country is filled with eager young men trying to make a modern state and doing very well at it. But they still have to cope. (Continued on page 201)
YllOM AMICLA TO CIICII ICASTK.NA.NGO CUATfclMALA CITY, DliLlTFULL MIXTLKK Of OLD AND M;VV AKCIHTHCTLRI':

LOWERS HILL THE HILLS OE LA MERCEU LLURCH. ANTIGUA CROSS I
The village of San Pedro on the shores of Atitlan
GUATEMALAN JOURNEY

continued

with a population half Indian, living in primitive ways, speaking no Spanish and offering the visitor a continuous and brilliantly costumed pageant. Added to this, Guatemala is easy to get to, easy to get around in and as comfortable as your own home—if you follow the well-traveled ways. Explorers can, as always, leave the beaten track, make themselves very uncomfortable, and come home with breath-taking tales. But if you prefer to read such yarns and travel in comfort, stick to the usual routes; they will leave you with beautiful recollections and burdened—doubtless—with much primitive handiwork that has the rare advantage of being quite usable in your modern northern home.

The easiest entry into Guatemala is by plane; it also gives you a few extra days there. An afternoon’s flight from Mexico offers more splendor than the mind can easily absorb. Rising above Mexico’s volcanoes, you float all afternoon over mountain and vale and you come in, at sunset, over Guatemala’s Lake Atitlán. There are no words for the glory of those colors, the light, the sense that the whole world lies below you in beauty.

At Guatemala’s airport, the visitor is greeted like an old friend with an armful of flowers—the official welcome of a friendly land that is also well aware of tourists as a chief source of income.

The traveler with time and a need to relax can make a more leisurely approach on a steamer of the United Fruit Company’s White Fleet. A small, well-equipped ship gives you two or three days in Havana, two or three gliding deliciously over the Caribbean, and lands you in Puerto Barrios where the Rio Dulce enters the Gulf of Honduras and you get all the sense—and scents—of a tropical port. You watch black men lift the leaf-green bananas from padded freight cars to specially-constructed steamers for the United States trade. The Rio Dulce is worth exploring if one has the time. Pirates used to hide there; it flows through a jungle where you will see flights of parrots, swinging funny-faced spider monkeys and crumbling Spanish forts. A few miles above Puerto Barrios is (Continued on page 238)

CANDLELIT INTERIOR OF ST. THOMAS', RARELY PHOTOGRAPHED
Trees  You can learn to identify deciduous varieties even in winter, when they are shorn of foliage
To the casual observer, trees may be just blobs of green, magnificent or queer, thin or thick, round or vase-shaped, drooping or upright. Then when winter strips these same trees of their foliage (which gives them their name of "deciduous") they are revealed as individuals. We see their bony structure, their ways of spreading out to catch the maximum sunlight on their leaves and the play of winds. We can visualize what incalculable distances the sap must rise to reach every farthest branch and twig, and marvel at the force which draws it up and distributes it. The shape of a tree, together with its bark, is one of the easiest ways to identify it. Here are 23 familiar kinds widely distributed through the American countryside. Any winter walk will disclose their naked beauty.
An old California winery—remodeled into a house with Spanish Colonial flavor

In California a stone house is enough of a rarity to suggest special treatment. When the Douglas L. Pringles first saw the four massive walls which were practically all that was left of an old winery in the Napa Valley, they began then and there to plan a house that would live up to the dignity of the material. The remodeling was entirely Mr. Pringle's doing. He added the dormer windows, the balconies (which, like the fretwork on the chimneys, were once a garden fence in Saratoga), the porte-cochere, the long swimming pool, the octagonal fountain where the cows come to drink. Inside, to achieve breadth as well as a feeling of formality, he gave over a large part of the ground floor to a cool, stone-arched hallway running the depth of the house. A mammoth stair, whose double flights join at a halfway balcony, connects with the eight upstairs rooms. The windows in these rooms are relatively small and the taller-than-usual doors make the ceilings look high. As a result, the rough stone wall plays an important part in the decoration, contrasting with carved antiques, paintings and chandeliers which reflect Mr. Pringle's personal taste in collecting.

The owners assiduously avoided quaintness in remodeling their winery, preserving the simplicity and cool good lines of the original building.

Opposite:
A fountain was built as a drinking trough for the cows, which keep three acres of clover lawn close cropped. The big downstairs hall (shown on the next two pages) ends with a view of this terrace. The present owners installed the dormer windows in the pitched roof to give light to the attic.

Left:
The swimming pool is part of the design and gives balance to the house. It is 12 feet longer than the house each way. Readily accessible to it are showers on the ground floor. The three stone chimneys are arranged to allow six fireplaces to open into the rooms.
Wide, arched windows, hung with appliquéd net curtains, look out through a grillwork balcony.

Guests lend a hand at helping in the kitchen, then eat surrounded by antiques in the Spanish Colonial dining room.

Silhouetted against another of the picture windows, an amusing gilt chaise as romantic as its setting.

The small, uncurtained window and bare stone walls are almost monastic, supplying an unexpected contrast to the antique furniture and the pomp of the crystal chandelier.

Almost the entire ground floor of the house is given over to a great hall, right, which runs its full depth.
A double stair, lined with antique glass, rises from hall to living room above.

Old English furniture, collected by the Pringles, is used in this bedroom, in mellow contrast with the winery's stone walls.

In the evening after dinner, Mr. and Mrs. Pringle, right, often canoe on a lake near the house.
A case for beauty

Mr. Sheraton designed it as a desk,
now it becomes a
dressing table or server

We think that Mr. Thomas Sheraton would join the ladies of 1947 in applauding what Old Colony's designers have done with the elegant little desk he originated in 1780. These craftsmen loved his original, and had the imagination to see that its well-planned drawers could be adapted to hold a great array of cosmetics and accessories. The result is as complete a make-up chest, dressing-table and jewel box as can be imagined. At the same time, it still remains a good desk, with plenty of room for writing materials in the unfitted drawers and tambour reeded cabinet. If you have a small apartment, you could use it as a serving table. It would also be perfect for a guest room or in a hall. It has casters and side handles and can be easily moved about. The back is finished, too.

Because such special furniture must function smoothly, its makers have given it precision cabinetwork. The drawers, with their beautiful yew-wood bandings, are ingeniously constructed. On the left side, the lower drawers—forming a separate, lockable jewel-case—pivot out. They are specifically fitted for necklaces, rings, earrings, and perfume bottles. Drawers on the right side swing out to bring under your hand a full range of cosmetics, fitted into shallow wells for safety. Manicure gear goes into the long center drawer, while upper drawers have hinged lids to give added shelf surface. The mirror slips out of its secret slot to any one of three angles. It, too, has a working shelf. You don't need to worry about the tooled leather top and facings spotting—they are stain-resistant, reasonably alcohol-proof. The chest, 34" long, 20" deep and 31" high, is mahogany. It is about $500, exclusive of the Marie Earle make-up kit, at Lord & Taylor, New York, and four other stores listed on page 269.

The make-up chest looks like the original Sheraton desk, but its clever new fittings are as functional as any modernist could wish. Photographs below are close-ups of the sections numbered above.

1. This drawer, on the left-hand side, makes a good glove case and holds more of your things at the back. Its hinged lid gives you added working shelf surface.

2. Velvet-lined drawers for jewellery pivot out and can be locked when not in use. In the section at its right there is space for perfume bottles to stand upright.

3. Tooled leather on the top and drawer facings is treated to resist stains from creams or alcohol.
All you need for dressing is at hand, under good overhead lighting by Wendelight

1. Two tambour-reeded doors open to this useful storage compartment in the kneehole section. Its two shelves are convenient for larger jars, or boxes.

5. The mirror and its shelf, in close-up position here, adjust to top of chest. You fold it forward to slide it back into its slot over the drawer.

6. Pivoting drawer, fitted with a make-up kit by Marie Earle, works easily. Wells and pockets for lipsticks prevent spills.
A designer's own office

When you get off the elevator of the 29th floor of a New York scraper to call on Walter Dorwin Teague, you have no hesitation as to which way to turn. The workmanlike plan of these newly-remodeled offices carries you straight to the big, soundproofed, air-conditioned room from which this designer directs his staff's activities. Mr. Teague can discuss preliminary business in an informal conversation corner (above, left). He can sit down at a big table with a board of direct and go over blueprints on the wall-size bulletin board. Near his desk, to which four people can draw up comfortably, is his made-to-order, adjustable aluminum drafting-table. A high-key color scheme based on vermilion and off-white is as clean as the plan of the room itself.
NOW every home can have luxury heating

... with the **TRANE** Convector-radiator

**the healthful warmth of air in motion**

The quick-heating lightweight aluminum and copper heating element of the Trane Convector-radiator gently warms large volumes of air, causing it to rise naturally by convection, eliminating cold spots around windows and filling the entire room with healthful circulating air. No other modern heating device releases heat at the exact spot where heat is needed most.

**the pleasant comfort of natural heat**

Then the Trane Convector-radiator adds just a touch of radiant heat. This natural combination of convection with just the right amount of radiation gives you both zephyr-like warmth and sunlike penetration for that "June in January" feeling you want. This—plus finger-tip control of each unit, instant response to changing heating requirements, and proved fuel economy.

**the beauty of concealed heating**

Trane Convector-radiators have been custom-built for years for exclusive hotels and apartments, fine homes, and other deluxe buildings. Now this unit—whose introduction foretold the end of the old-fashioned iron radiator—is made available by advanced production techniques and quantity production at prices within the most modest budget.

The clean smooth lines of the Trane Convector-radiator blend unobtrusively into any interior... the trim yet sturdy cabinet may be finished readily to blend into any color scheme, and may be recessed into the wall to occupy almost no floor space. Yes, you have every heating advantage in a system that actually costs less than any other steam or hot water heating system.

To learn more about the advantages of Trane Convector-radiators, send a post card to The Trane Company for Booklet H4, "How to Live in June All Winter"... or ask your heating contractor or distributor.
If you want fine, enduring Colonial furniture now—for every room in the home—buy Whitney Birch. Authentic in design, beautifully finished, and distinguished by the custom-like craftsmanship for which Whitney has become famous.

Like our vegetable gardens lumber is a crop, although in this country it is seldom planted by man. And, like our gardens the crop contains weeds as well as useful plants.

Take birch for instance; the crop consists of white, black, yellow and gray birch. Gray birch is the weed, has no value, and dies young. White birch is a good wood, but too soft. Black birch is hard enough for furniture, but scarce.

Yellow birch—the furniture crop—has silvery bark when young and is then widely called "silver birch." After sixty-to-eighty years growing the yellow birch tree attains a diameter of eighteen inches to three feet. From such trees growing in the deep woods comes the lumber which we use. Only about thirty to thirty-five percent of the lumber from such trees, however, is good enough for good furniture.

You see, the inside or "heart" of every tree is quite full of knot caused by its small limbs. A good lumber tree must be crowded so that it will grow tall and straight and that the lower limbs will die. Then the tree begins to produce good lumber (as our old lumber buyer used to say) "as clear as a hound's tooth."

W. D. MILLER, President

WHITNEY

Birch

Approximate prices in photo above: 3623 Newport Chair $120.00, 1315 Duck Face Drop Leaf Table $49.50, 3622 Newport Sofa $227.50, 1304 Niantic Cocktail Table $25.00, 1369 Lazy Tom Magazine Table $25.00.

Mr. Wallace K. Harrison

Self-portrait of the artist

The visitor gets the impression that no detail of the sitter's appearance has been omitted, though actually the paint is put on rather broadly and flatly. It is a method which recalls the delightful children's books illustrated by the artist's father, among them the Chansons de France which found its way into many an American nursery.

Mrs. John M. Schiff

Lady Mendl

Sylvie Boutet de Monvel

Mrs. Lydie Hull

BOUTET DE MONVEL EXHIBITION

For the first time since the war, New York will see an exhibition of portraits by Bernard Boutet de Monvel. An artist of international popularity, Mr. Boutet de Monvel returns to Knoedler & Co., with a group of "Profiles" of well-known society figures as well as some very charming subject pictures which recall the Paris of an earlier day. The show will open on November 19th and will run through the 29th. Mr. Boutet de Monvel composes his portraits with such economy of props that his subjects are all-important. His suave restrained coloring makes his paintings easy to live with, for they blend with almost any type of decoration, adding a note of dignity and grace. His likenesses are faithful to an extraordinary degree.


Gentlemen:

Please send me, without charge, the brochure showing the Whitney Birch furniture you are now making.

Name

Address
Perfect end of a perfect day... music by the magnificent Magnavox radio-phonograph

FROM mountain cabin to suburban mansion, Magnavox fits graciously into every living scheme... both as fine music and superb furniture. Magnavox offers every new and improved development of radio science, including unmatched tone quality, genuine static-free Armstrong FM and fully automatic record changing. It embodies this incomparable performance in console models, styled and made as fine furniture, because it is impossible to bring you fine music accurately reproduced through anything less than large-set quality. There are fourteen distinctively different Magnavox models from which to choose, priced from $198.50. Look for your dealer's name in the classified telephone directory or write The Magnavox Company, Ft. Wayne 4, Indiana.

The Mayfair. Fine furniture in the modern manner. In white oak or mahogany, an unequalled value at $198.50. With FM (17 tubes—14 amplifier, 2 rectifier, 1 tuning)... $263.50.


The Belvedere. Authentic Chippendale design for lovers of fine furniture. In mahogany or walnut, $465.00. With FM (21 tubes—16 amplifier, 3 rectifier, 2 tuning)... $515.00.
Montag's fine letter papers make distinguished gifts for every occasion. First, there's a thrill in the beautiful package, in the clear, fresh colors, the exquisite paper. Then, there's pride and pleasure in each letter. Finally, the happy ending! Long-letter writers can buy matching paper, short-letter writers can buy matching envelopes, as needed. Make a Montag style your stationery "pattern." In boxed combinations and "open-stock" at fine department and stationery stores. Montag Brothers, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia, 230 Fifth Avenue, New York.
The Lazy Susan breakfast, so cheerful and so companionable, is an occasion where the mood of leisure and the friendly atmosphere of informality are complemented by the sparkle and intimate loveliness of Westmoreland authentic handmade early American Milk Glass reproductions.

Illustrated in natural color is the handmade Beaded-edge pattern with the narrow row of beads hand decorated in rich coral red. This pattern is also hand decorated in a full dinner or luncheon service in a series of eight matching fruit designs, and it is made without decoration.

Westmoreland Glass Company
Grapeville, Pennsylvania
ARE WE HAPPY!

And how lucky they are, too! With a house all their own measuring up to their dreams... and a Masland Regency Wilton Broadloom to make it home. Very new... very special. The unique weaving process combines rich, high-cut pile with a deep, “petit-point” surface to give unusual beauty. See Regency at your favorite store. Send for “Young America at Home.” Dept. F-2, C. H. Masland & Sons, Carlisle, Pa.

Be "At Home" with...

MASLAND BROADLOOMS
Perhaps the gayest thing about this Christmas is the news that toys—the elaborate, irresistible toys of pre-war—are coming back again. What is more, many of them have been improved, so that you can now get dolls with the skin you love to touch and trains that wind up, or run by electronics. Toys today are more realistic. Instead of appealing merely to make-believe, they tend to encourage the child to play at the things he will do later in the grown-up world. He can cook, iron, service a car and make ice-cream sodas with some of the toys shown here. You will find on these pages toys for toddlers, toys for action, toys to fire the creative imagination. Choose any of them to make your child and other children happy on Christmas Day.

FOR TOTS AND TODDLERS

Tractor on which a toddler can ride is 13" high. Yellow, red and green body, red seat and rubber-tired wheels, priced $5.98. From J. L. Coker & Co.

English jigsaw puzzle which teaches spelling, each animal being labeled with its name. Background is a puzzle, too. 10" x 14¼", $3.95. I. Magnin & Co.

Soft rayon plush elephant in blue with pink floppy ears, palms, soles and ribbon; bell eyes, 2½" high, $9.95; with music box, $13.95. From Lord & Taylor.

Illustrated cards tell how many steps each player can take on A Visit to Mother Goose. The winner gets there first, $3. At Strawbridge & Clothier.

Light-weight floating animals covered in Koroseal. Pink and white swan (9"), green duck and turtle, plaid fish, $1.25 each. James McCutcheon's.

Endless combinations to be made with Roto-Gear's bright pegs and turning gears encourage experiment, develop co-ordination, $2.50. The Play Center.

Washable Baby's Mother Goose is printed on muslin in bollfast colors. Hemmed, pages make child's handkerchiefs, $1.25 at Arnold Constable.

Pick-up Time Clock teaches counting and time-telling. Finger gym is designed to develop baby fingers and hand muscles, $2 each. At Hutlder's.

(Continued on page 218)
Few gifts are more universally acceptable than figurines by Royal Doulton. In this famous line your choice is wide. And under the same symbol you find animal subjects, decorative pieces and tableware in both English Bone China and fine Earthenware.

Write for the name of your nearest dealer. Enclose 10¢ if you want fully illustrated Booklet No. 26, including correct table services.

Doulton and Co., Inc.
Successor to W. M. S. Pitcairn Corp.
212 Fifth Avenue, New York 10
FOR BOYS

Milk cart, white with black and red lettering, has 2 sliding doors, windows, carrying tray with miniature milk bottles, $3.50. At Hecht Company.

Tornado racer runs on compressed air. Pumped up, it will run 15 miles per hour for 125 feet making noises like a gas engine, $4.95. Halle Brothers.

Tractor with powerful winding spring has extra-long running time, balloon tires, brake, steering gear; can pull other toys. 11", $9.95. F. A. O. Schwarz.

Replica of Elco sports cruiser, of red, white and blue plastic, runs on two flashlight batteries for approximately 8 hours, $9.95. The Higbee Company.

Propellers rotate when bright-colored, rubber-wheeled helicopter is pulled along. Pilot inside transparent plastic nose, $1.95. The Halle Brothers Co.

FOR GIRLS

Mother's little helper can "do up" doll dresses with real aluminum electric iron, low heat, $1.95. Sturdy red metal ironing board, $2.39. Gimbel's.

For potential hostesses: a 16-piece aluminum cook and bake set by Mirro with red handles, including a whistling teakettle, $2.25. Famous-Barr Company.

Cleanup incentive for any moppet is this adorable pink kit: mop, broom, dustpan, duster, rack and organdy bunny apron, $5. At Children's Book Shop.

Kitchen cabinet stocked with miniature food supplies, baking needs and utensils. Of metal, brightly decorated, stands 20" high, $3.98. At Kaufmann's.

Electric stove, with red signal light to indicate when connected, actually cooks and bakes. 15" x 12½" x 7¾". With 5 utensils, $7.95. Wanamaker's.

(Continued on page 220)

Unmistakably KITTINGER in Styling and Craftsmanship

... on a desk of such rare beauty, hand-crafted in Adirondack knotty Pine... styled with Kittinger perfection combining the charm of Period design with Modern ideas in utility. Deftness in Kittinger designing has provided a conveniently raised file drawer, practically at your finger tips! The mellowed richness of hand-polished Pine is further enhanced by the decorative writing surface, "Craftop"... a new Kittinger development, hand tooled and hand-toned in a soft shade of Celadon green. See this charming Pine kneehole desk at leading stores everywhere. Kittinger Company, Buffalo 7, N. Y.

KITTINGER
Makers of Fine Furniture Since 1806
**TOYS continued**

### FOR DOLL FAMILIES

**De luxe doll by Mme. Alexander** has latex arms, legs, real hair, movable eyes. Swiss organza dress, bonnet, lace trimmed. 24", price is $18.95. At Rich's.

**Sparkle Plenty**, comic strip favorite, has magic skin which can be bathed, powdered, rouged; golden hair that can be brushed. 14", $5.98. Gimbel's.

**Kris Kringle's attentive reindeer** in white rayon plush, red antlers, red felt "spurs" and jingling bell harness. 19" high, $9.98 from Saks Fifth Ave.

**Santa himself** is a favorite toy this year. Traditionally bearded, clad in red corduroy with belled cap. 19" high, $9.95; with music, $12.95. De Pinna's.

**Lifelike baby doll** with fleshy skin of rubber is stuffed with foam latex for durability, 18" h., $8.95. Layette in hatbox $5.95. From John Wanamaker's.

**Spanish peasant dolls** in fiesta costume, jeweled headdresses, are hand-made, hand-painted by artists. Stand 15" h., $13.50 each. At Scully & Scully.

**Sparkle Plenty**, comic strip favorite, has magic skin which can be bathed, powdered, rouged; golden hair that can be brushed. 14", $5.98. Gimbel's.

**Amusing** brown and white rayon plus monkey, jointed and wired for such antics as hugging children, hanging by its tail. $4.98. From Abraham & Straus.

**Dinkum, the platypus**, is a native Australian. Washable lambskin, stitched yellow felt bill and feet. With book carrying case, $4.95. At Burdine's.

**A well-dressed doll and her clothes** travel in this sturdy, brass-cornered, blue metal trunk 18" high, 10" wide, $8.95. From Jordan Marsh.

**An exact replica** of a dress-model oval hatbox comes in shiny black, has gilt edges and initials, a leather strap. $7.25 at Young Book.
Question: In order to complete my plans for this year's Christmas entertaining, I would appreciate your sending me the recipe for pineapple punch which appeared in one of your Christmas issues last year. Any suggestions you can offer as to a good book on making Christmas decorations for the home would also be helpful.

Answer: The pineapple punch recipe is as follows:

- 4 bottles of champagne
- 1 pint of Jamaica rum
- 1 pint of brandy
- 1/4 pint of Curacao
- Juice of 4 lemons
- 2 pineapples, sliced
- 1/4 lb. of powdered sugar

Put the pineapple and sugar in a glass bowl and let them stand until the sugar is well soaked in the pineapple. Then add all of the ingredients, except the champagne. Let this mixture stand in the refrigerator for about an hour. Add the champagne, chilled, and ornament with sliced orange or other fruits. Serve in champagne glasses.

Well-illustrated directions for making wreaths, garlands for the door, unique decorations for mantel or table, making wreaths, garlands for the door, party favors, fireproofing evergreens, etc., are given in Anne Witsnser's book, Make Your Own Merry Christmas, published by M. Barrows & Co., 1001 Christmas Facts and Fancies, by Alfred C. Hottes, deals with Christmas facts and fancies covering over 37 countries. It also has chapters on greenery, decorating the house, and plant legends. Published by the De La Mare Co.

Question: Have you any solution or remedy for a very bad case of mildew? Our cellar, guestroom and hall—all on the same floor—are, I'm told, built into a gravel bank. We have no leaks, but the walls were so much colder than the summer air, the moisture in the air condensed on the walls, ran down the walls and formed puddles on the floors. The hall and cellar are mildewed up to the ceiling. We have tried so-called mildew-proof paint, which has been well recommended by many people, but our walls seem to be at a stage beyond any of the cases I have heard of or seen. We have also tried keeping this floor shut up, but the condition still persists.

Answer: There are four possible solutions to your difficulty. Do not under any circumstances keep the rooms shut up. The condition requires ventilation or air circulation by means of fans or openings to the outside air. You might also try using calcium chloride units, in which the dry chemical absorbs the moisture from the air. (The resulting liquid from this chemical dehumidifier may be used to kill weeds or melt ice in the winter.) The third possible solution is to use germicidal lamps, which will inhibit the growth of mildew. Such lamps are made by both Westinghouse and General Electric. The fourth and probably the most permanent solution is to insulate the faces of the walls so that the finished interior surface temperature is not cold enough to condense the atmospheric moisture. In this case, consult a good insulation contractor.

Question: Under what conditions can pictures be hung in a step fashion?

Answer: It is not advisable to use that method except on a stair wall. It is better to group small pictures so that they are easily visible from a sitting position, and keep the lower line even with that of other groups or single pictures.

Question: Could you advise a good treatment for hardwood floors. I have tried various means and products to keep my floors clean and attractive, but I am not satisfied with the results. I feel there must be a successful method requiring a reasonable, not fanatic, amount of care.

Answer: Bruce Floor Cleaner is a waterless cleaner with a wax base, which needs only a light application followed by a dry-cloth rubbing. It was developed by a nationally-known manufacturer of hardwood floors, which maintains that constant scrubbing with soap and water ruins the finish and warps the wood. Cleaning with Bruce Cleaner once or twice a month and dusting daily with an untreated mop should take care of your floors to your satisfaction. A gallon jar of this cleaner costs $1.95 at Wanamaker's, N. Y.

Question: How can I successfully re-finish a radiator?

Answer: Before starting to paint a radiator, use sandpaper or steel wool to clean off every bit of rust. Then wipe very carefully with turpentine or benzene to remove every trace of grease which might prevent the finish from adhering properly. When using turpentine or benzene, be sure that there is no open fire or flame nearby. Radiator paints and enamels are sold by local paint dealers and should be applied according to directions.
Smith Sterling
PRESENTS
The Bouquet Series
NEW TO ITS IMPERIAL FAMILY OF SOLID SILVER...

Choose for your own the lustrous, lifetime beauty and true, heavy weight of these lovely Bouquet patterns... created by master silversmiths in the time-honored Smith Sterling tradition of quality craftsmanship.

Tulip... superlively designed in an unusual tulip motif, suggesting regal simplicity and quiet elegance for either classic or contemporary décor.

Wood Lily... beautifully wrought in the simple majesty of a woodland theme, to complement both the richness of yesterday's traditional and the simplicity of tomorrow's modern.

Send for your free copy of the booklet, "STERLING BOUQUET"... the story of these beautiful patterns with correct backgrounds for their use.

FRANK SMITH SILVER COMPANY, GARDNER 7, MASSACHUSETTS

THANKSGIVING
needn't be a chore

By Adelle Davis, author of "Let's Cook It Right."

published by Harcourt Brace, $3.00

If you want to cook your family a delicious Thanksgiving dinner without wearing yourself out, there are three steps to take: first, simplify your menu; second, prepare everything possible the day before; third, select easy cooking methods for the dishes you will serve.

Thanksgiving dinners are usually much too elaborate. Turkey, dressing, gravy, celery, cranberries in some form, pie, and coffee are certainly adequate. Most people do not want to be filled up with appetizers and soup before being served turkey. If you feel you must include potatoes and another vegetable, mine have not have sweet potatoes or yams, which can be prepared the day before, and one of the excellent frozen vegetables which cooks in a few minutes! If you feel you must include a salad, an easy one is made by slicing large California persimmons crosswise, so the star design shows, putting them on a bed of crisp watercress and then adding a tart French dressing. It takes only a few minutes to prepare.

Pin your Thanksgiving menu on the kitchen bulletin board, then go over each item and make sure everything possible is prepared the day before. Celery can be cleaned and stored in a covered refrigerator pan. The cranberry jelly or sauce or aspic or ice can be made. The sweet potatoes or yams can be steamed, chilled, peeled and even seasoned. Pies can be made. It goes without saying that the turkey should be dressed and stuffed.

It is hard to beat the old-fashioned crumb stuffings, but you may want the dressing to be especially festive. I usually compromise by putting a fancy dressing in and over the chest and around the neck, then finish filling the turkey with crumb dressing. My favorite special dressing is one which I make from whole buckwheat.

Buckwheat dressing

2 cups uncooked brown rice
1 or 2 celery stalks and leaves
2 or 3 diced pimientos (optional)
3 tbsps. minced parsley

Then add giblets and meat from neck:
6 tbsps. bacon drippings
3 cups water
1 tbsp. white vinegar
1 tsp. salt

If you wish giblets in the rice dressing, put gizzard, heart and neck into the 3 cups of water and cook until tender—about 1 1/2 to 2 hours. If liver is not to be used in gravy, add to the other giblets when they are tender and cook 5 minutes longer. Remove giblets from stock, cool and dice meat.

In a large utensil, sauté in 6 tbsps. bacon drippings or other fat, the chopped onion, diced celery, pimentos, mushrooms, parsley and the diced giblets. Add the stock from the giblets with enough water to make 4 cups of liquid, Heat and bring to a rolling boil. Add the uncooked whole buckwheat and the salt so slowly that boiling does not stop. Cover utensil; boil rapidly for 1 minute, lower heat and simmer for 15 minutes. Stuff the turkey in and over the chest and around the neck. Finish filling with crumb dressing, or double or triple the recipe, depending on the size of the turkey, if no other dressing is desired. This recipe makes 7 cups.

Since turkeys vary in size, it is impossible to give a recipe for the exact amount of dressing needed. The rule is to prepare 1 fewer cups of dressing than the number of pounds of dressed weight of the turkey. For example, if the dressed turkey weighs 14 pounds, 13 cups of dressing would be required. If dressing is left over after the bird is stuffed, it can be put into a utensil, baked half an hour, and served in mounds around the turkey.

Another excellent dressing is made with rice and either oysters or mushrooms.

Rice dressing

2 cups uncooked brown rice
7 tbsps. margarine or butter
2 diced celery stalks and leaves
1 diced green pepper
4 tbsps. chopped parsley
1 1/2 tsp. crushed black peppercorns
3 tbsps. salt
1 tbsp. fresh or well-drained canned oysters or 1 large can (2 cups) mushrooms

Diced giblets (optional)

Bring to a rolling boil 4 cups of water, including juice from canned oysters or mushrooms. Add (so slowly that boiling does not stop) the uncooked brown rice and 1 tbsp. of the butter. Boil rapidly for 1 minute; cover utensil, lower heat and simmer for 40 minutes. Stir into the rice: the diced celery, green pepper, chopped parsley and the margarine or butter. Add seasonings and continue simmering until rice is tender. While still hot, stir in the oysters or mushrooms. Cool and stuff turkey. This recipe makes 8 cups.

If you wish giblets in the rice dressing, they should be cooked first and then added, as described under (Continued on page 224)
BIG DAY AHEAD
Make your wisest investment—energy-restoring sleep on a Granada Innerspring mattress by Brandwein.

NO LULLABY NECESSARY
To slumber-land without a word of protest on the Tidy-Tot innerspring crib mattress by Brandwein.

BEAUTY PREPARATION
Restful sleep—beauty treatment for sparkling eyes, radiant charm, and a glowing complexion.

sound sleep is a family affair
Evening relaxation . . . drowsy eyes and tired bodies . . . the desire to sleep, important concern of all the family. Sound sleep prepares each one for the work and play of another tomorrow. Sound sleep is insured by the gentle buoyancy of the new Granada innerspring mattress. Cushioned with Vita-Latex, flaked sponge rubber, the new Granada is created by Brandwein, manufacturers of quality sleep products since 1902.

Granada INNERSPRING MATTRESS
Granada Innerspring Mattress . . . 49.50
Granada Box Spring . . .
At better furniture and department stores.

A. BRANDWEIN & CO. • CHICAGO • 45th ANNIVERSARY
THANKSGIVING
continued

Back of the turkey dressing. If two kinds of dressing are made, however, the giblets seem to belong logically in the crumb stuffing.

When concentrated effort is made to prepare foods the day before, there is little to be done on Thanksgiving except to cook the turkey. You have a choice of two methods of cooking turkey which are equally easy. The first, braising on top of the range, browning in the oven, takes less time and allows you to sleep late or to be away from home much of the day. This method is a delightful, fast and economical substitute for roasting. When steamed, the turkey cooks in about half the time required for roasting, shrinks less and stays moist and juicy. The one requirement is that you have a large turkey roaster. The second is roasting the turkey in the oven on a broiler pan.

Braised turkey

Use a large turkey roaster, after making sure the bird will fit into it. Chop the uncooked fat from the gizzard and dice some of the meat removed from cooked neck. Put in bottom of roaster with turkey and sear until the bird is thoroughly browned. Add 2 cups water, vinegar, and the neck bones. Estimate the cooking time, allowing 10 minutes per pound for large turkey and 14 minutes per pound for a small turkey. This time allows 30 minutes for browning the turkey in the oven. After placing turkey on rack over bones, sear fat and water, cover roaster and simmer on top until meat is almost tender when pierced with a fork. The cooking time varies from 2½ hours to 3½ hours, depending on the size of the bird. Lift rack with turkey to lid of roaster and set over broiler tray; remove any moisture from surface of bird with paper towels. Mix together thoroughly and brush over all surfaces 4 broken up turkey dressing, 2 or 3 tbsps. flour, 1 tsp. paprika. Put in bottom of roaster or set on broiler rack above roaster; allow to baste the bird; basting with hot juices washes off the fat which prevents evaporation and allows the meat to become dry and tasteless. Juices should pour from a well-cooked turkey when it is sliced.

Roast turkey

Put stuffed turkey, breast side up, on broiler rack above broiler pan; allow it to reach room temperature (about ½ hour per pound if taken from a refrigerator). Estimate the cooking time at 15 to 18 minutes per pound for a large turkey, 20 to 25 minutes per pound for a small turkey. Tie end of drumsticks tightly together. Pierce hole for meat thermometer by inserting punch into large thigh muscle next to body, being particularly careful not to touch bone. Insert meat thermometer. Use pastry brush and brush all surfaces thoroughly with oil or soft margarine or bacon drippings. Do not salt outside or season in any way. At time estimated to begin cooking, set rack with turkey in cold oven. Do not cover. Set thermostat at 300° F.; turn on heat. Set oven thermometer on rack beside turkey. After 30 minutes read oven thermometer and adjust heat or thermostat accordingly; if adjustment has been necessary, check reading and readjust heat, if necessary, in 15 minutes. After heat is once adjusted, you need not look at the bird until the end of cooking time approaches. If your basting instincts are so strong that you must hover lovingly over it, baste it with a pastry brush in melted fat or fat from the drippings pan. As end of calculated cooking time approaches, take frequent readings of meat thermometer. Dip fat from drippings to gravy.

If you have no large turkey roaster, your only choice is to roast the turkey in the oven broiler pan, which can be done just as easily, even though the cooking time is much longer. The important stunt here is to use a meat thermometer and run no risk of the turkey being dry and overcooked. Equally important is to gauge your oven temperature with an upright oven thermometer. You must also check your impatience to baste the bird; basting with hot juices washes off the fat which prevents evaporation and allows the meat to become dry and tasteless. Juices should pour from a well-cooked turkey when it is sliced.

A DEBT OF THANKS

(Continued from page 182)

And No-Sag Springs

AND NO-SAG® SPRINGS MAKE

- MORE DURABLE FURNITURE... No-Sag Springs eliminate perishable webbing, twine-tyes and tacks... removing the threat of premature breakdown, prolonging furniture life immeasurably!
- MORE COMFORTABLE FURNITURE... No-Sag Springs adapt themselves with amazing resiliency to your body contours... creating an unparalleled degree of comfort!
- PERFORMANCE—PROVED! In automobiles, in airplanes, in Pullman cars, in theater seats—wherever seating is scientifically approached and engineered—No-Sag Springs have won unanimous approval. When you buy furniture—buy No-Sag—and you buy better furniture.
Look for the Duran tag on fine furniture everywhere. It is your invitation to restful comfort . . . your guide to beauty and long wear . . . your guarantee of decorative distinction. Duran is all-plastic not a coated fabric—it will not chip or peel. Feel its pliant, yet tough surface. See it now in many lovely colors and finishes to highlight the appeal of any room in the house.

THE MASLAND DURALEATHER COMPANY, 3250-90 Amber Street, Phila. 34, Pa.
House & Garden

**Mechanics of Living**

New equipment for your house that makes it easier to care for and pleasanter to live in.

**Bottle Carrier**
Molded of red Tenite plastic, solves the problem of how to return empty bottles to the store or bring full ones home. Six standard beverage bottles are lined up, the carrier is set over their necks and two holders snapped into place. Coil springs attached to the holders keep them firmly in position. Tenite is a tough, practically unbreakable plastic. $1.00 from Rush Morgan Company, Lafayette, Ind.

**Moguloid**
A new preparation that seals leaks in your hot water heating system. Simply add Moguloid to the water in your system and leaks are sealed with a lasting metallic bond. Technically, it's a chrome and copper colloid. It can also be used for leaks in porous castings, motor blocks and heads, radiators and water pumps. $4.95 a quart from the Metallizing Co. of America, 1330 W. Congress St., Chicago 7.

**Protect-O-Ray**
Germicidal and fluorescent light does the double job of lighting and germ-killing. Its two fluorescent tubes provide soft, glare-free illumination, while its special extra-power germicidal tube, hidden above eye-level, emits ultraviolet radiation deadly to infectious germs. It's useful in nursery, bathroom, kitchen, sickroom. Model FG101, $24.95. Lustra Corp. of America, 40 W. 25th St., N. Y. 10, N. Y.

**Mistmaster**
Electric compressor-type sprayer gives automatic control of the spraying of insecticides. A patented process draws the liquid into the compressor and at this point, mixes it with air to secure a complete breaking-up of insecticide for more perfect diffusion. Automatic time switch can be set for operation between 1 and 24 minutes. $36.50. Sprayer Corporation of America, 1712 Payne St., Evanston, Illinois.

---

**Rusco**

You just arrange...you never change

**Rusco**

All Metal, Self-Storing Combination Screen and Storm Sash

Rusco ends forever putting up, taking down, storing and repairing storm sash and screens...YOU'LL NEVER HAVE TO CHANGE A STORM SASH OR SCREEN AGAIN! In addition, you'll have year-round, rainproof, draft-free, filtered screen ventilation...and the patented THERMOLOK* frame that weatherproofs entire window opening...assures permanent fit.

Rusco Windows are your best investment in convenience, comfort, safety and economy...they pay for themselves by saving up to 1/3 in fuel bills.

Send coupon for illustrated literature

**The F. C. Russell Company**
64000 Herman Avenue
Cleveland 2, Ohio

The F. C. Russell Company
64000 Herman Avenue, Cleveland 2, Ohio

*Always one step ahead of the weather* with **Rusco**

Manufacturers of Rusco All Metal Venetian Awnings, Thermosteel Combination Windows, Cinco Ste-o-way Windows
Home precipitator is a compact and efficient device for removing dirt, dust and pollen from the air. Used in conjunction with an air conditioning or hot air heating system, it is 85 to 90% efficient at removing not only visible dirt, but also microscopic and submicroscopic particles. It measures only 54" x 28" x 27", weighs 300 lbs., and sells for about $550, plus installation. Raytheon Mfg. Co., Wallingford, Conn.

“Fenestra” steel bedroom window has, as a special feature, an in-tilting vent that protects against drafts, rain or snow. Air currents are directed to the ceiling, thus eliminating drafts. Controlled by finger-tip action, the vent stays open automatically. As it is made of steel, the window won’t warp or shrink. Vent makes double contact with frame. $18.50. Detroit Steel Products Co., 2250 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 11.

Automatic, oil-fired water heater is available in two models, with tank capacities of 25 and 45 gallons. Designed for economical operation, it provides ample hot water, often for less than 3¢ a day. The heater is equipped with a field barometric draft control to assure proper draft for minimum fuel consumption and efficient operation. Price, $120.00 and $136.00. Conoco Engineering Works, Mound, Illinois.

Dual floor hot air furnace, of new design, can easily be installed without digging a basement or pit. Hidden below floor level, it is of shallow flatbed construction (fire-box is only 18" deep.) This shallow depth, plus welded construction, guards against dangers of flooding. Pilot and burner are equipped with safety locks—no danger of gas fumes. $98.00. Royal Heaters, Inc., 1024 Westminster Avenue, Alhambra, Calif.

“Saf-Aire” gas heater is light enough to lift by hand, fits snugly into any outside wall, produces ample heat for rooms 12’ x 16’ and is proof against fire, explosion and asphyxiation hazards. Heating fumes are vented outdoors without costly chimneys or noisy blowers. Outside air is drawn in for combustion, thus preventing condensation indoors. $100, installation extra. Heating Research Corp., Muncie, Ind.

What kind of Heat?

There's little satisfaction in building a home of charm and distinction if it is lacking in winter comfort. So think well before deciding upon a heating system . . . your choice has a most important bearing on the pleasure you get from your home in all the years to come.

You'll surely want to read "Enjoy Better Living with Radiant Sunny Warmth." This booklet was written expressly to show you the amazing things modern science has devised for your comfort. It is an invaluable help in selecting a heating system which will keep your home alive with cheery warmth from Fall to Spring.

It's actually fun to read "Enjoy Better Living." Illustrated in full color, it will clear away your uncertainties as to what kind of heating will best serve you. This booklet is authoritative—its story contains facts based on the results of I=BE=R research investigations in its experimental home at the University of Illinois.

Send for your copy! You'll be glad you read it before making your most important decision!

FREE TO HOME PLANNERS

Thousands are already benefiting from the commonsense presentation of heating facts in "Enjoy Better Living." Your copy will be sent upon request.

The Institute of Boiler and Radiator Manufacturers

The Institute of Boiler and Radiator Manufacturers
60 E. 42nd Street—Dept 35, New York 17, New York

Please send your Free Booklet "Enjoy Better Living with Radiant Sunny Warmth."

Name
Address
City... Zone... State...

FREE
A new dimension for bathroom decor... complete coordination... the theme, _plastron_ shower sets — color-matched and pattern-correlated with wallpaper and tile... yours, in the custom manner.

Illustrated: one of a group of _plastron coordinates_, the "Starfish" pattern. Shower curtain... about $4.98. Window drape... about $3.99 and $4.98. Available by-the-yard at about $9.60.

In wonderful, lustrous _plastron_ — pure plastic that's waterproof, mildewproof, soft and supple... won't ever crack, stick, or peel.

Shower sets by _plastron_, and coordinated wallpapers, at better stores everywhere.

For name of nearest dealer, write _plastron_ inc, 419 Fourth Ave, New York 16

---

1. Silver centerpiece with candles, $85, Georg Jensen. 2. Dirilyte sugar bowl and cream pitcher. 3. Two Viking Glass vases, the larger, $3.50, the medium-sized one, $2.50, Hellenic Arts. 4. Large bowl, $3.00, and plate, $13.50, by Kranse-Walker, Neiman-Marcus. 5. Mammouth salad bowl of Lucite, $100, V. C. Morris. 6. Eleven-inch wicker basket, $2.25 (postage prepaid), Bazar Français. 7. Kensington mint julep glasses, $3.50 each, Ovington's. 8. American Victorian dinner knives by Lunt Silversmiths, $39 a dozen, Cartier, Inc. 9. Castleton china in the Ma Lin pattern, the cups and saucers are $50 a dozen, the dinner plates $15 a dozen, at Gump's. 10. The generous sized cup and saucer, for breakfast coffee, are canary yellow with wide bands, cost $5.25 each cup and saucer at Georg Jensen, Inc.
FOR DINING continued

Please mention House & Garden when ordering gifts.

Wooden salad bowl, matching servers, $45 the set, Georg Jensen.

Traditional French wine basket, $3.25, ppd., Bazar Français.

Monogrammed pewter napkin rings, $6.75 pr., America House.

Cabbage holds 3-qt. pyrex casserole, $7., Carole Stupell, Ltd.

Crane invitations, tea, $2.50 for 25, others $3.50, from Hudson's.

Gracefully designed candle snuffer, $13 from Cartier, Inc.

Classically simple vase of United States glass, $12, Burdine's, Inc.

Barry Importing pepper mill, $13.75, Hammacher Schlemmer.

Silver-edged coaster for a decanter $6 incl. tax, Chelton, Inc.

Fruit cake worthy holiday dinners, $2 a pound from Henri's.

Serving tray for hors d'oeuvres, $14.95 from James McCutcheon.

Petit marmite with spirit lamp, $14.95, Hammacher Schlemmer.

a word to the wives

Spruce up in record time to turn on the music and the charm ... in this faggot-fancy Swirl of Bates Sanforized poplin. Close it with one strategic button. Then simply wrap and tie. Opens flat for easy ironing. Alluring new shades and black. Sizes 10 to 20, about $8.

Marshall Field, Chicago, B. Altman & Co., New York, Burdine's, Miami, and other fine stores.

It's not a dress
It's not an apron
It's a Swirl

The new idea in Functional Fashions

L. Nachman & Son, Inc.—neat 'n tidy” products—1350 Broadway, New York 18.
Select Your Playing Cards from
Guild's Gallery of Distinguished Art
SOLD AT BETTER STORES EVERYWHERE
WESTERN PLAYING CARD CO., RACINE, WISCONSIN

FOR MEN continued

Please mention House & Garden when ordering gifts.

Old fashioned with etched numerals, $8 for 8, W. & J. Sloane.

Marker print name on balls, $2.95, Abercrombie & Fitch.

Aqua-gun, two spears, 10 cartridges, $60, Abercrombie & Fitch.

Fox head and hunting horn andirons, $45 from M. J. Knoud.

Man's hatbox, $18.50 and hang- ers, $3 each, Sherle Wagner

Electric brush takes special care of the hair, $15, Lewis & Conger.

Letter case by Rumpp, approximately $10.95, James McCrorey.

A tug-of-war strap to exercise a dog, $1.25, Saks Fifth Avenue.

To retrieve golf balls effortlessly, $3.95, Abercrombie & Fitch.

A complete set of bar accessories in silver, $121 inc. tax, Cartier.

A tidy stand for a shaving brush, $5, at Abercrombie & Fitch.

Bowling record and remembrance log, $1 each, Dennison's.
Barbinettes (small rum cakes) 1/4-oz. jar, $1.50 at Charles & Co., 340 Madison Avenue, New York, New York.

Bellows & Co. lobster bisque in a jar, $1.75, from the Gourmets' Bazaar, 69 E. 52nd Street, New York, New York.

Old fashioned Danish butter cookies are $2.50 a box, at Old Denmark, 135 E. 57th Street, New York, New York.

Oregon Mountain Meadow preserves, No. 2 gift box, $2.95, Jane Amherst, 1103 N.E. 47th Avenue, Portland, Ore.

French coffee, Café Princesse, 75¢ lb. (minimum order 3 lbs.) at Maison Glass, 15 E. 47th St., New York, N.Y.

Beautifully packaged Lapsang Souchong tea, $2.40 per 1/2 lb., at Maison Glass, 15 E. 47th St., New York, N.Y.

House of Herbs' barbecue satchel, $11.95 from Lewis & Cooper, 45th St. & Ave. of Americas, New York, N.Y.

Miss Saylor's unusual chocolates, 2 lbs. $3.50; tin of Coffee-ets, 70¢. Order from Miss Saylor’s in Alameda, California.

Gift package of California-grown Padre figs, $1.98. Order any number from Ranche de Los Padres, Fresno, California.


FOR THE Hostess OF TOMORROW

Your heart hums a sonnet ...
your head's in the clouds ...
when you know you are
dressed by an artist—right
as can be! There's no surer
way to capture that same
sure-it's-right feeling for
your table—but forever—
than to dress it with
Heirloom Sterling—deep-
carved solid silver. So stop
at your jeweler's. See all
Heirloom Sterling patterns.
The new Damask Rose may
be your pattern... for all
your tomorrows.

Heirloom Sterling

*Trademark
Copyright 1947
Osborn Co.
FOR WOMEN

continued

Please mention House & Garden when ordering gifts.

Blum's candies, $4 for 1½ lbs., $5.50 gift-wrapped, Lord & Taylor.

Faribo
ALL VIRGIN WOOL
BLANKETS

FARIBault WOOLEN MILL CO.
FARIBAULT, MINNESOTA

Magic touch for any bedroom color scheme!
Luxurious feather-light Bradley blankets in superb shaded tones of wood-rose, green, rust, blue. 100% virgin wool, 72" x 90", 5½ lbs. Wherever Faribo blankets are sold.

Bradley blankets in superb shaded tones of wood-rose, green, rust, blue. 100% virgin wool, 72" x 90", 5½ lbs. Wherever Faribo blankets are sold.

FOR WOMEN

continued

Please mention House & Garden when ordering gifts.

Blum's candies, $4 for 1½ lbs., $5.50 gift-wrapped, Lord & Taylor.

Case of 3 pairs of scissors with gold-plated handles, $16, Hoffritz.

Kellogg's paper, watermelon design, $3 box, Titchie Goettinger Co.

Gold-leaf, carved wooden box costs $9, at Rena Rosenhal, Inc.

A "Weekender" kit costs $7.50 plus tax is by Helena Rubinstein, Inc.

Gathered fabric prevents clothes slipping off, $2.95 pr., Bendel.

Case for Nylons fits in a bureau drawer, $9.50, Carlin Comforts.

Monogrammed cover for blanket, $14.50, pillow, $6, Maison Henri.

Plaid lingerie envelopes are $8.95 for the set of three, Henri Bendel.

To put in a purse, slim gold cigarette lighter, $26.50, Cartier, Inc.

Lace-edged organdy mat and napkin for your tray, $6.50, Bendel.

Bedside Multicord pocket for hankies, cigarettes, $5, Hudson's.
FELIX KELLY’S

Romantic portraits of houses

Portraits of houses are the specialty of Felix Kelly, a young New Zealander who has just arrived in America from England, bringing a group of paintings which will be shown this month at Portraits, Inc. Some are real houses and some are fantasies, but it is hard to distinguish between the two, because the imaginary ones are architecturally accurate and perfect in style, while in the actual ones he always manages to discover nostalgic or romantic details. Mr. Kelly has a special feeling for the Eighteenth Century, and in some ways his pictures resemble its prints. His works are keyed to a soft tone and are in oil colors as dry and smooth as gouache. The secret of this technique, it seems, lies in preparing the surface he is going to work on, which takes him almost as long as the actual painting. Mr. Kelly’s success has been extraordinarily rapid, despite the fact that a great many of these works had to be executed during brief leaves from the R.A.F. He has had three London shows and one in Scotland. An illustrated edition of his work was prefaced by the noted English critic, Herbert Read. Here only since September, he has already received many commissions to paint important American houses.

Felix Kelly’s The Temple, Buckland Park is a romantic view of one of the great houses in Berkshire, England, owned by Lady Fitzgerald.

New Self-Fitting Silentite!

You can bring the outdoors in—without letting in the weather, too—with the new self-fitting Silentite! This amazing new wood window is actually 20% more weather-tight than the famous original Silentite “Insulated” window. That means lower fuel bills—more comfort—health protection. For only Silentite has the famous patented “floating” weatherstrips that always press tight against the moving parts of the window—yet which permit easy movement.

Your window dreams come true with the new self-fitting Silentite. This truly modern window operates easily the year around. It locks in two positions—closed and partly open—to permit ventilation and yet to bar out intruders. Silentite has no weights, cords or pulleys to get out of order—it won’t stick or bind and—good news!—it is very economical to install when building or modernizing.

Before you buy any windows, get all the facts about the new self-fitting Silentite—available in 12 modern sash styles. Mail the coupon for the new Silentite book, which will also give you new ideas on where and how to use windows to advantage.
High quality, precompressed cotton felt padding (upholstery) cushions body from spring contact, gives surface softness and luxury feel to a Spring-Air mattress.

The first 1/4 turns of special Kerr spring coils give soft, luxurious support to all body contours and special buoyancy to lighter parts of the body such as arms and legs.

Firm support to heavier portions of the body is provided by the middle section of the 'hour-glass' spring coils, where spring tension and compression strength are greater.

As many as nine different types of spring coils, scientifically arranged throughout, keep edges from sagging, prevent side-sway, maintain flexibility...give sleep comfort year-in, year-out.

When you select a mattress, make no mistake in this important purchase. Go to a good dealer in whom you have complete confidence... Ask to see Spring-Air. Examine it closely... look at the design, ticking, grips, tailoring. Sit on it, feel it... test it in any way you wish. Then ask your dealer to tell you the 'real inside story' about Spring-Air 'Controlled Comfort' and quality. It's the same as used by thousands of fine hotels and good hospitals. A good dealer knows bedding... be guided by his suggestion.

SPRING-AIR COMPANY • HOLLAND, MICH.

Each year brings its crop of cards and this year's are particularly beguiling. HOUSE & GARDEN shows you on these pages a collection of the prettiest; almost all of them were designed by noted artists. The three-dimensional card, below, made like a shadow box, will stand firmly, without toppling, as an ornament on your mantel.

White Roofs by Moonlight by Tasha Tudor, $15 for 100, Hudson's; Shreve, Crump & Low.

Amy Drevesstedt's Angels and Birds, 100, $15, Halle Bros., Marshall Field, Bullock's-Wilshire.

Thomas Hart Benton's The Silver Vase, on a card, is 25 cents at Associated American Artists Galleries.

Hark! The Merry Christmas Bells by Ruth Reeves. $38 for 100, Saks Fifth Avenue in New York. only.

Write your own "Merry Christmas" in green ink on the white ribbon on this red card. Box of 50 and green ink, $6.50, Bergdorf Goodman.

Three-dimensional accordion cards by Karl Kochler for your mantel, $9.25 for 25, $16 for 50, $29.50 for 100, with your name printed on, Lord & Taylor.

Cherub and Star by Jane Flory with your name, $18 a hundred; without, $15 a hundred at B. Altman.

Picture of a Christmas mantel from the Lanning collection, 25 cents, Georg Jensen.

In brilliantly gay colors, these Spangled Christmas Tree Balls, 50 cents apiece at Georg Jensen.

Amy Drevenstedt: Winter Friends, $15, 100; with name $18, 100, at Wanamaker's and Anderson's.

Dorothy Simmons: Happy Prospects, 25, $5.50; 50, $9.25; 100, $16.75. Lord & Taylor only.

Saul Steinberg's Santa Claus #2 costs 10 cents, four of him 30 cents, the Museum of Modern Art in New York.

Deer, after a quill drawing by an anonymous early American; 10c each, 4 for 30c; Museum of Modern Art.

Wouldn't you like to dress your home with beautiful window treatments like this?

Wouldn't you like to have windows that give your rooms radiant beauty, plenty of light and ventilation . . . and privacy when needed? Kirsch makes that easy for you.

Any number of beautiful, practical window treatments are possible with Kirsch Traverse (draw-cord) Rods . . . or Kirsch Sunaire Venetian Blinds with the distinctive "S" shaped slats.

Send the coupon below for your copy of the 32-page Kirsch book with 80 different window style ideas . . . helps you plan window effects to please your practical sense as well as your pride. More, it tells how you again can get those wonderful Kirsch Sunaire Venetian Blinds. Send for the Kirsch book today.

Beauty in the Room Begins at the Windows . . . Start with Kirsch Drapery Hardware

Send Coupon for Your Copy Today

Kirsch Company
Drapery Hardware and Venetian Blinds
Sturgis, Michigan

KirsCH COMPANY
550 Prospect St., Sturgis, Mich.

Please send me my copy of the new Kirsch book, "Smart Window Styling." I am enclosing 25c in coin (or stamps) to cover cost of handling and postage.

Name
Address
City State
Modine gives you BOTH of these great heating principles blended into one!

RADIANT HEATING
Mild, radiant heat in just enough quantity to offset heat loss from window areas — that's what those arrows represent coming from the Modine Convector Panel below the window. To this we add...

CONVECTION HEATING
Warmed air circulated by Convection Heating. Hot water or steam passes through copper heating unit which draws cooler, floor-line air into bottom of convector where it's warmed, rises and then passes out through grille.

Result: Dependable new hot water or steam heating comfort for moderate cost homes and apartments ... distinctive room charm and cleanliness without unsightly radiators ... a modern, blended heating system that makes possible individual room control — that responds almost instantly to sensitive automatic controls — that gives you gentle air circulation without the use of moving parts that wear out. If you're planning to build or modernize, think of Modine Convector Radiation ... look for Modine's representative in the "Where-to-Buy-it" section of your phone book ... write for free descriptive literature! Modine Manufacturing Co., 1513 Dekoven Street, Racine, Wisconsin.

LIVING WITH BOOKS
Accessories that lend charm and comfort to a library

The pleasures of reading are multiplied by pleasant surroundings. A comfortable chair, a good light and quiet are requisite, but you can indulge yourself far beyond these bare necessities. To the serious student of history, past or present, all the adjuncts to easy research are invaluable. A globe is wonderful for tracing far-flung voyages and the progress of wars. Incidentally, it is one of the most beautiful and decorative objects you can introduce into any room. A special stand for the unwieldy dictionary makes looking up the elusive word easy, instead of a feat of weight lifting. The step table (one is shown at the top of this page) is doubly useful. It is a good place to pile books or magazines and indispensable in its original role as steps, where there are high shelves in the room. If you love books for themselves as well as for their contents or if you collect rare editions, a leather slip cover will protect them as you read. There are various preparations on the market to help you in the care of leather bindings, but remember that too much heat or too little humidity can work incalculable damage to new books as well as old. They thrive in equable climates, so supply your library with a thermometer and check it in the winter when the heat is on if you cherish your books. (Continued on page 237)
BOOK REVIEWS

Gay cookbook

Lillian Bueno McCue and Carol Truex have collaborated to write a bright and entertaining book: The 60 Minute Chef (Macmillan, $2.95). Its recipes introduce many attractive turns which are unconventional and will be stimulating to the adventurous (and short-on-time) cook. Interlarded through the pages are a number of stories about famous people, many of whom contributed recipes to the authors.

Country anthology

For all people who have tried to wrest a living from the land, David B. Greenberg's new anthology, Countryman's Companion (Harper & Brothers, $3) is a very special book. And to everyone who loves the country, it will bring great pleasure. Donald Culross Peattie writes, in an enchanting introduction: "The title of this book... is its own best praise. For to companion a countryman is to meet for rival, the great, calm, breathing presence of the natural world itself. Your countryman reads to the sound of rain on the roof, or in the shifting leaf shade of an old tree friend, or by a fire whose cordial log he has himself cut and carried into the hearth.

To ring true among such associates the metal must be sound." The selections are charmingly decorated with vignettes by Jack Wilson and range from Aesop and Virgil to Chesterton and Robert Frost. Here, too, you will find Burgundy's haunting speech about France from Henry the Fifth and a great deal of sound advice, as set down by countrymen through the centuries.

About lighting

In Residential Lighting (Van Nostrand, $10), Myrtle Fahsbender has compiled in one volume an encyclopedic quantity of information, which includes design of period fixtures, all facets of portable lights and built-in installations, wiring, garden and Christmas lighting, color, vision, etc., etc. Her material is clearly written, excellently arranged and well indexed, so that you can find what you want to know in an instant. It is handsomely bound and printed, packed with hundreds of photographs and drawings. If you are in the throes of building a house, it would be remarkably valuable. Miss Fahsbender is Director of Residential Lighting of the Lamp Division of Westinghouse, so that her technical knowledge is impressive, her approach sensible and factual.

“...In the mornings, our bathroom looks like a cyclone just struck, but ‘dusting’ the fixtures with a damp cloth makes them sparkle like new...that's something a woman appreciates.”

There is a reason why Eljer Plumbing Fixtures are so easy to keep clean and new looking...the lustrous glass-like finish resists scratching, stains and the effects of all ordinary acids.

WHEN DAD WASHES THE DISHES...

Being mechanically-minded, dad appreciates Eljer faucets that can be turned "off"...tightly...with a touch of the finger. In bathroom, kitchen and laundry, the new exclusive construction virtually eliminates dripping faucets. Be sure your new home is Eljer-equipped throughout.
KIMSUL Has the PYROGARD Fire-Resistant Cover

For added protection, the many-layer KIMSUL blanket is entirely treated to resist fire and flame. Yes, even the cover is fire-resistant — making KIMSUL unique among blanket and batt type insulations.

PROVIDES COMFORT THROUGH THE SCIENTIFIC MANY-LAYER PRINCIPLE

Millions of trapped-air cells in a thick, many-layer blanket — that's the secret behind KIMSUL* insulation! It's the reason KIMSUL means greater, surer comfort for your home.

Won't Sag, Sift or Settle Resists Fire, Moisture, Vermin

Termite-proof, fungus-resistant, permanent, KIMSUL is made to last the life of your home. Provides comfort and fuel savings year in, year out. Order KIMSUL from your lumber or building supply dealer. Put in new-home plans.

cherche the 12 ADVANTAGES

1. High insulating efficiency.
2. Many-layer construction.
3. Packaged in easily-handled rolls and compressed to 1/5th installed length.
4. Prefabricated; fits standard stud and rafter widths — extra wide to provide fully insulated fastening edges.
5. Clean, non-irritating — no dust or sharp particles.
6. Lasting protection. Won't sag, sift or settle.

KIMSUL Has the PYROGARD Fire-resistant Cover

Protects You — Free Book on Insulation

KIMBERLY-CLARK CORPORATION, Kimsul Division, Neenah, Wisconsin

Please send me the FREE BOOKLET, "How to Put Your Home in the Comfort Zone."

I am interested in insulating for:

☐ My present home
☐ The home I plan to build

For information on how to get to Guatemala turn to page 270.
TASTE ON A BUDGET

Here are chests adapted to young needs

If you are looking for a well-made traditional chest at a reasonable price, you will be interested in these new ones by the H. L. Hubbell Manufacturing Company, specialists in fine cabinets for radios. After extensive study of most-wanted styles, sizes and uses, Hubbell has concentrated on three basic designs, produced in large to small sizes, with detail variations to give you wider selection. One is swirl mahogany with beading around the drawers; another has satinwood borders and inlay lines on mahogany; the third is also mahogany, with fiddle back maple drawer fronts and mahogany beading around them. You may have either straight or bow fronts, plain or curved base aprons. The backs are set flush. All drawers have dust-proof construction; dividers are adjustable to your requirements. Each chest has a pull-out leaf. Best of all, prices range from an easy $99.50 to about $144.50 at McCreery's in New York, where HOUSE & GARDEN photographed the ones you see here, in likely groupings.

This pleasant group centers on a 30" chest, mahogany with satinwood inlay. Smallest curly maple and mahogany chest, $99.50, takes to a Bedroom.

It's today's sensation in better heating at lower cost! B&G Hydro-Flo Heating is creating a wave of enthusiasm among home builders and modernizers . . . because here, finally, is a heating system which actually matches the heat supply to the demands of the weather.

This forced hot water system prevents wasteful over-heating when the weather's mild, yet delivers ample heat when the thermometer hits bottom. It supplies heat exactly when needed and distributes it uniformly to every corner of the house. This precise measuring of heat not only means maximum comfort from Fall to Spring but assures utmost fuel economy.

Whether you prefer radiators, convectors, baseboards or radiant panels, B&G Hydro-Flo Heating assures you of the best in controlled, economical radiant heating.

B & G Hydro-Flo Radiant Heating Equipment can be installed on any Hot Water Boiler

B & G FLO-CONTROL VALVE
This valve helps keep home temperature constant and permits your "round the clock" operation of the B & G Winter Heater.

B & G BOOSTER
This is the heart of a B & G Hydro-Flo Radiant Heating System—an electrically operated pump which circulates hot water through the system. The Booster is automatically controlled to deliver heat instantly when needed and to shut off the supply when the need for heat is satisfied.

B & G WATER HEATER
A great convenience and a money-saver! Provides a reserve of using the home heating boiler to heat the domestic water at surprisingly low cost—Winter, Summer, Fall and Spring.

B & G WATER HEATER is ideal for modernizing old hot water systems
The same equipment used for B & G Hydro-Flo Radiant Heat can be used to greatly improve comfort and cut fuel expense in homes now heated with radiators or convectors. Ask your heating contractor. Ask your heating contractor.

SEND THE COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET

BELL & GOSSETT CO.
FORCED HOT WATER HEATING FOR RADIATOR, CONVECTOR, BASEBOARD AND RADIANT PANEL SYSTEMS
BELL & GOSSETT CO., Morton Grove, Ill., Dept. AG27
Send at once your free booklet on B & G Hydro-Flo Heating.

Name:.......................................................
Address:...................................................
City:..................................................... Zone: ...................................... State: .................
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menu according to your appetite. Here are a couple of examples:

**Menu for a sociable cook**

- **Boula**
  - Chinese shrimp
  - Fried noodles
  - Avocado salad
  - Apfelkuchen

This could be dinner for six special friends whom you take pride in feeding well, or a slightly show-off menu for people who have never dined with you before. The soup always surprises and always pleases. You can do the Chinese shrimp as a tour de force in chafing dishes before their eyes. In any case, get all the tedious peeling and chopping out of the way before your guests come. The soup should be mixed, heated and spiced, ready in the oven-proof bowls for the final topping. All the salad ingredients except the avocado should be warly covered in a wooden bowl in the ice box for the last touch. The dessert is ready to cut and serve (N.B. not in the refrigerator; chilling does something very unpleasant to the crust) and the ingredients for the shrimp all prepared. Here are the recipes.

**Boula**

- 1 can concentrated split pea soup
- 1 large can clear green turtle soup
- 1 tbsp. dry sherry
- Unsweetened whipped cream

Mix and heat a can of concentrated split pea soup with a large can of clear green turtle. Stir, heating gently till you have it smooth, then ladle into oven-proof soup bowls or individual onion soup pots. Add a tablespoon of good dry sherry to each serving. Just before you are ready to serve, cover the top of each bowl with unsweetened whipped cream and run them under the broiler till they are lightly browned.

**Chinese shrimp**

- 1/2 lb. mushrooms
- 1 tbsp. vinegar
- 1/2 lb. sliced ham
- 1 finely-chopped onion
- 1 lb. young peas
- 1 lb. raw shrimp
- 4 tbsps. butter
- Chinese noodles
- Peanut oil

Clean half a pound of mushrooms and put them to soak for 10 minutes in cold water to which you have added 1 tablespoon of vinegar. Then cut them into slices of about a half pound of raw shrimp. Now put a tablespoon of onion in a small pan with olive oil. Turn the salad vegetables. Make a dressing with 2 tbsps. of tarragon vinegar, a scant teaspoon of salt, half a teaspoon of prepared mustard, 1 tablespoon of chili sauce, a dash of Tabasco and 3 tbsps. of olive oil. Turn the salad vegetables in this dressing till they are well mixed and coated, and serve on a decorative bed of lettuce in the chilled wooden bowl.

**Apfelkuchen**

- 3 lbs. crisp tart Greenings
- 1 tbsp. butter
- 1 cup flour
- 1 cup brown sugar
- 1 tsp. cinnamon
- 1 1/2 cups butter
- Sour cream

**Boula**

- 2 bunches celery
- 2 small onions (or shallots)
- 3 tomatoes
- 2 large avocados (or 3 average ones)
- 2 tbsps. tarragon vinegar
- 1/2 tsp. prepared mustard
- Dash of Tabasco
- 1 scallion, salt
- 1 tbsp. chili sauce
- 4 tbsps. olive oil

String and chop two bunches of celery; peel and chop two small onions or shallots; peel, seed, drain and chop three tomatoes. Just before serving (the avocado discolors if long exposed to air), cut and pit three average avocados or two large ones. Scoup the meat out of the shells with a small silver spoon and add it to the other chopped vegetables. Make a dressing with 2 tbsps. of tarragon vinegar, a scant teaspoon of salt, half a teaspoon of prepared mustard, 1 tablespoon of chili sauce, a dash of Tabasco and 4 tbsps. of olive oil. Turn the salad vegetables in this dressing till they are well mixed and coated, and serve on a decorative bed of lettuce in the chilled wooden bowl.

Columbia's superb Venetian Blinds come in lovely colors, can be bought at department and furniture stores or shade shops. You can order them made to measure with wood, steel or aluminum slats, too. Columbia Venetian Blinds are all custom-quality; famous for "CCC," which means Columbia-controlled-construction for perfect performance. Special tapes and cords are made for long wear—the automatic safety stop is a pleasure.

**Columbia VENETIAN BLINDS**

WINDOW SHADES — LACE NET CURTAINS — LACE DINNER CLOTHS
THE COLUMBIA MILLS, INC. • 225 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 10, N.Y.

(Continued on page 241)
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The sociable cook in action

Because the sociable cook has more problems than the solitary one, suppose we take a brief look at this menu. Ask your guests on the theory that you will get to the table about 45 minutes from the time you start winding up the meal. Presumably the table is set, the dessert ready to serve, all the preliminary preparation done. When they have all arrived, been served their cocktails and something to munch with them, you go into action. First, the ham in butter to brown, a matter of five minutes. Then the peas into the same pot, and covered. This stays over low heat for half an hour. Then you finish the salad, get out the chilled avocados, add them to the rest of the makings, do the dressing and arrange the lettuce, and return to refrigerator. Next the shrimp which need turning and watching and will take 15 to 20 minutes to cook through depending on size. Then the mushrooms and onions go into their pans. While they are cooking, you top the soup with whipped cream and put it in the broiler, leaving the door open so you can watch it. It won't take more than two or three minutes. Meanwhile, you can combine all the ingredients for the shrimp dish, cook them together for a minute and turn to the lowest possible heat, or put in a covered serving dish in the warming oven. Now take out your soup, turn off the broiler, put the noodles to heat in the oven as it cools, set serving dishes and plates where they will warm, and go eat the soup. By the time you are finished, the noodles will be hot, the shrimp blended and settled, everything ready to serve.

Menu for a solitary cook

Champignons à la Grecque

Lobster Américaine

Rice

Endive salad

Pineapple in white wine

This will be all ready to put on the table; you can go to dress. It will wait without sulking even if people come late. And unlike the previous menu, this one, which serves six, can be multiplied. You may need two casseroles to make a double batch of lobster, but then you need two casseroles to serve 12 anyway. All of it does well on a buffet and can wait through the strong-out, erratic service that buffet meals seem to entail.

Champignons à la Grecque

1 lb. button mushrooms
Parsley
Thyme
Bay leaf
1/4 tsp. celery seed
1 dozen peppercorns
1 cup olive oil
1/2 cup lemon juice (or white wine vinegar)

Wonderful to serve with the cocktails or a glass of undiluted cognac with French bread and curls of fresh butter. Wipe a pound of button mushrooms and cut a clean end to their stems. Unless you can trust your grocer, maybe you'd better go through the mushroom basket yourself so you'll be sure they're really buttons; big ones have to be cut and don't serve prettily. Then tie in a piece of muslin, a couple of stalks of parsley, a generous pinch of thyme, a bay leaf, half a teaspoon of celery seed and a dozen peppercorns. Drop the spices into a mixture of 2 cups water, 1 cup olive oil and half a cup of lemon juice or white wine vinegar. If this doesn't cover your pound of mushrooms, you can increase the quantities keeping the same proportions—or change the pan! Anyway, the marinade must cover the mushrooms as they cook. Boil the spice bag in this mixture for 5 minutes, then add the mushrooms and boil 10 to 15 minutes, or till the mushrooms are dark and tender all the way through. Let them cool in the marinade, then drain, chill and serve garnished with cress and peeled lemon slices.

Lobster Américaine

Two 2-lb. live lobsters
4 tbsp. olive oil
3 tbsp. butter
1 glass bragandy
2 chopped shallots
2 tomatoes
3 or 4 chopped carrots
Rosemary
1/2 bay leaf
Thyme
Clove of garlic
1 glass white wine
1 cup tomato paste
Broth or fish stock

If your people are informal and you're seating them, serve this without picking the lobster out of the shell and let them pitch in and work—everyone loves finger food. They'll need oyster forks for prizing out choice bits, and fingerbowls afterwards. If it's to be buffet, or if they're proper, shell and return the pieces of lobster to the sauce before serving. Buy two 2-pound live lobsters. Cut them crosswise into sections with a heavy knife—outright murder but worth it. Then take out the "beard," the lobster's curious stomach which is way up forward just behind his mouth. Save the liver and coral, cut the big legs into sections and crack the claws. Then put all the pieces into a deep hot frying pan with 4 tablespoons of olive oil and 2 tablespoons of butter. After 5 or 6 minutes over a good flame, the lobsters should be red all over. Then drain off the oil, transfer them to a warm casserole and pour over them a good wine glass of brandy. Light it, let it burn out and then set the pot over a low flame to simmer for three or four minutes while the flesh absorbs the flavor. Then add a couple of chopped shallots, 3 or 4 chopped carrots, a pinch of rosemary, half a bay leaf, a pinch of thyme, a clove of garlic and a couple of seeded and diced fresh tomatoes. Stir a glass of white wine into a cup of tomato paste and pour it over the lobsters. At this point, if you can't see liquid between the pieces of lobster, you should also add a little broth or fish stock. Then let them cook covered over a low flame or in a moderate oven for 25 minutes. Now fish out the lobster. If you can reduce the sauce (at this point you can shell the pieces if the occasion seems to require it). Put the sauce through a strainer, pressing through as much of the vegetables as you can, and cook it till it reaches a good consistency. Check the seasoning, add the liver and coral and a tablespoon of butter, return all to the casserole and let it wait covered in a warm place till you are ready to serve.

(Continued on page 242)

Columbia offers a wonderful new array of decorator colors to match every room in your house. The name Columbia means superior quality in window coverings, whether you prefer Venetian Blinds or Window Shades. Be sure to ask for Columbia at department and furniture stores, shade shops.

Columbia WINDOW SHADES

VENETIAN BLINDS — LACE NET CURTAINS — LACE DINNER CLOTHS
THE COLUMBIA MILLS, INC. • 225 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 10, N.Y.
THE CHILL OF IT ALL!

You can give your family positive protection against winter's chilling blasts... when you have an Electresteam Portable Electric Steam Radiator handy. Enjoy safe, clean, evenly distributed EXTRA heat—at low cost—from a wall plug.

End worries about fuel shortages!

EXTRA STEAM HEAT when and where you want it

Electresteam

Portable ELECTRIC STEAM RADIATORS

You get "steam heat from a wall plug" with this time-tested unit. Provides clean, healthful, evenly distributed steam heat with complete safety... at lowest operating cost! Easy to carry anywhere. Sturdy steel construction, handsomely finished. Engineered for trouble-free performance. AC-DC current.

At Better Dealers Everywhere

CHECK YOUR HOME WITH THE AMAZING THERMOGRAPH... The Cold Detective

You'll be surprised to discover that the temperature may vary as much as 10° to 15° within any room in your home... regardless of what kind of central heating you have. The THERMOGRAPH is a remarkable device that enables you to check temperature fluctuations throughout your home. Detect dangerous "CHILL SPOTS" so you may plan protection for your family. Send for your THERMOGRAPH today!

MAIL 10c IN COIN Address Dept. HG

ELECTRIC STEAM RADIATOR CORP.

PARIS, KENTUCKY

Electric Steam Radiator Company of Canada, Ltd., Windsor
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Rice

1 cup rice
8 cups salted water (1 tsp. salt)

So many people moan about how difficult it is to accomplish dry, flaky boiled rice that perhaps you'd like to know one sure way. For six, you'll need a cup of rice. Wash and drain it. Bring 8 cups of salted water (1 teaspoon salt) to a good rolling boil, and add the rice gradually so boiling never stops. Boil 25 minutes, or till the ends of the kernel split and the kernel is tender all the way through. Then pour it into a colander and run hot water over it. Set the colander, covered, over gently boiling water for 10 or 15 minutes, stirring occasionally with a fork. The lobster is spooned over this, according to tradition, as it is served. It will wait well in a warm, covered casserole.

Endive salad

1 lb. endive
1 small cucumber
1 green pepper
8 ripe olives
French dressing
Lettuce leaves

This is a good choice for the solitary cook since it can be prepared and dressed hours before serving and not just collapse into gray wilted strings. Get a pound of endive, strip the outside leaves and wash if necessary. Cut the long narrow heads crosswise with a silver knife into bit-size pieces. Chop a small cucumber and a green pepper, peel from the pit and chop the meat of 8 ripe olives. Combine and cover all with this and a good French dressing and set to wait, covered, in the refrigerator till you are ready to decorate it with lettuce leaves in a salad bowl, just before serving.

Pineapple in white wine

1 large ripe pineapple
White wine
Granulated sugar

This is good only if it is started the day before it is served, so fit the problem accordingly. Get a big ripe pineapple, peel and cut it. Cut out the core almost to the bottom of the fruit. Then stand it in a bowl and fill the core hole with a good aromatic white wine. Baste the outside with granulated sugar and set it in the ice box for 24 hours. Slice or cut up the fruit, removing the end of the core, sprinkle it with sugar to taste, add a little more of the wine and serve it with its juice, very cold, with madeleines.

Traffic analysis

Any cook, solitary or sociable, who plans to prepare and serve a meal with no other hand to assist her, must give world practical thought to details of service. It's only between book covers that glasses refill themselves, used plates fly silently to the sink. You may even find that your grandmother's tea cart was an admirable device and order a copy in pickled pine! In any case, work out your answers. Personally I think the "lap supper" approach is to be avoided at present with its costs. After all, most men shy like wild things at sliding forks and even the Automat lets you put your feet under a table. Do likewise if you can. The other routine is pretty cripplingly—everything has to be served all ready to eat, cut to bite sizes, or buttered, or whatever, and a glass of wine becomes a social menace. If you can't seat them all, even with round tops on card tables, marshal every small table at your command so that each two eaters will have a place to rest glasses, coffee cups and similar impediments. If you can table them, get absolutely everybody you can on the table before your guests come to it. Then you can either serve them or let them serve themselves.

The sociable cook's dinner for six could be served by the hostess, country style, at the table or set out buffet style on the sideboard. Soup bowls can be set at each place where the guests come to the table and be removed by the hostess on a tray when the guests are ready to eat. The salad bowl can be passed from guest to guest if the salad plates are already at their places, or it too can wait on the sideboard beside a stack of plates. Dessert and coffee service can be ranked on another table to wait till the main course is removed.

The solitary cook's menu can be served at the table too, if she limits her guests to six. Beyond that number, she'd better work out a traffic scheme for the buffet. The first course is where you run into the worst jam—after that they won't all arrive at once. The best treatment for this is to put the mushrooms, French bread and butter on individual plates, so they can be simply picked up and carried away. If you served the mushrooms with the cocktails, then set the lobster with rice and plates and two sets of casseoles at opposite ends of the buffet. This eliminates waiting lines and confusion. If you have too many to seat, be sure you locate the silver for each course where it will come automatically to hand as the course is approached. Whatever your system, don't forget that you must plan to get rid of used dishes as well as to present fresh ones.

You see, it really is part knack, part meticulous planning. Figure out your own preferred approach, give close attention to what should be where, and when, and you'll find yourself that most admirable of figures, the serene, relaxed hostess, presenting a calm interested face to your guests while the cogs you set in motion revolve smoothly to serve them the subtlest tribute, the food you prepared yourself.
because he achieved perfection in the art, and was thus a harbinger of a literary revolution. There will be Mallarmé—because he was the most perfectly conscious of artists, and because his poetry has been, for me, a kind of obsession, ever since, as a boy of ten, I tried my hand at translating his *Après-Midi d'un Faune*.

There will be Yeats—because, in his later verses, he does extraordinary things with combinations of words almost as bare and bony as those of the *Divine Comedy*. There will be Eliot—because his is the most beautifully articulate voice of the generation to which I happen to belong. So much for poetry. Not that infinitely more could not be said about it; but a library cannot consist of poetry alone. There must be novels, essays, biographies, letters (not to mention all the rest).

All the great novelists are considerably larger than life; that is their distinguishing characteristic. In some cases they are larger than life in all directions. In others one special talent or trait of personality is inordinately developed so that we have a creature or trail of personality is inordinately directional. In others one special talent considerably larger than life: that is their strength. They are mere Theocritean idylls.

We come now to the Twentieth Century and ask, what about Wells, what about Conrad, what about D. H. Lawrence? A recent re-reading of *Tono Bungay* leads me to think that, after the fire, I shall confine myself to Wells's scientific romances. In the years when they were first published his novels of contemporary life seemed thrillingly significant. Today, Wells's comments upon the problems of 30 and 40 years ago have lost their pungency, and we find ourselves unable to take much interest in the paper-thin silhouette which pass in these novels for characters. And Joseph Conrad? Thirty years after a first enthusiasm I find his books, for all their beautiful construction, a bit empty and unsubstantial. But all the same I shall invest in a set for the new library. And returning to the Nineteenth Century, I find myself very well able to support the loss of Scott and Thackeray. But I would repossess myself of quite a lot of Trollope; for his bourgeois shrewdness is so great as to be positively titanic, his common sense, Victorian Britishness immense to the point of being almost supernatural. And what about Flaubert? It is a long time since I read *Madame Bovary*; but *L'Education Sentimentale*, which used to be one of my favorite books, sadly disappointed me when I re-read it a year or so since. *Bouvard et Pecuchet*, however, will be among the first books to be re-bought. It is the epic, not of "man's first disobedience," but of man's primal and original stupidity, a comic book that is positively Miltonic in its sweep and scope. Compared with it, Swift's *Advice to Servants* and *Poile Conversation* are mere Theocritean idylls.

Moisture—"the book, no doubt, is a work of genius, but full of so complacent an egotism that I never want to read it again. Returning to the Nineteenth Century, I find myself very well able to support the loss of Scott and Thackeray. But I would repossess myself of quite a lot of Trollope; for his bourgeois shrewdness is so great as to be positively titanic, his common sense, Victorian Britishness immense to the point of being almost supernatural. And what about Flaubert? It is a long time since I read *Madame Bovary*; but *L'Education Sentimentale*, which used to be one of my favorite books, badly disappointed me when I re-read it a year or two since. *Bouvard et Pecuchet*, however, will be among the first books to be re-bought. It is the epic, not of "man's first disobedience," but of man's primal and original stupidity, a comic book that is positively Miltonic in its sweep and scope. Compared with it, Swift's *Advice to Servants* and *Poile Conversation* are mere Theocritean idylls.

Condensation won't steal YOUR comfort— with

**Balsam-Wool Insulation!**

Moisture in the air within your home condenses when it's cooled—as on this pitcher. Such moisture is an enemy of insulation...robs it of the power to protect you from heat and cold. No wonder it's so important that the insulation within the walls of your home be fully protected from condensing moisture! And that's why Balsam-Wool insulation is completely sealed in a tough moisture-proof covering—why it has two or more vapor barriers!

Condensation is only one of the many insulation enemies which Balsam-Wool defies. This better insulation cannot settle or pack down under the effects of vibration—it is firmly fastened in place, and the insulation mat is double bonded to liners. Wind cannot penetrate Balsam-Wool to create drafts within your home. Highly fire resistant and vermin-proof, Balsam-Wool gives you lasting value for your insulation dollars.

For complete information about Balsam-Wool, see your lumber dealer—or mail the coupon.
Cruises variously to Havana, Panama Canal Zone, Guatemala...other ports on the sea lanes of Middle America.

Weekly cruises and tours (11 to 18 days) from New Orleans now...services from New York contemplated soon.
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A DECADE IN DECORATION

The title of House & Garden's Complete Guide to Interior Decoration is no overstatement, for it would be hard to imagine a question relating to the appearance or practical care of a house which could not be readily looked up in its exhaustive index. Skimming the cream of ten years' editing, Editor-in-Chief Richardson Wright offers his readers 141 colorplates, over 1,000 black and white reproductions and samples of the work of 75 leading decorators who represent the best professional taste available in the United States. But in addition to this handsomely assembled appearance, the book's real value lies in its host of practical suggestions. It gives, for instance, basic rules for arranging furniture with floor plans to illustrate them which take into account such stumbling blocks as the extra-long, narrow bedroom, the bay-fronted dining room, etc. There are proved formulas for making windows look taller or wider, and ceilings higher or lower. There are well-illustrated chapters on the use of mirrors, lighting in decoration, color schemes, furniture finishing and construction, the decoration of small areas. A cross-section of headings includes "Doors that Breathe—Ideas for Hot Weather," "Settings for Music Acoustically Planned," "When you furnish a Library," "Rooms for Young People." "How to" range from paint to leading decorators. Interspersed are knowledgeable but not too lengthy treatises on styles illustrated by line drawings.

And, for sheer pleasure of the eye, turn to the full-page color reproductions of table settings where good taste is pre-eminent in glass, china, linens and flowers. (Simon & Schuster, $7.50.) Mail orders should be sent to Condé Nast Publications, Greenwich, Connecticut.
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Since 1938 Mies (Mies is his father’s surname; van der Rohe is his mother’s) has been Director of Architecture at Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago. Shortly after his appointment he began work on the new campus now being constructed in the city’s south side. When completed, this will consist of 19 buildings, making it the largest executed example of group planning by a major living architect.

If we can judge from reactions to the five buildings already standing, he has pushed purity to a point where it perplexes as well as pleases. Even some of his most devoted champions admit themselves dismayed by the utter simplicity of vast rectangular cubes of brick, steel and glass which constitute the buildings. Others are delighted by the candidness with which he has revealed their structure and purpose; they find in the treatment of such details as window mullions, doors and beams, relationships of laudable subtlety and beauty. According to the latter group, of which Philip C. Johnson (Consultant to the Museum of Modern Art’s Department of Architecture) is the most voluble spokesman, Mies’ important contribution to the modern architectural tradition is his poetic use of contemporary building materials. With these he achieves an aesthetic effect comparable to that of a Grecian temple or a Gothic cathedral. In his book on Mies, being published by the Museum concurrently with the exposition, Johnson writes that Mies has conceived his designs “in terms of steel channels and angles, I-beams and H-columns, just as a medieval design is conceived in terms of stone vaults and buttresses. But there is one major difference. He allows no decoration except that formed by the character and juxtaposition of the structural elements. And whereas the medieval architect relied on the collaboration of the
MIES VAN DER ROHE
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sculptor and painter for his ultimate effect, Mies, so to speak, has had
to perform the functions of all three professions. He joins steel to
steel, or steel to glass and brick, with all the taste and skill that formerly
went into the chiseling of a stone capital or the painting of a fresco.”

Meanwhile, Mies, who speaks as simply as he designs, says that
the philosophy behind his work is best expressed in the German phrase
beinache nichts, “almost nothing.” “I desire the absence of architecture,”
he says, “and I practice—the art of building.” This preoccupation with building began when, as a boy, he learned the first lesson—the laying of stone on stone—from his father, a master mason
and the proprietor of a small stone-cutting shop in Aachen. All of
Mies’ projects, whether executed or not, are eminently buildable.
Even in post-World-War-I Berlin, when Germany was too poor to build much, and when many progressive architects were putting on paper fantastic structures which were technically impossible, Mies’ designs,
no matter how spectacular, could have been constructed exactly as he drew them.

Four of these projects, done in the early twenties, were
widely published in Europe, and exerted an influence that is still being felt, even in America. The first two were all-glass skyscrapers, the third was a concrete office building featuring the now commonplace ribbon window, and the fourth was the brick country house reproduced at the beginning of this article.

This last design owed some allegiance to Frank Lloyd Wright,
with whose work Mies was familiar. Wright had done pioneering work in breaking down our traditional idea of the house as a box with holes punched in it. But Mies attacked the problem with an approach entirely his own. He pulled every interior and exterior wall of the “box” away from every other wall, then arranged these free-standing walls at right angles to each other in a plan that looks rather like a pattern of matchsticks on a table top. The central part of this design he covered with a roof, but he paid no attention to it so far as the walls were concerned, extending some of them far into the landscape. The roofed section he separated from the open section by planes of glass running from one wall to another. In this way he created a new sensation of space. The indoors and outdoors of his house were not easily defined. They flowed into each other.

Those who saw Mies’ German Pavilion at the Barcelona Exposition experienced that sensation; for in this building, unhindered by functional requirements or insufficient funds, he carried his concept of flowing space to its supreme conclusion. He also indulged his predilection for opulent materials. With Roman travertine, green Tinian marble, onyx and various kinds of glass, he created a structure of such serene elegance that even conservative architects refer to it in the reverential tone generally reserved for the Acropolis.

In his most famous house, designed for the Tugendhat family,
he allowed space to flow in similar fashion through the large living-
dining area, 50 x 80 feet. This room, the most remarkable part of the house, is divided by a free-standing wall of onyx and a curved one of Macassar ebony. The feeling of flowing space is increased by the two outer walls of glass, which command a view of the sloping garden and the city of Brno beyond. At the press of a button, alternating panes slide into the floor, further uniting interior and exterior.

A remarkable feature of this room, as of all Mies’ rooms, is the manner in which he has arranged the furniture, including the Brno chair. He considers its placement as important as the placement of a door or window, because he thinks of it as part of the architectural design.
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order. He also is greatly concerned about its design, and, as always in his work, fine craftsmanship plays an integral part. Everything is calculated to the last millimeter: the width and thickness of the strap metal and the radius of the curves at the joints; the width and spacing of the leather strapping, the size of the upholstery buttons, the fineness of the welting and the proportions of the leather rectangles on the cushions. He designed his first chair for a silk exhibition in Berlin in 1927. It turned out to be one of the first tubular cantilevered chairs, was an immediate success and has been copied all over the world.

The curving contours of Mies' chairs are always generous and calm. Being a large man, he thinks of furniture in ample terms. The Barcelona (for his Barcelona Pavilion) chair, the most beautiful piece of furniture he has ever designed, is large enough for two people to sit in. The single curve of the back crossing the reverse curve of the seat expresses “chair” better than any other contemporary model.

Today, after having torn our traditional “box” apart, Mies has apparently decided to put it together again. But with a difference; no holes. Thus the Farnsworth house in Fox River, Illinois, will float above the ground, hung from eight exterior columns. Practical people who have seen the model wonder how Dr. Farnsworth will dispose of the garbage. But Mies shrugs them aside. “What is right and significant for any era,” he says, “is to give the spirit an opportunity for existence.” By the time the house is up the problem of garbage disposal will have been well solved by him.
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Clip and mail this coupon. We will send you absolutely free and without obligation, our booklet, "The Care and Treatment of Your Rugs" PLUS a sample of Life Guard, the Cushion Rug Holder that you can test for yourself, in your own home.

Columbian Rope Company
Allied Products Division
428-44 Genesee Street, Auburn, New York

Please send me a copy of your booklet "The Care and Treatment of Your Rugs" PLUS a sample of Life Guard, the Cushion rug holder.

Name________________________Address________________________

Here Are Two Free Offers!

TRY YOUR LUCK
AT THESE NEW GAMES

They are meant for grown-ups as well as children

Now, at Christmas, when you buy games for the children, don't forget your contemporaries. Keep your eyes open for the many games that are just as stimulating and amusing for an adult as for the young fry, not to mention the ones that are specially designed to amuse grown-ups. Doctors tell us that we need entertainment almost as much as we need food and drink and work. For those of you who have settled deep into a routine of bridge and poker, backgammon and Oklahoma, we suggest a little variation. There are a lot of new games and some of the old games have been revived with new angles which make them more diverting than they used to be. Autobridge, for example, can be played solitary or with friends. Incidentally, it will probably make you conscious of weaknesses in your bridge game and help you eliminate them. Po-Ke-No combines old-fashioned Lotto with the betting excitement of poker. The Qubic space game is a fascinating challenge, since you play it in three dimensions and on four levels. Very few people permanently outgrow a childhood delight in getting down on the floor to play a game and an enormous domino set lets you do just that. It's grand for terrace or beach, too, so buy it with the idea that you will take it to the country next summer and enjoy it immensely.

Po-Ke-No, left, players hold boards containing horizontal and vertical poker hands. While the dealer calls the pack, they place counters on these, as in Lotto. The highest hand by poker count wins. $2.50 at Macy's, New York.

Giant domino set, right, has pieces in blond hardwood as big as a child's blocks and as gaily marked in color. Good for playing indoors or outside. Set comes in a wooden box that looks like a big domino. $7.50, F. A. O. Schwarz.

Qubic space game, left, is tick-tack-toe on four platforms of transparent plastic. Object: to get four counters in horizontal, vertical or diagonal row. Combinations are endless, fascinating for puzzle lovers. $2, Gimbel Bros.

Autobridge, right, is a slotted board through which you see the essentials of bridge hands. Elementary hands and advanced hands are obtainable in sets. With each goes an explanation of method of playing. $6, Dempsey & Carroll.
FOR BATHROOMS continued

Please mention House & Garden when ordering gifts

Chenille tulip pattern, in red and black, decorates a white, six-piece bath set by Callaway Mills. It includes two bath towels, two hand towels, two face cloths and costs $6.65. Available also is a matching bath mat and a seat cover at $6.30 for the pair. Specially nice present for people who live in the country. You can order either or both sets from J. N. Adam & Company.

Bath luxury depends on pretty accessories as much as on an unlimited supply of hot water. Matched accessories include: a box for dusting powder, $2.50; wastepaper basket, $5; glass, $1.25; hamper, $14.50; tissue container, $3. In white, powder blue, maroon, green, yellow or shell pink. Except the glass, set is made of metal, easy to keep clean. At W. & J. Sloane.

To curtain your shower, an opaque plastic fabric, from Plastron, is ideal. It wears well, looks crisp and smart. The one shown, "Figurette," is a Plastron co-ordinated design and costs $5. It is made in various color combinations. The Dayton Company. Curtains and matching wallpaper are keyed to standard bathroom porcelain tile colors.

Paul's—Authentic Colonials at Prices that will delight you!

These handsome lamps, finished in polished colonial brass, with simulated hand punching, are authentic reproductions. Completely wired for electricity with a glass chimney and your choice of 8 in. shades, cased or overlay in ruby, jade, pink, yellow or dark green, plain or ribbed; also in white opal, plain or ribbed, with or without hand decoration. Revolving arms and adjustment screw allow lamps to be raised to almost 27 inches, or lowered to 23½ inches, and swung into any convenient position.

Edward P. Paul & CO., INC.
New York: 1133 Broadway Chicago: Merchandise Mart
Manufacturers and Importers since 1898

Your dining room presents a picture of informal charm, with this delightfully fashioned aluminum group . . . sculptured by molla, pioneer stylist of metal furniture . . . with handsome, sturdy box seats on chairs, extra-heavy plate glass top on table. molla furniture for the dining room, living room, porch or patio is available through furniture and department stores in pastel shades of white, Pompeian, aqua mist and dusty pink.

Write for the name of your nearest dealer.
The Christmas season is a time of easy hospitality, of casual coming and going, of frequent eating and drinking. It is a time when it is tactful to remember that our friends may have grown weary of the quick highball and packaged crackers as afternoon and evening refreshment. And this is a year, the first in many, when we can rediscover the pleasures of really good tea, fine coffee, served with delicate sweets or crisp crackers of our own making. Once more it is worth while to browse through the shelves of food specialty shops for favorite exotic blends of tea, fragrant rare coffees. For the first Christmas in five years sugar is unrationed, and plentiful for home baking. Imported and local cheeses of excellent quality are reappearing on grocers' shelves—a fair supply of real French Roquefort is expected in time for the holidays.

Homemade foods are always delightful to receive, and in many cases, enough in themselves. But homemade cake or cookies may be accompanied by a tiny packet of carefully selected tea; a teapot of anything from the beloved English clay type to expensive china can extend the gift to new proportions. For a family with children, fill a set of gay canisters to the brim with an assortment of candies, cakes, and cookies, and include a set of cookie cutters. A pretty jam or condiment jar can carry a rich fruit cake, pungent casserole at this season.

For the first Christmas in five years, and many people would enjoy one. A jar or two of some very special preserves will add a magical enhancing touch.

---

**Butterscotch squares**

1 cup sugar

2 eggs

2 tbsps. grated orange peel

1/2 cup chopped walnuts

1/2 tsp. salt

1/2 tsp. soda

1 cup chopped dates

1/2 cup chopped pineapple slices

3/4 cup butterscotch chips

1/2 cup buttermilk

Cream butter and sugar together. Add the eggs and beat until light. Then add ground nuts, grated peel, salt and vanilla. Sift in, a little at a time, the flour. Form the mixture into a ball, wrap in waxed paper, and chill in the refrigerator for two hours, until stiff enough to roll on a floured board. Roll to 1/4 inch thickness. Cut in small shapes, and bake at 375° for about 15 minutes, until lightly browned.

**Casserole fruit cake**

1 cup sugar

2 eggs

1 cup flour

1/2 tsp. baking powder

1/2 tsp. salt

1/2 tsp. grated fresh lemon peel

2 cups flours

1 cup buttermilk

Cream shortening and sugar together. Add egg yolks and beat until light. Stir in fruit and nuts. Fill the 2 cups flour, salt and baking powder. Bake at 350° for 30 minutes. Cut in squares. These rich chewy cookies keep well.

---

**Christmas fruit bars**

16 graham crackers

1/2 cup brown sugar

2 eggs

2 tbsps. chopped candied cherries

2 tsp. grated fresh lemon peel

2 tbsps. seedless raisins

1/2 cup chopped walnuts

3 eggs, well beaten

1 cup brown sugar

Roll the graham crackers into fine crumbs, and mix with salt and baking powder. Add fruits and nuts. Beat the eggs and sugar together and combine the six mixtures, blending thoroughly. Spread in a well-greased shallow pan and bake at 375° F. 20 to 25 minutes. Cut in bars while warm. Sprinkle with powdered sugar if desired. These will keep for weeks in a covered tin.

**Caramelized nuts**

1/4 cup sugar

3 tbsps. butter or margarine

3 tbsps. chopped candied ginger

1/2 cup sliced citron

1 cup sliced candied cherries

1/2 cup chopped dates

3 egg yolks

1 cup chopped dates

1/2 cup chopped walnuts

1/2 cup sliced citron

1 tsp. chopped candied ginger

2 tbsps. grated fresh lemon peel

1 cup blanched almonds

2 cups flour

1 tsp. salt

1/2 tsp. soda

Bread crumbs

Cream shortening and sugar together, add egg yolks and beat until light. Stir in fruits and nuts. Sift the flour, soda and salt together, then fold them, alternately with the egg whites. (Continued on page 252)
BOOKPLATE ARTIST

Bibliophiles are invariably interested in their favorite author's choice of bookplate. Mr. Huxley, who wrote the article on page 185, has sent us a copy of his, together with a few words about the artist who made it. Bruno Bramante, he writes, is "a most accomplished Florentine wood engraver who . . . knows his business as a technician. He has a delicate fancy and fine powers of imagination." He can be reached at 24A Via Vecchia Fiesolana, San Domenico di Fiesole, Florence, Italy. Letterheads and Ex Libris are his specialty.

Provence, in southern France, is a land of legend, of pretty customs, of fetes, and of historical romance. For you, in Bodart Provincial, its beauty, gracious hospitality and charm are recaptured.

DINING AMID French Charm

You will discover the embodiment of graciousness in Bodart Provincial dining room furniture, for each piece is an appreciative re-creation of the loveliest in true Provincial design. And, the name "Bodart" signifies a generation-old "habit of quality." It is evidenced in the superior craftsmanship, the luxury of fine walnut and the distinctively beautiful finish of Bodart Provincial furniture.
Radios and phonographs and combinations in sizes suitable for any use

"Piccadilly" table-top phonograph, $119.50. London Gramophone Corp.

Kerns Chest-of-Pine brings you new, sparkling elegance

The indispensable chest displays brand-new charm in Kerns Chest-of-Pine. Its warm, honey-colored grace adds friendliness and distinction to any room, banishes the "massive" clumsiness of chests. Lustrous hand-rubbed finish ... sturdy dustproof construction . . . in clear or knotty pine, natural or mellow finish. Sold only at leading department and furniture stores. The Kerns Company of Oregon, Ltd., Pilot Rock, Oregon, makers also of Kerns Colonial Pine Bedroom Furniture.

Two Sizes—18" x 20" x 40"—$149.50
and—18" x 20" x 46"—$154.50

Northern Furniture Company
makers of bedroom and dining room furniture

Showrooms in: Boston • Chicago • Cincinnati • Cleveland • Dallas • Detroit • Kansas City • Milwaukee • Minneapolis • New York • Philadelphia • Pittsburgh • St. Louis • Syracuse • Sheboygan

Visitors welcome. Purchases only through Kway dealers.

RWAY FURNITURE

for Gracious Living
"Now our house is always comfortable and we have an endless supply of piping hot water—even on washday . . ."

What a combination for year-round convenience and winter comfort—America's most efficient and economical home heating boiler equipped with a Taco Tankless Heater. It's a combination that means hot water always on tap—plus amazingly efficient and trouble-free home heating. The Burnham Yello-Jacket is an "all-fuel" boiler adaptable with only minor changes to each of these fuels is due to its famous and exclusive double combustion chamber engineered to make the fullest use of heat generated in the boiler. With the Taco Tankless Water Heater there is no storage tank. The water circulates through many feet of copper tubing located in the hottest part of the boiler. Thus it is heated piping hot as it runs. Why not enjoy the extra convenience of this truly modern, streamlined Burnham Yello-Jacket boiler that gives you year-round economy. Mail the coupon TODAY for full information.

*Also available with Taco Water Heater for storage tank systems.*

Burnham Corporation
Makers of the famous BASE-RAY Radiant Baseboard
BOILERS and RADIATORS
Irvington, N.Y.
Member of the Institute of Boiler and Radiator Manufacturers

The Burnham Corporation, Irvington, New York

I'd like to know more about the Burnham home-heating boiler that provides an endless supply of hot water.

Name:

Address:

City: State:

BLOOMINGDALES
Lexington Ave. & 59th St.
New York, N. Y.

BRENTANO'S, INC.
586 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

BRONZINI, LTD.
15 East 53rd St.
New York, N. Y.

BROOKS, INC.
346 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

BULLOCKS
67 West 44th St.
New York, N. Y.

BULLOCKS-WILSHIRE
3050 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

BURDINES, INC.
Miami, Fla.

THE BUTTERFLY STORE
77 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

CABIN CRAFTS, INC.
Dalton, Ga.

CARBONE, INC.
358 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

CARDEL, LTD.
615 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

CARLIN COMFORTS
Saka Fifth Avenue
5th Avenue & 59th St.
New York, N. Y.

CARLSON PIRIE SCOTT & CO.
State, Madison & Monroe
Chicago, Ill.

CARTRIGHT INC.
5th Ave. & 52nd St.
New York, N. Y.

CHANTELLE
P.O. Box 287, Grand Central Station
New York, N. Y.

CHARLES & CO., INC.
340 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

CHELTON, INC.
106 East 57th St.
New York, N. Y.

CHILDREN'S BOOK SHOP
253 Alexander St.
Rochester, N. Y.

GEORGE H. CLARK, INC.
400 Hutton Place
Columbus, Ohio

CLAY CLUB OF NEW YORK
4 West 8th St.
New York, N. Y.

THE CHILDREN'S BOOK SHOP
253 Alexander St.
Rochester, N. Y.

CORNER CRAFT SHOP
Bennington, Vt.

CROSSROADS OF SPORT, INC.
15 East 54th St.
New York, N. Y.

DALE FIFTH AVE., INC.
719 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

(Continued on page 255)
STORE DIRECTORY continued

DAVIS COLLAMORE & CO.
7 East 52nd St.
New York, N. Y.

DAVISON PAXON CO.
Atlanta, Ga.

THE DAYTON COMPANY
7th & Nicollet Ave.
Minneapolis, Minn.

DEMPSEY & CARROLL, INC.
556 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

DENNISON'S
7 East 52nd St.
New York, N. Y.

A. DE PINNA CO.
650 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

ALFRED DUNHILL OF LONDON, INC.
620 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

THE T. EATON CO., LTD.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Montreal, Quebec, Canada

MAX ECKARDT & SONS, INC.
45 East 17th St.
New York, N. Y.

THE EMPORIUM OF ST. PAUL, INC.
seventh & Robert Sts.
St. Paul, Minn.

FAR GALLERY
702 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

FAMOUS-BARR CO.
Locust, Olive & 6th St.
St. Louis, Mo.

STEPHEN J. FERON, INC.
55 East 44th St.
New York, N. Y.

EDSON J. FIFIIELD

500 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

FLORENTINE CRAFTSMEN, INC.
479-485 First Ave.
New York, N. Y.

FLYNN, INC.
4948 Maryland Ave.
St. Louis, Mo.

G. FOX & CO.
960 Main St.
Hartford, Conn.

FRASER & COMPANY
302 Park Ave.
New York, N. Y.

FREDERICK & NELSON
200 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

GIMBEL BROTHERS
339 6th Ave.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

MAX GLECKSELIG & SONS
100 East 57th St.
New York, N. Y.

PEGGY GREEN
600 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

S. & G. GUMP
San Francisco, Calif.

HALLE BROS. CO.
1220 Euclid Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio

HAMMACHER SCHLEMMER & CO.
145 East 57th St.
New York, N. Y.

HAMMER GALLERIES
602 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

XCLUSIVELY
IN YOUR LEADING DEPARTMENT AND HOME FURNISHING STORES
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT HOUSES, $19.50 SLIGHTLY HIGHER ON WEST COAST

STYLE - Beauty and Perfect Light
EXCLUSIVELY
SIGHT-LIGHT

IN YOUR LEADING DEPARTMENT AND HOME FURNISHING STORES
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT HOUSES, $19.50 SLIGHTLY HIGHER ON WEST COAST

STYLED FOR GRACIOUS LIVING

From the Victorian era, Colony Court has selected the "Mr. and Mrs." companion chairs as being among the best of that period of gracious living.

by GLOBE
HIGH POINT
NORTH CAROLINA
The newest and smartest in dinettes! It's Chrom Craft's gay and colorful, extra-large oval, linen pattern plastic top set...that's stain, chip and burn resistant. Comes with modern, 4-legged chairs...upholstered in exciting pastel shades of long-wearing Masland Duron to match the table top. Priced for your budget, tool

**...when you dine**

**Chromcraft!**

The exciting portable bar and server. Room for liquor, seltzer, soda, glasses and ice! Comes equipped with highball, shot glasses and ice tub. Handy—when not in use, roll it aside. Wonderful as a Xmas gift. In two-tone green, maroon and yellow, red and cream. For quick delivery send check or money order for $49.00.

**...when you entertain**

**Mixcraft!**

What wonderful Xmas gifts! Chromcraft! furniture

**DIV. OF AMERICAN FIXTURE AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY**

2300 LOCUST STREET

**SAINT LOUIS 3, MO.**

**STORE DIRECTORY continued**

W. A. HATHAWAY & CO.
31 West 45th St.
New York, N. Y.

THE HECHT CO.
7th & F Sts.
Washington, D. C.

HEDONIC ARTS
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N. Y.

HENRI'S
15 East 52nd St.
New York, N. Y.

H. HICKS & SON, INC.
660 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

HIGBEE CO.
Cleveland, Ohio

HOFFERTZ FOR CUTLERY
551 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

HOUSE OF ITALIAN HANDICRAFTS
217 East 49th St.
New York, N. Y.

THE J. L. HUDSON COMPANY
1296 Woodward Ave.
Detroit, Mich.

HUTZLER BROS. CO.
212 N. Howard St.
Baltimore, Md.

JARVIS HOUSE, INC.
52 East 57th St.
New York, N. Y.

JOHN D. JENSEN, INC.
665 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

JEWEL RADIO CORP.
585 Sixth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

JORDAN MARSH CO.
Boston, Mass.

KAUFMANN'S DEPT. STORES, INC.
Fifth Ave. & Smithfield St.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

DAVID E. KENNEDY, INC.
8th & Second Ave.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

KERR'S, INC.
312 West Main St.
Oklahoma City, Okla.

KLEEMAN GALLERIES
65 East 57th St.
New York, N. Y.

M. J. KNODD
753 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

LAMBERT BROS., INC.
Lexington Ave. & 60th St.
New York, N. Y.

LAMMERT'S FURNITURE CO.
911 Washington Ave.
St. Louis, Mo.

F. R. LAZARUS & CO.
High & Town Sts.
Columbus, Ohio

C. P. LEATHERCRAFTS
650 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

LEDERER DE PARIS
711 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

LEWIS & CONGER
45th Ave. of Americas
New York, N. Y.

THOMAS LONG CO.
40 Summer St.
Boston, Mass.

LORD & TAYLOR
Fifth Ave. & 36th St.
New York, N. Y.

E. S. LOWE CO.
27 W. 20th St.
New York, N. Y.

JULIUS LOWY INC.
52 East 57th St.
New York, N. Y.

LUGENE, INC.
604 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

C. W. LYON
15 East 56th St.
New York, N. Y.

CHARLES A. McCARTHY
22 East 65th St.
New York, N. Y.

McCLAIN & HEDMAN CO.
54 East Fourth St.
St. Paul, Minn.

JAMES McCREERY
Fifth Ave. & 34th St.
New York, N. Y.

McGUIRE & CO., INC.
283 East Main St.
Rochester, N. Y.

JAMES McCUTCHEON & CO.
Fifth Ave. & 49th St.
New York, N. Y.

R. H. MACY & CO.
Herald Square
New York, N. Y.

L. MAGNIN & CO.
Wilshire at New Hampshire
Los Angeles, Calif.

MAISON GLASS
15 East 47th St.
New York, N. Y.

MAISON HENRI
63 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

MALCOLM'S HOUSE & GARDEN STORE
524 N. Charles St.
Baltimore, Md.

MANOR HOUSE, INC.
383 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

MARK CROSS CO.
707 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

ALICE H. MARKS
9 West 57th St.
New York, N. Y.

MARSHALL FIELD & CO.
121 N. State St.
Chicago, Ill.

THE MAY COMPANY
Broadway & 8th St.
Los Angeles, Calif.

THE MAYHEW SHOP
605 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

MERMOD-JACCARD-KING JEWELRY CO.
90 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

MUSEUM OF MODERN ART
21 West 53rd St.
New York, N. Y.

MARCUS COMPANY
135 East 57th St.
New York, N. Y.

NEW DESIGN, INC.
33 East 75th St.
New York, N. Y.

V. C. MEYROWITZ, INC.
520 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

C. M. MORRIS
140 Maiden Lane
San Francisco, Calif.

MOSSE, INC.
659 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

MUSEUM OF MODERN ART
13 West 53rd St.
New York, N. Y.

NEUMAN-MARCUS COMPANY
Main & Ervay Sts.
Dallas, Texas.

NEW DESIGN, INC.
33 East 75th St.
New York, N. Y.

NEW YORK GRAPHIC SOCIETY
16 West 33rd St.
New York, N. Y.

OLD DENMARK, INC.
216 East 57th St.
New York, N. Y.

(Continued on page 257)
The Children's Book for CHRISTMAS

The Children's Book for CHRISTMAS

ALL IN ONE BOOK!

$1.25

*Stories
*Pictures
*Carols
*Poems
*Features

6xLavishly illustrated, gorgeously printed big 9 1/2 x 12" pages. Jammed full with beautiful Christmas Stories, Carols, Poems, Songs, Pictures, Articles, Photos, etc. & books in it! Over 42 different, delightful Christmas Themes. Captures the warm, wonderful Christmas Spirit in all its lovely aspects! Any child 4-13 (or 60) will love this beautiful book.

CONTENTS

1. A real sewing machine—miniature in size, but with a precision mechanism that really sews. Fine all metal construction. It's practical, educational and endlessly entertaining. Tama up to any table top. Needle and thread included. Each $2.95

UNDER-THE-TREE CHRISTMAS VILLAGE

For under-the-tree decoration. Set consists of eight quaint, tinselled and snow bound houses—a little village that you can build up with the tree. Colored windows transmit light. Per Set $7.50

O Christmas Tree Lights

Set of nine building candle lights in assorted colors. Base and candles play and a constant stream of bubbles rises through the candles. The $4.95

REGULAR LIGHTS

Set of seven multiple lights. Speciality superb ao low stars. Each bulb comes out. $1.95

SAME AS ABOVE BUT SIZED Warn. set of eight bulbs, per set $3.95

CARLETON HOUSE

3312 LINCOLN AVE., CHICAGO 13, ILL.

ORDER WITH THIS HANDY COUPON

CARMEL HOUSE

3312 LINCOLN AVE., CHICAGO 13, ILL.

Please ship items checked—Check enclosed for $.

1. Christmas Village
2. Tree ornaments
3. Blue, Phlox, Violet, and Star Rosebuds
4. Construction Set
5. Jr. Sewing Machine

$2.95
$0.95
$0.95
$0.95
$3.95
$3.95

OUTDOOR LIGHTS

A seven-light set for outdoor use. Weatherproof. $3.50

NAME

STATE

Please add 10% on orders under $10.00.

$0.95

On orders over $10.00

ANNUAL PRESS, P. O. BOX 591-HG, LYNN, MASS.
Glass Specialty Company, Weston, West Virginia. W. VA.

prices. Al gift, jewelry and department stores. West Virginia WESTON modern design — superlative quality — at conservative

When buying glassware, look for the blue and gold label of West Virginia Glass Co. It's your assurance of hand-blown, brilliant crystal glassware — smart, modern design — superbly quality — at conservative prices. At gift, jewelry and department stores. West Virginia Glass Specialty Company, Weston, West Virginia.

A simple flick of the switch and Air Clear actually creates ozone—nature's own purifying agent—right in your own home. This attractive and remarkably economical Air Clear unit can be easily moved from room to room . . . kitchen, living room, nursery, playroom.

Air Clear is smartly styled in a beautiful Catalin cabinet and is no larger than a midget radio. Available in tortoise shell or white onyx, Air Clear harmonizes with any color scheme. Requires no chemicals or refills—just plug it in and Air Clear's ozone goes to work immediately.

Thoroughly guaranteed. At leading department and electrical stores everywhere—or write to:

GENERAL OZONE CORPORATION
17 West 60th Street, New York 22, N. Y.

$24.50
A. C. ONLY

Manufacturers of ozone equipment for hospitals... schools... theatres... and industrial air-recirculating systems

When buying glassware, look for the blue and gold label of West Virginia Glass Co. It's your assurance of hand-blown, brilliant crystal glassware — smart, modern design — superbly quality — at conservative prices. At gift, jewelry and department stores. West Virginia Glass Specialty Company, Weston, West Virginia.

A gem of a juice set...

... with Jewel-Tone Handles. 7-piece "Elite" Pattern. Hand-blown, brilliant crystal.

Now—serve juices in style with this gay, show-off 7-piece "Elite" juice set. You'll say the handsome crystal, ice-lipped jug with its glowing ruby handle is truly a pitcher of beauty, while the smooth crystal glasses with their blue, green and amber handles give new zest to your favorite refres­her. Jug holds 1 quart—glasses, 8 oz. The popular "Elite" pattern also comes in smart cocktail and bridge sets you'll be proud to own or give to a favorite friend.

Designed by the West Virginia Glass craftsmen who create glassware to treasure.

SHRUBS FOR NOSES

A gardener knows, the fragrance of plants can come both from the flower and from the leaf. Besides sniff­ing at blossoms, there is also that inti­mate enjoyment of those who relish the scents of their garden by crush­ing leaves in the hand. We inhale the fragrance of roses—and they vary in their subtleties—and equally draw in the aromatic pungence of crushed bay laurel and willow leaves, and of sassafras, the leaves of which when bruised have, as Thoreau write, "the fragrance of lemons and a thousand spices." And, of course, we recall the fragrance of boxwood after rain.

To list all the shrubs that delight the nose would fill many columns, but here are a few that have a pronounced scent. One or two kinds should be in every garden. Enjoy them when the air is mild and full of moisture.

- **Abelia chinensis** and grandiflora. Lightly scented.
- **Amelanchier asiatica**, China service­berry, with delicately fragrant, misty white blossoms.
- **Azalea**, southernwood. The feathery foliage is richly aromatic.
- **Benzoin**, Russian olive. The white or yellow highly perfumed flowers are richly fragrant.
- **Berberis**, burgundy. The yellow blossoms are scentless, the bark and fruit are aromatic.
- **Buddleia**, summer lilac. These smell strongly of honey.
- **Calycanthus floridus**, sweet shrub. The little brown buds have the frag­rance of ripe pineapple.
- **Cephalanthus occidentalis**, button bush. White, spherical heads of tubular flowers are richly fragrant and beloved of bees.
- **Chionanthus virginicus**, fringe tree. Flowers pure white and fragrant.
- **Clethra alnifolia**, sweet pepper bush. All varieties are strongly fragrant.
- **Crataegus oxyacantha**, hawthorn. One of the glories of May. Many are sweetly scented, some American varieties have a repulsive odor, and Paul's scarlet thorn, with its cluster of rosebuds, is scentless.
- **Cyrtisus**, broom. While some of these are a little overpowering, most have a honey scent.
- **Daphne**, this family is rich in fragrant plants, from the lowly D. meyeri to the bushy daphne Somer­set. The fragrance is intoxicating.
- **Eleagnus augustifolia**, Russian olive. White or yellow highly perfumed flowers.
- **Forsythia**, has a faint, delicate aroma.

(Continued on page 259)

HABITANT SHOPS, INC., Bay City 2, Michigan

"THE HABITANT LINE . . . PERFECTION IN PINE"

This sectional settee is from the Recreation Room and In­formal Living Room groups produced in beautiful Michigan Knotty White Pine by the craftsmen of Habitant. Smart yet casual Habitant furniture, which is also available for Bed­room and Dinette, will bring a new note of gracious and friendly living to your home. See the complete line at better furniture and department stores everywhere. Write us for the name of your nearest dealer.

"THE HABITANT LINE . . . PERFECTION IN PINE"

When buying glassware, look for the blue and gold label of West Virginia Glass Co. It's your assurance of hand-blown, brilliant crystal glassware — smart, modern design — superbly quality — at conservative prices. At gift, jewelry and department stores. West Virginia Glass Specialty Company, Weston, West Virginia.
SHRUBS

Fothergilla. Too little grown in our gardens. The bottle brush flowers are uniquely scented.

Hamamelis mollis, witch hazel. A winter-blooming shrub with scarlet and golden fringy flowers exuding a sweet, dusty odor.

Lonicer. bush honeysuckles. Their common name indicates the scent. Not all are fragrant, but the sweet and unforgetable.

Myrica cerifera, wax myrtle. The leaves are spicy.

Phlox drummondii. One of our handomest native broad-leaved evergreens. The waxy, bell-shaped flowers, borne in early spring, are distinctly fragrant.

Rhus aromatica, fragrant sumac. The crushed leaves have a pungent, aromatic scent.

Ribes aureum, flowering currant. One of our natives, rich in sweetness.

Roses have such a variety of fragrances that we can almost ex-haust our supply of analogies. Some smell of mignonette and some of violets. Some are resinous, some lemony, and a number are definitely musky. You will never know how richly fragrant a rose can be until you grow the damasks. Then, too, there is the apple fragrance of the sweetbriar foliage.

Sambucus canadensis, elder. White, creamy and fairly overpowering sweet blossoms.

Syringa, blue. One of the earliest to flower is kyscenterifolia, with tiny blossoms and the fragrance of hyacinths. As the varieties follow, the odors range from faint sweetness to faint spiciness. White flowered varieties have more delicate odors.

The deeper and richer the color, the deeper and richer the scent.

Viburnums. The first of the fragrant group opens with V. fragrans, in white and pink, a shrub growing up to 10' and of doubtful hardiness with us in Connecticut. These are succeeded by V. carlesii and its offspring, V. buckwoodii and V. x hybrida, all heavily and sweetly scented. In June and July comes V. opulus, with white flowers whose fragrance is suggestive of the hawthorn.

Vitis agnus castus, the better known as the chaste tree, which is apt to die back in hard winters. The pale violet flower spires are fragrant and the leaves aromatic.

RICHARDSON WRIGHT

THESE ENDURING OLD CHARMS

The lasting charm of things old and valued is enhanced by broad strokes of the new. Especially when the new holds so much charm of its own, as do the cheery Western Pines. Build from the ground with Western Pines — or build a room around their glowing texture. These even-grained woods are versatile, economical, durable...and very beautiful.

Why not take a look at the way others have planted beauty all over the house with these superb pines? Just send for "Western Pine Camera Views". It's brand new and exciting, and free — full of pictures and ideas. Write: Western Pine Association, Dept. 220-J, Yeon Building, Portland 4, Oregon.

THESE ARE THE WESTERN PINES
* Idaho White Pine
* Ponderosa Pine
* Sugar Pine

And Now...

Maillard's TRAVELER

A New and richly varied assortment of the finest chocolates.

Truly a worthy companion to the ever popular Velour Chest.

Richardson Wright
Economical Gardner Radiator Enclosures add New Charm to your rooms

**STORAGE DIRECTORY continued**

Gardner Mfg. Co.
4117 Kansas St. Kansas City, Mo.

STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER
Market & 8th Sts.

CAROLE STUPELL, LTD.
507 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

SUNLAD FURNITURE CO.
2317 So. Main St.
Houston, Texas

ANDREW SZÖKE
72 East 55th St.
New York, N. Y.

TATMAN, INC.
625 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Ill.

TEL BURN OF NEW YORK
161 East 53rd St.
New York, N. Y.

TITANY & CO.
727 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

TITCHE GOETTINGER CO.
Main, St., Paul, and Elm Sts.
Dallas, Texas

HENRY K. TOURNEAU
431 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

THE TOY TENT
Buffalo, N. Y.

TRABERT & HOEFFER
907 Park Ave.
New York, N. Y.

F. R. TRIPLER & CO.
366 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

H. H. TURCHIN CO.
41 East 42nd St.
New York, N. Y.

UNIVERSAL SERVICE, INC.
1267 Ave. of Americas
New York, N. Y.

A. J. VAN DUGTEREN & SONS
5 E. 57th St.
New York, N. Y.

VENDOME TABLE DELICACIES
415 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

FREDERICK P. VICTORIA
154 East 55th St.
New York, N. Y.

SHERIE WAGNER CLOSET
ACCESSORIES
123 East 57th St.
New York, N. Y.

JOHN WANAMAKER
Market & 13th Sts.

WHEELDEX MFG. CO.
53 Park Row
New York, N. Y.

THE WOMAN'S EXCHANGE
543 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

WOODWARD & LOTHROP
Tenth & G Sts.
Washington, D. C.

WRIGHT TYNDALE & VAN RODEN,
INC.
1729 Chestnut St.

YOUNG BOOKS, INC.
746 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

KARPEN... the name first thought of when you think of modern furniture.

**KARPEN Comfortable Modern**

Featuring in Joan Fabrics new 3-Dimensional JOAN TWIST. Combine them! Mix them! Rearrange them! Expertly scaled to pleasing and proper proportions just right for modern living . . . Karpen design and careful craftsmanship makes sure they fit together smoothly. Deeply cushioned for comfort, with web bottom, hand-tied springs, curled horse hair and fluffy cotton filled upholstery. Bleached mahogany legs. This comfortable modern and you'll agree it's an investment in top furniture value, fashion and comfort.

Joan Fabrics for greater durability, extra years of wear. Available in curved sections, right and left conversational chairs, end and center chairs.

**Simple to combine . . . lovely to look at . . . easy to fit into your present interior . . .**

Joan Fabrics for greater durability, extra years of wear. Available in curved sections, right and left conversational chairs, end and center chairs.

PYRENE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
NEWARK, N. J.

The Spratts are looking for a furnished room now. They lost everything in their fire. And to think—a Pyrene Fire Extinguisher would have put it out at the start and saved everything.

Be safe with Pyrene. It's quick and easy to use, approved by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. and Good Housekeeping Institute. Get your Pyrene at your hardware, home or auto supply store.

**Could be Yours!**

get Venetian Blinds fitted with LEVOLOR

Affiliated with C-O Two fire Equipment Company

PYRENE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
NEWARK, N. J.

Pyrene Extinguishers

Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. and Good Housekeeping Institute.

**Store Directory continued**
Here is more information on the merchandise shown in the library, page 184.

**All prices approximate retail**

**Furniture** from the Kittinger Company, Inc.

- "King-of-Ease" chairs, $200 each muslin, $240 each upholstered in Goodall serge weave fabric; mahogany desk chair, $100 muslin, $160 upholstered in Lackawanna "Goon" leather; knotty pine kneehole desk, tooled green leather top, $220; green lacquer coffee table, $70; two green lacquer nested tables, $195 complete; London Club type sofa, $215 muslin, $305 upholstered in Celenese "Begonias" Multi-Color.

**Droptries** by Celenese Corporation of America.

- "Begonias" hand-printed Multi-Color fabric, 50" wide, $4 a yd.

**Carpet** by Firth Carpet Co.

- Wool turf, "$11 a sq. yd.

**Accessories**

- Colonial pine mantel, $300, William H. Jackson Company.
- Antique fire tools, $110 the set; brass coal hod, $38; antique brass andirons, $125 the pair; brass fender, $35; all from Edwin Jackson, Inc.
- "Still Life With Daisies" painting by Ben Zion, $600, Bertha Schaefer Gallery.

**Budget-wise homeowners find it easy to make their own draperies and slip covers from the colorful new Fincaulse fabrics now at your dealer's. Send for "Interiors Beautiful"—full of helpful hints on a score of home decorative problems. Enclose 10c in stamps or coin.**

**For Your Ski Vacation!**

Plan now for your vacation in the clear mountain air and health giving sunshine of Quebec's mountain districts. You will enjoy the old fashioned hospitality of Quebec's comfortable, modern inns and hotels. For help in planning your trip, write PROVINCE OF QUEBEC TOURIST BUREAU, QUEBEC CITY, CANADA.

Write the Provincial Publicity Bureau, Parliament Bldg., Quebec City, for information concerning the unsurpassed industrial opportunities in our province.

**LA PROVINCE DE Québec**

---

**Taint-Funny! McGee!**

**K-VENIENCES**

**Get these famous Closet Books**

**THE NEW CHELSEA "ELECTRONOMETER"**

Traditional Chelsea dependability and distinction now combine to bring you a new conception in electric clocks—the loveliest ever created. The movement of our Electronometer we believe is the world's finest; its classically unadorned lines are such that in one of its 6 colors it will harmonize with any room.

See the Chelsea Electronometer at your dealer's—or send for descriptive literature.

 CHELSEA CLOCK COMPANY • 107 Everett Ave., Chelsea, Mass.

/The "Brilliant"—Model FB Electronometer $18.50 plus tax/
**Set the clock**

**Put food inside**

**Take your children**

**For a ride!**

---

**KITTINGER LIBRARY**

continued from page 261

**CARE PACKAGES**

Three new packages, containing food and other supplies for children, are now available for shipment, according to the announcement of Mr. Paul C. McNeil, executive director of CARE. One package is designed to meet the nutritional needs of infants from birth to six months, another from six months to a year. The third package contains a layette, consisting of articles indispensable to the proper care of an infant—milk, bottles, powder, soap, diapering supplies, receiving blankets, medications and other vital items. Packages are $10 each.

Orders should be placed at CARE headquarters, 50 Broad Street, New York City 4, New York.

---

**FULLY AUTOMATIC**

**NESCO**

Only Roaster with a BUILT-IN Time Clock

This beautiful new Nesco—America's most-wanted roaster—turns itself on and off and cooks your complete dinner automatically while you're away having fun.

It roasts, bakes, steams or stews at the exact temperature your recipe calls for. Saves time, saves work, saves you!

There's no stirring, basting or sticking. Heating elements in the sides as well as the bottom radiate even heat in every direction. Thorough insulation cuts fuel cost, keeps kitchen cool. Order a Nesco Electric Roaster from your dealer today!

- Only Nesco has the insulated condelite
- Opens smoothly with a twist of a knob

Nesco products include electric canopeners, pressure pots, stainless steel stock pots, enamelware, tempered glass, Pyrex cookware, electric roasters, all ranges and heaters. Look for the Nesco label!

---

**IN-SINK-ERATOR**

**MANUFACTURING COMPANY**

RACINE, WISCONSIN

A word to the wives is sufficient...

**THRILL with famous HAPPY DAY GRIDDLE-GRILL**

Broils bacon flat—steak, ham or chops. No fuss or bother with an oven. No chance of grease soaking in, because ribbed channels drain off fat as food cooks. You see when it is cooked to the peak of perfection... the flavor fairly bursting out! Reverse side—a large griddle surface for frying all foods. Highly polished heavy cast aluminum—guaranteed warpless. Easy to clean. Cooks on top of any stove, 11" x 10", with 5" insulated handle. Sold at leading department and hardware stores or postpaid $0.48—check or money order to Robeson Cutlery Company, Inc., Perry, N.Y., makers of ShortEdge, finest household cutlery for over three generations.

---

**THE WM. B. WATKINS CO.**

2018 Central Street Dept. HG Evanston, Illinois

---

**HOUSE & GARDEN**

---
ELEGANCE AND FURNITURE
continued from page 164

Here is more information on the merchandise shown in the room settings on page 164:

Upper left photograph

**Furniture:** Chair upholstered in white Koroseal, $117; pedestal myrtle-hurl table with hams, $420. Charak Furniture Co., at Scruggs-Vandervoor-Barney, St. Louis, Missouri.


**Accessories:** (On table) Lamp, antique white lacquer on wood, gold metal leaf molding, 32 1/2" high, $115 complete, Kardux, 624 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. Cache pot with pink bands, Chinese figure design, $25, Past and Present, 129 East 57 Street, New York, N. Y. Glass decanters, $35 each, Steuben Glass, Inc., 718 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

(On top shelf) Nailsea white double flask, $40; antique green glass animal, $25; antique clear glass animal, $30, Mottahedeh & Sons, 225 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

(On bottom shelf) Antique glass paperweight, $75, Mottahedeh & Sons, 225 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

(Foreground) Chinese polychrome mortuary figures, of the Han dynasty, of the Post-Han dynasty (right), $375 each, Ralph M. Chait, 24 East 58 Street, New York, N. Y.

Upper right photograph

**Furniture:** Oak commode, $650; modern mahogany chair, $70, Charak Furniture Company, Orders taken for delivery in several months at John Wanamaker, New York and Philadelphia.


**Accessories:** (On top of commode) Chinese 18th-century lacquer box, $125, James Amsler, 215 East 49 Street, New York, N. Y. Glass bowl, $60, Steuben Glass, Inc., 718 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. Stone head of T'ang dynasty on black marble base, $700, Ralph M. Chait, 24 East 58 Street, New York, N. Y.

(Foreground) Chinese pottery figure of Wei dynasty, $425; Chinese polychrome pottery figure of dwarf, T'ang dynasty, $175, Ralph M. Chait, 24 East 58 Street, New York, N. Y. Box of inlaid woods, $25, Past and Present, 129 East 57 Street, New York, N. Y.

**Furniture:** Mahogany desk $265, (Continued on page 269)

Get the most out of living—plan now to make Colorado Springs your home. Dry, sunny winters . . . cool, invigorating summers. Snow-pure water, low taxes, debt-free city. Year round outdoor fun—skiing on Pikes Peak, big game hunting, golf on famous courses. Fine schools, Colorado College. Mail coupon now.
House & Garden

The Perpetual Motion Clock

The perpetual motion clock is a beautiful creation in gilt and crystal. Atmos is powered by variations in the temperature of the air alone! This miracle of perpetual motion is a beautiful creation in gilt and crystal. Atmos is an achievement of LeCoultre, famous century-old manufacturers of some of the world's finest watches and clocks. Sold only by Authorized Jewelers.

Vacheron & Constantin - LeCoultre Watches, Inc.

580 Fifth Ave., New York 19, N.Y.

Illustrated folder on request

Fashion First Spinets

Add a new personality to your home... a charming atmosphere of richer living... with a beautiful Gulbransen Spinet Piano... gleaming modern woods, magnificent tone and distinctive styling. "America's Smartest Piano Fashions." Write for free booklet.

Gulbransen Company

Dept. HG, 816 North Kedzie Ave., Chicago 31, Ill.

FOR MEN

continued from page 169

Here is shopping information about the merchandise shown on page 169:

Host

Trousers, $24.75; shirt, $18.50; tie, $12; shoes, $29; A. De Pinna Co.; rattan bar, $180, Hammacher Schlemmer; artificial tree, Page & Bland, $6, at McCutcheon's; old fashioned glasses, $12 each, Neiman-Marcus; green glass pitcher, $5.50, Alice H. Marks; Knapp-Monarch syphon, $10, Famous Barr Co.; aluminum ice bucket, $39.50, wire prong strainer, $1, both from The Bar Mart; Carwin's "trout fly" glass shaker, $16, Crossroads of Sport, Inc.; Simtex 54" cloth with 4 napkins, $3.75, chef's apron, $1.49, Bimontdale's; leaf bowl, $10.75, Carbone, Inc.; cork screw, $30 including tax, Black, Starr & Gorham, Inc.; "Kennec" flooring, $5 a square foot, David E. Kennedy, Inc.

Tycoon

Shirt, $7.50; tie, $4; handkerchief, $1; suit, $105; all from F. R. Tripler & Co.; brief case, $49.75 including tax, Dale Fifth Avenue; simulated-leather chair, $86.50, W. & J. Sloane; walnut desk, designed by George Nelson, about $462, Herman Miller Furniture Co., at The T. Eaton Co., Ltd.; Cub file, $17.50, Wheelex Mfg. Co.; James Lees Skyline rug, about $11 a sq. yd., at Strawbridge & Clothier; leather letter tray, $14.95, C. P. Leathercrafts; cigarette urn, $20 including tax, Black, Starr & Gorham; abaster ash tray, $3.75, George H. Clark, Inc.; king size table lighter, $5, Alfred Dunhill; paper weight, $30, Andrew Snook's; cigarette box, $100, House of Italian Handicrafts; "Naviga tor" 12" table globe, $12, Rand McNally.

Raw Material

Shorts, $2, The Clyde Associates; wooden dumbbells, $2.85, Altercronibie & Filch; blue rug, about $18, Cabin Crafts, Inc., at B. Altman.

Huntsman

Pendleton plaid shirt, $10.75; hunting jacket, $18.50; yellow paddle, $3; collapsible rubber dinghy, $45; creel, $6.50; Winchester model 21 double barrel shotgun, $224.15; landing net, $5; rubber "waders," $23.75; all at Abercrombie & Fitch; snipe decoy, $115, Crossroads of Sport; binoculars, $150 plus tax, Lugene, Inc.

Lord and Master

Green wool doeskin smoking jacket, $75, Bronzini, Ltd.; trousers, $30; shirt, $12; tie, $2; shoes, $20; all at Brooks Bros.; pipe, $25; tobacco pouch, $18.50; both at Alfred Dunhill; wing chair, $295, W. A. Hathaway & Co.; butler's table, $104.50, W. & J. Sloane; Cabin Crafts rug, about $18, at B. Altman; ash tray, $18 including tax; match box, $25 including tax; decanter, $21; brandy glasses, $36 a dozen; all at Black, Starr & Gorham; humidors, $20, Georg Jensen, Inc.; cigarette box, $100, House of Italian Handicrafts; "Upland Gunning" by Schadlach, $7.50, at Cross roads of Sport; magnifying glass, $4, Lugene, Inc.

More gifts for men appear on page 230.

Please mention House & Garden when ordering gifts.

Hand loomed babushka

These beautifully sheer, hand loomed Babushkas are the final word in most accessories for the younger set. In red, brown, powder blue and rose, they complement any ensemble.

Made by The Churchill Weavers of Berea, Kentucky, famous these 26 years for their esquisit hand craftmanship. At your favorite shop or gift-wraped and postpaid only $4.25.

Write for catalog of many other Hand-Weaves.

The Churchill Weavers

Berea, Kentucky

Our latest creations in occasional chairs and drop leaf tables... are now featured at leading department and furniture stores.

Lexington Chair Company

LEXINGTON + NORTH CAROLINA

The Chair For Every Occasion

More gifts for men appear on page 230.

Please mention House & Garden when ordering gifts.

100% Virgin Wool

AND JUST THE

RIGHT SIZE
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Enjoy this Circulated Warmth in your NEW HOME!

The following pieces are in the same fine mahogany and style as those on page 194, and are planned to be used together. For stores carrying this furniture see page 266.

This FIREPLACE warms ALL the room.

The Heatilator Fireplace actually circulates heat—warms ALL the room in a few minutes. Draws cool air from the floor level, heats it and returns it to far corners, even into adjoining rooms. Saves wasteful furnace fires on mild days. Makes camps usable weeks longer.

Will Not Smoke

The Heatilator is a steel form around which the masonry is easily built. Assures correct construction of any style fireplace. Eliminates faults that commonly cause smoking. Saves labor and materials. Ask your building material dealer, or WRITE FOR FREE FOLDER.

HEATILATOR, Inc.
1511 E. Brighton Ave.
Syracuse 5, N. Y.

Heatilator Fireplace

Ask Your Painter to Use Ma-Crepe

Ma-Crepe is a new type of painter's drop-cloth that is Paint Resistant, Dirt and Last Proof. Light enough not to scratch your finished furniture, but Tough enough to offer complete protection to anything it covers.

When painting your home ask your painter to use Ma-Crepe.

Ma-Crepe Is A Product Of

The D. C. MAY Co.

The best serve
CRESTAL BLANCA
from the finest of the wines
Cresta Blanca Wine Co., Inc., Livermore, Calif.

In offering the full selection of choice CRESTA BLANCA Wines, the Waldorf Astoria preserves a tradition—pleasing the tastes of luxury-wise world travelers... Classic proof that when you pour CRESTA BLANCA Wines for entertaining and dining, you serve... and enjoy... the best!
When Holiday Guests arrive...

With the holiday season almost upon us, let's greet our guests as gracious hosts and hostesses... with a Beverly Door Chime by Rittenhouse. Designed by Norman Bel Geddes, its flower-like ivory plastic housing tops off tubes of smooth brushed-brass. Sounds four harmonious notes for the front door, single for the rear. Volume can be adjusted down to a whisper. Shut-off switch keeps it silent when you take a nap. A distinctive addition for the home of good taste. The Beverly $24.50. Other models $3.95 to $89.50.

greet them with door chimes by
RITTENHOUSE
THE ADDED NOTE TO GRACIOUS LIVING
Your Name on Hanky
4 for $1.00

Women's shortest cotton handkerchiefs with rolled hem. Assorted colors: Pick from these 40 names, embroidered in white: Alice, Alice, Ann, Barbara, Beatrice, Bertha, Betty, Catherine, Clara, Doris, Dorothy, Edith, Euna, Eleanor, Elizabeth, Esther, Ethel, Evelyn, Frances, Gertrude, Gladys, Grace, Harriet, Helen, Elizabeth, Irene, Jean, Jeannette, Joan, Joanne, Julia, June, Katherine, Lillian, Louise, Mabel, Margaret, Marie, Marion, Marjorie, Martha, Mary, Mildred, Nancy, Natalie, Pauline, Peggy, Rose, Roslyn, Ruth, Sally, Shirley, Susan, Sylvia, Thelma, Virginia.

Send for your FREE copy and circular stowlne tips for improving projection. A many other valuable facts about screen surfaces, screen size and storage. Available at nearest complete line of Radiant Screens.

PURSE BRUSH SET
Lucite brush with nylon bristles and comb, in leatherette zipper case. Bush and comb clean white, attractive colored case, only 7" long. Excellent gift for women of any age. Order several for Christmas gifts. Only $1.00.

JUNG'S MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT
Add 10 cents for mailing either or both these attractive items.
629 N. 8th St. Sheboygan, Wis.

DECORATION
continued from page 266

Cincinnati The H. & S. Pogue Company
Cleveland The Sterling & Welch Co.
Columbus F. G. & A. Howald Co.
Cuppers Falls Loring & Co.
Massillon C. O. Finefrock Co.
Portsmouth Photo Supply
Toledo LaSalle & Koch Co.
Youngstown Feurer Furniture Co.

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City A. F. Williams Furniture Co.

OREGON
Portland Paul Schatz Furniture Co.

Pennsylvania
Erie Klick Furniture Co., Inc.
Harrisburg M. Lee Goldsmith & Son Co.
Jacaobus N. J. Leader
Philadelphia Strawbridge & Clothier Philadelphia

Rhode Island
Providence W. C. Dunkelberger Wilken-Barre Erwin Furniture Company

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga Fowler Brothers Co.
Knoxville Fowler Brothers Co.
Memphis J. Goldsmith & Sons Co.
Nashville Peruck Furniture Co.

TEXAS
Dallas Titches-Goetzinger
El Paso American Furniture Co.
Houston Sundian Furniture Co.
San Antonio G. A. Stowers Furniture Co.

WASHINGTON
Seattle Frederick S. Nelson

WISCONSIN
Madison Fruchtsch's, Inc.
Milwaukee Kildine Furniture Co.

HEATING
continued from page 197

Although it is imperceptible, the heat from the radiators creates a gentle air movement which produces an even temperature from floor to ceiling. The old, bulky, cast-iron radiators have given way to modern, streamlined designs which are concealed in attractive and unobtrusive cabinets.

The combinations of fuels and mediums for conveying the heat from the heating unit to the rooms of the house have many possibilities. The final choice that is suggested by your architect and heating engineer will take into consideration the type of construction that is necessary for the walls, floors, and ceilings of the house, the effectiveness of the installation that has been specified, the availability and cost of fuel in the locality, and the climate.

In this mechanized age, most of the devices in our houses are automatic. The controls that are available for modern heating systems can make warmth something that you don’t have to think about. Temperature and humidity in your house can be of as little concern to you as an electric clock. These instruments are remarkably inexpensive for the services they perform. They not only guarantee your comfort but they also avoid the needless waste of fuel.

Roughly, the cost of the heating installation will amount to 10 percent of the construction cost of the house. In northern climates, during seven or eight months of the year, heat may be required, health, as well as comfort, is involved in the selection of the type of system which will be best. Don’t take the chance of installing, improving, or replacing your heating system without expert professional advice.

I'M SO GLAD YOU, TOO, PREFER:

DRY SACK

Women who know and enjoy exquisite living often prefer sherry. Because they are accustomed to the best, they quite naturally choose the finest imported sherry. In our opinion, DRY SACK is the best obtainable. It is so recognized in all the Sherry-drinking countries of the world.

DRY SACK is a brand name—not merely a descriptive phrase for dry sherry—so it is important to ask for it by name.
GARDEN CLUB PILGRIMAGES

Garden clubs are beginning to capitalize on the wide popularity of garden pilgrimages and to hold them all over the country. The educational value of these pilgrimages cannot be overestimated. They offer practical lessons and demonstrations in garden making, which are far more beneficial to the average person than any number of lectures or books on landscape gardening. Every real gardener is interested in seeing the gardens which other people have made.

As a money-making project, garden visiting is ideal, but to make a pilgrimage profitable, it is advantageous to follow systematic plans. The suggestions outlined in this article are the result of observation and actual experience. Long-range planning is an absolute necessity, to facilitate the work, and yield maximum profits and maximum satisfaction.

The general chairman of a pilgrimage should be most carefully selected—a capable executive who has the ability to make members work and like it. The general pilgrimage committee, composed of the treasurer and chairmen of publicity, ticket and house committees, may also include the officers of the garden club, if desired. This committee decides on all fundamentals, such as the selection and number of gardens to be exhibited, the price to be charged for the pilgrimage and the hours the gardens will be open.

Permission to show the gardens is best secured from the owners, three to six months ahead of time if the pilgrimage is to be on a large scale. This enables them to plan for the exhibition date. Choose gardens which offer a pleasing variety of size and design: formal and informal, shady and sunny, azalea and rock gardens, etc. The public is also keenly interested in specialized plantings of bulbs, perennials, vegetables and exotics of various sorts.

The publicity chairmen carries a heavy responsibility, demanding experience, that of planning the publicity campaign. Publicity can start slowly if it finishes in a whirlwind on the eve of the pilgrimage. As soon as possible the chairman announces the dates in the newspapers and in letters to other garden club presidents, so they can arrange their activities to include a pilgrimage to your locality. Publicity campaigns which reach only local groups are transferable and may be shared by more than one person. Children under 12, who are with adults, are usually admitted free. During the war years, the custom of welcoming service men and women in uniform was generally practiced, and will probably continue.

The ticket chairman has charge of the printing and distribution of tickets, of which there had best be a liberal number. When annual pilgrimages are planned, it is well to change the color of the tickets each year (yellow, green, pink, etc.) as a protection. Tickets may have a map on one side to indicate the locations of the gardens included in the pilgrimage. The names of the garden owners, in addition to their addresses, should be on the tickets, also the dates and hours of garden visiting. The usual pilgrimage lasts two days, preferably, Saturday from 2 to 6 P.M. and Sunday from 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

Each club member is usually held responsible for selling a certain number of tickets and some clubs offer a prize of a shrub or garden book to the member who sells the largest number over the required amount. The tickets vary as to price, according to the number of gardens to be seen, but separate cash admissions are accepted at the gates from those who do not care to purchase a general ticket. Many tickets are transferable and may be shared by more than one person. Children under 12, who are with adults, are usually admitted free. During the war years, the custom of welcoming service men and women in uniform was generally practiced and will probably continue.

The ticket chairman will be liberal with complimentary tickets to the newspapers to establish good will. Tickets should be given to any person who displays posters or provides service of any sort. City officials and state garden club officers are usually sent complimentary tickets. The hostess chairman is responsible for renting or borrowing large lawn parasols or flags to designate the entrances of the gardens which are open for visiting. She also sees that a table and several chairs are placed conveniently at each entrance, where two or more garden club members do "gate duty". Each member is expected to serve a certain number of hours in this

(Continued on page 270)

Rug: Young Victorian, green and white, $10 a sq. yd., Firth Carpet Company, at Paine's, Boston, Mass.

Accessories: French porcelain lamp base with antique silk shade, $145, shade $45, James Amster, 215 East 49 Street, New York, N. Y. Seven-piece desk set includes red leather pen holder, inkwell, blotter, paper holder, $143 complete; pale green glass ashtray, $9; molded leather cigarette box, walnut coloring, $27.50; all from House of Italian Handicrafts. Antique glass paperweight, $130, Mottahedeh & Sons, 225 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York. Brass bust of Napoleon, $35, Past and Present, 129 East 57 Street, New York, N. Y.

Lower right photograph

Furniture: Antique commode, $800, sidechair, $135, Jacques Bodart, Inc. Order through your decorator or through the decorating department of leading department stores.

Rug: Culistan Grenadier, black and red Quaker needlepoint pattern, 9 x 12, $110, A. & M. Karagheusian, Inc., at L. S. Ayres & Co., Indianapolis, Ind.


Lower right photograph

**MAKE-UP CHEST** continued

The Old Colony make-up chest shown on pages 206 and 209 will be available at the following stores:

- **CALIFORNIA**
  - Los Angeles: Bullock's
  - Pasadena: Bullock's

- **MASSACHUSETTS**
  - Boston: Paine's of Boston

- **DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA**
  - Washington: Woodward & Lothrop

- **NEW YORK**
  - New York: Lord & Taylor

---

**Old Fitzgerald**

**OLD FASHIONED but still in style...**

A century old sour mash formula plus the pride of an independent Kentucky distiller is responsible for the never-changing character you like in Old Fitzgerald.

Accenting the pleasure of every sip, old-fashioned bouquet is sealed in with the distinctive, unmatched flavor.

Kentucky's Bourbon Bourbon

**100 Proof**

Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey

**Distinctively Beautiful...**

HAND-PAINTED ORIGINALS

signed by Carwin

Distinguished individuality for the hostess who appreciates truly fine glassware...a compliment to the favored guest she is serving. Each exquisitely designed piece is a hand-painted original, signed by Carwin. For a special gift...for your home...let Carwin glassware reflect your good taste.

Available at all Better Shops

**CARWIN & COMPANY**

East Haddam, Connecticut

**CARLY G. SCHEIBER CORPORATION**

16 East 41st Street, New York 17, N. Y.

EXCLUSIVE SALES REPRESENTATIVES

Decanter and six glasses...a different game bird realistically hand-painted in true natural colors on each piece. Set, $17.50 Extra Glasses, $2.00 each
of certain a certain amount of experimentation in providing special transportation for visitors without cars. In the majority of cases, this has proved unsatisfactory, as the number without cars is usually too small to justify the problems entailed. One club, whose gardens are wide and difficult to locate, attempted to furnish buses for their pilgrimage. The club had to make a guarantee to the bus company that there would be a certain number of passengers. On this particular occasion, the expected passengers failed to materialize, and the club members, faced with the guarantee, sent their children and nurses riding around on the buses all afternoon. This proved such a useless expenditure that, the next year, they decided to drop the transportation arrangements. Ironically, a hundred visitors arrived without cars, and clamored for buses.

Some few garden clubs are enlarging their pilgrimages to "House and Garden Tours." These have proved a great success, especially in communities where the houses are of historical or social importance. Usually, when houses are opened, only the ground floor is shown. Several flower arrangements, placed at vacant points, add to the general interest, and occasionally a thoughtful hostess serves a cup of refreshing punch to the visitors.

This year, for the first time, Southern garden clubs have experimented with evening pilgrimages. In some communities light and power companies have cooperated and offered their services free or at a considerable discount. The gardens were effectively lighted, and in several cases musical programs were presented for the visitors. This proved a welcome innovation, as garden visiting is often uncomfortable and tiring, especially during the summer and fall months when most gardens are at their peak of bloom.

FRANCES HANAY

GUATEMALA continued

By plane
Pan American World Airways-Grace Line (Panama). (All fares plus 15% federal tax. All times standard.)

From New Orleans to Guatemala City (direct). Daily flight, 8 A.M. Arrives Guatemala City, 2:20 P.M. Fare, $86 one way; round trip $154.80 (DC-3 plane).

From Houston, Texas, to Guatemala City via Mexico City. Daily flight, 7:15 P.M. Arrives Mexico City, 11:15 P.M. Leaves Mexico City, 7:30 A.M. Arrives Guatemala City, 3:30 A.M. Fare, $96 one way, $161.60 roundtrip (DC-4 plane).

From Brownsville, Texas, to Guatemala City (direct). Daily flight, 7 A.M. Arrives at Guatemala City, 3:20 P.M.

Fare, $62 one way; $147.60 roundtrip (DC-3 plane).

(Plane connections from domestic airlines can be made within an hour.)

By ship
United Fruit Company cruises from New Orleans to Puerto Barrios, Guatemala. Sailing every Thursday: 12-day cruise via Panama; 36 hours in Puerto Barrios. (You may stop over for up to 30 days.) S.S. Cisne and S.S. Tucanes. Fare, $225 up, (After December 12, 1947, $240 up).

Sailing every Saturday: 11-day cruise via Havana; 36 hours in Puerto Barrios (30-day stopover privilege). S.S. Anti gua and S.S. Quiriqui. Fare, $200 up (After December 12, 1947, $220 up).
FRUIT TREES IN YOUR GARDEN

There is nothing like the outstretched boughs of an apple tree to lend a feeling of hospitality and friendly warmth to the grounds around your house. One of the happiest of my early memories is the beguiling hour of tea-time spent under the inviting shelter of our infallible Jonathan, whose protecting shade in mid-summer was as rewarding as its generous display of soft pink bloom in early spring. No flowering shrub is more ornamental than a fruit tree in blossom. Nor is there anything more satisfying than the full beauty of its matured fruit in the summer and fall. Jonathan is one of the dependable varieties which need no cross pollination, a fine autumn variety known for the beauty of its habit of growth and the reliability of its annual crop.

If you have the land, a few well-cared-for trees will bring their own reward. But were I limited to just one tree, it would be a standard apple, for they live to a ripe old age and are among the loveliest of shade trees for domestic purposes. Put aside that old fallacy, which we as a nation are prone to believe, that to experience the joy of home-grown fruit you need an orchard. Let the fruit tree become a part of your garden. Given a chance, the yield of fruit will outstrip any other crop in actual value for the household, paying a 100% dividend on the space it occupies.

You need no expert experience with fruit to know that, except for pears, they are at their best when picked fully ripe. The beauty of home-grown fruits is that they can mature in the full light of the sun, which is the only way they can develop their true flavor. There is no comparison between the richness of flavor of tree-ripened fruit and that packed half-green for market. Flavor rarely develops in fruit after it is gathered. The pear is the only notable exception.

While the market standard for fruit is far higher than it was 20 or 30 years ago, there are many choice varieties which cannot be used commercially because they do not stand shipment. But the amateur is not bothered by the problems of profit and loss. With a well-selected assortment of trees, he can

(Continued on page 272)
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continued from page 271

have fruit from midsummer to frost.

Pollination

With several varieties, not only is the picking season prolonged, but the pollination essential to some varieties, to guarantee quality fruit, is accomplished. While some sorts of apples, such as Jonathan, Rome, or Gallia, Beauty, are self-fruiting, others, like McIntosh, Courtland, Delicious, Rhode Island Greening, Winesap, Baldwin and so on, should not be planted alone.

Transferring of pollen from the flower of one variety to the flower of another of the same fruit, as the blending of McIntosh with Delicious, or Bosc pear with Bartlett, is a simple matter when there are neighboring orchards (from which the pollen may be carried on the wind) or where there is space enough to plant two or more varieties of each kind of fruit. However, where space is actually at a premium this requisite can also be met by grafting two or more varieties on one tree. In fact, the art of grafting, which made possible the development of the dwarf stock in which many of the best varieties are now available, solves the problem of finding room for fruit trees in small gardens.

In making your choice, the purpose for which your fruit is to be used is the first consideration, for the family's taste should be given preference.

Sweet Winesap, for one, is among the best of distinctly sweet varieties for dessert and baking. Yet the list should include sorts suitable for eating an "nature" as well as cooking.

Since standard peach and pear trees never gain the proportion of growth of pears make them undesirable as shade trees. Though almost no variety of pears is completely self-fruiting, some Seckels and Bartletts have been known to set a crop by their own pollen. Comice, a quality rival of Seckel, is three or four times its size with similar fine-grained, sweet, rich flesh, slightly aromatic.

Peaches, on the other hand, are mostly self-fruiting and so are not as dependent on cross-fertilization. But they require good growing conditions, such as well-drained, friable soil and a climate which does not often fall below 20° zero. The New Jersey Experiment Station has developed a clear white-fleshed peach (Baristan Rose) which sets a heavy crop of fruit buds annually, ripening in mid-August. Hiley Belle is another good self-fruiting freestone peach popular for its creamy-white flesh, and the old standard, Belle of Georgia, is a white-flesh freestone whose rich sugary sweetness has long been a favorite. But if the family choice (Continued on page 273)
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continued from page 272

favors a yellow-flesh peach, the Golden Jubilee, mid-season, is well known. Halchavén is also fast becoming a standard favored freestone variety on account of its delicious flavor. So is Burbank’s July Alberta.

Since soil and climate vary, rely on the experience of successful growers in your own district, such as your State Agricultural Stations, so as to give first preference to the varieties you know do well in your locality. Bulletin 151 of the U. S. Bureau of Plant Industry gives a fine table of high-quality fruits.

Dwarf trees

Where a few choice varieties are desired, you can graft one or more kinds on standard stock. But for the home garden, where adequate attention can be given, dwarf trees are the easy solution. Dwarfing trees has been practiced in Europe for centuries. Strictly speaking there is no dwarf stock. The varieties are identical with those grown by standard trees. The tree is simply dwarfed by grafting or budding any variety upon stock which prevents its attaining full development. It takes no more room than an ornamental shrub, and though small is productive. The size in no way affects the fruit itself, except that dwarf trees bear sooner than standard size, and their fruit is usually larger.

While the dwarfing of stone fruits (peaches, cherries and plums) has not been considered as effective as pears on quince rootstock, or apples on Malling IX, they give slightly smaller trees, though the difference is not as great as with apples and pears. However, much is accomplished by pruning, and, taken early, almost anything can be done in the way of control. Each year the tests grow more and more promising.

The most important advantage is the ease with which small trees can be sprayed or dusted, thus protecting them from common diseases and insects. Pruning, dusting and gathering the fruit are all made easier because of their size. And in small gardens these trees are unlimited in their use, Edging a path, they give a very attractive effect, and are equally ornamental as accents in the flower garden, their shade being almost negligible.

Ordering

It is a common mistake to order trees too large or too old. Young, small and well-developed specimens are preferable. They suffer less from the shock of transplanting, and become established more quickly. With hardy northern-grown fruit trees planted in October or November, almost a year can be gained over next spring’s planting, because the tree will establish its roots before winter overtops it, and will start to grow (Continued on page 275)
126 Top Decorators—Architects—Designers COME TO CALL when this book comes to your house

141 rooms in full color...
traditional and modern,
dictionary of periods decoration,
paintings by Pierre Brissaud,
David Payne and others,
color photographs by Steichen, Bruehl.

House & Garden’s
complete guide to
Interior Decoration

NEW—REVISED—ENLARGED edition
of this famous Encyclopedia of good taste in all types of decoration
edited by
RICHARDSON WRIGHT
Editor-in-Chief of House & Garden

A professional book—to make the amateur feel professional. It arrives in a year when
your decorating plans can become a reality. Painters are once again painting...
because once more there are painters and paints. Just as, once more, fabrics,
furniture, carpets, household equipment are available. The “What to do”—“How
to do it” information in these 320 pages can make you your own decorator.

the gift for you...
your house...
your friends...
$7.50
Known the world over!
The pleasure of your New York visit will be enhanced if you stop at the Ritz-Carlton where service and accommodations are still measured by time-honored standards!

Ritz Carlton
MADISON AVE. AT 44TH ST., NEW YORK
James O. Stack, President
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as soon as the sap begins to flow. The main advantage of spring planting is to spare the young stock, in case of a hard winter; though often a late wet spring is followed by a season of drought.

Planting
It is important to see that your dwarf trees get a good start, by planting them correctly. They should be fully dormant when dug, and should not be planted too deep. The scion, or joining, should be above the level of the ground, not below, to avoid roots being thrown out above the union, which would destroy the dwarfing influence of the rootstock. The hole for the tree should be large enough so as not to crowd or bend the root-system, and its bottom spread with good topsoil before the tree is put in place. Not until after the tree has set a crop does it require fertilizing, to maintain vigor. For safety, a newly-planted specimen can be mulched with straw, and staked to prevent its being snapped off by sudden gusts. Level or sloping ground which has good drainage will suit the majority of fruit trees. But by all means avoid low spots where cold air is likely to settle and induce damp and frost.

Don't feed your hopes with dreams of fruit before the third year. Once trees begin to bear, they will continue for years. But first give them a good start. Remember your greatest economy is in selecting the best stock your nurseryman has to offer. Quality is what counts, and a reliable dealer knows that a pleased customer is the best advertisement he can get.

Their care
Pruning, spraying and fertilizing are the three essentials for care. Depending upon the choice of variety, and the age and size of the tree you set out, each tree must be considered as an individual in the matter of pruning, as what might stunt a young tree would be insufficient for an older one. During the formative years, pruning consists in shaping the tree, by keeping the branches low for convenience, removing the slender shoots that obviously have not the vitality to produce a good crop and thinning so as to permit the sun to reach into the center to ripen the fruit. Pruning should be spread over a period of three years to lay the foundation of a shapely tree. Pruning is a shock to the growth, and a drastic, overdue treatment may be too much of an ordeal. The regular time for pruning is after the worst of the winter is over, before the sap begins to flow, sometime before the first of March.

Spraying requisites vary for different trees and districts, but on the whole should be begun before the blossoms are formed, after they have bloomed, again on Memorial Day and the 4th of July; and it is best applied before periods of wet weather. Remember to ask the advice of your Experiment Station whenever you are in doubt, for the first step in any new field reduces any age to the beginner's class.
What a Fine Gift for your husband . . . a greenhouse where he could enjoy gardening 12 months of the year instead of 6. Growing conditions are ideal. Everything conveniently arranged to grow anything you choose from violets to orchids. Carefree automatic heat and ventilation available. Write for Catalog.

Lord & Burnham
Dept. H
Irvington, New York
Des Plaines, Ill.
St. Catharines, Ont.
Prices are slightly higher in Canada.

There’s a Buried Treasure IN YOUR BACKYARD...

The early bird on the market gets the high prices. And time after time he’s a Rototiller owner. Why? Because a Rototiller enables its owner to work the soil when the time is right. During spring planting, nothing is more important.

Market growers and professional gardeners were among the first to discover the proved practicability and all-year usefulness of the new and improved Rototiller.

Now, thousands upon thousands of industrial and white-collar workers have also learned that Rototiller helps ensure an early, bountiful yield from a small acreage in their spare time . . . Better still, they’ve often made Rototiller pay for itself out of one season’s earnings. What other household, farm or garden equipment will do that?

Got a small plot of land in mind? Let us show you how Rototiller can make “pay dirt” out of it.

--- SEND COUPON TODAY ---

FRASER FARM EQUIPMENT CORP.
York, Pennsylvania—Dept. 38
Please send me additional information about:
[ ] Rototiller [ ] Special Attachments
[ ] Name my dealer call about a demonstration.

FRAZER FARM EQUIPMENT CORP.
A Division of GRAHAM-PAGE MOTORS CORP.

--- END ---

GARDENING MADE EASY

PIctured is our easy-to-put-up Sunlty Greenhouse. Sizes from 5 x 10 ft. to 10 x 36 ft. $300 to $1400. Comes in sections that go together with bolts and screws.

There is also a Sunlty Lean-to from $295.00 to $643.00.

MAIL ORDER

HOUSE & GARDEN

Rototiller

The “bottom heat” referred to in the calendar, when given in degrees, means the actual temperature of the rooting medium and not the temperature beneath the bench. Raising the temperature of cuttings placed in a rooting medium frequently induces root formation and growth. This is usually accomplished by boxing in, with wood, cloth or heavy paper, the heating pipes beneath greenhouse benches. It makes for greater control of growth and better results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crop</th>
<th>November operation</th>
<th>Subsequent operation</th>
<th>Time of maturity</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aquilegia</td>
<td>Lift fold plants and heel in cold frame</td>
<td>Put up</td>
<td>February 10</td>
<td>After putting pref a greenhouse temperature of 40°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Begonia</td>
<td>Sow seed</td>
<td>Potting in</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>Stem cuttings also practical. Try Bonfire, Mrs. Patten, Westport Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borecolea</td>
<td>Blooming</td>
<td></td>
<td>June</td>
<td>Best flowers on longest stems come in November. Often 55° is better than 50°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calceolaria</td>
<td>Bench 11&quot; x 12&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>March</td>
<td>Plants are from seed soon in September</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrysanthemum</td>
<td>Bench 15&quot; x 15&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>April</td>
<td>November seed sowing will produce the plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarkia</td>
<td>Seed</td>
<td>Set in shallow</td>
<td>February</td>
<td>Do not disinfect. Prepare to give 4 hours electric light each day through January, Try Orange King, Scarlet Queen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daisy</td>
<td>Boston yellow</td>
<td>Bench November 1</td>
<td>January 15</td>
<td>For July and August cuttings, 4 hours electric light daily for one month prior to flowering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daisy</td>
<td>Boston yellow</td>
<td></td>
<td>February 15</td>
<td>Same as for preceding planting date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Late December</td>
<td>Bring up to 40° temperature early in December</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued on page 277)

GREENHOUSE CALENDAR

Believing that a need exists for a greenhouse calendar, the table below includes cues to November and December activities which will help fill the small greenhouse with flowers and growing things.

While most of the dates in the calendar are commercial growers’ dates, there is leeway given for the unprofessionalism of the owner-grower of a little 10' x 10' greenhouse. The house may be 50° x 15' and still the growing table will be found entirely practical.

House & Garden

(Continued on page 277)
GREENHOUSE CALENDAR

continued from page 276

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crop</th>
<th>November operation</th>
<th>Subsequent operation</th>
<th>Time of maturity</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friesia</td>
<td>Bloom in November</td>
<td>November</td>
<td>From August planting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gladiolus</td>
<td>Plant into bench 2&quot; x 8&quot; November 12</td>
<td>April 10 to May 15</td>
<td>Some bottom heat will hurry them along</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyacinth</td>
<td>Bring September planted bulbs into light</td>
<td>Late December</td>
<td>Few nights of a 60° temperature will make Christmas blooming possible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkspur</td>
<td>Sue seed</td>
<td>Bench in January</td>
<td>April-May</td>
<td>A month of additional light (electric) will bring flowers about three weeks ahead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilium snowdrop</td>
<td>Planted in November</td>
<td>November</td>
<td>May-June</td>
<td>Seedling August 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malvaglauens</td>
<td>Planted in flats</td>
<td>November 25</td>
<td>November 25</td>
<td>Flats kept outside for 6 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasturtium</td>
<td>Bloom from November 26</td>
<td>November 26</td>
<td>November 26</td>
<td>Planted in flats October 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelargonium</td>
<td>Make cuttings from stock plants Pot in December</td>
<td>March on</td>
<td>November 25</td>
<td>Bracts should show color by Thanksgiving for good flowering for the holidays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salpiglossis</td>
<td>All shading removed from greenhouse</td>
<td></td>
<td>November 25</td>
<td>Begin shading again in February</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued on page 278)

ORCHID FRESH HOLLY

A gracious gift for your friends. A complete decoration for your home. Red Berried holly sprays—Oregon’s Finest—and a door swag (as illustrated) of Oregon greens, cones and holly, 36" x 14" x 10" Prepaid U.S.A. $10.00
The Door Swag 28" x 10" x 6" only Paid U.S.A. $4.00
Berried Sprays 28" x 10" x 6". Paid U.S.A. $3.00

The Acres
"On the Roads where the Clocks Stand"
ROUTE No. 2 . OREGON CITY, OREGON

U.S. Gov’t urges home fruit tree planting...NOW

Big New STARK YEAR BOOK
72 Art Color Pages...FREE

We stand 20% of the cost of amazing new Fruit Tree Collections to encourage Prompt Planting

Specials in Roses and Shrubbers

NEW varieties of fruit trees vary ages of waiting---now ready. Seed and select to your liking. Introduced by the wizard of agriculture Barburton and Stark. Lacocking

W. ATLEE BURPEE CO.
S. A. BURPEE & SONS, Inc.
S. A. BURPEE & SONS, Inc.

STARK NURSERIES & ORCHARDS CO., Bozeman, MT
STARK NURSERIES & ORCHARDS CO., Bozeman, MT

LINCOLNWOOD MANUFACTURING CO., MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
LINCOLNWOOD MANUFACTURING CO., MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

Large size, ever blooming and very beautiful. Pull of foliage,ベルすとこの種と、みるとよく見える。緑が活動を停止し、花をもとめる。新種の「Blue Boy」、"Pink Beauty" or "White Lady"—until for $1.10, plus post charges. Or for $1.25 or 2 for $25.71. Cash orders—pay postage. Return at once for refund if not pleased. Given with orders at $1.25 or more: "Million Dollar" Mystery Blush Peony, 1 in. bulb, $2.75.

G. M. NUBBERY, Dept. 1254, Bloomington, I11.

Burpee Giant Petunias

Traditional and modern. Good for power unit, attachments extra.

STARK NURSERIES & ORCHARDS CO., Bozeman, MT
STARK NURSERIES & ORCHARDS CO., Bozeman, MT

CULTIVATING

Plowing

Seymour Smith & Son, Inc.

Rosedale

W. ATLEE BURPEE CO.

New Pruning Handbook—FREE

40 pages of reliable pruning information by noted horticultural editor. Free with any Seymour Smith tool, or sent postpaid for 25c.

Seymour Smith & Son, Inc.
9001 Main St., Oakville, Conn.

A YEAR ROUND

LAWNS LABOR SAVER

CHOREMASTER

Motion Products Division
THE LODGE & SHIPLEY CO.

SWEEP-CUT" Hand Pruner for General Use

"TIP TOP" Tree Pruner for Heavy Shrub

High Cutting

These and many other fine cutting garden shears may be had at your hardware or seed store. To be sure of durable, easy-cutting "Seymour Smith" tools, ask for them by name. They are fully guaranteed. Insist on QUALITY — it always costs less!

NEW PRUNING HANDBOOK—FREE

P.O. Box 175, Abilene, Kansas, U.S.A.
**GREENHOUSE CALENDAR**

going into traffic. Prevents short-cut seekers from walking across your lawn.

Write today for free, illustrated cata-
log. Gives detailed information on ex-
clusive features like Deep-Driver Anchor,
which hold fence erect and in line and
cover with sand

Hydrangea
Replanting period
Start growing last week in
December

Sweet pea
Planting
November

Sweet pea
Raising
November

Tall white barrette

Round white barrette

— 3645 14th Avenue, Brooklyn 18, New York

How to get
PERMANENT PROTECTION against TRESPASSERS

Day and night, an Anchor Chain Link Fence protects your home,

GARDEN MARKERS

MAKE YOUR OWN METAL GARDEN MARKERS

ROOVERS Label Embosser is the first practical life-time device for marking indestructible metal tags for all plants, shrubs, trees, etc. new ex-
clusive self-containing stock-making

device. Available in English alphabet, for nurseries, florists, growers. Tells instantly what is growing where. Great fun to spoil

WOODEN FENCES AND GATES

WOVEN PICKET FENCE

Gives privacy and protection. Shuts out objectionable views. Half-round saplings of Domestic Cedar or Imported French Chestnut. Two styles — Close Type (pickets tight together) or Cleft Type with the pickets 3/4 apart.

Booklet on Request

Rusticraft

FENCE CO.

8 King Rd., Malvern, Pa.

POST & RAIL WOVEN PICKET, ALL KINDS OF WOODEN FENCES, HORSEBACK GATES AND SELF-LOCKING FIELD GATES.

**House & Garden**

**Rooovers Sample**
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ROOVERS Label Embosser is the first practical life-time device for marking indestructible metal tags for all plants, shrubs, trees, etc. new ex-
clusive self-containing stock-making

device. Available in English alphabet, for nurseries, florists, growers. Tells instantly what is growing where. Great fun to spoil

WOODEN FENCES AND GATES

WOVEN PICKET FENCE

Gives privacy and protection. Shuts out objectionable views. Half-round saplings of Domestic Cedar or Imported French Chestnut. Two styles — Close Type (pickets tight together) or Cleft Type with the pickets 3/4 apart.

Booklet on Request

Rusticraft

FENCE CO.

8 King Rd., Malvern, Pa.

POST & RAIL WOVEN PICKET, ALL KINDS OF WOODEN FENCES, HORSEBACK GATES AND SELF-LOCKING FIELD GATES.
DAISY HILL continued

Key to plan:

1. Outdoor living room
2. English border daisies, Bellis monstrosa, red, perennial
3. Arctotis grandis, Blue Eye daisy, white, yellow, cerise, mixed, long stem, annual
4. Yellow daisy, scented Leptosyne, annual
5. Kingfisher daisy, blue, annual
6. Persian daisy, pink, perennial
7. Blue daisy, Agatha coelestis, annual
8. Jewel daisy, yellow, annual
9. Painted daisy, chrysanthemum, pink, white, red, annual
10. Blue daisy, Agatha coelestis, annual
11. English border daisy, Bellis monstrosa, red, perennial
12. Kingfisher daisy, blue, annual
13. White Paris daisy, tender perennial
14. Swan River, mixed colors, annual
15. Yellow Paris daisy, tender perennial
16. Yellow daisy, scented Leptosyne, annual
17. Jewel daisy, yellow, annual
18. Agatha coelestis, blue daisy, also has beautiful foliage, annual
19. Persian daisy, pink, perennial
20. Swan River daisy, mixed colors, annual
21. Arctotis grandis, Blue Eye daisy

If, as you sit on your terrace at sunset next summer, your view commands a little hill, you will be facing a fascinating possibility. It can be taken in hand and made to bloom, enchantingly, with daisies. Nothing could be prettier, for, though most of us are familiar with yellow-hearted, white field daisies, the family runs to all sorts of wonderful colors. Moreover, it’s a healthy, self-sustaining breed which thrives in any sort of soil, though with rich earth it luxuriates. Above you will see how a daisy hill can be planned.

Start with blue, always a wonderful color out-of-doors. The Kingfisher (Felicia) shown in color, page 183, is richly cerasous. Its petals are crisply pointed, its foliage slender and delicate. Agatha coelestis, also shown, is a soft pastel, its neatly curved petals topping a stem with foliage which is beautiful in itself. The Blue Eye daisies (Arctotis grandis) are especially attractive when the breezes turn their heads, exposing their violet-blue petal backs. The Swan River daisy (Beachy-
GARDENING GUIDE
FOR NOVEMBER

One more month of intensive outdoor work, and gardeners from Philadelphia northward will hang up the rake and the hoe. With shorter daylight, the work must step right along. If new plants or bulbs are arriving, decide where you are going to place them and loosen the ground ready.

Dormant roses will be arriving. Set them with the grating point an inch or so below ground. Water in the spread-out roots. Then heap up the soil around them. Around old, well-established bushes, work in a trowel of bone meal. This won't go into action until next spring—and the food will be there for the awakened plant.

Tulips can be planted all this month—so can lilies. Be sure to mulch the ground with leaves, held down by pine boughs or boards. If the late tulips are planted 6-8" deep, they will flower after those set earlier and shallower.

Any plants that are of doubtful hardiness should be dug up and given cold frame protection. This group includes red-hot pokers, some of the chrysanthemums, pansies, English daisies, Statice pennis, Incarnata del, launyi, the large flowering pinks and forget-me-nots. Later on, fill the frames with leaves and put on the sash.

Cleaning up

November is a month for sanitary work. Rake off all fallen rose leaves, cut down peony and delphinium foliage and clear the ground around the plants. These should be burned. After chrysanthemums have gone dormant or lost their foliage to frost, cut the plants down to the ground.

This business of cutting down spent plants after the cold frost brings a sense of finality which long-practiced gardeners face with satisfaction. That's that! The perennial border, having done its work since early summer, is tired and looks it. Get out the sickle and go to work.

Meanwhile the almost endless job of raking leaves continues. Any gardener who burns leaves ought to be subjected to the best of Toquenada's tortures. The passion for tidiness should be curbed. Even on the smallest place there is a corner where these can be composted to provide rich soil next fall. They also are essential for winter mulching of flower beds when the ground freezes in December.

Winter protection

Because their crowns need perfect drainage, keep cool ashes over cut-down delphiniums. Around old rhubarb clumps heap manure. Cover strawberry beds with salt hay or peat moss to prevent plants being heaved by freezing and thawing. After all, the purpose of winter mulch is not to keep plants warm but to keep them cold and steady.

Unless the vegetable garden is sown to a cover crop, fork it up in ridges—one of the best ways to expose soil-hibernating pests to fatal winter cold. Burn all trash, especially corn stalks, which may harbor borers.

Clean lilac bushes of basal suckers. Keep watering rhododendrons and newly set evergreens. Lawns can be fed the last time with bone meal. Keep the grass cut, leaving 2" to go into winter; any higher makes it more likely to be invaded by winter pests.

After that send all mowers to be sharpened, thus escaping delay in their delivery next April. They should be put away heavily greased.

If you want paper white narcissi to bloom on Christmas day, plant them about November 15. If you are going to force hyacinths, pot them by the end of the month, soaking well so that roots will get started. Then put them in a cool cellar or bury in a cold frame.

Garden reading

We recommend for garden reading three excellent books: Morgan T. Riley's Dahlia, What is Known About Them; Helen K. Krauss' Begonias for American Homes and Gardens and the revised edition of Florence Bell Robinson's Planting Design. Mr. Riley's book is outstanding for the research which discloses many facts unknown, or forgotten, about this popular flower; also his list of national and international dahlia societies is impressive. Miss Krauss' book on begonias is well timed, since that family of plants has been enjoying a revival of popularity under the aegis of the American Begonia Society, of which she is a director.

Good eating to you on Thanksgiving!
Fruits are lavishly displayed in the big Stark catalog. Brilliant color illustrations feature Stark Golden Delicious and Starking apples, the Hall-Herti- giant peach, Elephant Heart plums and many more fruits. This master horticultu- book gives full planting instruc- supplemented by photographs of ripe fruit to simplify selection. In addi- fruit-growing and a landscape- book are offered. Stark Bros., HG 11, Louisiana, Mo.

A Garden Greenhouse will double your horticultural enjoyment. The Solar "14" is a three-bench greenhouse, 14 or 18 feet wide in any length. The ma- are cut-to-fit and are assembled on your grounds. Also of interest will be the Sunfy greenhouse, sectional and expandable, as your garden grows. Booklets give specifications. Lord & Burnham, HG 11, Irvington, N. Y.

Kelsey’s Fall Catalog shows new trees, rhododendrons and dwarf fruits. In- addition, there are narcissus, tulips, ires and many other flower and fruit favor- Text also tells how to plan a balanced home orchard. Kelsey nurseries, HG 11, 50 Church St., New York, 7, New York.

Kitchen Equipment

"Cooking with Wines" features the electric sink with the auto- saving feature. Each sink can be fitted to your choice. An unusual sec- tion analyzes construction and uphol- stery of basic pieces, 25c. Heritage Furniture, Inc., HG 11, High Point, North Carolina.

"New Colors . . . to Make Your Heart Sing!" There are 77 of them and the countless variations you can get from the basic colors is something to sing about. Murphy Color-Scheme palettes are balanced in four sections which group complementary colors together. Each can of paint is custom-tinted to your order and there are large individual color charts to help you and char- monizing colors. Murphy Paint Div., Interchemical Corp., HG 11, 350 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

The Cellini Bowl, in full-color repro- duction, can be sent to you upon request. This world-famous bowl was designed by Bevanzano Cellini during the Italian Renaissance, and is now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Its silhouette adorns each piece of Fine Arts Sterling. For your print and for ad- ditional information write Fine Arts Sterling, HG 11, 12 S. 12th St., Phila- delphia 7, Pa.

"The Story of Wedgwood" is a history of the life of Josiah Wedgwood, one of the greatest of England’s potters. Throughout this interesting history runs a second story, that of china—its progressive development and the men who made England mistress of the world’s china market. The text is sup- ported by illustrations which add to the reality and beauty of the story. The importance of this book, 25c. Josiah Wedgwood & Sons, Inc., HG 11, 162 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Alvin Flatware Patterns appear in a folder which describes their individual- Chased Romantique, Chapel Bells, Romantique and Chateau Rose are ill- ustrated, and the essentials of a single- piece place setting are listed. Alvin Corp., HG 11, 333 Addison Ave., Providence 7, R. I.

Decorating

"Smart Window Styling" is a portfolio of 80 illustrations showing window treatments. Kirsch drapery footnotes and Venetian blinds are attractively pic- tured, and there are notes describing blinds and curtain devices, 25c. Kirsch Co., HG 11, Sturges, Mich.

Glass Furance for homes is displayed in a booklet showing occasional and etal tables, coffee and dining tables. Types of glass used are described, and the text indicates the ease with which this furniture is cleaned. Descriptions of each included. H. H. Turchin Co., HG 11, 41 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

The Heritage Booklet is full of sketches and photographs of furniture designed for lasting usefulness. The furniture is adaptable to many decorative styles, and the fabric patterns allow you a variety of color combinations. An addi- tional feature is that Heritage pieces may be special-ordered, covered and fitted to your choice. An unusual sec- tion analyzes construction and uphol- stery of basic pieces, 25c. Heritage Furniture, Inc., HG 11, High Point, North Carolina.

"New Colors . . . to Make Your Heart Sing!" There are 77 of them and the countless variations you can get from the basic colors is something to sing about. Murphy Color-Scheme palettes are balanced in four sections which group complementary colors together. Each can of paint is custom-tinted to your order and there are large individual color charts to help you and char- monizing colors. Murphy Paint Div., Interchemical Corp., HG 11, 350 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Lightolier Fixtures, decorations in- themselves, are shown in full-color illus- trations of room settings, designed by nine A. I. D. decorators. This 26- page booklet illustrates scientific fix- tures, adaptable to many room settings, and displayed attractively, notes out- line requirements for each room. 25c. Lightolier Inc., HG 11, 163 36th St., New York, N. Y.

Furniture, an album of it, is displayed in a booklet which shows many beau- tiful old pieces, Love seats, chests, breakfasts, chairs and sofas are high- lights of the Colleton Collection. Indi- vidual pieces, illustrated in room settings, are priced. White Furniture Co., HG 11, Mebane, North Carolina.

Home Furnishing, Style and Scale are explained in "The Baker Guide to Good Furniture." The technique of making furniture, shows the difference between faked antiques and authentic reproductions. There is a discussion of furniture history and style. Care of fine pieces is described. 25c. Baker Furni- ture, Inc., HG 11, 10 Milling Road, Holland, Mich.

"A Sketchbook of Tables" is a good guide to room arrangement. If you are planning a conversation group or a special occasion, will intrigue you and the elegant tall torches will add glam- our and anticipation to your festive dinners. Garland and centerpieces for Christmas are of particular interest. Ensky Catalog, HG 11, Syracuse, N. Y.

Candies for every season and occasion are attractively displayed in the Ensky booklets. Pages of novelty candies in unusual designs, created for that special occasion, will intrigue you, and the elegant tall torches will add glam- our and anticipation to your festive dinners. Garland and centerpieces for Christmas are of particular interest. Ensky Catalogs, HG 11, Syracuse, N. Y.

Garage Doors, made of aluminum and operated with track hardware, are il- lustrated in the Berry folder. These doors tilt up and roll inside the garage much as do the canopy-type doors. To open, you release a latch and give a slight upward pull, a power unit does the rest. Door fits a standard 8' x 7' opening. Descriptions of different speci- fication are presented. Berry Door Corp., HG 11, 453 S. Woodward Ave., Birmingham, Mich.

Flexscreen is a safety, fireplace spark screen which hangs in folds of woven metal fabric and glides open or shut like a theater curtain. Various styles include Cape Cod, Colonial, Norman, recessed type and frame type. Each is illustrated in relation to room settings. Bennett-Ireland, HG 11, Nicaray, N. Y.

Schenley Distillers Corp., HG 11, Bridgeport 2, Conn. Recipes are easy to follow and sound so

"Wallace patterns—are illustrated in three-dimensional beauty. A chapter explains how each pattern was derived. 25c. Wallace Silversmiths, HG 11, Wallingford, Conn.

Kohler equipment for the mechanical roles of your house. Color illustrations indicate room arrangements, types of equipment and decorative ideas. Fix- tures, fittings and sink are displayed, Kohler Co., HG 11, Kohler, Wisconsin.

"Fixtures of Beauty and Distinction" includes 12 color page suggestions for bathroom décor. There are 12 equally handsomely colored pages from which to select your bathroom fixtures. In addition, diagrams explain the types of plumbing for small, medium and large baths. Four pages show Eljer sinks. Eljer Co., HG 11, Ford City, Pa.

Food and Wines

"Cooking with Wines" is a folder con- taining 11 recipes for entrees, soups, fish and desserts. Used in the cooking of each are Italian Swiss Colony wines. Recipes are easy to follow and sound so delicious you‘ll want to try them all. National Distillers Products Corp., HG 11, 120 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

A Merry-Go-Round finds Balzac Li- queurs cleverly arranged under a pep- permint-striped big top. The 11 Balzac- uinities are contained in one bottle. You‘ll be interested in trying the con- coction called the Balzac blazer and will like the book with its many new recipes. Schenley Distillers Corp., HG 11, 350 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
For a discriminating few! the finest radio phonograph ever created. Housed in cabinets of enduring beauty, Meissner combines the newest wonders of radio with the latest advances in sound engineering to bring you the world's great music in its original glory. Vastly improved Standard Broadcast, the crystal clarity of FM, super Shortwave and the latest intermixing type record changer... all are yours in the matchless perfection of this instrument. For the supreme thrill that comes when you hear the music of your choice reproduced with full scale fidelity, you will demand a Meissner. At top dealers or write: Meissner, 500 W. Huron St., Chicago 10, Illinois.

The Meissner Chippendale, an authentic reproduction in finely swirled mahogany, richly carved and hand finished.

MEISSNER MANUFACTURING DIV. OF MARGUERITE INDUSTRIES, INC.

FOR A DISCRIMINATING FEW!

The Charm of Old Virginia


RCA Victor has just released an album that is by way of being the curiosity of the year. It is a performance of Bach's Double Concerto in D Minor with both solo violin parts played by Jascha Heifetz. The sound is muffled, as if strained through several thicknesses of flannel. Heifetz's tone is so rich and luscious as chocolate fudge and, ultimately, just as indigestible. This is partly the fault of the recording, but the result is unkind to Bach. (Bach: Concerto in D Minor for two violins and orchestra. Jascha Heifetz with Franz Waxman and the Victor Chamber Orchestra. Album DM-1143. $3.)

Another curiosity is a recording of a practically unknown work by Rachmaninoff: a choral symphony based upon a Russian translation of Poe's The Bells, which you will remember vividly from schoolroom recitation. In the present recording, the work is sung in an English version retranslated from the Russian, with the result that Poe sounds as Russian as borscht. In the present recording, the work is sung in an English version retranslated from the Russian, with the result that Poe sounds as Russian as borscht. (Rachmaninoff: The Bells. The Santa Monica Symphony Orchestra, chorus of the First Methodist Church of Los Angeles and soloists under Jacques Rachmilovich. Disc Album 604, $6.14."

New and notable:

Brazilian pianist Guinomar Novaes plays charming folk music of her native land. (Brazilian Piano Music. Columbia Album MM-692, $3.75.)